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Hello there F!rosh! 
Welcome to Super SkuleTM Bros. 1T6 Adventure Mode!

What’s SkuleTM you ask? It is the place where you will be taught 
and equipped to become a great engineer, or anything that you 
set your mind to. There are no cheats to pass the stages, but with 
full concentration (staring at the TV screen, I mean textbook) and 
help from your SkuleTM mates, you will succeed. But that’s not all, 
SkuleTM It is THE place where you will experience the best F!rosh 
week of you life, make life-long friends, put on the craziest pranks, 
watch the awesomest sketch comedy/musicals, and be forever 
proud in being a SkuleTM Engineer. So dive into the SkuleTM com-
LTMHSX� EQNL�C@X�NMD�� HS�VHKK�CDjMHSDKX�L@JD�XNTQ�XD@QR�@S�4�NE�3�
SkuleTM EXTRAordinary!

By the time you start exploring SkuleTM (ie. reading this 129-page-full-of-excitement-handbook), I 
will be relaxing on the beach laughing away at those days when I banged my head on the keyboard 
for Adobe Indesign has crashed again without saving my work. Every hour of work (and repeating 
the same work) was worth it, I had a blast designing and putting together this handbook for you 
�3�R�(�GNOD�XNT�DMINX�QD@CHMF�HS�@MC�jMC�HS�GDKOETK�HM�L@JHMF�SGD�LNRS�NTS�NE�XNTQ�2JTKDTM life. 

(E�XNT�G@UD�@MX�PTDRSHNMR�QDF@QCHMF�SGD�BNMSDMSR�NE�SGHR�G@MCANNJ��NQ�HE�8.4�V@MS�SN�S@JD�SGD�KD@C�
and produce next year’s handbook, make sure to check out page 66 and don’t hesitate to send 
me an email at handbook@skule.ca!

Have fun during F!rosh Week and see you around in SkuleTM!

Fionna Gan
F!rosh Handbook Editor-in-Chief 1T2-1T3

CO-EDITURDS
Just as you can’t defeat the evil Tabuu without your teammates, without these wonderful co-edi-
tors, this handbook could not have happened! Thank you for competing my last minutes requests.. 
and just being awesome the way you guys are. =P

Sherri Cui: Anytime, anyplace, anywhere. With trouble brewing or laughter in the air! You can 
count an engineer whose just tough enough. And the song that’s alive in the heart of jigglypuff

Shen Wong: Be ready to push your own boundaries to the limit. Step up to the plate 1T6’s, it’s 
your F!rosh, make it a memorable one.

Brandon Li: #getwild #winning #matriculation #biwinning #dyestation #HOLY*&^$ #dontdoit... 
#totallydoit! #havengerscunt #noclass #nosleep #noregrets #skulelife #saynotoYolo #carpediem 
#carpedievening #memories #F!roshWeek1T2 

Junaid Warani:�(�KD@QMDC�SGQDD�SGHMFR�HM�LX�jQRS�XD@Q�@S�2JTKDTM: delta-epsilons, building bridges, 
that getting involved is awesome, and how to count.
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wicz, Andrew Nestico, Bill Wei, Brendan Lee, Brian To, Catherine Solis, Catherine Tran, David 
Belvedere, Denny Yip, Errol Coutinho, Peter Sun, Evelyn Sham, Hardeep Singh, Harris Chan, 
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Chunkei Tang, Yerusha Nuh, Pierre Harfouche, Rishi Maharaj, Sherry Shi (awesome characters), 
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Hello Engineers of the Future!
Welcome to the University of Toronto and the Faculty 
of Applied Science and engineering!  You are about 
to embark on a journey that will last for the next 4 or 5 
years of your life and trust me if you come out the 
same as you were going in, you did it wrong.  This is 
your opportunity to be who you want to be and to 
accomplish what you never thought you could!  So, 
seize every opportunity and live life to the fullest.

Why should you attend F!rosh Week?  Because this 
is our big welcome party for you.  Get excited, get pumped, this week is going to be amazing.  
8NT�KK�LDDS�EDKKNV�jQRS�XD@QR��FDS�E@LHKH@Q�VHSG�SGD�B@LOTR��G@UD�SGD�NOONQSTMHSX�SN�ROD@J�VHSG�TO-
per years, learn our traditions, dye yourself purple, discover Toronto, and have a ton of fun doing it!

This is an event that you don’t want to miss.  For more information visit orientation.skule.ca.  If 
you have any questions email askorientation@skule.ca!  See you September 3rd!!

Maegan Chang
Orientation Chair 1T2

What to bring: 
q�/QD�NQCDQ� QDBDHOSR� ENQ�
F!rosh kits or money 
to buy a F!rosh kit
q�3�B@QC��GD@KSG�B@QC
q�2JTKDTM spirit!

What to wear:
q�6D@SGDQ�@OOQNOQH@SD�BKNSG-
ing (rain or shine!)
q� "NLENQS@AKD� V@KJHMF�
shoes
q�2TMRBQDDM

Orientation Checklist
What your F!rosh kit includes: 
q�8NTQ�jQRS�G@QC�G@SŬ
q� �K@TMCQX�A@F
q�3VN�.QHDMS@SHNM�3�RGHQSR
q�%KHO�kNOR
q�%1$$�SHBJDS�SN�2JTKD�-HSDŬ��OHBJ�TO�HM�,@QBG�
q�%1$$�SHBJDS�SN�%ŬQNRG�-HSD��3TDRC@X����OL�
q�/DMR�BNTONMR�SQHMJDSR�@MC�KNSR�NE�NSGDQ�2V@F

What NOT to bring:
q�$WODMRHUD�DKDBSQNMHBR��HS�KK�FDS�OTQOKD�VDS�CHQSX�
q� MXSGHMF�U@KT@AKD��2(-�B@QC��O@RRONQS��DSB�
q�8NTQ�O@QDMSRŬ

What NOT to wear:
q�$WODMRHUD�BKNSGHMF��2@UD�HS�ENQ�%ŬQNRG�-(SDŬ�
q�$WBDRRHUD�BKNSGHMF��XNT�KK�AD�B@QQXHMF�HS�@QNTMC�

THE ‘O’ 
TEAM

CHAIR’S MESSAGE
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

09:00

10:00

11:00

12:00

13:00

14:00

15:00

16:00

17:00

18:00

19:00

ŉ

Arrival & 
Registration

Matriculation

Campus Tours /
Lunch /

Dye Station

F!rosh Picture

Downtown 
Walkaround

Dinner

Varsity Blues 
Game

F!rosh Olympics /
BBQ Lunch

Engineering 
Clubs Fair

Discipline Club
Dinner

F!rosh Nite

Tutorial

Secondary 
Education 
Evaluation

Faculty Fun

Charity 
Buskerfest

Casey Jones
Hypnosis Show

Havenger 
Scunt

SUDS!

Class :(
(SUDS!?)

Blue and Gold
Bed Races

D-Battle
at SUDS!

Class :(
(SUDS!?)

UTSU Parade

Faculty Lunch / 
UTSU Clubs Fair

UTSU Concert
and Afterparty / 

SUDS!

Saturday
Sunday

Hart House
Farm

08:00

Skule Nite
Improv Challenge

F!rosh Week Faculty Event UTSU Event

Note:  SUDS, our student-run pub, is open all day, every day during 
F!rosh week.

F!ROSH WEEK SCHEDULE
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Matriculation  
To be well equipped for the epic week ahead, you must 
jQRS�OTQBG@RD�XNTQ�%ŬQNRG�JHS� ESDQ�SGHR�HR�CNMD��XNT�VHKK�
join with your F!rosh group to be introduced to leaders 
of student life at Skule™ and, to take a sacred oath 
with your hardhat. 

Campus Tour 
This is when leedurs will help guide you through your 
new “home”. Before the tour begins, you will be offered the honourable opportunity of taking the 
purple plunge and wearing engineering pride on your skin. As you walk through campus, keep 
your eyes peeled for artsci’s, who will stop at nothing to obtain your beloved hardhats. Arriving at 
%QNMS�"@LOTR��@�OHBSTQD�NE�SGD�DMSHQD�%ŬQNRG�BK@RR�HR�S@JDM�3GD�RG@OD�XNT�ENQLDC�NM�SGD�jDKC�VHKK�
be revealed to you in the Skulebook.

Downtown Walkaround  
Tired of walking? Well you’re not done yet! This is your chance to pick up those feet and explore 
SGD�VNMCQNTR�BHSX�NE�3NQNMSN�HM�VGHBG�NTQ�GTLAKD�2JTKD¥�QDRHCDR�-@UHF@SD�SGQNTFG�SGD�BNQD�
of downtown and feel the exhilaration of screaming Skule™ chants at the top of your lungs, 
RSNQLHMF�L@KKR��RSNOOHMF�SQ@EjB��@MC�B@TRHMF�@�QTBJTR�MD@Q�"HSX�'@KK�l�ENQ�@M�@ESDQMNNM��SGD�BHSX�
is yours. This is a signature event of F!rosh Week and one you won’t want to miss! Seriously, you 
will not regret it!

Tutorial 
Two months of summer can (surprisingly!) erase a lot from your memory. Attend a tutorial 
SN�AQTRG�TO�XNTQ�GHFG�RBGNNK�JMNVKDCFD�ADENQD�SNLNQQNV�LNQMHMF�R�2DBNMC@QX�$CTB@SHNM�
$U@KT@SHNMŬ

Varsity Blues Game  
After a long, fruitful day of running rampant around campus and Toronto, it’s time to sit back and 
leave the physical exertion up to our U of T varsity athletes. Come out and cheer our Football 
team on!

Secondary Education Evaluation 
8NT�VDQD�QDBQTHSDC�@R�%ŬQNRG�ADB@TRD�XNT�@QD�SGD�ADRS�-NV��XNT�LTRS�
prove it. You will be thoroughly tested on your knowledge of english, 
math, physics, and chemistry. This test will not affect your academic 
standing; however it will help assess the strength of your educational 
background and provides an idea of academic expectations. It is highly 
recommended that you attend the test, as well as the prep tutorial the day 
before.

F!ROSH WEEK EVENTS
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F!rosh Olympics  
Show that you are strong not only in the mind, but also in the body. 
F!rosh groups will compete to demonstrate their superior intelligence, 
agility, and strength. The power is in your hands (and feet).

Engineering Clubs Fair  
6NQQHDC�SG@S�ADBNLHMF�@M�DMFHMDDQ�LD@MR�@KK�VNQJ�MN�OK@X��-NS�
GDQD�@S�2JTKD¥Ŭ�6HSG���
�BKTAR�QTM�AX�DMFHMDDQHMF�RSTCDMSR��SGDQD�
is no excuse to not do what you love, whether it’s photography, 

sports, cultural groups or more. What’s even better is that our clubs accommodate the rigorous 
DMFHMDDQHMF�BNTQRD�KN@C��LD@MHMF�SGDRD�BKTAR�@QD�L@CD�ENQ�XNT�1D@C�@ANTS�RNLD�NE�SGD�BKTAR�
on page 84 and Come out and see what Skule™ has to offer you!

Discipline Club Dinner 
Discipline Clubs (student councils for your discipline) are a quick way to get to know upper years 
in your program. Come out to this event and enjoy an opportunity to play some games, discuss 
your favourite Star Wars character, and get some one-on-one tips and hints that will increase 
your chances of surviving the First-Year Battle.

F!rosh Nite 
Time for you to boogey on down to the nightclub. Go ahead, show off your moon walk and 
unleash your repertoire of gravity defying dance moves. The more the merrier! And so, you will 
be joined by F!rosh from universities and colleges all over Toronto. Set aside any feuds, for on 
SGHR�MHFGS�XNTQ�NMKX�BG@KKDMFDQ�HR�SGD�C@MBD�kNNQ

Havenger Scunt 
Similar to a scavenger hunt, you will get together with other 
kDCFKHMFR�@MC�ENQL�BK@MR��NQ�FQNTOR��8NTQ�RODDC�@MC�
synchronization skills are key factors in determining your clan’s 
victory. Of course, there are prizes.

Faculty Fun 
3GHMJ�VG@S�@KK�/QNEDRRNQR�CN�HR�SGHMJ�@ANTS�DMFHMDDQHMF��#DjMHSDKX�
MNSŬ�$MINX�RNLD�SHLD�LDDSHMF�/QNEDRRNQR�@MC�NSGDQ�RS@EE�LDLADQR�
in a variety of events! You could even challenge them to video 
game tournaments!

Department Introduction 
6@MS�SN�jMC�NTS�LNQD�@ANTS�XNTQ�CDO@QSLDMS��6@MS�SN�JMNV�VG@S�RNLD�NE�XNTQ�/QNEDRRNQR�
are researching? Want to know why your department is the best? Come out to the Department 
Introduction where the Chair of the department will greet you! While you’re at it, make sure you 

attack their yummy food!
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Charity Buskerfest 
Both fun and for a good cause, this event will challenge the creativity 
NE�XNTQ�FDMDSHB@KKX�DMG@MBDC�LHMCR�SN�Q@HRD�LNMDX�ENQ�BG@QHSX�/K@X�@M�
HMRSQTLDMS��S@OD�XNTQRDKE�SN�@�SQ@EjB�KHFGS��QDDM@BS�@�RBDMD�EQNL�f2S@Q�
6@QR�DOHRNCD�(((���1DUDMFD�NE�SGD�2HSGt��CN�VG@SDUDQ�HS�S@JDR�SN�FDS�SGD�
money (legally, of course).

Casey St Jones Hypnosis Show 
An absolutely unreal event! It’s mind-blasting, exciting, amusing and 
hilarious! One show you cannot miss!

D-Battle 
6@MM@�RDD�ODNOKD�AQD@J�C@MBD��"@M�XNT�AQD@J�C@MBD��6NTKC�XNT�KHJD�SN�V@SBG�O@QSHBHO@SD��
"NLD�NTS�SN�24#2�SN�V@SBG�SGD�#@MBD�!@SSKDŬ�8NT�VHKK�jMC�RKHBJ�LNUDR��RNLD�ONOOHM��@MC�RNLD�
lockin’ from all particpants!

Blue and Gold Bed Races 
 'DQD�XNT�VHKK�RGNV�NEE�XNTQ�RO@BDBQ@ES�OHKNSHMF�RJHKKR�SN�SGD�NSGDQ�
kDCFKHMFR�HM�@�C@MFDQNTR�GHFG�UDKNBHSX�HMSDQF@K@BSHB�Q@BDŬ�'NVDUDQ��
due to safety regulations, you will race by dragging a bed around 
front campus instead. 

UTSU Parade/Concert/
Afterparty 
1NKK�@QNTMC�B@LOTR�VHSG�SGD�QDRS�NE�4�NE�3�SN�BQD@SD�TMHSX�@S�4�NE�
T and enjoy a free concert hosted by your University of Toronto 
Students’ Union! 

Word on the street 
there will be a big artist coming to U of T this year! There’s also an after party at the Guvernment 
-HFGSBKTA�SNNŬ

Hart House Farm 
To end off F!rosh week, you and your fellow F!rosh and leedurs can 
go swimming in a pond, eat delicious food, play card games, throw 
%QHRADDR��RHMF�DMFHMDDQHMF�RNMFR�@QNTMC�@�jQD�OHS��@MC�ODQG@OR�O@QS@JD�HM�
RNLD�!$U$1@FDR�3GHR�@LOHMF�SQHO�BNRSR�DWSQ@��ATS�HS�R�VDKK�VNQSG�HSŬ

F!ROSH WEEK EVENTS
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WHY SHOULD I GO TO F!ROSH WEEK?
The better question to ask should be, “Why shouldn’t I go to F!rosh Week?”. [There is no (accept-
able) answer!] It’s a great opportunity to familiarize yourself with the place you will be spending the 
next couple years. You will meet your new faculty, your professors and your classmates. You’ll also 
FDS�E@LHKH@Q�VHSG�SGD�B@LOTR�RN�XNT�VNM�S�FDS��SNN��KNRS�NM�XNTQ�jQRS�VDDJ�NE�BK@RRDR�,NRS�HLONQ-
tantly, you will have an incredibly great time! So go sign up for your F!rosh kit as soon as you can! 

WHY DO I HAVE TO BUY A F!ROSH KIT? WHAT’S IN IT?
Your purchase of a kit allows us to pay for all the fun activities you will experience throughout the 
entire week. By ordering one, you will have access to all the events and a lot of free s and dis-
BNTMSDC�STEE�RTBG�@R�XNTQ�G@QCG@S��EQDD�SHBJDSR�SN�%ŬQNRG�-HSD�@MC�2JTKD�-HSD�@MC�LTBG��LTBG�LNQDŬ

HOW BIG ARE F!ROSH GROUPS? WHAT’S A ‘LEEDUR’?
&QNTO�RHYDR�U@QX�EQNL����SN���
�ODNOKD�CDODMCHMF�NM�SGD�RHYD�NE�SGD�HMBNLHMF�BK@RR�$@BG�FQNTO�
VHKK�AD�KDC�AX�SVN�?'D@C�+DDCTQR��VGN�VHKK�AD�VHSG�XNT�ENQ�DUDQX�@BSHUHSX�CTQHMF�SGD�VDDJ�3GDX�VHKK�
AD�RTOONQSDC�AX�@�B@RS�NE�?+DDCTQR��VGN�@QD�SGDQD�SN�GDKO�B@QQX�NTS�@BSHUHSHDR�@MC�G@UD�ETM�VHSG�
you. They’re all friendly upper years, so feel free to ask them any questions about Skule™ or just 
have a nice conversation with them! 

WHAT’S WITH THIS PURPLE DYE BUSINESS?
You’ll read more about why on page 22, but when you do voluntarily dye yourself purple, prepare to 
get everything in close proximity to you purple. Depending on how long you dip yourself, your skin 
will stay purple for one to ten days and even longer for your nails. Therefore, don’t wear anything 
you absolutely don’t want to get purple!

I’M A COMMUTER, I CAN’T STAY LATE.
Sure, you may be in the unfortunate situation of limiting your enjoyment of F!rosh Week within the 
NODQ@SHNM�GNTQR�NE�OTAKHB�SQ@MRHS��ATS�VD�UD�FNS�XNT�BNUDQDCŬ�2HFM�TO�ENQ�SGD�"NLLTSDQ�/QNFQ@LŬ�
This is pretty much residence for commuters during F!rosh Week, so you can stay near the Univer-
RHSX�@MC�DMINX�SGD�VDDJ�SN�HSR�ETKKDRSŬ�-N�MDDC�SN�VNQQX�VGDM�SGD�K@RS�SQ@HM�ATR�KD@UDR�@MC�XNT�VHKK�
CDjMHSDKX�FDS�SN�LDDS�@�+.3�LNQD�ODNOKD

TIPS FOR THE SECONDARY EDUCATION EVALUATION?
$UDM�SGNTFG�HS�VHKK�MNS�@EEDBS�XNTQ�L@QJR�HM�4MHUDQRHSX�� HS�VNTKC�AD�OQDSSX�VHRD�SG@S�XNT�S@JD�SGHR�
opportunity to review some all of the high school content you have forgotten during the summer. 
3GD�BNMSDMS�NE�SGD�SDRS�HR�A@RDC�NM�SGD�%@BTKSX�R�DWODBS@SHNMR�NE�VG@S�XNTQ�@B@CDLHB�OQNjBHDMBX�
RGNTKC�AD�ENQ�XNT�SN�CN�VDKK�HM�jQRS�XD@Q

WHAT’S HART HOUSE FARM? WHY PAY EXTRA?
 M�GNTQ�@V@X�EQNL�3NQNMSN��''%�HR�@�MHBD�V@X�SN�B@O�NEE�%ŬQNRG�6DDJ��VGDQD�XNT�B@M�QDK@W�@MC�
unwind for one last time before school begins. It’s basically a campground where you are able to 
engage in all sorts of activities with the new friends you’ve made. Don’t miss it!

F!ROSH WEEK FAQ
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+WUX]\MZ

R.O.B.
TMSKULE

GAMECUBE

-TMK\ZQKIT

PIKACHU
TMSKULE

GAMECUBE

STRENGTHS: Simple math, construction sites, infrastructure porn
WEAKNESSES: 1D@K� L@SG�� TMHENQLKX� CHRSQHATSDC� KN@CR�� QDRN-
nance, extreme winds, earthquakes
BIO:  R� VHSG� SGD� !NVRDQ�� SGD� "HUHK� $MFHMDDQR�� L@HM� RSQDMFSG� HR�
erecting massive concrete erections (you know, castles). Unfor-
tunately, at any sign of calculus, and truss me when I say this, the 
Civ’s brain will buckle due to shear stress overload. But really, with 
erections as impressive as their’s, who cares if they can’t integrate?
FINAL SMASH: 1HFHC�,DLADQR�!D@QHMF�,@RRHUD�+N@CR

+PMUQKIT
PEACH

TMSKULE
GAMECUBE

+Q^QT
BOWSER

TMSKULE
GAMECUBE

STRENGTHS: "��"

�� )@U@�� /XSGNM�� 20+�� 1TAX�� /'/�� )@U@R-
cript, awkwardness
WEAKNESSES: Taps, faucets, showers, sprinklers, soap, hy-
giene in general
BIO: 5DQX�EDV�RG@QD�SGD�"NLOTSDQ�$MFHMDDQ�R�TMM@STQ@K�@EjMHSX�ENQ�
binary. Yes, Comps strive to understand that which is inexplica-
bly complicated and confusing. And I don’t mean women—they 
haven’t gotten very far there. Come to think of it, their natural fear 
of shower-induced short-circuiting probably has something to do 
with that.  
FINAL SMASH: 1D"TQRD

STRENGTHS: Circuits, having a dirty common room, magnets
WEAKNESS:�6@RSHMF�SHLD�NM�2S@QBQ@ES�#N3 ��$�,��0T@MSTL
BIO: $KDBSQHB@K�DMFHMDDQR�NESDM�SQ@UDK�HM�O@BJR��@MC�@QD�Q@QDKX�SDQQH-
SNQH@K�'NVDUDQ��VGDM�SGQD@SDMDC��@�FQNTO�B@M�FDMDQ@SD�@M�HMSDMRD�
DKDBSQHB@K�NEEDMRD��HM�SGD�ENQL�NE�#N3 �PTHOR�@MC�KHFGSHMF�E@RS� /,�
�KNNJ�HS�TO��MNM�$KDBR��%NTMC�LNRSKX�MD@Q�NTSKDSR��$KDBR�G@UD�L@R-
tery over all things electric, conducting bolts of power and lightning 
at will. Be careful though, with great power comes great current 
RPT@QDC� SHLDR� QDRHRS@MBD�.M�@� RDQHNTR�MNSD��$KDB� HR�NMD�NE� SGD�
more challenging disciplines, so remember: resistance is futile.
FINAL SMASH: Thunder and blowing up all the circuits

STRENGTHS: $LA@QQ@RRHMF�L@KD�DMFHMDDQR��SHSQ@SHMF�
WEAKNESSES: /K@MS�#DRHFM��2DBNMC�XD@Q��RHLOKD�BHQBTHSR��G@UD�
ETM�HM�"'$����
BIO: /QNRODBSHUD�"GDLR��FDS�QD@CX�ENQ�DWBHSHMF�C@XR�jKKDC�VHSG�RHW�
GNTQ�K@ARŬ�8DR��"GDL�$MF�HR�@�VNQKC�NE�TM�DMCHMF�VNQJ�@MC�BNTMS-
less women. ‘Wait, what?’ you ask? Well, Chem boasts the highest 
FHQK�FTX�Q@SHN�HM�SGD�E@BTKSX�(M�E@BS��/QHMBDRR�/D@BG�G@R�ADDM�BNL-
ATRSHMF�L@KD�DMFHMDDQR�RHMBD�ADENQD�SGD�-HMSDMCN�&@LDBTAD�2N�
FDMSKDLDM��OQDO@QD�SN�jFGS�NEE�GNQCDR�NE�,DBGR�HE�XNT�V@MS�SN�JDDO�
SGD�C@SHMF�ONNK�TMCHKTSDC� MC�K@CHDR��OQDO@QD�SN�jFGS�NEE�GNQCDR�NE�
female Mech Civ $MF2BH ,2$ Indy Min Comp $KDB...nevermind. 
FINAL SMASH: Caffeinate 
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-VOQVMMZQVO
;KQMVKM

MEWTWO
TMSKULE

GAMECUBE

1VL][\ZQIT

MR. GAME
& WATCH

TMSKULE
GAMECUBE

5MKPIVQKIT

CAPTAIN FALCON
TMSKULE

GAMECUBE

STRENGTHS: differential equations, all-nighters, dropping out
WEAKNESSES: "(5����� RNBH@KHYHMF�� CDKS@� DORHKNM� OQNNER��
practical application
BIO: It takes a rare—some would say legendary—type of psy-
BGHB�@AHKHSX�SN�S@BJKD�$MFRBH�KHED�(MCDDC��UDQX�EDV�CDDL�HS�@�FNNC�
HCD@� SN�@SSDLOS� SGHR� ENTQ�XD@Q� SNQSTQD�OQNFQ@L�+HJD�,DVSVN��
$MFRBHR�@QD�RB@QBDKX�ENTMC�HM�SGD�VHKC��VGHBG�HR�SN�R@X�RNBH@KHYHMF�
on campus), often sleeping in their common room 
NQ�ONMCDQHMF�SGD�LD@MHMF�NE�/Q@WHR�HMRSD@C�2@CKX��
MDHSGDQ�NE�SGNRD�SGHMFR�VHKK�JDDO�SGD�$MFRBHR�EQNL�
dropping out and KOing your bell curves.
FINAL SMASH: Staying awake for weeks

STRENGTHS: Frying bacon, using ergonomic gadgets, opti-
mizing everything
WEAKNESSES: /NNQKX� CDRHFMDC� SDBGMNKNFX�� FDSSHMF� @� INA�
anywhere other than McDonalds
BIO: Indy’s are a user-friendly bunch. They will often try to im-
press you with nifty engineering gadgets that use “human fac-
SNQRt��fNOSHLHYHMF�A@BJV@QC�NUDQkNVt�@MC�fDQFNMNLHBRt�#NM�S�
be fooled though, Indy’s end up taking artsie-like course loads, 
resulting in an abundance of free time for reddit and applying to 
McDonalds.
FINAL SMASH: Deep fry—their most hireable trait

STRENGTHS: Building and racing super-fast hover cars, sim-
ple machines, testosterone
WEAKNESSES: Dynamics, Chem girls
BIO: Mechs are the most bravado of the disciplines, and will 
MDUDQ�A@BJ�CNVM�EQNL�@�BG@KKDMFD��AD�HS�@�!$U$1@FD�BGTFFHMF�
BNMSDRS��@QL�VQDRSKHMF�BNLODSHSHNM��NQ�,($����3GDX�BGNNRD�SN�
spend most of their time playing foosball in the common room 
or fruitlessly attempting to hit on Chems. Their numbers will rise 
RHFMHjB@MSKX�NMBD�SGD�3Q@BJ.MD�@MC�$MFRBH�BNGNQSR�ADFHM�SGDHQ�
annual migration to the land of Mech - but unfortunately, the 
number of girls will not.
FINAL SMASH: %@KBNM�/TMBG���AKNV�DMDLHDR�@V@X�VHSG�XNTQ�
ability to harness raw kinetic energy

5I\MZQIT

SAMUS
;KQMVKM

TMSKULE
GAMECUBE

STRENGTHS: Making super-strong polymers, smashing su-
per-strong polymers.
WEAKNESSES: Smashes beyond their yield strength. 
BIO:� �,@SDQH@KR�2BHDMBD�$MFHMDDQ��,2$��HR�@�I@BJ�NE�@KK�SQ@CDR�
Using their widespread knowledge, they manipulate polymers 
for impressive yield strengths, research opportunities, and un-
employment. Samus shoots missiles like the Mechs, works with 
steel-plating like the Civs, and throws slumber parties as well as 
any of the Chems.
FINAL SMASH:�"@QANM�-@MNSTAD�
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5QVMZIT
OLIMAR

TMSKULE
GAMECUBE

STRENGTHS: /TKKHMF�RSTEE�NTS�NE�SGD�FQNTMC��QD@CHMF�L@OR
WEAKNESSES: Shiny rocks, unfavourable topography, groups 
larger than 8
BIO: +HJD�KNMDKX�KHSSKD�.KHL@Q��MNANCX�BGNNRDR�,HM��CDROHSD�OQNL-
ising career options, ridiculous starting salaries, and competi-
SHUD�OK@X@AHKHSX��,HMR�SDMC�SN�DWBDK�@S�QNBJ�HCDMSHjB@SHNM��QD@CHMF�
maps, and living in the middle of nowhere. Oh, and they’re unri-
valled in the Smash universe at pulling things out of the ground. 
Sexii, amirite?
FINAL SMASH: Deep shaft - to get gold mines

JIGGLYPUFF
)Z\[QM

TMSKULE
GAMECUBE

<ZIKS7VM
KIRBY

TMSKULE
GAMECUBE

STRENGTHS: Using other disciplines’ powers, eating free 
lunches, being cute
WEAKNESSES: Making decisions, long term planning
BIO: TrackOne’s love to inhale a little bit of everything when it 
comes to SkuleTM, including all those free faculty lunches. They 
can always be found lingering about, unable to make even the 
RL@KKDRS�NE�CDBHRHNMR� ESDQ�jQRS�XD@Q��SGDX�KK�BGNNRD�SGD�ADRS�S@RS-
ing discipline to continue on into (which, let’s be honest, won’t 
AD�$MFRBH�
FINAL SMASH: *HQAX�R�,@FHB@K�/NS�NE�4MBDQS@HMSX

STRENGTHS: Singing, sleeping, not doing work, reciting po-
etry, herp-derpin’
WEAKNESSES: Being useful, getting a job
BIO: The arts and science student (artsie, pronounced art-see), 
HR�SGD�DMFHMDDQ�R�@MSH�SGDRHR�!X�XNTQ�jQRS�LHCSDQL��XNT�VHKK�G@UD�
done more work than they will do throughout the rest of their un-
dergrad and post grad careers. As such, they will have plenty of 
time for sleeping and Tuesday-morning inebriation. Unfortunately, 
as an engineer, you will have none of these things. But do not 
fear! There is light at the end of the dark, dark tunnel. It’s called 
a job! The artsies will eventually realize you can’t put “sleeping” 
on a resume.
FINAL SMASH: 1DRS� �� SN� QDBNUDQ� EQNL� DWBDRR� @KBNGNK� BNM-
sumption
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3GD�$MFHMDDQHMF�2NBHDSX�@MC�NSGDQ�2JTKD¥�FQNTOR�OQNUHCD�RODBH@KKX�BNKNTQDC�G@QCG@SR�SN�HMCHUHCT-
@KR�SG@S�ETKjK�KD@CDQRGHO�QNKDR�@S�2JTKD¥�#TQHMF�%ŬQNRG�6DDJ��HE�XNT�RDD�@M�TOODQ�XD@Q�VHSG�@�MNM�
XDKKNV�G@QCG@S��@RJ�SGDL�GNV�SGDX�FNS�HS�SN�jMC�NTS�@ANTS�KD@CDQRGHO�QNKDR�@S�2JTKD¥Ŭ

YELLOW HARDHATS
All F!rosh are issued a yellow hardhat just for attending F!rosh Week! You’ll 
S@JD�@M�N@SG�NM�HS��@MC�SGDM�VD@Q�HS�OQNTCKX�CTQHMF�SGD�VDDJ��ATS�ADV@QD�l�
artsies will try to steal your hardhat because it’s on their scavenger hunt list. 
(E�XNTQ�G@QCG@S� HR�RSNKDM�AX�RNLDNMD��XDKK�f' 1#' 3t�@R� KNTC�@R�ONRRHAKD�
and watch the upper-year students converge on that unfortunate individual. 

Engineering Society (EngSoc)
WHITE – GOVERNANCE
3GDRD�G@QCG@SR�@QD�VNQM�AX�SGD�.EjBDQR�NE�SGD�$MFHMDDQHMF�2NBHDSX��SGD�DWDBTSHUDR�NE�XNTQ�RSTCDMS�
government) and the Discipline Club Chairs. They 
have a high-level role in establishing and maintaining 
the direction of the Society and our Dis-
cipline Clubs.

	-NSD�SG@S�SGD�$MF2NB�/QDRHCDMS�R�G@QC-
G@S�HR�@BST@KKX�@�jQDL@M�R�G@S�

GREEN – PROJECTS
/DNOKD�VHSG�FQDDM�G@QCG@SR�B@QQX�NTS�S@RJR�@MC�
OQNIDBSR� ENQ� SGD� $MFHMDDQHMF� 2NBHDSX�� HMBKTCHMF� @�
discount textbook store, a cafeteria, a student-run 
pub,2 newspapers, a yearbook, a career fair, high 
school outreach events, and F!rosh Week! 

ORANGE – REPRESENTATIVES 
Orange hardhats are awarded to your elected 
representatives on various boards and coun-
cils. These people speak on your behalf to 
U@QHNTR�FQNTOR�VHSGHM�@MC�NTSRHCD�NE�$MF2NB�
3@KJ�SN�SGDRD�ODNOKD�SN�jMC�NTS�GNV�SN�ADBNLD�HMUNKUDC�HM�CD- cision-making 
OQNBDRRDR�@MC�RSTCDMS�FNUDQM@MBD�@S�$MF2NB��SGD�%@BTKSX��@MC�SGD�4MHUDQRHSXŬ

��3GD�$MFHMDDQHMF�2NBHDSX�!N@QC�NE�#HQDBSNQR
��"K@RR�1DOQDRDMS@SHUDR��QDOQDRDMS�XNT�SN�$MF2NB��SGD�%@BTKSX��@MC�#HRBHOKHMD�"KTA�
��$MF2NB�R�8D@Q�"G@HQR
��4324�$MFHMDDQHMF�#HQDBSNQR
��&NUDQMHMF�"NTMBHK�1DOQDRDMS@SHUD�ENQ�ETKK�SHLD�OQNEDRRHNM@K�E@BTKSX�RSTCDMSR��HE�SGDX�QD�@M�DMFH-
neering student (represent you on the University’s highest decision-making body)

HARDHAT DESCRIPTIONS
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SkuleTM Trinity
HIGH-VISIBILITY ORANGE – BNAD LEEDURS
f+DDCTQRt�NE�SGD�+@CX�&NCHU@�,DLNQH@K�!M@C�FDS�SGD�NMKX�fGHFG�UHRHAHKHSXt�
hardhats at Skule™. The Bnad brings enthusiasm to Skule™ events while 
SQXHMF�SN�OK@X�LTRHB�)NHMHMF�SGD�!M@C�HR�@�FQD@S�V@X�SN�LDDS� insane in-
volved people at Skule™, and they’ll welcome you, especially even if you 
don’t play an instrument!

BLACK – THE CANNON GUARD
Sworn protectors of Ye Olde Mighty Skule™ Cannon, our glorious mascot, 
VD@Q�AK@BJ�G@QCG@SR�3GDX�B@M�AD�RDDM�'NMNTQHMF��1DRODBSHMF�@MC�/QN-
tecting our cannon during Skule™ events. Get involved in Skule™ life, and 
NMD�C@X��XNT�L@X�jMC�XNTQRDKE�@LNMF�SGDLŬ

SILVER, DARK BLUE, LIGHT BLUE – ???
These hardhats do not exist, have never existed and will never exist. You 
LHFGS�RDD� SGDL�!X�%NQBDC�"NMBDMSQ@SHNM��ATS� SGDX�QD�LNRSKX� jFLDMSR�NE�
your imagination. 

Other 
RED – SKULENITE
#HQDBSNQR�@MC�/QNCTBDQR�NE�SGD�@MMT@K�DMFHMDDQHMF�LTRHB@K�BNLDCX�QDUTD��
2JTKD-HSD��FDS�QDC�G@QCG@SR�8NT�FDS�@�EQDD�SHBJDS�SN�2JTKD-HSD�ITRS�AX�OTQ-
chasing a F!rosh kit! Go see it in March!

BLUE AND GOLD – MR. BLUE AND GOLD AND GODIVA’S CROWN
'@QCG@SR�AD@QHMF�NTQ�2JTKD¥�BNKNTQR�@QD�@V@QCDC�SN�SGD�VHMMDQR�NE�,Q�!KTD�@MC�&NKC�@MC�&N-
diva’s Crown, two Godiva Week competitions. Mr. Blue and Gold is obliged to drop his pants on 
command, the winner of Godiva’s Crown must gallop upon hearing “Godiva!” 

?
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Lady Godiva of Coventry is the Patron Saint and 
symbol of Engineering. Her story dates back to the 
11th century when Lord Leofric governed over the 
city. The people of the city were suffering horribly 
under his oppressive taxation. His wife, Lady Go-
diva, fought for their rights. Again and again she 
appealed to her husband to lower the taxes and 
jM@KKX� GD� @FQDDC� SN� FQ@MS� GDQ� QDPTDRS� NMKX� HE� RGD�
rode through town naked on a horse. She took him 
to his word and rode through town, clothed only in 
her long hair. The villagers, out of respect for what 
she was doing, all averted their eyes. Lord Leofric 
kept true to his word and lowered the taxes. 

Thus, we honour and sing about Lady Godiva be-
cause she represents the heart of engineering: a 
VHKKHMFMDRR�SN�R@BQHjBD�@MXSGHMF�SN�DMRTQD�SG@S�SGD�
lives of others are better. It is our duty to uphold this 
and be the change we want to see.

Iron Ring
After four (or more) years, upon graduation, engineers in 
Canada are presented with an Iron Ring. The ring is said to 
be made from the iron of the Quebec Bridge that collapsed 
during construction in 1907 and killed 75 construction 
workers. Reconstruction began in 1916 but the bridge col-
lapsed again. Upon further inspection by a U of T professor, 
)NGM�&@KAQ@HSG��HS�V@R�MNSDC�SG@S�SGDQD�VDQD�L@INQ�k@VR�HM�
the engineering plans for the bridge. 

In the wake of these disasters, our very own Prof. Haultain 
spoke in 1922 to seven past presidents of the Engineering 
Institute of Canada. He urged that young engineers must 
be reminded that being an engineer brings with it great re-
sponsibility and a deep moral obligation to society for the 
things they create.

Thus, with the help of Rudyard Kipling, a British poet, the ceremony, “The Ritual 
of the Calling of an Engineer” was born. During the ceremony, the Iron Rings 
are given to all engineers who possess high professionalism and humility in 
their engineering professions.

3GD� QHST@K� BNMSHMTDR� SN� SGHR�C@X�@R� HS� MNS�NMKX� HCDMSHjDR�RNLDNMD�@R�@M�
engineer, but it reminds us of the high moral standard to which we must 
hold ourselves as engineers and the importance of humility in all our 
work. The ring is worn on the pinky of the dominant hand, it marks 
the page whenever engineers sign off projects, it acts as a constant 
reminder of the tragedy of the Quebec bridge and that we as engi-
neers can save or destroy.
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1873 - The School of Practical Science:  The Ontario School of Practical Science (SPS), 
which was the precursor to the Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering (APSC) at the 
University of Toronto, was founded and occupied part of the Mechanic’s Institute at the corner of 
Adelaide and Church Streets in downtown Toronto.

1878 - The Little Red Schoolhouse: The Northern Third Engineering Building was built at U 
of T to house SPS.  Affectionately known as the Little Red Schoolhouse, it was located at the 
corner of King’s College Road, where the Medical Sciences Building now stands.

1884 - The Engineering Society: T. Kennard Thomson, an SPS student at the time, hosted a 
dinner in which several students and two professors, John Galbraith and W. H. Ellis, were invited. 
Professor Galbraith fully supported the idea of an engineering society for SPS and called for a 
BNLLHSSDD�SN�CQ@ES�@�BNMRSHSTSHNM�ENQ�SGD�2NBHDSX�(M�)@MT@QX�NE�������SGD�jQRS�DKDBSHNM�ENQ�SGD�
newly founded Engineering Society was held, with Professor Galbraith serving as the President.  
3GD�jQRS�LDDSHMF�NE�SGD�RNBHDSX�V@R�GDKC�NM�,@QBG��

1889 - More of the Schoolhouse: The rest of the Engineering Building, including the recogniz-
able tower on the east side of the building, was completed.

1889 - Student President of the Society: Professor Galbraith, feeling that the Engineering So-
ciety was capable of running with a student as the president, steps down. An election was held 
@MC�'�$�3�'@TKS@HM�ADB@LD�SGD�jQRS�RSTCDMS�SN�RDQUD�@R�OQDRHCDMS�ENQ�SGD�2NBHDSX

1891 - School Colours: The School colours for engineering were selected. The colours blue 
and gold are selected, and are still the colours used by the Engineering Society today.

1906 - Welcome to U of T: On June 20, the School of Practical Science formally becomes part 
of the University of Toronto. It was renamed the Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering, but 
the name SPS remains a large part of the engineering identity.

1911 - Toike Oike: The Society created an election paper for the student body, known as the 
Toike Oike.  The origins of the word are not completely known, but there are legends about the 
RNTQBD�NE�SGD�M@LD�3NHJD�.HJD�K@SDQ�ADB@LD�SGD�?.EjBH@K��O@ODQ�NE�SGD�$MFHMDDQHMF�2NBHDSX��OQD-
senting both humour and school-related news.

1920 – “Toike oike, toike oike; Ollum te cholum te chay!”: The Skule™ Yell was heard for 
SGD�jQRS�SHLD

1921 - Skule™ Nite:�-FXMXQR�HM�2/@2LR�G@R�HSR�jQRS�RGNVHMF�@S�,@RRDX�'@KK�NM�,@QBG���(S�
would later go through several names and eventually become Skule™ Nite, with an annual show 
for the most part.

1936 - Ye Olde Mighty Skule™ Cannon: While cannons had been a large part of life at SPS 
RHMBD�������HS�V@RM^}S�TMSHK������SG@S�SGD�,@QJ�(�"@MMNM�L@CD�HSR�jQRS�@OOD@Q@MBD��(S�V@R�ATHKS�AX�
a machinist in the mechanical department, and boasted 10” barrel with 6” bore, and 8” x 4” x 1” 
base, and was built a few hours before the School Dinner being held on November 20.

1949 - LGMB: The Lady Godiva Memorial Bnad (sic) was founded by A.J. Paul LaPrairie, and 
L@CD�SGDHQ�jQRS�@OOD@Q@MBD�@S�SGD�'NLDBNLHMF�/@Q@CD�SG@S�XD@Q
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1966 - End of an Era: The Little Red Schoolhouse, with its deep connections to Skule™, was 
torn down to make way for a new Medical Sciences building. It was the last major link to SPS 
that Skule™ had, it was after this occasion that any opposition to the name Skule™ vanishes.

1977 - Fire in Sandford Fleming:�(M�SGD�D@QKX�LNQMHMF�NE�%DAQT@QX�����@�jQD�AQNJD�NTS�HM�SGD�
wall of the northeast lecture hall in the building (where SF1101 now stands). Undetected it 
spreads through the building, destroying student space, a portion of the Engineering Society 
RO@BD��HMBKTCHMF�@QBGHUDR��@MC�SGD�NEjBDR�NE�L@MX�FQ@CT@SD�RSTCDMSR�@MC�OQNEDRRNQR

1982 - Waterloo Tool Stolen: Waterloo engineers cried about a large wrench.

1984 - Trademarked: The Engineering Society obtains the trademark on the name Skule™. 

2000 – Queen’s Grease Pole Stolen: 2000 saw the famous Queen’s Grease Pole Liberation. A 
small section of the Pole was cut off and kept by us before the Pole was returned. Part of a piece 
was sold on eBay, the other part was added to the belt worn by the Chief Attiliator, where it can 
be seen to this day. The belt, incidentally, was the chain that once protected Waterloo’s Engineer-
ing mascot, the Tool, before it too was liberated.

2008 - Engineers Remember the Wars: Remembrance Day in 2008 marked the 90th anniver-
sary of the end of the First World War. The engineers decided to pay their respects by arranging 
628 crosses in Front Campus as a memorial of the students, faculty, alumni and staff who lost 
their lives in WWI. Despite going against University policy of obstructing Front Campus during Fall 
Convocation, the installation was granted a one day exception to allow the memorial to stay.

2008 - Sword in the Stone: After being removed by the university twice, a major symbol of 
2JTKD¥�ROHQHS��SGD�2VNQC�HM�SGD�2SNMD��V@R�jM@KKX�QDRTQQDBSDC�HM�SGD�&@KAQ@HSG�0T@C�(S�RS@MCR����
EDDS�S@KK�@MC�HR�HMRBQHADC�VHSG�SGD�PTNSD�f%NQ�GD�SG@S�HR�AKDLHRS�VHSG�SGHR�AQNCD�AQ@MCD�AKHMMD�RG@KK�
GD�MDUDQt�3GD�PTNSD�HR�SQ@MRK@SDC�@R�f%NQ�GD�VGN�HR�VNTMCDC�VHSG�SGHR�AQN@C�RVNQC�RG@KK�MDUDQ�
cease bleeding”. Go see it some time!

2011 - Sword in the Stone II: In retaliation to a “prank” by McMaster, we decided to show ‘em 
how pranking is really done. We gave them their very own Sword in the Stone! Six brave students 
installed the 1600 lbs. monument in front of the Mac engineering building and were able to evade 
B@LOTR�ONKHBD�AX�OQDSDMCHMF�SN�AD�@�BNMRSQTBSHNM�BNLO@MX�jMHRGHMF�@�QTRG�NQCDQ�NM�@�2TMC@X�
afternoon. 

2012 – Sword in the Stone III: After the success at McMaster, it was 
decided that Waterloo deserved similar treatment. A BFC crest on the 
concrete base and the words Disrupto Ergo Sum were engraved on the 
hilt of the Sword. Disguised as construction workers, the installation was 
completed within the span of just one hour on a Friday afternoon. In 
retaliation, Waterloo installed a fully functional fountain in Sandford 
Fleming Atrium in the middle of the night. 

2012 – Fork in York: To celebrate York “University’s” new engi-
neering program, U of T engineers presented a 6-foot fork stuck 
in concrete. As the adage goes: if you can hold a fork you can 
go to York.

2012 - Class of 1T6: What are you guys going to add to the list? 
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The campus quakes and the artsies tremble. The crack of thunder and a billow of 
smoke is all that rests in its wake. It is a symbol, a declaration of our indomitable 
will and unmatched supremacy. It is a testament to our glorious past and the 
infinite potential of our future. It is Ye Olde Mighty Skule™ Cannon and it is 
YOUR engineering mascot.

The Skule™ Cannon was officially adopted as our mascot in 1929 when the large 
cannons outside of Hart House were fired. In the early 1930s, a smaller Can-
non began to appear at important engineering events, fire, and quickly disappear. 
This tradition has continued for over 80 years and today a total of seven Skule™ 
Cannons are in existence.

As the might and glory of the Cannon has grown, so to have the number of rivals 
that would like to steal it from us. Shortly after its creation, the need to protect 
our mascot was recognized and the Cannon Guard was formed. Throughout 
the years, there have been many attempts to steal our Cannon, both foreign and 
domestic. While jealous faculties within U of T have, on very rare occasion, 
captured our mascot, no other university has ever successfully taken our Cannon. 
It is because of the devotion from our engineering community that the Cannon has 
never been stolen without it being promptly returned to us.

Every member of our school’s engineering society is a member of the Cannon 
Guard, and great lengths are taken to ensure its safety. As you become a part of 
our engineering society, you will undoubtedly encounter The Cannon and wit-
ness its unbridled might on many occasions. If you show both spirit and dedica-
tion, you too will one day guard The Cannon and help to forge the destiny of Ye 
Olde Mighty Skule™ Cannon. 

Built on tradition and thriving on spirit, it is a common bond that unites our en-
gineering community. It represents our strength, our unity, and our dedication. 

Let the crack of thunder and billow of smoke be a 
constant reminder of your pride as an engineer. 
The Cannon is YOUR mascot. 

Honour It.  Respect It. Protect It.

Chief Attiliator 2011-2012
kaboom@skule.ca
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������� M�DMFHMDDQHMF�B@ODQ�QDRTKSDC� HM�SGD�jQHMF�NE�NMD�NE�SGD�SVN�B@MMNMR�HM�EQNMS�NE�'@QS�
'NTRD��TMENQSTM@SDKX��ANSG�VDQD�RTOONRDC�SN�jQD�

����� ��  � RL@KK� B@MMNM� ADF@M� SN� @OOD@Q� CTQHMF� 2JTKDTM� EDRSHUHSHDR�� V@R� jQDC�� @MC� SGDM�
mysteriously disappeared.

����� �� 3GD� BNMRSQTBSHNM� NE� @� MDV� B@MMNM� ADF@M� 3GHR� VNTKC� AD� @� SQHATSD� SN� DMFHMDDQHMF�
technology as it was not just a horrifying weapon; it also didn’t look like a cannon at all! Of 
course, it’s worth and pride created adoration and temptation for everyone, especially outsiders. 

1941 - University College stole The Cannon and thus a war begun! After a thorough campaign 
of threats printed in the campus newspapers, UC planned to return it; but before they could, 
conniving engineers found its hiding place, and it was liberated back into the rightful hands of 
the engineers.

1959 - The Cannon disappeared into the meds’ building. In retaliotion, the engineers kidnapped 
the Med Society president. After a few days of negotiations, The Cannon was returned, marred 
VHSG�@�MDV�HMRBQHOSHNM�SG@S�QD@C��y"@OSTQDC�AX�,$#2��3�����%DA�������

1967 - The most infamous Cannon steal of all. Capitalizing on a lapse in security, two graduate 
engineers spirited away The Cannon, and made their way to the British Isles. Six brave 
engineers took it upon themselves to restore the pride of Skule™, and tracked The Cannon 
SN�4"�HM�$MFK@MC��VGDQD�SVN�NE�SGDL��UDMSTQHMF�HMSN�SGD�SGHDUDR��KHUHMF�PT@QSDQR��QDBNUDQDC�HS�

�������3GD�jQRS�&@MF�!@MF�VHSG�SGD�1XD�DMFHMDDQR�SN�CDBHCD�VGN�G@C�SGD�ADSSDQ�B@MMNM�-NS�
only did we annihilate them in the contest, we also made off with the distributor wire to their bus.

1976 - Robert Gilmour (the CA at the time) defaced our mighty mascot by engraving his name 
into the bottom. The Engineering Society passed Wa motion of censure against him and the 
entire deed was exposed in the Toike. The Cannon Guards would henceforth wear black hard 
hats, in place of the traditional red ones, to signify the shame of his actions.

1989 - The 60th anniversary of the engineers’ association with The Cannon; the guard was 
NTSjSSDC�VHSG�MDV�TMHENQLR��AK@BJ�BNUDQ@KKR�@MC�AK@BJ�G@QCG@SR��

�������3GD�'@QS�'NTRD�ONQSDQ�OQDUDMSDC� SGD�"GHDE� SSHKH@SNQ��#Q@FN�!@MNUHB�� EQNL�jQHMF�3GD�
Cannon at Hart House.  For those not familiar with the three rules of The Cannon: Nobody 
touches The Cannon, nobody touches The Chief, and nothing gets in our way! Seeing the safety 
of The Cannon at risk, all the engineers present, INCLUDING those who were not dressed as 
Cannon Guards, stepped forward to protect The Cannon.  The Cannon was kept safe because 
of the help of fellow Skulemates. Do not forget, EVERY SkuleTM engineer has a responsibility to 
protect The Cannon.

As you can see, the history of love, loss, pride, 
and war has earned the The Mighty Skule™ 
Cannon the title of our beloved mascot. The 
Chief Attiliator is responsible for the selection 
NE�SGD�"@MMNM�&T@QCR��SGD�jQHMF�NE�3GD�"@MMNM�
and the protection of The Cannon.
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The World Famous, Qu i ntu p l e Pr i ze Wi nn i ng , Sextuple Record Setting, 60 Years 
Celebrating...

��	��������6� football field dashing, alcohol stashing, Jumbotron 
flashing, Royal York trashing, fountain splashing, joke rehashing, Oktoberfest 
bashing, button mashing, Q�RL� �LOH�OP�N�� Stealth-
bnad stalking, impostor bnad mocking, Gradball shocking, Con Hall rocking, 
Scavenger hunt jocking, Chariot Race clocking, United Way walking, Speakers Corner talking, hockey 
game socking; Pop machine Ólling, ready and willing, Crown Royal swilling, yo’ we jus’ 
chillin’! CN Tower ascending, peace and quiet ending, 
Cannon defending, many patents pending; Coke machine wiring, world take-
over conspiring, instrument acquiring, fear inspiring, introduction is tiring; Seven year old Scotch 
decanting, ALL NUDE ALL THE TIME! Vanier Cup rejectin’, premium 
beer selectin’, Godiva resurrectin’, m a s c o t  c o l l e c t i n ’ ,  tastes good with pectin; 
W h e e l  o f  F o r t u n e  s p i n n i n g ,  stereo winning; Swiss Chalet eating, 
Santa Claus greeting, Atrium meeting, smash bros beating Mad 
integrating, Nathan Phillips skating, Aramark hating, triple X rating; Yonge 
St. cruising, Varsity Bluesing, music abusing, e a r  d r u m  b r u i s i n g ,  Blue Jay 
enthusing, Iron Ring perusing, Hart House Farm carousing, Rum & Coke 
oozing, referee accusing, 6	5�ERR]LQJ��Graffiti Suds glowing, 
John K. Hall knowing, chair throwing, money owing, Stolen Toike 
stowing, should I keep going!?!? Gamecube playing, Trogdor slaying, arts ie 

lay ing ,  !ne paying; Police escorting, lecture aborting, ȰɀȽȽȻȰȯȺȺΎɁȾȽɀɂȷȼȵ˴Ύ
cheerleader courting; S-Dance boating, +RPHFRPLQJ�ÁRDWLQJ��proxy voting, 
sticker coating; Note nailing, scale scaling, song wailing, movie delaying; 
Football loss cheering, s paghet t i  mon st e r  fea r i ng,  alumni suds beering, ՌȾɏ� ȩɰɸɗ�
ȿHʋʢʖQɒ��Pride Parade priding, tra!c abiding, trombone sliding, mustache riding; 
Queens Golden showering, Sourpuss souring, gin devouring, 
F! deflowering; Funeral halting, mascot assaulting, beverage malting, 
artsie insulting; CN Tower, Skydome, Eaton Centre, ���Ĵȱ
��������ǰȱ Four Seasons, Innis Condo, Scarborough RT, Bahen Centre for 
information Technology, Ontario University Fair, Varsity Stadium, 
Skulenite, Spadina streetcar and Sheppard subway OPENING...

AND SUBWAY CLOSING!...
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Da LGMB iz da best whey too git involhved inn ahll da phun tings 
wee doo heer inn Engineering. Wee arr ah crayzee mixxx beetwixt ah 
marrchyng bnad aynd ah spearit groop! Da LGMB iz ah reel eezy cluhn 
too joyn; their arr absohlootly noe comitmints rechoired, soh yoo 
juszt sho up aynd hav phun! Weev goht ahll dee instruhments yull 
ehvar kned (trumpits, trombonez, floots, sexyphones, aynd muhch 
muhch mohr!) aynd wee garantee yoov goht awll da talunt yooll evur 
kneed!

Wee attend krash tun uv uhvents dooring thuh yeer! Bassketbawll 
gaymez, ruhgbee champeeonshyps, charutee uhvents, paraids, wyhne & 
cheeses, ceruhmonees, aynd futbawll lossess awll pheel owr moozical 
prezenss! 

Howe doo yoo sin(up)? Evuree Engineering stoodient iz awlreddy uh 
member uv da LGMB! Goh too r websight (lgmb.skule.ca) to sin(up) fur 
da mailin lizt nd loohk owt fore LGMB announcemints during F!rosh 
Week aynd throo-owe thuh entire yeer!

“…will sing and play for food and BEvERages…”

Mauricio Curbelo
Bnad Leedur

Adam Fontana
D(r)umb Majur(k)

Maya Zhang
Joonyur Bnad Leedur

lgmb.skule.ca 

RENEGADE MUSICAL TERRORISTS, MARCHING GREGORIAN 
CHANT SOCIETY, AND WHITE NOISE BRIGADE!

LADY GODIVA 
MEMORIAL BNAD!
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The legends say it was the glorious era of the mighty British 
Royal Navy. Her Majesty’s Ships were being set out to explore, 
BNMPTDQ�@MC�BK@HL�DWNSHB�K@MCR�@S�SGD�E@Q�DMCR�NE�SGD�$@QSG�3GD�
Royal Engineering Corps worked from dawn till dusk to keep 
Her Majesty’s ships in good condition. To identify themselves 
@R�DMFHMDDQR��D@BG�NEjBDQ�OQNTCKX�VNQD�@�AQHFGS�OTQOKD�O@SBG�
on his right arm, just below the shoulder. Alas, the sweat, grime 
and bilge water in the engineers’ work environment resulted in 
a hefty portion of the bright purple dye from the badge transfer-
ring onto their skin. This allowed engineers to proudly wear the 
colourful mark of their profession, with or without uniform. 

1NX@K�DMFHMDDQR�VNTKC�NESDM�R@BQHjBD� SGDHQ� KHUDR�@MC�FN�CNVM�
with the ships in a valiant attempt to slow down the sinking process so that more people might 
survive. As a badge of honour and respect, and more importantly, in memory of all the honourable 
men and women who have gone before us, we temporarily mark ourselves with the colour that 
expresses our pride in our history: purple. Dyeing yourself during F!rosh week is not mandatory, 
but it does show Skule™ spirit! If colouring your whole body is a bit too crazy for you, consider 
dyeing only a portion of your body (e.g. an arm, a leg, etc...). Expect to remain purple for a few days 
(depending on your washing habits).

Coveralls
"NUDQ@KKR�@QD�XNTQ�@EENQC@AKD��TMNEjBH@K�SkuleTM uniform. They’re $45, comfy, always in style and 
handy to wear when you need to get down n’ dirty. Don’t believe us? Ask Mario! Unfortunately for 
%ŬQNRG��XNT�B@M�S�NVM�NMD�TMSHK�XNT�L@RSDQ�SGD�A@SSKDR�@MC�RTQUHUD�jQRS�XD@Q�.MBD�XNT�FDS�SGDL�
however, customize them with cool patches and wear it to all SkuleTM events and gain fame!

Leather Jackets
F!ROSH CANNOT OWN LEATHER JACKETS. Why is this so? Well, 
young challenger, you can’t unlock things for free. Engineering leather 
I@BJDSR� @QD� @� GNMNTQ@AKD� SQNOGX� NAS@HMDC� AX� SGNRD� DKHSD� jFGSDQR� VGN�
have survived (and thrived) through the self-induced suffering we call 
“engineering.” Engineering Stores will sell you a jacket all right, but you’ll 
be relentlessly mocked and laughed at by your Skulemates if you wear it. 
Nobody respects someone who skips the bonus stage. However, once 
you have earned the right to wear a jacket, go get sized, customize the 
lettering and patches, place your order, and voila – everyone will look at 

you thinking “Here comes a new challenger!” Be warned though, these leather jackets will crush 
your wallet like a slap from Masterhand, as they are around $500 (but they’re well worth it).

Hardhat Decoration
After a couple months of keeping it hidden from all those artsies, 
be sure to take it out of your dresser and decorate it! Past ideas 
include: a remote control car, Ye Olde Mighty Skule™ Cannon 
replica, potato cannon, electric car closed circuit, koopa shell, 
2O@QS@M�GDKLDS��jQDADKK��R@LTQ@H�GDKLDS��VNQJHMF�BNEEDD�L@JDQ��
foosball table, binoculars, full blown speaker system, space 
RGTSSKD� K@TMBG� O@C�� ETKKX� ETMBSHNM@K� k@LDSGQNVDQ� @MC� IDRSDQ�R� B@O� 2GNV� TR�VG@S� XNT�QD�L@CD�

of and bring the greatest hardhat in the history of F!roshkind at the 
Hardhat competition during Godiva Week! DO NOT FORGET to put 
a chain on your hardhat so you can stop the artsies from stealing it!!!

F!ROSH HANDBOOK 1T628
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THE SKULE™ HIERARCHY
(IN CASE OF EMERGENCY)

2NNMDQ�NQ�K@SDQ��XNT�L@X�kMC�XNTQRDKE�SGQTRS�HMSN�A@SSKD�
- defending the honour of Skule™. In a situation where 
other faculties and universities are present, feeble-
minded artsies and their ill often attempt to snatch 
some of Skule’s great strength by means of attack. 
So that you will be prepared, the handbook presents...

1. THE MIGHTY SKULE™ CANNON
2. The Engineering Flag

3. The Bnad
4. Your Hardhat

5. You
If THE MIGHTY SKULE™ CANNON is present, it must 
be protected at all costs. If the SkuleTM banger is not 
OQDRDMS�� SGDM� SGD�$MFHMDDQHMF�l@F�BNLDR�kQRS� 3GD�
!M@C� @KRN� MDDC� OQNSDBSHNM�� ENQ� HS� HR� HMCDDC� CHEkBTKS�
to beat off (?) attackers with a $200 horn in one’s 
hands. The rest of the Hierarchy is self-explanatory. 
Once items 1-4 are safe and secure, head for the 
nearest sanctuary or bar. You have your orders... 

Good luck!

THE SKULETM  HIERARCHY
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 R�XNTQ�jQRS� KDBSTQD�@OOQN@BGDR��XNT�RGNTKC�L@JD�RTQD�XNT�UD�RSNBJDC�TO�NM�RDUDQ@K�DRRDMSH@K�
HSDLR�SN�K@RS�XNT�SGQNTFG�XNTQ�jQRS�2JTKD¥�XD@Q�!DKNV�HR�@�KHRS�NE�HSDLR�SG@S�XNT�RGNTKC�G@UD�@B-
BDRR�SN�RNLDGNV

 + +N@CR�NE�lined paper��CNM�S�ENQFDS�XNT�B@M�FDS�%1$$�NMD�RHCDC�O@ODQ�HM�@KK�$"%�K@AR��FN�FQDDMŬ

 + Pens�SN�VQHSD�VHSG�2NLD�OQNEDRRNQR�QDBNLLDMC�SGDL�@R�@�BNMjCDMBD�ANNRSDQ�CTQHMF�L@SG�
OQNAKDLR��RHMBD�XNT�B@MMNS�DQ@RD�SGD�HMJ�

 +  �E@BTKSX�@OOQNUDC�B@KBTK@SNQ��Sharp 520W or 520X��TI-30 
or Casio 260�,NRS�FN�VHSG�SGD�2G@QO�����

 + Your Skule™ clipboard��VGHBG�XNT�KK�FDS�HM�XNTQ�%ŬQNRG�*HS
8NT�B@M�@KRN�ATX�NMD�@S�SGD�$MFHMDDQHMF�2SNQDR�HM�2%� SQHTL�

 + 8NTQ�LNRS�TOC@SDC�schedule�NM�1.2(���@MC�JMNV�SGD�KN-
B@SHNMR�NE�@KK�XNTQ�BK@RRQNNLRŬ�#NM�S� ITRS� ENKKNV�XNTQ�BK@RRL@SDR�@MC�@RRTLD�SGDX�JMNV�VGDQD�
SGDX�QD�FNHMF�3GDX�@QD�EŬQNRG��SNN�

 + Binders or notebooks�SN�JDDO�XNTQ�MNSDR�NQF@MHYDC��HE�XNT�S@JD�MNSDRvVGHBG�XNT�RGNTKC��

 +  �RNES�@MC�OTEEX�knapsack�SG@S�XNT�B@M�TRD�@R�OHKKNV�SN�E@KK�@RKDDO�NM�CTQHMF�KDBSTQDR�3QX�MNS�
SN�B@QQX�SNN�LTBG�RSTEE�@QNTMC�"NMRHCDQ�QDMSHMF�@�KNBJDQ�EQNL�SGD�$MFHMDDQHMF�2NBHDSX�HE�XNT�QD�@�
BNLLTSDQ�

 + 8NTQ�EQDD�BNOX�NE�SGD�Skule™ planner��VGHBG�XNT�B@M�FDS�@S�SGD�$MFHMDDQHMF�2NBHDSX�NEjBD�

 + T-card�l�XNT�KK�MDDC�SN�AQHMF�SGHR�SN�LHCSDQLR�@MC�DW@LR�ENQ�(#�OTQONRDR�.G��@MC�XNT�RGNTKC�
G@UD�XNTQ�RSTCDMS�MTLADQ�LDLNQHYDC�

 + Course textbooks��EQNL�SGD�$MFHMDDQHMF�2SNQDR��#HRBNTMS�!NNJRSNQD��NQ�4�NE�3�ANNJRSNQD�8NT�
B@M�@KRN�jMC�SGDRD�@S�#HRBHOKHMD�"KTA�fRLNJDQRt��@MC�ATX�SGDL�EQNL�TOODQ�XD@QR�

 + A computer�SG@S�XNT�B@M�CN�XNTQ�OQNFQ@LLHMF�@RRHFMLDMS�NM��HM�B@RD�DUDQXNMD�HM�SGD�$"%�
K@A�HR�OK@XHMF�#NS 

 + iClicker�ENQ�$MFHMDDQHMF�2SQ@SDFHDR�@MC�/Q@BSHBD�KDBSTQDR� M�H"KHBJDQ�HR�@�¨���QDLNSD�VHSG���ATS-
SNMR��TRDC�ENQ�SGD�OTQONRDR�NE�S@JHMF�@SSDMC@MBD�@MC�RDO@Q@SHMF�XNT�EQNL�XNTQ�LNMDX��

 + A mobile phone� KRN�MDDCDC� SN�BNMS@BS� SD@LL@SDR� ENQ�$MFHMDDQHMF�2SQ@SDFHDR�@MC�
/Q@BSHBD���/Q@WHR�(���((���(((����¬��SGD�BNTQRD�CNDRM�S�ENKKNV�XNT�ATS�SGD�LDSQHBR�RS@X�HM�
XNTQ�GD@C�ENQDUDQ�

 + Engineering notebook� l� XNT�KK� G@UD� SN� ATX� NMD� ENQ�  /2���� @MC�
 /2�����VGDQD�XNT�B@M�JDDO�SQ@BJ�NE�XNTQ�HCD@R�@MC�S@JD�MNSDR�CTQHMF�
BKHDMS�LDDSHMFR��MNS�HMSHLHC@SHMF�@S�@KKŬ�

 + Lunch and/or dinner and/or breakfast��CDODMCHMF�NM�HE�/Q@WHR�1%/�
NQ�"(5�AQHCFD�HR�CTD�MDWS�C@X��@MC�L@JD�RTQD�HS�R�RTARS@MSH@K�@MC�GD@KSGX

 + $MNTFG� Skule™ spirit� EQNL� %ŬQNRG� 6DDJ� SN� K@RS� XNT� @KK� SGD� V@X� SN�
Godiva Week (see pg  72)Ŭ

 + A water bottle�SG@S�VNM�S�KD@J��TMKHJD�SGD�NMDR�EQNL�SGD�4324�

 +  �BNMSHMTNTR�RNTQBD�NE�food�l�QDFTK@QKX�OQDO@QD�ENNC�ENQ�XNTQRDKE�@MC�D@S�@S�
QDFTK@Q�HMSDQU@KR� MC�CNM�S�QDKX�NM�B@LOTR�ENNC�SQTBJR�ENQ�MTSQHSHNM�

 +  �BNMSHMTNTR� RNTQBD�NE�cash� ��2@UD�LNMDX�AX� BNNJHMF� XNTQ� NVM�
ENNC

 + Tylenol/Advil�@MC�NSGDQ� Q@OHC�O@HM� QDKHDE�CQTFR� HM�B@RD�XNTQ�GD@C-
@BGD�HR�OQDUDMSHMF�XNT�EQNL�O@XHMF�@SSDMSHNM

 + #HQDBSHNMR�SN�SGD�%HQRS�8D@Q�R�.EkBD�@MC�1DFHRSQ@Q�R�.EkBD

 + Humour��ATS�RNLD�OQNER�VHKK�G@UD�OKDMSX�SN�RG@QD�VHSG�XNT��
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Don’t obsess over grades! Know when they matter
8NT�@QD�@SSDMCHMF�TMHUDQRHSX�SN�FDS�@�FNNC�DCTB@SHNM��MNS�@�ODQEDBS�QDONQS�B@QC�(S�R�MNQL@K�ENQ�XNTQ�
FQ@CDR�SN�CQNO��RN�CNM�S�FDS�CHRBNTQ@FDC�HE�HS�CNDR�#NM�S�CDODMC�NM�@�L@QJ�@CITRSLDMS�SN�O@RR��
@KV@XR�RSQHUD�SN�CN�XNTQ�ADRSŬ�

Study smart and do your homework
#NM�S�KD@UD�DUDQXSGHMF�TMSHK�SGD�K@RS�LHMTSD�&HUD�XNTQRDKE�DMNTFG�SHLD�SN�KD@QM�OQNODQKX�/Q@BSHBD��
OQ@BSHBD��OQ@BSHBDŬ�2NKUHMF�OQNAKDLR� HR�@�FQD@S�V@X�SN�OQDO@QD� ENQ� SDRSR�@MC�DW@LRŬ�"GDBJ�NTS�
courses.skule.ca�ENQ�O@RS�DL@R��LHCSDQLR�@MC�OQNAKDL�RDSR

Attend lectures and tutorials
,@MX�BNMBDOSR�NM�XNTQ�PTHYYDR�DW@LR�VHKK�AD�BNUDQDC�CTQHMF�KDBSTQDR�@MC�QDHMENQBDC�CTQHMF�ST-
SNQH@KR�8NT�@QD�EQDD�SN�@SSDMC�NSGDQ�STSNQH@K�RDBSHNMR�HE�SGDQD�HR�MN�SHLDS@AKD�BNMkHBS��ATS�XNT�LTRS�
QDLDLADQ�XNTQ�@RRHFMDC�STSNQH@K�RDBSHNM��XNT�VHKK�MDDC�SN�VQHSD�SGD�RDBSHNM�MTLADQ�NM�DW@LR�@MR�
PTHYYDR�.G��CHC�(�LDMSHNM�SG@S�XNT�VHKK�G@UD�VDDJKX�PTHYYDR�ENQ�L@QJR�CTQHMF�XNTQ�STSNQH@KR���

Ask questions when you don’t understand and get help
#NM�S�AD�@EQ@HC�#N�HS�HM�BK@RR�#N�HS�HM�STSNQH@KR�1DLDLADQ��MN�PTDRSHNM�HR�@�RSTOHC�PTDRSHNMŬ�8NT�
LHFGS�@RJ�RSTOHC�PTDRSHNMR��ATS�HS�R�V@X�LNQD�HLONQS@MS�SG@S�XNT�TMCDQRS@MC�SGD�BNMBDOSR�
/QNEDRRNQR�@MC�3 R�@QD�SGDQD�ENQ�XNT��RN�CNM�S�AD�@EQ@HC�SN�BNMRTKS�SGDL�CTQHMF�SGDHQ�NEjBD�GNTQR�
NQ�RDMC�SGDL�@M�DL@HK�3GDX�VHKK�AD�G@OOX�SN�@MRVDQ�XNTQ�PTDRSHNMR�HE�XNT�@RJ�ONKHSDKXŬ�&DS�@�STSNQ�
SN�FN�NUDQ�SGD�BNMBDOSR�SG@S�XNT�CNM�S�TMCDQRS@MC�tutors.skule.ca�HR�FQD@S�ENQ�SG@S

Slack off when you need to
+D@QM�SN�QDK@W�VGDM�XNT�MDDC�SN��@MC�BNLD�A@BJ�SN�XNTQ�VNQJ�K@SDQ�VHSG�ETKK�BNMBDMSQ@SHNMŬ�#NM�S�
SQX�SN�CN�GNLDVNQJ�VGHKD�RL@RGHMF�XNTQ�V@X�SGQNTFG�SGD�K@RS�A@SSKD�)TRS�QDLDLADQ�SN�OK@M�XNTQ�
SHLD�VHRDKX�@MC�FHUD�XNTQRDKE�DMNTFG�SHLD�SN�jMHRG�XNTQ�VNQJ

Eat healthy, stay active, and get enough sleep
$@SHMF�GD@KSGX�MNTQHRGDR�XNTQ�ANCX�@MC�LHMC�@MC�GDKOR�XNT�SGHMJ�#NM�S�RJHO�LD@KR�CTQHMF�SGD�C@X�
SGHMJHMF�XNT�KK�R@UD�SHLD�NQ�LNMDX��XNTQ�GD@KSG�HR�V@X�LNQD�HLONQS@MS�SG@M�FQ@CDRŬ�!DHMF�OGXRH-
B@KKX�@BSHUD�B@M�OQNUHCD�XNT�VHSG�LNQD�DMDQFX�@MC�BNMBDMSQ@SHNM�-DUDQ�SQX�SN�RSTCX�VGDM�XNT�QD�
CD@C�SHQDCŬ�8NT�VHKK�NMKX�CQ@F�NTS�SGD�@LNTMS�NE�SHLD�MDDCDC�SN�jMHRG�XNTQ�VNQJ

Join extracurricular activities
&DS�HMUNKUDC�NTSRHCD�NE�BK@RRŬ�&DS�HMUNKUDC�NTSRHCD�NE�RBGNNKŬ�#NM�S�AD�SHDC�CNVM�SN�@B@CDLHBR�@KK�
C@X�!DHMF�HMUNKUDC�B@M�BQD@SD�@�SHFGSDQ�RBGDCTKD��ATS�XNTQ�C@XR�VHKK�EDDK�LNQD�ETM��OQNCTBSHUD�@MC�
@BBNLOKHRGDCŬ� �K@QFD�O@QS�NE�XNTQ�TMHUDQRHSX�DWODQHDMBD�VHKK�AD�@ANTS�SGD�ODNOKD�XNT�LDDS�@MC�
SGD�SGHMFR�XNT�CN�NTSRHCD�NE�RSTCXHMF

Finally, remember...
+D@QM�SN�@C@OS�SN�TMHUDQRHSX�KHED�@MC�jMC�XNTQ�NVM�O@SG�SN�RTBBDRR�Don’t be discouraged if things 
CNM�S�FN�XNTQ�V@X�@S�kQRS��NQ�HE�NSGDQ�ODNOKD�RDDL�SN�AD�CNHMF�@�KNS�ADSSDQ�SG@M�XNT�VHSGNTS�LTBG�

effort.�3N�SQTSGETK�SN�XNTQRDKE�@MC�KD@QM�SN�HCDMSHEX�@MC�@CCQDRR�@MX�OQNAKDLR�PTHBJKX��@MC�
VNQJ�G@QC�SN�ADBNLD�RTBBDRRETKŬ

TIPS FOR SUCCESS
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 ANTS�NMD�LNMSG�ADENQD�XNTQ�BK@RRDR�ADFHM��XNT�VHKK�AD�@AKD�SN�@BBDRR�XNTQ�ODQRNM@K�SHLDS@AKD�NM�
SGD�1DONRHSNQX�NE�2STCDMS�(MENQL@SHNM��1.2(���@S�www.rosi.utoronto.ca�3GD�jQRS�KHMD�NE�D@BG�ANW�
HR�SGD�BNTQRD�BNCD��SGD�RDBNMC�KHMD�HR�SGD�RDBSHNM�BNCD��SGD�SGHQC�KHMD�HR�SGD�SHLD��@MC�SGD�K@RS�KHMD�HR�
SGD�ATHKCHMF�BNCD�ENKKNVDC�AX�SGD�QNNL�MTLADQ��RDD�SGD�RDBSHNM�NM�DMFHMDDQHMF�ATHKCHMFR�NM�O@FD�
34��@MC�2JTKD�,@O�NM�O@FD�129��-NSD�SG@S�SGD�KNB@SHNMR�NE�XNTQ�BK@RRDR�L@X�MNS�AD�HLLDCH@SDKX�
@U@HK@AKD��RN�BGDBJ�A@BJ�QHFGS�ADENQD�BK@RRDR�ADFHM�(E�XNT�G@UD�QDC�ANWDR��BNMkHBSR���CNM�S�VNQQX�
@ANTS�HSŬ�3GHR�HR�@�QDRTKS�NE�1.2(�MNS�ADHMF�RL@QS�DMNTFG�SN�TMCDQRS@MC�SGD�RDSTO�NE�RNLD�BNTQRDR�
�HS�V@R�OQNA@AKX�CDRHFMDC�AX�@QSRHDR�

3GDQD�@QD�SGQDD�SXODR�NE�BK@RRDR�HM�DMFHMDDQHMF��KDBSTQDR��LEC���STSNQH@KR��TUT���@MC�K@AR��PRA��ENQ�
fOQ@BSHB@KRt��� KLNRS�@KK�BNTQRDR�VHKK�G@UD�+$"�@MC�343�RDBSHNMR��VGHBG�@QD�D@BG�SXOHB@KKX���GNTQ�
KNMF��@MC�RNLD�VHKK�G@UD�/1 �RDBSHNMR��VGHBG�@QD�SXOHB@KKX���GNTQR�KNMF�@MC�L@X�QTM�NM�@KSDQM@SD�
VDDJR��CDMNSDC�AX�@M�@RSDQHRJ�:	<�@ESDQ�SGD�BNTQRD�BNCD��+@QFD�BNTQRDR�VHKK�AD�ROKHS�HMSN�LTKSHOKD�
RDBSHNMR�RHMBD�MNS�DUDQXNMD�B@M�jS�HM�SGD�R@LD�QNNL�@S�SGD�R@LD�SHLD�3GDQD�L@X�AD�TO�SN���NQ�
�� KDBSTQD�RDBSHNMR�@MC����NQ�LNQD�STSNQH@K�RDBSHNMR�#HEEDQDMS� KDBSTQD�RDBSHNMR�L@X�AD�S@TFGS�AX�
CHEEDQDMS� HMRSQTBSNQR� �@KSGNTFG�@KK� @RRHFMLDMSR�� SDRSR� @MC�DW@LR�VHKK� AD� SGD� R@LD�� @MC�CHEEDQDMS�
STSNQH@K�RDBSHNMR�VHKK�@KLNRS�BDQS@HMKX�AD�S@TFGS�AX�CHEEDQDMS�SD@BGHMF�@RRHRS@MSR��3 R���3GD�MTLDQHB@K�
BNLONMDMS�NE�SGD�RDBSHNM�BNCD�SDKKR�XNT�VGHBG�RDBSHNM�XNT�@QD�HM�#DODMCHMF�NM�SGD�BNTQRD�XNT�
L@X�AD�@AKD�SN�@SSDMC�@�CHEEDQDMS�RDBSHNM�SG@M�SGD�NMD�NM�XNTQ�SHLDS@AKD��ATS�XNT�RGNTKC�BGDBJ�
VHSG�XNTQ� HMRSQTBSNQ�NQ�3 �jQRS�8NT�B@M�R@EDKX� HFMNQD� SGD�jQRS� SVN�CHFHSR�NE� SGD�RDBSHNM�BNCD� �HM�
DMFHMDDQHMF�BNTQRDR��SGDX�VHKK�@KV@XR�AD�����2N�+$"������HR�RHLOKX�SGD�RDBNMC�KDBSTQD�RDBSHNM

Lectures                                                                                                                                                  
,NRS�NE�XNTQ�BNTQRDR�VHKK�G@UD���NMD�GNTQ� KDBSTQDR�ODQ�VDDJ� (M� KDBSTQDR�� SGD�OQNEDRRNQ�VHKK�CN�
DW@BSKX�SG@S�l�OQDRDMS�@KK�NE�SGD�BNTQRD�BNMSDMS�HM����LHMTSD�RDFLDMSR�+DBSTQD�RSXKDR�U@QX��VHSG�
RNLD�HMRSQTBSNQR�BGNNRHMF�SN�TRD�RKHCDRGNVR��ATS�L@MX�OQNER�VHKK�TRD�SGD�fBG@KJ���S@KJt�ENQL@S��
S@KJHMF�VGHKD�VQHSHMF�JDX�ONHMSR�NM�SGD�BG@KJAN@QC�+DBSTQD�@SSDMC@MBD�HR�FDMDQ@KKX�MNS�L@MC@SNQX��
ATS�HE�XNT�RS@QS�RJHOOHMF�BK@RR��XNT�B@M�E@KK�ADGHMC�UDQX�PTHBJKX

Tutorials 
,NRS�BNTQRDR�VHKK�G@UD�@�RHMFKD�NMD�NQ�SVN�GNTQ�STSNQH@K�D@BG�VDDJ�8NTQ�STSNQH@K�RDBSHNM�
VHKK�BNMRHRS�NE�@ANTS����RSTCDMSR�@MC�@�3 �VGN�VHKK�QDUHDV�SGD�VDDJ�R�BNMSDMS�@MC�@MRVDQ�
@MX�NE�XNTQ�PTDRSHNMR� SSDMC@MBD�HR�MNS�L@MC@SNQX��ATS�SGDQD�L@X�AD�
PTHYYDR�NQ�NSGDQ�DU@KT@SHNMR�HM�STSNQH@K��RN�RJHO�@S�XNTQ�NVM�QHRJ�3TSNQH@KR�
@QD�LTBG�LNQD�TRDETK�VGDM�XNT�OQDO@QD�PTDRSHNMR�HM�@CU@MBD��ATS�ENQ�
RNLD��3 R�VHKK�FN�NUDQ�DW@LOKD�OQNAKDLR�-.3�BNUDQDC�CTQHMF�KDBSTQDR

Labs 
%HQRS�SGHMF�XNT�LTRS�JMNV��K@AR�RS@QS�QHFGS�NM�SGD�GNTQŬ�4MKHJD�KDBSTQDR�@MC�
STSNQH@KR�VGHBG�RS@QS����LHMTSDR�@ESDQ�SGD�GNTQ� �EDV�NE�XNTQ�BNTQRDR�VHKK�
G@UD�@�K@A�RDBSHNM��TRT@KKX���GNTQR�DUDQX�NSGDQ�VDDJ��HM�VGHBG�XNT�BNMCTBS�
DWODQHLDMSR� @MC�VQHSD� QDONQSR� @ANTS� SGDL� 8NT�VHKK�LNRS� KHJDKX� SN�VNQJ� HM�
O@QSMDQR�NE�SVN��SG@S�R�@MNSGDQ�QD@RNM�SN�L@JD�KNSR�NE�EQHDMCR�CTQHMF�.QHDMS@SHNM��
DRODBH@KKX�HM�XNTQ�CHRBHOKHMDŬ
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Bahen Centre for Information Technology (BA) 
2DO@Q@SDC�EQNL�@KK�SGD�NSGDQ�DMFHMDDQHMF�ATHKCHMFR�AX�2S�&DNQFD�2SQDDS�
@MC�@�UDQX�@MMNXHMF�BQNRRV@KJ��SGD�!@GDM��OQNMNTMBDC�f!@X�DMt��"DMSQD�
ENQ�(MENQL@SHNM�3DBGMNKNFX�HR�SGD�MDVDRS��k@RGHDRS�@MC�SGD�LNRS�QDkDBSHUD�
ATHKCHMF�NTS�NE�@KK�NSGDQ�DMFHMDDQHMF�ATHKCHMFR�3GD�ATHKCHMF�HR�BNMMDBSDC�
SN�SGD�*NEkDQ�"DMSDQ�EQNL�SGD�HMRHCD��VGHBG�KD@CR�SN�@�2DBNMC�"TO�@MC�
SGD�4�NE�3�!NNJRSNQD�3GD�BNMMDBSHMF�G@KKV@X�DMSQ@MBD�HR�NOONRHSD�SN�
SGD�,DF@!HSDR�"@Eġ��VGHBG�RDQUDR�2S@QATBJR�BNEEDD�3GD�KDBSTQD�G@KKR�@QD�
QD@KKX�AHF�@MC�G@UD�BNLENQS@AKD�RD@SHMF�@MC�S@AKDR��VGHBG�@QD�DRODBH@KKX�
HMUHSHMF�VGDM�XNT�B@M�S�RDDL�SN�JDDO�XNTQ�DXDR�NODM�.M�SGD�SGHQC�kNNQ�
SGDQD�@QD�KHSSKD�RSTCX�RO@BDR�SG@S�G@UD�AK@BJAN@QCR��BG@HQR�@MC�S@AKDR�

VGHBG�@QD�ODQEDBS�ENQ�RSTCXHMF��M@OOHMF�NQ�D@SHMF�XNTQ�KTMBG��SGNTFG�SGDRD�@QD�@KV@XR�ETKK��
3GDQD�@QD�@QD�@CCHSHNM@K�S@AKDR�NM�SGD��SG���SG�@MC��SG�kNNQR��ATS�XNT�G@UD�SN�KNNJ�ENQ�SGDLŬ�
'NLD�SN�SGD�$MF2BH�BNLLNM�QNNL�@MC�$"$�RSTCX�G@KK��@�LTKSH�E@HSG�OQ@XDQ�QNNL�@MC�MHBD�
V@RGQNNLR��!@GDM�HR�CDjMHSDKX�NMD�NE�SGD�BNNKDQ�ATHKCHMFR��ITRS�CNM�S�SDKK�SG@S�SN�2G@H�"NGDM�GD�
G@R�FHUDM�jDKC�SQHOR�@QNTMC�SGHR�ATHKCHMF�HMRSD@C�NE�KDBSTQHMF�SN�RGNV�RSTCDMSR�GNV�ONNQKX�HS�V@R�
DMFHMDDQDCŬ�

Sandford Fleming (SF)  
3GHR�HR�SGD�$MFHMDDQHMF�ATHKCHMF��@MC�SGD�BDMSQD�NE�RSTCDMS�@BSHUHSX�@S�
2JTKD¥�(S�HR�GNLD�SN�fSGD� SQHTLt��@KRN�B@KKDC�fthe pitt���@�L@FHB@K�
OK@BD�HM�SGD�A@RDLDMS��A@RHB@KKX�SGD�DMSHQD�A@RDLDMS��VGDQD�XNT�VHKK�jMC�
SG@S�RNLDSGHMF�HR�@KV@XR�G@OODMHMF�2JTKD¥�DUDMSR�KHJD�2TCR��&NCHU@�
6DDJ��%ŬQNRG�6DDJ��@MC�NSGDQ�ETM�SGHMFR�G@OODM�GDQD�3GD�$MFHMDDQHMF�
2NBHDSX��2TCR�@MC�+@CX�&NCHU@�,DLNQH@K�!M@C��+&,!��G@UD�SGDHQ�GD@C�
NEjBDR�KNB@SDC�HM�SGD�A@RDLDMS� �ETM�OK@BD�SN�G@MF�NTS��SGD�@SQHTL�G@R�
KNSR�NE�S@AKDR��BG@HQR��@�B@EDSDQH@��@�OGNSNBNOXHMF�L@BGHMD��@�BNTOKD�
NE�LHBQNV@UDR�@MC�SGD�!- #R�UDMCHMF�L@BGHMDR��VGHBG�RDKK�ONO�ENQ�
QD@KKX�BGD@OŬ� KRN��SGD�$MFHMDDQHMF�+HAQ@QX�HR�NM�SGD�RDBNMC�kNNQ�@MC�

SGD�+HMTW�BNLOTSDQ�K@AR��VGDQD�XNT�VHKK�AD�RODMCHMF�BNTMSKDRR�GNTQR�SQXHMF�SN�jFTQD�NTS�XNTQ�
OQNFQ@LLHMF�@RRHFMLDMSR��@QD�NM�SGD�jQRS�kNNQ�6GHKD�SGD�E@BTKSX�ATHKCHMFR�G@UD�NEjBH@K�?NODM��
GNTQR�����GNTQ�@BBDRR�HR�@U@HK@AKD�SN�2%�@MC�&@KAQ@HSG�SGQNTFG�SGD�SVN�RNTSG�DMSQ@MBDR�HM�SGD�
DMFHMDDQHMF�@KKDXV@X��MD@Q�$MFHMDDQHMF� MMDW�� MC�QDLDLADQ��XNT�B@M�@KRN�FDS�SN�SGD�SGHQC�kNNQ�
NE�6@KKADQF�UH@�SGD�AQHCFD�EQNL�SGD�RDBNMC�kNNQ�NE�2%

Galbraith (GB) 
-@LDC�@ESDQ�NTQ�jQRS�#D@M�@MC�BNMMDBSDC�SN�SGD�2@MCENQC�%KDLHMF�
ATHKCHMF��SGHR�HR�SGD�ATHKCHMF�XNT�VHKK�AD�EQDPTDMSHMF�DUDQX�SHLD�XNT�MDDC�SN�
S@JD�B@QD�NE�O@ODQ�VNQJ�3GD�%HQRS�8D@Q�.EjBD��.EjBD�NE�SGD�1DFHRSQ@Q�@MC�
 CLHRRHNMR�.EjBD�@QD�@KK�KNB@SDC�MD@Q�SGD�KNAAX�3GHR�HR�SGD�OK@BD�VGDQD�
XNT�VHKK�G@UD�SN�OHBJ�TO�XNTQ�.2 /�O@ODQR��@V@QCR�NQ�RBGNK@QRGHOR��@MC�
FDS�HMENQL@SHNM�@ANTS�SGD�3�/QNFQ@L�3GD�ATHKCHMF�G@R�KDBSTQD�QNNLR�VHSG�
MNS�RN�FQD@S�KNNJHMF�RD@SR��@MC�GD@SHMF�SG@S�HR�@KV@XR�STQMDC�TO�@�FNNC���
CDFQDDR�GHFGDQ�SG@M�HS�RGNTKC�AD� MNSGDQ�SGHMF�SN�MNSD�HR�SG@S�SGHR�ATHKCHMF�
G@R�6HMCNVR�K@AR��&!���������VGHBG�NEEDQ�,HBQNRNES�/QNIDBS��RNLDSGHMF�
XNT�B@M�S�FDS�HM�SGD�+HMTW�K@AR
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Wallberg (WB) 
'NLD�SN�SGD�,2$�@MC�"GDL�$MF�#DO@QSLDMSR��6@KKADQF�HR�@�ATHKCHMF�
VGHBG�NCCKX�QDRDLAKDR�6@XMD�,@MNQ�HM�L@MX�V@XR�(S�HR�QD@KKX�KNMF�@MC�
ED@STQDR�OTYYKHMF�DMSQ@MBDR�VGHBG�BNMMDBS�HS�SN�CHEEDQDMS�ATHKCHMFR�EQNL�
SGD�FQNTMC�kNNQ�@MC�RDBNMC�kNNQ�(S�G@R�@�KNS�NE�STSNQH@K�QNNLR�@MC�K@AR��
VHSG�KDBSTQD�QNNLR�SG@S�@QD�RO@BHNTR�@MC�AQHFGSKX�KHS�(E�XNT�DUDQ�C@QD�SQD@C�
HMSN�SGHR�ATHKCHMF�L@JD�RTQD�XNT�JMNV�XNTQ�V@X�NTS�ADB@TRD�SGDQD�@KV@XR�
RDDLR�SN�AD�BNMRSQTBSHNM�FNHMF�NM�@MC�SGD�DWHSR�@QD�KNBJDC�LNRS�NE�SGD�
SHLD�3GHR�ATHKCHMF�HR�@KRN�SGD�KDMFSG�NE�@�BHSX�AKNBJ��

Mining Building (MB) 
3GD�,HMHMF�!THKCHMF�HR��MNS�RTQOQHRHMFKX��GNLD�SN�SGD�,(-R�.MD�NE�SGD�NKCDRS�
ATHKCHMFR�NM�B@LOTR��SGHR�ATHKCHMF�G@R�@�KNS�NE�K@AR�@MC�AHF�KDBSTQD�G@KKR�(S�
G@R�SGD�,DBG�(MCX�BNLLNM�QNNL��VGHBG�G@R�ONNK�@MC�ENNRA@KK�S@AKDR�3GD�
"@M@CH@M�,HMHMF�'@KK�NE�%@LD�HR�KNB@SDC�NM�SGD�jQRS�kNNQ�NE�SGD�ATHKCHMF��HS�
BNMS@HMR�@�KNS�NE�HMSDQDRSHMF�GHRSNQX�@ANTS�LHMHMF�HM�"@M@C@��@MC�RN�HS�R�@�
VNQSGX�SGHMF�SN�BGDBJ�NTS�3GDQD�HR�@�ENTQSG�kNNQ�@SSHB��ATS�HS�R�QDRDQUDC�ENQ�
ENTQSG�XD@Q�B@ORSNMD�CDRHFM�8NT�KK�FDS�SGDQD�RNLDC@XŬ

Mechanical Building (MC) 
3GHR�ATHKCHMF�HR�GNLD�SN�SGD�,DBGR�@MC�(MCXR�8NT�VHKK�OQNA@AKX�G@UD�@�EDV�
BK@RRDR�HM�SGHR�ATHKCHMF�HM�XNTQ@�jQRS�XD@Q�(S�G@R�PTHSD�@�EDV�KDBSTQD�G@KKR�@MC��
LNRS�HLONQS@MSKX��SGD�LNRS�BNLENQS@AKD�BG@HQR��HM�,"�����6HSG�BTRGHNMDC�
RD@SR��SGD�RKDDO@AHKHSX�HM�@�KDBSTQD�HR�QDL@QJ@AKX�DMG@MBDC�3GD�KDBSTQD�
QNNLR�SG@S�RS@QS�VHSG�@���@QD�MNS�QD@KKX�NM�SGD��MC�NQ��QC�kNNQ��SGDX�
@QD�@RSNMHRGHMFKX�KNB@SDC�NM�kNNQ���SG�kNNQ�2N�G@UD�ETM�SQXHMF�SN�
jMC�VGDQD�SGDX�@QD��@MC�SQX�MNS�SN�AD�K@SD�ADB@TRD�
NE�HSŬ�(E�XNT�DUDQ�MDDC�SN�@BBDRR�SGHR�OK@BD�K@SD�
@S�MHFGS�NQ�NM�VDDJDMCR��XNT�VNTKC�G@UD�SN�FN�
HM�SGQNTFG�SGD�D@RS�DMSQ@MBD�NE�SGD�1NRDAQTFG�
!THKCHMF��1!��@MC�jMC�XNTQ�V@X�@QNTMC�2@LD�FNDR�
ENQ�SGD�,HMHMF�!THKCHMF�NQ�'@TKS@HM
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Engineering Annex (EA)  
3GHR�KHSSKD�ATHKCHMF�HR�KNB@SDC�HM�SGD�@KKDXV@X�ADSVDDM�6@KKADQF�@MC�2%�
3GD�LNRS�MNS@AKD�SGHMF�@ANTS�SGHR�ATHKCHMF�HR�SG@S�HS�BNMS@HMR�SGD�$"%�
GD@CPT@QSDQR�(E�XNT�G@UD�OQNAKDLR�VHSG�XNTQ�$"%�@BBNTMS��MDDC�SN�QDRDS�
XNTQ�OQHMS�PTNS@�NQ�MDDC�SN�OQHMS�HM�BNKNQ��SGHR�ATHKCHMF�HR�XNTQ�CDRSHM@SHNM�
2NLD�CDRHFM�SD@LR�@KRN�G@UD�RO@BD�HM�SGHR�ATHKCHMF�

Haultain (HA) 
'HCCDM�@V@X�KHJD�SGD�TMKNBJ@AKD�RS@FDR��SGHR�ATHKCHMF�HR�LNRS�MNS@AKD�ENQ�
GNV�G@QC�HS�HR�SN�jMC�(S�HR�STBJDC�@V@X�HM�@�RJDSBGX�@KKDXV@X�ADSVDDM�,!�
@MC�,"�(S�R�@KRN�M@LDC�@ESDQ�SGD�RDBNMC�$MFHMDDQHMF�2NBHDSX�/QDRHCDMS�
(S�G@R�STSNQH@K�QNNLR�NM�SGD�ENTQSG�kNNQ�VGDQD�XNT�VHKK�OQNA@AKX�VQHSD�SDRSR�
 KRN��SGD�DKDU@SNQ�HR�JHMC�NE�AQNJDM�@MC�CNDRM�S�@KV@XR�VNQJ�QHFGS�2N�FHUD�
XNTQRDKE�RNLD�SHLD�HM�@CU@MBD�HE�XNT�G@UD�SN�FN�HMSN�SGHR�ATHKCHMF

Discipline Common Rooms

Chemical 
6!����

Civil 
&!���

Electrical and Computer
2%�!���

EngSci
! �����

Material Science
6!����

Mechanical and Industrial
,!���� 

Mineral
,!����

TrackOne
2%�����

Brawl: Free-for-All
#@�/HS

 �L@O�NE�SGD�DMFHMDDQHMF�ATHKCHMFR�@MC�RTQQNTMCHMF�@QD@�B@M�AD�ENTMC�NM�SGD�K@RS�O@FD�NE�SGD�
ANNJ��O�129�

COMMON ROOMS
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3DWSANNJR�VHKK�AD�XNTQ�ADRS�EQHDMCR�HM�XNTQ�ENTQ�XD@QR�NE�RSTCX�3GDQD�@QD�LTKSHOKD�RNTQBDR�NM�
B@LOTR�SN�FDS�SDWSANNJR��SGD�ENKKNVHMFR�@QD�HM�NQCDQ�NE�OQDEDQDMBD�AX�LNRS�NE�SGD�RSTCDMSR�
Note: You do NOT have to get all your textbooks before class starts.�,@JD�RTQD�XNT�@QD�
FDSSHMF�SGD�QHFGS�DCHSHNMR�ADENQD�XNT�RODMC�GTMCQDCR�NM�SGDL�/QNER�VHKK�SDKK�XNT�SGHR�HMENQL@SHNM�
HM�SGD�jQRS�C@X�NE�KDBSTQD�@MC�SGDX�SXOHB@KKX�VHKK�FHUD�XNT�@QNTMC�@�VDDJ�ADENQD�XNT�RS@QS�SN�MDDC�HS�
ENQ�GNLDVNQJ

Engineering Stores, run by the EngSoc 
Location:�!@RDLDMS�NE�2@MCENQC�%KDLHMF�!THKCHMF��-DWS�SN�$MF2NB�NEjBD��8NT�B@M�@KRN�BGDBJ�
NTS�RSNQDRRJTKDB@�ENQ�SGD�B@S@KNFTD�@MC�SDWSANNJ�OQD�NQCDQR 
Items:�3GD�ANNJRSNQD�G@R� ++�NE�SGD�ANNJR�QDPTHQDC�ENQ�jQRS�XD@Q�DMFHMDDQHMF�RSTCHDR 
Price:�(S�R�V@X�BGD@ODQ�SG@M�SGD�!NNJRSNQD�@MC�SGD�#HRBNTMS�!NNJRSNQD��@MC�CHRBNTMSR�VHKK�AD�
@OOKHDC�HE�@�RDS�NE�ANNJR�HR�ANTFGS�SNFDSGDQ�

Upper-Year Students  
Location:�6GDQDUDQ�XNT�B@M�jMC�SGDL��TRT@KKX�#HRBHOKHMD�"KTA�RLNJDQR 
Items:�'NVDUDQ�L@MX�SDWSANNJR�SGDX�G@UD�KDES 
Price:�6G@SDUDQ�SGDX�V@MS�SN�BG@QFD�XNT

Discount Bookstore 
Location:�����"NKKDFD�2S�(S�R�KNB@SDC�@S�SGD�A@RDLDMS�ADGHMC�$HMRSDHM�R��@KK�DMFHMDDQHMF�RSTCDMSR�
JMNV�VGDQD�SG@S�HRŬ���SGNTFG�HS�R�SQHBJX�SN�jMC 
Items:�,NRS�SDWSANNJR�ENQ�@KK�XD@QR�B@M�AD�ENTMC�GDQD 
Price:�"GD@ODQ�SG@M�SGD�4�NE�3�!NNJRSNQD

TUSBE 
Location: www.tusbe.com 
Items:�4�NE�3�2STCDMSR�ONRS�SGDHQ�NEEDQR�@MC�QDPTDRSR�NM�SGD�4�NE�3�2STCDMS�R�!NNJ�$WBG@MFD�
VDARHSD�l�SGDQD�@QD�@ANTS�����ODQ�C@X 
Price:�2NLD�NEEDQR�HMCHB@SD�DW@BS�OQHBD�V@MSDC��NSGDQR�@QD�MDFNSH@AKD�VHSG�SGD�NVMDQ�
SGQNTFG�DL@HK

U of T Bookstore 
Location:�����"NKKDFD�2S��MDWS�SN�SGD�!@GDM�"DMSQD� 
Items:�(S�G@R�@KK�SGD�SDWSANNJR�XNT�VHKK�DUDQ�MDDC�@MC�NSGDQ�QDPTHQDC�
CDUHBDR�@R�VDKK 
Price:�3GD�GHFGDRS�NM�B@LOTR�ENQ�ITRS�@ANTS�@MXSGHMF

Past Exams: courses.skule.ca 
#NHMF�SGD�O@RS�DW@LR�HR�SGD�ADRS�V@X�SN�FDS�QD@CX�ENQ�DW@LR�(S�HR�@�FNNC�
V@X�SN�SDRS�GNV�VDKK�XNT�L@RSDQ�@MC�@OOKX�SGD�JMNVKDCFD�/QNEDRRNQR�RNLD-
SHLDR�TRD�SGD�R@LD�SDRS�ENQL@S�ENQ�@KK�SGDHQ�DW@LR�@MC�2NLD�RDBSHNMR�EQNL�SGD�
O@RS�DW@LR�LHFGS�MNS�AD�BNUDQDC�HM�XNTQ�XD@Q�NE�RSTCX��RN�XNT�KK�G@UD�
SN�BGDBJ�VHSG�SGD�BNTQRD�BNNQCHM@SNQ�ENQ�SGD�RXKK@AH�NE�RODBHjB�BNTQRDR

TEXTBOOKS / PAST EXAMS
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.J��RN�VD�JMNV�SG@S�RSTCXHMF�HR�TRT@KKX�E@HQKX�HMSDFQ@K�SN�O@RRHMF�XNTQ�BK@RRDR��DUDQX�XNTMF�
BG@KKDMFDQ�LTRS�RSTCX�TMCDQ�@�RDMHNQ�RL@RGDQ�ADENQD�ADBNLHMF�@�SQTD�jFGSDQ�HM�SGD�2L@RG�
!QNR�NQCDQ�!TS�VGDQD�RGNTKC�XNT�FN�SN�OQ@BSHBD�XNTQ�RJHKKR��.Q�QDjMD�XNTQ�L@RSDQX�NE�SGD�jM@K�
RL@RG��+NNJ�MN�ETQSGDQ�XNTMF�jFGSDQR���VD�UD�FNS�XNT�BNUDQDC

Your Discipline Common Room 
(E�XNT�CNM�S�LHMC�SGD�MNHRD��NQ�SGD�RLDKK���RSTCXHMF�HM�XNTQ�CHRBHOKHMD�R�BNLLNM�QNNL�G@R�@�EDV�
ADMDjSR�,NRS�NE�SGD�SHLD�XNT�KK�jMC�SG@S�SGDQD�HR�DHSGDQ�@MNSGDQ�jQRS�XD@Q�RSQTFFKHMF�SGQNTFG�SGD�
R@LD�OQNAKDL�RDS�XNT�@QD�NQ�@M�TOODQ�XD@Q�VGN�LHFGS�AD�@AKD�SN�GDKO� MC�HE�XNT�KHJD�SN�QDV@QC�
XNTQRDKE�@S�QDFTK@Q�HMSDQU@KR��VD�NMKX�G@UD�SVN�VNQCR�ENQ�XNT��ENNRA@KK�SNTQM@LDMS

Engineering and Computer Science Library 
3GD�$MFHMDDQHMF�+HAQ@QX��KNB@SDC�NM�SGD�TOODQ�kNNQR�NE�2@MCENQC�%KDLHMF��2%�������G@R�SGQDD�
SGHMFR�FNHMF�ENQ�HS��jQRSKX��HS�R�PTHDS��RDBNMCKX��HS�R�MD@Q�XNTQ�BK@RRDR��@MC�K@RSKX��SGDQD�R�@�SNM�NE�
DMFHMDDQHMF�RODBHjB�HMEN�@U@HK@AKD�ENQ�XNT�SN�QDRD@QBG� S�SHLDR�HS�B@M�AD�PTHSD�ATRX�RN�CNM�S�
DWODBS�SN�@KV@XR�jMC�RO@BD�ENQ�XNTQ�VGNKD�$2/�/Q@WHR�CDRHFM�SD@LŬ

Robarts Library 
8D@G��VD�JMNV�SGHR�HR�SGD�@QSRHD�KHAQ@QX�!TS�VD�B@M�FHUD�XNT�@�L@SGDL@SHB@K�QDK@SHNMRGHO�SG@S�
OQNUDR�VGX�XNT�RNTKC�FN�SN�1NA@QSR��SGD�@LNTMS�NE�PTHDS��CDRDQSDC�RO@BDR�SN�RSTCX�QHRDR�
DWONMDMSH@KKX�SGD�GHFGDQ�XNT�FN�HM�SGD�ATHKCHMF�2DQHNTRKX��SGD�SGHQSDDMSG�kNNQ�HR�TRT@KKX�CDRDQSDC��
OKTR�HS�NEEDQR�@�VHBJDC�UHDV�NE�B@LOTR��@MC�OQDSSX�LTBG�@KK�NE�3NQNMSN�CNVM�SN�SGD�K@JDRGNQD��
'NV�R�SG@S�ENQ�OHBSTQDRPTD�

E.J. Pratt Library 
3GHR�NMD�HR�NM�SGD�MNQSGD@RS�BNQMDQ�NE�B@LOTR���CNM�S�FN�GDQD�TMKDRR�XNT�G@UD�@�EDV�GNTQR�SN�
JHKK�ADB@TRD�SGHR�HR�@�SDM�LHMTSD�V@KJ�@BQNRR�0TDDM�R�/@QJ�!TS�SGD�V@KJ�HR�SNS@KKX�VNQSG�HSŬ�3GD�
A@RDLDMS�NE�5HBSNQH@�4MHUDQRHSX�R�KHAQ@QX�G@R�RNLD�FQD@S�CDRJR�SG@S�@QD�ODQEDBS�ENQ�FQNTO�VNQJ��
@MC�RNLD�BNLEX�BG@HQR�ENQ�HMCHUHCT@K�RSTCX�4ORS@HQR�SGDQD�@QD�FQD@S�BTAAX�GNKDR�@LNMFRS�SGD�
ANNJ�RS@BJR�SG@S�@QD�ODQEDBS�ENQ�RHKDMS�RSTCX�-N�L@SSDQ�GNV�XNT�OQDEDQ�SN�RSTCX��SGD�CġBNQ�VHKK�
OTS�XNT�HM�SGD�LNNC�SN�RHS�CNVM�@MC�GHS�SGD�ANNJR

Gerstein Library 
3GHR�HR�SGD�GD@KSG�RBHDMBDR�KHAQ@QX� M�NODM��RSTCHNTR�DMUHQNMLDMS��&DQRSDHM�NEEDQR�@�FNNC�RDS�
NE�BNLEX�BG@HQR�HM�BTAAX�GNKDR�NM�SGD�RDBNMC�kNNQ�VGHBG�@QD�ODQEDBS�ENQ�M@OOHMF�VD�LD@M�
RSTCXHMF��NE�BNTQRD�(S�R�QHFGS�MDWS�SN�SGD�,DCHB@K�2BHDMBDR�ATHKCHMF��RN�HS�R�PTHSD�BKNRD�SN�TR��SNN�
"NMRHCDQHMF�HS�R�ADDM�QDBDMSKX�QDMNU@SDC��HS�HR�@�ONOTK@Q�OK@BD�ENQ�L@MX�RSTCDMSR�SN�RSTCX�CTQHMF�
SGD�C@X�@MC�CTQHMF�DW@L�ODQHNC��RN�HS�B@M�FDS�PTHSD�ATRX�@MC�SNTFG�SN�jMC�@�RONS

Hart House 
.J��RN�VD�JMNV�SG@S�'@QS�'NTRD�HR�@�ATHKCHMF�@KLNRS�DMSHQDKX�CDUNSDC�SN�QDBQD@SHNM�!TS�SGD�

QD@CHMF�QNNL�NM�SGD�RDBNMC�kNNQ�HR�@�FQD@S�OK@BD�SN�SQX�SN�QD@C�SGNRD�@RRHFMDC�
BG@OSDQR�'@QS�'NTRD�HR�BKNRD�DMNTFG�SN�BK@RR�SN�AD�@BBDRRHAKD��ATS�E@Q�DMNTFG�
SG@S�HS�R�@�FNNC�BG@MFD�NE�RDSSHMF

STUDY SPACES
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 KQHFGS�%ŬQNRGHDR�(E�XNT�QD�DUDQ�DUDM�FNHMF�SN�3'(-*�NE�O@RRHMF�jQRS�XD@Q��XNT�C@LM�VDKK�ADSSDQ�KD@QM�
GNV�SN�TRD�SGD�$"%��$MFHMDDQHMF�"NLOTSHMF�%@BHKHSX��BNLOTSDQR�NM�B@LOTR�3GDQD�@QD�@�ATMBG�NE�
K@AR�@KK�NUDQ�SGD�OK@BD��@�EDV�@QD�6HMCNVR�BNLOTSDQR�@MC�SGD�QDRS�@QD�+HMTW�A@RDC�#NM�S�VNQQX�
ITRS�XDS�� HS�R�MNS�G@QC�SN�KD@QM��3GHR�L@X�@KK�RNTMC�KHJD�FHAADQHRG��ATS�QDLDLADQ�@KK�SGHR�ENQ� K@SDQŬ�Ŭ�
Warning��-.�%..#�.1�#1(-*2�(-� ++�+ !2Ŭ�3GD�RS@EE�VHKK�AD�L@C

Departmental Labs General Labs
MIE ,"������,"������12������' ���� LINUX 2%�����

CHEM 6!���� �! 2%�����

MIN ,!���� 2%�����

MSE 6!���� WINDOWS &!����

ENGSCI ! ����� &!����

CIV &!���� 6!����

2%�����

-NSD��$"$�@KRN�G@R�SGDHQ�NVM�BNLOTSHMF�E@BHKHSHDR��RDO@Q@SD�EQNL�$"%

UTMail: mail.utoronto.ca    
3G@S�R�QHFGSŬ� R�@�4�NE�3�RSTCDMS��XNT�FDS�XNTQ�UDQX�NVM�DL@HK�@CCQDRR��VGHBG�XNT�B@M�BTRSNLHYD�
HS�SGQNTFG�1.2(� KK�HMENQL@SHNM�EQNL�BKTAR��OQNEDRRNQR��3 R�@MC�SGD�E@KBTKSX�VHKK�AD�RDMS�SN�XNTQ�
43L@HK�@CCQDRR��RN�BGDBJ�HS�NESDMŬ�(S�HR�HMSDFQ@SDC�VHSG�,HBQNRNES�VDA�@OOKHB@SHNMR��@RHCD�EQNL�
��&!�NE�HMANW��XNT�@KRN�FDS�B@KDMC@Q��LNAHKD�@BBDRR��VDA@OOR��@MC��&!�NE�NMKHMD�RSNQ@FD�(S�
V@R�NMKX�HMSQNCTBDC�SGHR�RTLLDQ�RN�S@JD�@CU@MS@FD�NE�SGD�MDV�BNKK@ANQ@SHNM�SNNKRŬ�.Q�CHSBG�
SGD�@MBHDMS�@MC�MN�KNMFDQ�ETMBSHNM@K�GNSL@HK�RSXKDC�DL@HK�RDQUHBDR�@MC�ENQV@QC�SGNRD�DL@HKR�SN�
XNTQ�&, (+�@BBNTMSŬ�(M�RDSSHMFR��SXOD�HM�XNTQ�FL@HK�@CCQDRR�@MC�BKHBJ�f2S@QS�ENQV@QCHMFt�%HQRS�
BG@KKDMFD�ADENQD�2JTKD�RS@QSRŬ�

Stress Relief in the ECF labs 
6GHKD�SGD�L@HM�OTQONRD�NE�SGD�$"%�K@AR�HR�ENQ�XNT�SN�CN�XNTQ�VNQJ��SGDX�B@M�@KRN�AD�
TRDC�SN�JHKK�SHLD�NQ�QDKHDUD�RSQDRR� MC�VG@S�ADSSDQ�TRD�ENQ�@�BKTRSDQ�
NE�BNLOTSDQR�NM�@�RHMFKD�MDSVNQJ�SG@M�G@UHMF�@�KHSSKD�+ -�ETM���.M�
6HMCNVR�BNLOTSDQR�SGDQD�HR�@�CQHUD�M@LDC�f%@BSR@FDt�VGHBG�GNTRDR�
@�EDV�ONOTK@Q�F@LDR�KHJD�2S@QBQ@ES��6@QBQ@ES�(((��@MC�"NTMSDQ�2SQHJD��@KK�NE�
VGHBG�XNT�B@M�OK@X�VHSG�XNTQ�EQHDMCR�NUDQ�+ -�8NT�B@M�@KRN�QTM�ONQS@AKD�
�MN�HMRS@KK�QDPTHQDC��UDQRHNMR�NE�F@LDR�XNT�B@M�AQHMF�XNTQRDKE��.M�+HMTW�
BNLOTSDQR��SGDQD�HR�@�LDMT�NE�RSQ@MFD�@MC�VDHQC�F@LDR�SG@S�VNM�S�AD�
ENTMC�@MXVGDQD�DKRD�'NVDUDQ��HS�HR�HLONQS@MS�MNS�SN�AD�@�IDQJ�VGHKD�
F@LHMF�HM�SGD�$"%�K@AR��HE�ODNOKD�MDDC�BNLOTSDQR�ENQ�@BST@K�VNQJ��AD�JHMC�
DMNTFG�SN�FHUD�TO�XNTQR�HE�XNT�@QD�F@LHMF�

Printing 
%NQ�D@BG�SDQL�XNT�@QD�FHUDM�@�PTNS@�NE�?EQDD��OQHMSHMF�EQNL�$"%�K@AR�
&NHMF�NUDQ�SGHR�KHLHS�AX����VHKK�QDRTKS� HM�@�¨��jMD�ODQ�����RGDDSR�!TS�
CNM�S� VNQQX�� XNT� B@M� R@UD� OQHMSR� AX� OQHMSHMF� CNTAKD� RHCDC�� LTKSHOKD�
O@FDR�ODQ�RGDDS�DSB�

In the Linux Computer Labs 
3N�OQHMS�CNTAKD�RHCDC��RDKDBS�RTBG�NOSHNMR�VGDM�SGD�VHMCNV�OQNLOSR�XNT�SN�OHBJ�
@�OQHMSDQ

ECF LABS / UTMAIL GUIDE
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3N�OQHMS multiple pages of a PDF per sheet��4+31 �42$%4+�VGDM�OQHSHMF�NTS�OOS�KDBSTQD�MNSDR��
TRD�?,TKSHOKD�/@FDR�ODQ�2GDDS����VGHBG�HR�TMCDQ�?/@FD�2B@KHMF��HM�SGD�L@HM�OQHMS�LDMT��3N�OQHMS�
EQNL�@�VDARHSD�NQ�@M�NODM�NEjBD�@OOKHB@SHNM��SGD�NOSHNM�HR�ENTMC�TMCDQ�SGD�?/@FD�2DSTO��S@A

In the Windows Computer Labs.  
3N�OQHMS�CNTAKD�RHCDC��RDKDBS�@�OQHMSDQ�@MC�BKHBJ�?OQNODQSHDR��4MCDQ�?A@RHB��S@A��KNNJ�ENQ�SGD�
RTAGD@CHMF�SHSKDC�?#TOKDW���2DKDBS�?OQHMS�NM�ANSG�RHCDR���@R�VDKK�@R�?kHO�NM�KNMF�DCFD���ENQ�AHMCDQ�
EQHDMCKX�O@FDRŬ�

3N�OQHMS�LTKSHOKD�O@FDR�ODQ�RGDDS��KNNJ�ENQ�@�RDBSHNM�SHSKDC�?O@FD�G@MCKHMF��NQ�?YNNL���CDODMCHMF�
VGHBG� OQNFQ@L� XNT�QD� OQHMSHMF� EQNL�� HM� SGD�L@HM� OQHMS�LDMT� � 4MCDQ� SGDRD� GD@CHMFR�� KNNJ� ENQ�
?,TKSHOKD�/@FDR�ODQ�2GDDS��NQ� ?/@FDR�ODQ�2GDDS�� (M�FDMDQ@K����SN���RKHCDR�VNQJR�VDKK�ODQ�O@FD�
CDODMCHMF�NM�GNV�L@MX�DWSQ@�MNSDR�XNT�V@MS�SN�S@JD

A few more tips on printing  
/QHMSDQR�HM�SGD�$"%�K@AR�B@M�RNLDSHLDR�FDS�DWSQDLDKX�ATRX����
�LHMTSD�V@HS�ENQ�OQHMSR���
CDO@QSLDMS@K�K@AR�@QD�FDMDQ@KKX�KDRR�ATRX�(S�HR�ADRS�SN�FDS�XNTQ�OQHMSHMF�CNMD�D@QKX�

"NKNTQ�OQHMSHMF�HR�@U@HK@AKD�HM�SGD�$"%�L@HM�NEjBD�HM�$ ����ATS�D@BG�BNKNTQDC�O@FD�S@JDR����
RGDDSR�NEE�NE�XNTQ�PTNS@�+@QFD�MTLADQ�NE�ODNOKD�CN�MNS�BNLD�BKNRD�SN�jMHRGHMF�SGDHQ�PTNS@��RN�HE�
XNT�G@UD�EQHDMCR��BG@MBDR�@QD�XNT�B@M�LNNBG�NEE�NE�RNLDNMD�DKRD�R�OQHMS�PTNS@�HE�MDDC�AD��

Tips for Saving Paper
One-Sided Paper Bin  
+NNJ�NTS�ENQ�NMD�RHCDC�O@ODQ�AHMR�HM�BNLOTSDQ�K@AR�MD@Q�XNTŬ�%NTMC�MD@Q�DUDQX�OQHMSDQ�HM�SGD�
K@AR��SGDX�@QD�ENQ�RGDDSR�VHSG�NMD�RHCD�AK@MJ��3GHR�O@ODQ�HR�@U@HK@AKD�ENQ�XNT�HE�XNT�MDDC�HS�SN�
VQHSD�MNSDR�NM�NQ�TRD�@R�RBQ@O�O@ODQŬ�3N�GDKO�DUDQXNMD�NTS��OKD@RD�OK@BD�@MX�NE�XNTQ�DWSQ@�O@ODQ�
HM�SGHR�AHM����

Removing the Header Page 
6GDM�XNT�OQHMS�HM�SGD�+HMTW�K@AR��XNT�OQHMS�@�GD@CDQ�O@FD�SG@S�G@R�XNTQ�RSTCDMS�HMENQL@SHNM�NM�HS�
3GHR�O@FD�HR�NMKX�TRDETK�VGDM�SGDQD�@QD�@�KNS�NE�ODNOKD�OQHMSHMF�RN�XNT�B@M�jFTQD�NTS�VGHBG�O@FDR�
@QD�XNTQR�3N�FDS�QHC�NE�SGHR�O@FD��TMBGDBJ�?/QHMS�!@MMDQ�/@FD��@S�SGD�ANSSNL�NE�SGD�VHMCNV�VHSG�
SGD�KHRS�NE�OQHMSDQR�

Connect to ECF from home
Remote Desktop – Connecting to Windows 
3N�@BBDRR�SGD�$"%�6HMCNVR�BNLOTSDQR�EQNL�GNLD��XNT�RHLOKX�MDDC�SN�UHRHS�https://ssl.ecf.
utoronto.ca/ecf/services/rd�%QNL�SGD�RHSD��RDKDBS�@M�@U@HK@AKD�VNQJRS@SHNM�@MC�@M�QCO�jKD�
VHKK�AD�CNVMKN@CDC�1TM�SGD�jKD�@MC�KNF�NM�@R�HE�XNT�VDQD�HM�@�VHMCNVR�K@A�3GHR�VHKK�@KKNV�XNT�
@BBDRR�SN�@OOKHB@SHNMR�ENQ�K@SD�MHFGS�K@A�QDONQS�RDRRHNMR�KHJD�"$2�ENQ�,2$����8NT�B@M�@KRN�TRD�
SGHR�ED@STQD�SN�SQ@MREDQ�jKDR�EQNL�XNTQ�NVM�BNLOTSDQ�SN�XNTQ�$"%�@BBNTMS�@MC�UHBD�UDQR@Ŭ�

SSH – Connecting to Linux – Compiling your C code from home! 
3N�@BBDRR�SGD�$"%�BNLOTSDQR�EQNL�XNTQ�GNLD��XNT�B@M�TRD�@�OQNFQ@L�B@KKDC�@M�22'�BKHDMS�

.MD�NE�SGD�LNRS�ONOTK@Q�NMDR�ENQ�6HMCNVR�HR�B@KKDC�/T338�@MC�XNT�B@M�FDS�HS�EQNL�
http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty�3GD�jKD�XNT�V@MS�HR�
B@KKDC�fOTSSXDWDt��SGDQD�HR�MN�HMRS@KK@SHNM��RN�ITRS�R@UD�HS�RNLDVGDQD�3N�BGDBJ�
XNTQ�$"%�DL@HK�EQNL�GNLD�NQ�@MX�SDQLHM@K��ITRS�SXOD�fOHMDt�NMBD�XNT�UD�
KNFFDC�HM�(E�XNT�V@MS�SQ@MREDQ�jKDR�SN�@MC�EQNL�+HMTW��SN�BNLOHKD�XNTQ�"�
BNCD�VQHSSDM�@S�GNLDŬŬ���XNT�KK�MDDC�@MNSGDQ�OQNFQ@L�B@KKDC�6(-2"/��ATS�
RHMBD�HS�G@R�@�UDQX�MHBD�TRDQ�HMSDQE@BD�XNT�B@M�CNVMKN@C�HS�@MC�RS@QS�TRHMF�
HS�QHFGS�@V@X

ECF @ HOME
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Using PuTTY 
2S@QS�SGD�OQNFQ@L�@MC�NM�SGD�L@HM�RBQDDM�DMSDQ�SGD�ENKKNVHMF� 
'NRSM@LD��QDLNSDDBETSNQNMSNB@���������/NQS���� 
22'�ATSSNM�RGNTKC�AD�RDKDBSDC�"KHBJ�JDXAN@QC�HM�SGD�O@MDK�NM�SGD�KDES��@MC�RDS�f3GD�!@BJRO@BD�
*DXt�SN�f"NMSQNK�'t��CNM�S�@RJ��RHKKX�%ŬQNRGŬ��"KHBJ�NODM��@MC�SGDM�DMSDQ�XNTQ�KNFHM�@MC�O@RRVNQC�
.MBD�/T338�HR�RS@QSDC��HS�R�TRDC�OQDSSX�LTBG�SGD�R@LD�@R�SGD�3DQLHM@K�HM�SGD�+HMTW�K@AR

Frequently used Linux Commands      
4RD�SGDRD�BNLL@MCR�HM�SGD�SDQLHM@K�NQ�SGQNTFG�22'� KK�BNLL@MCR�VHSG�RPT@QD�AQ@BJDSR�
�HD�:RNLDSGHMF<��LD@M�XNT�RGNTKC�QDOK@BD�:RNLDSGHMF<�VHSG�VG@SDUDQ�HR�@OOQNOQH@SD�ENQ�SGD�
BNLL@MC�-.3$��+HMTW�HR�B@RD�RDMRHSHUDŬ�%NQ�DW@LOKD��fBCt�VHKK�CN�RNLDSGHMF�VGHKD�f"#t�VHKK�
MNS

BC�:CHQDBSNQX<�l�"G@MFDR�SGD�BTQQDMS�CHQDBSNQX�ENKCDQ�SN�:CHQDBSNQX<
BC��l�&N�SN�SGD�OQDUHNTR�CHQDBSNQX
OVC�l�3DKKR�XNT�VG@S�SGD�BTQQDMS�CHQDBSNQX�HR��RGNQS�ENQ�OQDRDMS�VNQJHMF�CHQDBSNQX�
KR�l�KHRSR�SGD�BNMSDMSR�NE�SGD�BTQQDMS�CHQDBSNQX
BO�:RNTQBD<�:CDRSHM@SHNM<�l�"NOX�@�jKD�EQNL�:RNTQBD<�SN�:CDRSHM@SHNM<
LU�:RNTQBD<�:CDRSHM@SHNM<�l�,NUDR�@�jKD�EQNL�:RNTQBD<�SN�:CDRSHM@SHNM<
QL�:jKDM@LD<�l�#DKDSDR�SGD�jKD�M@LDC�:jKDM@LD<
LJCHQ�:CHQDBSNQX<�l�"QD@SDR�@�MDV�CHQDBSNQX�M@LDC�:CHQDBSNQX<�HM�SGD�BTQQDMS�CHQDBSNQX
QLCHQ�:CHQDBSNQX<�l�#DKDSDR�SGD�CHQDBSNQX�M@LDC�:CHQDBSNQX<
BGLNC� l� "G@MFDR� @� jKD� @SSQHATSHNMR� @MC� OQNODQSHDR� �VGN� G@R� ODQLHRRHNM� SN� QD@C�� BG@MFD� NQ�
DWDBTSD�HS�

Wireless on Campus 
#DS@HKR�VHKK�AD�RDMS�SN�XNTQ�$"%�DL@HK�NMBD�SGD�2JTKD3,�XD@Q�RS@QSRŬ�#N�S@JD�@CU@MS@FD�NE�SGDRD�
OQNFQ@LR�ADB@TRD�SGDX�B@M�@RRHRS�HM�ADHMF�LNQD�DEjBHDMS�VHSG�XNTQ�MNSDR��OQDRDMS@SHNM��K@A�
QDONQSR��OQNFQ@LLHMF�@RRHFMLDMSR�@MC�LTBG�LTBG�LNQDŬ�.G�@MC�CHC�(�LDMSHNM�HS�R�%1$$�
�@ESDQ�O@XHMF�XNTQ�STHSHNM��

UofT�� SGD� 4MHUDQRHSX� NE� 3NQNMSN� "@LOTR� 6HQDKDRR� -DSVNQJ� HR� @BBDRRHAKD� VHSG� @MX�
BNLOTSDQ� DPTHOODC� VHSG� VHQDKDRR� SDBGMNKNFX� 3GD� TRDQM@LD� @MC�
O@RRVNQC�@QD�RHLOKX�XNTQ�43.1HC�TRDQM@LD�@MC�O@RRVNQC�%NQ�DWSQ@�
HMENQL@SHNM�RTBG�@R�VHQDKDRR�BNUDQ@FD�L@OR�NQ�NSGDQ�CDS@HKR��UHRHS http://
www.wireless.utoronto.ca.

%NQ�NKCDQ�VHQDKDRR�CDUHBDR��BNMMDBS�SN�SGD�VHQDKDRR�MDSVNQJ�VHSG�SGD�M@LD�
fUTORwint�3GD�VHQDKDRR�6$/��O@RRVNQC�� ENQ�@KK�VHQDKDRR�@BBDRR�ONHMSR�
HR�fUToronto1homet�.ODM�@�VDA�AQNVRDQ��@MC�VGDM�OQNLOSDC�SN� KNF�
HM��RHLOKX�TRD�XNTQ�43.1HC�@MC�O@RRVNQC�8NT�RGNTKC�AD�BNMMDBSDC�@ESDQ�
QTMMHMF�@�NMD�SHLD�UHQTR�RB@M�SNNK�$MINXŬ

WIRELESS ON CAMPUS
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3GD�%@BTKSX� NE�$MFHMDDQHMF�R�.EjBD�NE� SGD�1DFHRSQ@Q� G@R� RDS� NTS� @�ODSHSHNMHMF�OQNBDRR� SN� @KKNV�
RSTCDMSR�SN�QDPTDRS�ENQ�@M�DWBDOSHNM�SN�@�TMHUDQRHSX�QTKD��QDFTK@SHNM��NQ�CD@CKHMD�(S�FHUDR�RSTCDMSR�
@M�NOONQSTMHSX�SN�CD@K�VHSG�TMENQDRDDM�BHQBTLRS@MBDR�SG@S�HLO@BS�SGDHQ�@AHKHSX�SN�RTEjBHDMSKX�ETKjKK�
@B@CDLHB� QDRONMRHAHKHSHDR� BBNLO@MX�XNTQ�ODSHSHNMR�VHSG�OQNODQ�CNBTLDMS@SHNM� �DF�@�4�NE�3�
,DCHB@K�"DQSHjB@SD��

/DSHSHNMR�B@M�AD�RTALHSSDC�NMKHMD�@S�http://www.apsc.utoronto.ca/portal��SGNTFG�@�/DSHSHNM�ENQ�
"NMRHCDQ@SHNM�HM�"NTQRD�6NQJ�VHKK�G@UD�SN�AD�OQHMSDC�@MC�RTALHSSDC�SN�XNTQ�OQNEDRRNQ�

3GDQD�@QD�SGQDD�SXODR�NE�ODSHSHNMR�
 

1. Petition of Final Examination
(S�HR�@�ODSHSHNM�RTALHSSDC�ADB@TRD�NE�@�LHRRDC�DW@L�NQ�HRRTDR�SG@S�GHMCDQ�XNT�EQNL�ODQENQLHMF�NM�
XNTQ�jM@K�DW@L�2STCDMSR�@QD�QDPTHQDC�SN�RTALHS�SGHR�ODSHSHNM�VHSGHM�RDUDM�C@XR�NE�SGD�RSTCDMSR��
jM@K�DW@LHM@SHNM�(E�SGD�ODSHSHNM�FNDR�SGQNTFG��HS�HR�TMKHJDKX�SG@S�@�RSTCDMS�FDSR�SN�QD�VQHSD�SGD�DW@L�
3GD�E@BTKSX�L@X�TRD�SGD�RSTCDMS�R�SDQL�VNQJ�SN�CDSDQLHMD�GHR�GDQ�jM@K�L@QJ�(S�L@X�@KRN�AD�ONR-
RHAKD�ENQ�SGD�E@BTKSX�SN�OQNONRD�@�K@SD�VHSGCQ@V@K�NOSHNM��NQ�@M�NOSHNM�SN�FQ@MS� DFQNS@S�RS@MCHMF�
� $&��SN�@�RSTCDMS��B@QQXHMF�BQDCHS�ENQ�SGD�BNTQRD��ATS�SGD�BNTQRD�CNDR�MNS�BNMSQHATSD�SNV@QC�SGD�
RSTCDMS�R�@UDQ@FD��-NSD�� DFQNS@S�RS@MCHMF�� $&��VHKK�NMKX�AD�BNMRHCDQDC�ENQ�RSTCDMSR�VGN�G@UD�
LHRRDC�SGQDD�NQ�LNQD�jM@KR�

2. Petition for Special Consideration
(S�HR�@�ODSHSHNM�RTALHSSDC�AX�@�RSTCDMS�SN�QDPTDRS�ENQ�@M�@B@CDLHB�QDFTK@SHNM�SN�AD�V@HUDC�2STCDMSR�
RGNTKC�jQRS�BNMRTKS�SGDHQ�#DO@QSLDMS@K�"NTMRDKKNQ�ADENQD�RTALHSSHMF�SGHR�ODSHSHNM��RHMBD�HSR�RBNOD�
HR�PTHSD�K@QFD�

3. Petition for Consideration in Course Work
(S� HR�@�ODSHSHNM�RTALHSSDC�AX�@�RSTCDMS�VGDM�GD�RGD�TM@UNHC@AKX�LHRRDR�@MX�FQ@CDC�VNQJ�3GD�
L@SSDQ�RGNTKC�jQRS�AD�CHRBTRRDC�VHSG�SGD�HMRSQTBSNQ��@MC�HE�MDBDRR@QX��RTALHS�@�ODSHSHNM��3GD�ODSH-
SHNM�LTRS�AD�RTALHSSDC�@�VDDJ�@ESDQ�@�RSTCDMS�QDSTQMR�SN�BK@RR�3GHR�ODSHSHNM�BNTKC�AD�RTALHSSDC��
ENQ�DW@LOKD��HE�NMD�VDQD�SN�LHRR�@�PTHY�ADB@TRD�SGDHQ�CDRHFM�SD@L�G@C�@�L@INQ�BNLODSHSHNM�NM�
SGD�R@LD�C@X��

2TALHS�SGHR�ODSHSHNM�SN�XNTQ�HMRSQTBSNQ�CHQDBSKX�3GD�ENQL�ENQ�SGHR�ODSHSHNM�B@M�AD�ENTMC�NM�SGD�ODSH-
SHNMR�VDARHSD

%NQ�LNQD� HMENQL@SHNM�@ANTS�ODSHSHNMR��@MC� ENQ� SGD� ENQLR�LDMSHNMDC�@ANUD�� UHRHS� SGD�1DFHRSQ@Q�R�
VDARHSD�@S�www.undergrad.engineering.utoronto.ca/support/registrar/petitions.htm�

PETITIONING
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8NTQ�jM@K�L@QJR�VHKK�@OOD@Q�NM�1.2(��1DONRHSNQX�NE�2STCDMS�(MENQL@SHNM��www.rosi.utoronto.ca��
@R�@�ODQBDMS@FD��@MC�@�KDSSDQ�FQ@CD��XDR��VD�FN�A@BJ�SN�SGD�"
�@MC� ��SXOD�NE�SGHMF��8NT�B@M�@KRN�
RDD�SGD�BNTQRD�@UDQ@FD�@MC�QDINHBD�HM�SGD�E@BS�SG@S�XNT�@QD�@ANUD�@UDQ@FD�NQ�MNS�-NV��SGDQD�HR�@KRN�
RNLDSGHMF�DKRD�B@KKDC�&Q@CD�/NHMS� UDQ@FD��&/ ���VGHBG�VD�VHKK�DWOK@HM

3GDQD�HR�@�&Q@CD�/NHMS�5@KTD�RB@KD�EQNL����SN����(E�XNT�QDBDHUD�
@�L@QJ� ADKNV� ����� XNT�VHKK� QDBDHUD� @� ��� U@KTD� �A@RHB@KKX�� XNT�
E@HK�� MC�SGDQD�@QD� SGD�L@QJ�AQ@BJDSR� HM�ADSVDDM� �RHLHK@Q� SN� S@W�
AQ@BJDSR�� @R� L@MX� NE� XNT� VHKK� G@UD� SN� TMCDQRS@MC� HM� SGD� MD@Q�
ETSTQD�Ŭ�'NVDUDQ��&/ �HR�MNS�TRDC�AX�SGD�%@BTKSX�@S�@KK��ITRS�RGNVR�
TO�NM�XNTQ�@B@CDLHB�GHRSNQX�ADB@TRD�SG@S�HR�VG@S�&Q@C�RBGNNKR�
VHKK�KNNJ�@S

(E� XNTQ� E@KK� SDQL� NQ� XNTQ� RDRRHNM@K� @UDQ@FD� HR� ���� NQ� FQD@SDQ��
SGDM�XNT�@QD�OQNLNSDC�VHSG�@�BKD@Q�QDBNQC�SN�BNLOKDSD�SGD�MDWS�
RDRRHNMŬ�(M�NSGDQ�VNQCR��XNT�O@RR�@MC�XNT�@QD�@KKNVDC�SN�BNMSHMTD�
SGD�XD@Q�HM�BG@NSHB�OD@BD�(E�XNTQ�E@KK�RDRRHNM@K�@UDQ@FD�HR�����NQ�
FQD@SDQ��ATS�XNT�E@HKDC�@�BNTQRD��BNMS@BS�SGD�%HQRS�8D@Q�.EjBD�QHFGS�
@V@X�RN�SG@S�SGDX�B@M�DMQNKK�XNT�HM�SGD�QDOD@SDC�BNTQRD

 R�@�ANMTR��@MC�@RRTLHMF�XNT�@QD� S@JHMF�@� ETKK� BNTQRD� KN@C��@�
RDRRHNM@K�@UDQ@FD�NE�����NQ�FQD@SDQ�VHKK�FDS�XNT�@�RONS�NM� SGD�
#D@M�R�+HRS��@M�GNMNTQ�ENQ�RBGNK@QKX�RL@RGDQR�Ŭ�(E�XNTQ�L@QJR�@QD�
ADSVDDM���������ENQ�SGD�jQRS� SHLD�SGDM�XNT@�QD�NM�OQNA@SHNM�
!TS�XNT�B@M�FDS�NTS�NE�OQNA@SHNM�NMBD�XNT�G@UD���ETKK�BNTQRD�KN@C�
RDLDRSDQR� HM�@� QNV�VHSG�MN� QDOD@SDC�BNTQRDR� SG@S�D@BG�G@UD�@�
����@UDQ@FD�NQ�GHFGDQ

2N�VG@S� HE� XNT�G@UDM�S�FNSSDM�TRDC� SN� SGD� EDDK� NE� SGD�!@SSKD��
#NM�S� VNQQX�� HS� G@R� G@OODMDC� SN� @� ATMBG� NE� TR�� SNN� (E� XNTQ�
RDRRHNM@K�@UDQ@FD�HR�ADSVDDM�����@MC������VGHBG�LD@MR�XNT�
VHKK� AD� NM� OQNA@SHNM�� CNM�S� RVD@S� HS� �� HS� V@R� ANTMC� SN�
G@OODM� RNLDC@X� 2HMBD� VD� TMCDQRS@MC� GNV� CHEjBTKS�
SGD� SQ@HMHMF�B@M�AD�� SGD�RBGNNK�VHKK�BNLD�R@UD�XNT� HE�

SG@S� G@OODMRŬ� 4� NE� 3� NEEDQR� SGD� 3�/QNFQ@L� ENQ� jQRS� XD@Q� RSTCDMSR� HM�
VGHBG�XNT�B@M�QDS@JD�jQRS�XD@Q�BNTQRDR�SG@S�XNT�G@UD�E@HKDC��ATS�NMKX�
TO�SN��Ŭ��#DODMCHMF�NM�SGD�RHST@SHNM��XNT�KK�AD�QDS@JHMF�SGD�BNTQRDR�XNT�
E@HKDC�HM�DHSGDQ�SGD�6HMSDQ�NQ�2TLLDQ�RDRRHNMR��NQ�ANSG�2STCDMSR�VGN�
G@UD�CQNOODC�BNTQRDR�@QD�@KRN�DMQNKKDC�HMSN�SGDRD�BK@RRDR��RHMBD�XNT�RSHKK�
G@UD�SN�BNLOKDSD�@MC�O@RR�@KK�XNTQ�jQRS�XD@Q�BNTQRDR�RNLDSHLD�ADENQD�
FNHMF�HMSN�RDBNMC�XD@Q��2STCDMSR�CDBHCHMF�SN�SQ@MREDQ�EQNL�$MFHMDDQHMF�
2BHDMBD�L@X�@KRN�MDDC�SN�S@JD�RHLHK@Q�BNTQRDR�SG@S�VHKK�AD�NEEDQDC�AX�SGD�
3�/QNFQ@L��-.3�$"$�����E@BD�XNTQ�E@SD��SGDQD�HR�MN�D@RX�DRB@OD��

8NTQ� $MFHMDDQHMF� "@KDMC@Q� B@M� AD� ENTMC� NMKHMD� @S� www.undergrad.
engineering.utoronto.ca� @MC�VHKK� AD� XNTQ� FTHCD�VGHKD� SQ@UDKKHMF� SGD� BNRLNR�
NE� DMFHMDDQHMF� 3N� RDD� VG@S� &/ � BNQQDRONMCR� SN� XNTQ� jM@K� L@QJ��
NQ� SN� QD@C�LNQD� @ANTS� OQNA@SHNM� @MC� SGD� 3�/QNFQ@L� �ADB@TRD� SGD�
HMENQL@SHNM�FDSR�LNQD�BNLOKHB@SDC�SG@M�SGHR�@MC�TOC@SDR�NESDM���XNT�
B@M�BNMRTKS� SGHR�"@KDMC@Q�TMCDQ� SGD� B@CDLHB�1DFTK@SHNMR�RDBSHNM��
8NT�B@M�@KRN�RDD�@MX�NE�SGD�EQHDMCKX�BNTMRDKKNQR�@S�SGD�%HQRS�8D@Q�.EjBD��
KNB@SDC�HM�&!�����ENQ�@MRVDQR�@MC�@RRHRS@MBDŬ��CNM�S�VNQQX��SGDX�@QDM�S�DUHK�
@KHDMR�NQ�QNANSR�
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(�RDD�XNT�D@FDQ�@OOQDMSHBDR��QD@C�SGQNTFG�SGD�ANNJKDSR�EQNL�SGD�E@KBTKSX�@MC�B@M�S�V@HS�ENQ�BK@RRDR�
SN�ADFHM��6DKK��ENQFDS�DUDQXSGHMF�SGDX�SNKC�XNT�@MC�S@JD�@�KNNJ�@S�SGDRD� MSH��E@KBTKSX��"@KDMC@QR�
AQNTFGS�SN�XNT�AX��MC�XD@QR�8NT�ADSSDQ�QD@C�SGDL��ENQ�E@BSR�@MC�BGTBJKDR���ATS�DO NOT�ATX�XNTQ�
SDWSANNJR�XDS��RNLD�BG@MFD�CDODMCHMF�NM�SGD�OQNEDRRNQ�	3GD�RS@QR�QDOQDRDMS�SGD�Q@SHMFR��NTS�NE�
���NE�SGD�ENKKNVHMF�B@SDFNQHDR��#HEkBTKSX, Workload, Value of Tutorials & Lectures.

APS150 X Ethics in Engineering
Text: 6G@S�3DWS�

Aids:�2KDDOHMF�HM�BK@RR

+ + +
3GHR�BNTQRD�QD@KKX�NMKX�DWHRSR�SN�L@JD�4NE3�$MFHMDDQHMF�KNNJ�KHJD�SGDX�S@TFGS�XNT�DSGHBR�8NT�VNM�S�
KD@QM�DSGHBR�EQNL�SGHR�8NT�LHFGS�KD@QM�@�EDV�AHSR�NE�SQHUH@�@ANTS�K@V�@MC�@M�DMFHMDDQ�R�NAKHF@SHNM�SN�
RNBHDSX�@MC�@KK�SG@S�I@YY��ATS�SG@S�R�@ANTS�HS�3GDQD�R�@����G�KDBSTQD�ODQ�VDDJ�@MC�SGDX�QD�@KK�ONRSDC�
NMKHMD�(S�R�@�KNV�L@HMSDM@MBD�G@KE�RDLDRSDQ�BNTQRD�VHSG�@�LTKSHOKD�BGNHBD�DW@L�VDHFGHMF�������
ATS�XNT�KK�MDDC�@M�����SN�O@RR�#NDRM�S�RNTMC�SNN�A@C��DG��)TRS�FDS�HS�QHFGS�SGD�jQRS�SHLD�NQ�DKRD�
SGD�RDBNMC�SHLD�VHKK�AD�LTBG�G@QCDQ�#NM�S�ENQFDS�SGDQD�R�SGD�RG@LD�NE�E@HKHMF�@M�$3'("2�SDRSŬ�8NT�
VHKK�AD�LNBJDC�QDKDMSKDRRKX�AX�XNTQ�ODDQR�&NRG��MNV�XNT�QD�VNQQHDC�2HKKX�%ŬQNRGŬ�(E�XNT�QD�CDDOKX�
BNMBDQMDC��SGDQD�R�@�STSNQH@K�NMBD�@�VDDJ�@S���@L��KNK�

APS105 X Computer Fundamentals
Text: "NLOTSDQ�2BHDMBD�4RHMF�"�l�2DBNMC�$CHSHNM�!X�)NGM�"@QSDQ

Aids:�8NTQ�EQHDMCR��8NTSTAD��,@MT@KR�NM�"�/QNFQ@LLHMF

+++ +++ ++++
2HMBD�SGHR�HR�@�BNTQRD�ENQ�$"$��VHSG�SGNRD�RHKKX�3Q@BJ.MD�R�FDSSHMF�CQ@FFDC�@KNMF�ENQ�SGD�QHCD���HS�R�
FDMDQ@KKX�QDF@QCDC�@R�ADHMF�SGD�fSNTFGDQt�OQNFQ@LLHMF�BNTQRD� �!TS�CNM�S�RSQDRR�NTS� HE�XNT�UD�
MDUDQ�S@JDM�OQNFQ@LLHMF�HM�GHFG�RBGNNK��SGD�BNTQRD�RS@QSR�VHSG�SGD�UDQX�A@RHBR� SSDMC�KDBSTQDR�
@MC�STSNQH@KR�SN�L@JD�RTQD�XNT�JDDO�TO�VHSG�SGD�BNMBDOSR��@R�SGD�BNTQRD�FDSR�G@QCDQ�HM�SGD�RDBNMC�
G@KE�VHSG�LNQD�@CU@MBDC�SNOHBR�KHJD�SGD�CQD@CDC�QDBTQRHNM�3GDQD�VHKK�AD�VDDJKX�K@A�@RRHFMLDMSR�
@MC�AH�VDDJKX�PTHYYDR��ANSG�NE�VGHBG�VHKK�@RJ�XNT�SN�VQHSD�@�ETMBSHNM�NQ�@M�DMSHQD�"�OQNFQ@L�SN�
RNKUD�@�OQNAKDL�#NHMF�VDKK�NM�SGDRD�HR�SGD�D@RHDRS�V@X�SN�ATHKC�TO�L@QJR�HM�SGD�BNTQRD�/QNSHO��HE�
XNT�QD�G@UHMF�SQNTAKD�VHSG�@�K@A��SQX�FNHMF�SN�XNTQ�@RRHFMDC���GNTQ�OQ@BSHB@K�@MC�RDDJHMF�SGD�GDKO�
NE�DHSGDQ�@�3 �NQ�@�BNLOTSDQ�VGHY�EQHDMC�'NVDUDQ��AD�ENQDV@QMDC��CNM�S�ITRS�BNOX�XNTQ�EQHDMCR��
BNCD��@R�SGHR�BNTQRD�TRDR�@�OK@FH@QHRL�BGDBJDQ�ENQ�RTALHSSDC�VNQJ��@MC�ANSG�XNT�@MC�XNTQ�EQHDMC�
VHKK�FDS�GHS�VHSG�@M�@B@CDLHB�LHRBNMCTBS�HE�XNT�@QD�B@TFGS��RTODQ�K@LD��

APS191 X Introduction to Engineering
Text: -NMD

Aids:�)TRS�RGNV�TO

+ + ++++
3GHR�BNTQRD� HR�DWBKTRHUDKX� ENQ�3Q@BJ.MDR��@MC� HS�NMKX�G@R�NMD� KDBSTQD�@�VDDJŬ��
!DHMF�3Q@BJ.MDR��SGD�E@BTKSX�JMNVR�SG@S�XNT�QD�SDQQHAKD�@S�L@JHMF�CDBHRHNMR��
RN�SGDX�UD�FHUDM�XNT�SGHR�BNTQRD�SN�L@JD�XNT�@KK�HMENQLDC�HM�XNTQ�HMCDBHRHNM��
'NV�@VDRNLD�HR�SG@SŬ���$UDQX�VDDJ��XNT�KK�V@SBG�@�OQDRDMS@SHNM�NM�@�CHRBH-
OKHMD��TRT@KKX�CNMD�AX�OQNEDRRNQ�R��EQNL�SG@S�CDO@QSLDMS�3GDQD�VHKK�@KRN�AD�
@�EDV�KDBSTQDR�NM�DMFHMDDQHMF�@MC�@QSRHD�LHMNQR��GNV�SN�OHBJ�XNTQ�CHRBHOKHMD��
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@MC�@�CDBHRHNM�CHRBTRRHNM�O@MDK�BNMRHRSHMF�NE�TOODQ�XD@Q�RSTCDMSR��(E�XNT�SGNTFGS�SG@S�BGNNRHMF�
@�CHRBHOKHMD�NTS�NE�GHFG�RBGNNK�V@R�G@QC��V@HS�TMSHK�XNT�BNLD�GDQD�@MC�QD@KHYD�@KK�LNRS�NE�SGDL�@QD�
@BST@KKX�OQDSSX�HMSDQDRSHMF

 R�KNMF�@R�)HFFKXOTEE�G@RM�S�RTMF�XNT�SN�RKDDO��VDDJKX�@SSDMC@MBD�RGNTKC�AD�@�AQDDYD��'NVDUDQ��
JDDO�HM�LHMC�SG@S�XNT�' 5$�SN�RGNV�TO��@MC�RS@X�ENQ�SGD�DMSHQDSX�NE��@S�KD@RS�MHMD�NE�SGD�SGHQSDDM�
KDBSTQDR��NQ�XNT�KK�E@HK�SGD�BNTQRD�(E�XNT�#.�L@M@FD�SN�E@HK��SG@S�KK�LD@M�QDS@JHMF�SGD�BNTQRD�@ESDQ�
XNT�UD�@KQD@CX�RDKDBSDC�XNTQ�CHRBHOKHMD��VGHBG�HR�NAUHNTRKX�RTODQ�K@LD��

CHE112 X Physical Chemistry
Text: 6DKBNLD�SN�/GXR�"GDLŬŬ2SDO�AX�2SDO�AX�%1�%NTKJDR

Aids:�1TMMHMF�NM�SQD@CLHKK�VGHKD�QD@CHMF�BGDL�ANNJ�FDS�HS��/GXRHB@K�

++++ +++ ++
2NLD�NE�XNT��DRODBH@KKX�"HUR�@MC�,HMR��LHFGS�@RJ�VGX�XNT�G@UD�SN�S@JD�SGHR�CTKK�BNTQRD� OO@QDMSKX��
HS�RGNVR�TO�HM�@�KNS�NE�CHEEDQDMS�@MC�TMDWODBSDC�jDKCR�3GHR�BNTQRD�S@KJR�@ANTS�SGDQLNCXM@LHBR��
SGD�F@R�K@VR��@MC�RNLD�AHSR�NE�DKDBSQNBGDLHRSQX�8NT�CNM�S�G@UD�SN�FN�SN�BK@RR��HMRSD@C��XNT�B@M�
TRD�SGD�SDWSANNJ�ENQ�@KK�XNTQ�KD@QMHMF�MDDCR�� �SDWSANNJ�ENQ�KD@QMHMF��8NT�CNM�S�R@X�� KK�SGD�JDX�
BNMBDOSR�@MC�DPT@SHNMR�XNT�MDDC�SN�JMNV�ENQ�XNTQ�LHCSDQL�@MC�jM@K�@QD�HM�HS��@MC�SGD�OQ@BSHBD�
PTDRSHNMR�@QD�DWSQDLDKX�GDKOETK�ENQ�OQDO@Q@SHNM�3GD�PTHYYDR�@QD�QDK@SHUDKX�D@RX�HE�XNT�QDUHDV�XNTQ�
MNSDR�2@CKX��LDLNQHYHMF�@KFNQHSGLR�@MC�FTDRRHMF�@S�VG@S�LHFGS�@OOD@Q�NM�SGD�DW@LR�VNM�S�FDS�
XNT�UDQX�E@Q��@R�SGD�SXODR�NE�PTDRSHNMR�BG@MFD�XD@Q�SN�XD@Q�(E�XNT�QDLDLADQ�CHLDMRHNM@K�@M@KXRHR�
@MC�TMCDQRS@MC�XNTQ�BNMBDOSR��XNT�KK�CN�ITRS�jMD�HRG�

CHE113 X Concepts in Chemical Engineering
Text: 3GD�VQHSDQ�ENQFNS

Aids:�%TMC@LDMS@KR�NE�/GXRHBR��SG�$C�/S�����'@KKHC@X��1DRMHBJ����6@KJDQ

++++ +++ ++
3GHR� BNTQRD�L@M@FDR� SN� BNLAHMD� "GDL� @MC� $"$� @MC� SQHDR� SN� ITRSHEX�
SG@S�SGDX�QD�QDK@SDC�,NCTKD�(�HR�A@RDC�NM�SGHMFR�XNT�LHFGS�G@UD�@KQD@CX�
KD@QMDC�HM�OGXRHB@K�BGDLHRSQX��"'$������OKTR�@M�HMSQNCTBSHNM�SN�SGD�jDKC�
NE�BGDLHB@K�DMFHMDDQHMF�-N�SDWSANNJ�GDQD� SSDMC�XNTQ�KDBSTQDR�@MC�S@JD�
MNSDR�-N�RGNQSBTSR�3GDQD�@QD�PTHYYDR�XNT�G@UD�SN�S@JD�@S�SGD�DMC�NE�D@BG�
STSNQH@K��VGHBG�@QD�LNRSKX�QDK@SDC�SN�SGD�KDBSTQD�L@SDQH@K�(E�SGD�"GDL�"KTA�
FDSR�NQF@MHYDC�SGHR�XD@Q:@<��ATX�SGD�jQRS�XD@Q�O@BJ@FD�ENQ�@VDRNLD�QDUHDV�
L@SDQH@K�����NE�XNTQ�L@QJ�HM�SGHR�BNTQRD�HR�A@RDC�NM�K@A�VNQJ�SG@S�L@X�
MNS�CHQDBSKX�QDK@SD�SN�SGD�KDBSTQD�L@SDQH@K�,NCTKD�((�HR�A@RDC�NM�BHQBTHSR�@MC�
BNMBDOSR�HM�DKDBSQHB@K�DMFHMDDQHMF�(E�XNT�CHC�VDKK�HM�GHFG�RBGNNK�BHQBTHSR��SGDM�
SGHR�O@QS�RGNTKC�AD�@�AQDDYD�(E�MNS��FNNC�KTBJ��+HJD�,NCTKD�(��SGDQD�@QD�PTHYYDR��
ATS�SGDX�@QD�G@QCDQ��+@AR�QDK@SDC�SN�SGHR�LNCTKD�NEEDQ�XNT�@�OQ@BSHB@K�@OOQN@BG�HMSN�
BHQBTHS�ATHKCHMF��!NSG�LNCTKDR�G@UD�SGDHQ�NVM�jM@K�DW@L��D@BG�BNUDQHMF�
G@KE�@�RDLDRSDQ�NE�BNMSDMSR�+HJD�(�R@HC��SGD�BNTQRD�?SQHDR�SN�ITRSHEX��SGD�
BNMMDBSHNM��ATS�HS�LNRSKX�ITRS�RTBBDDCR�HM�RGNQS�BHQBTHSHMF�XNTQ�AQ@HM
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CIV100 X Mechanics
Text: Statistics Statistics Statistics

Aids: Upper years and Civs and EngSci’s

#HEkBTKSX

++++

6NQJKN@C�

++++

5@KTD�NE�343R���+$"R 

+++++
If you don’t like motion, this course is for you. CIV100 is all about forces on simple structures so 
everything = zero (except, ideally, your mark). If your forces don’t, your bridge might theoretically 
accelerate sideways, which is to say, fail. You’ll learn several simple concepts that you will try to 
TRD�NM�RDUDQ@K�EQD@JHMF�CHEjBTKS�OQNAKDLR�NM�SGD�LHCSDQL�@MC�DW@L�3GDQD�@QDM�S�SNN�L@MX�RTQ-
OQHRDR�SGDX�B@M�QD@KKX�SGQNV�@S�XNT�SGNTFG�)TRS�CN�SGD�O@RS�jM@KR�ADB@TRD�SGD�PTDRSHNMR�@QD�OQDSSX�
RHLHK@Q�EQNL�XD@Q�SN�XD@Q�)TRS�QDLDLADQ�MDS�ENQBD�DPT@KR�YDQN�@MC�DUDQX�BNTOKD�G@R�@�LNLDMS�
(<3). It’ll all make sense soon, silly F!rosh.

",$����X�$@QSG�2XRSDLR�2BHDMBD
Text: $@QSG�2BHDMBD�AX�$CV@QC�)�3@QATBJ�@MC�%QDCDQHBJ�*�+TSFDMR

Aids:�(E�XNT�CNM�S�KHJD�QNBJR�jMC�@�EQHDMC�VGN�CNDR��,(-�BNLLNM�QNNL

+ ++ +++
3GHR�NMD�R�ENQ�SGD�,(-R�NTS�SGDQD��@KK���NE�XNT�!TS�ITRS�RN�XNT�FTXR�CNM�S�FDS�SNN�KNMDKX��XNTQ�ATC-
CHDR�EQNL�"(5�VHKK�AD�INHMHMF�XNT�HM�SGHR�BNTQRD�@ANTS�QNBJR�@MC�L@OR��SGD�D@QSG�@MC�QNBJR��@MC��ENQ�
RNLD�TMJMNVM�QD@RNM��RO@BD�@MC�QNBJR�3GD�OQNE�KHJDR�SN�ATQM�SGQNTFG����
�/NVDQ/NHMS�RKHCDR�
HM�@�SVN�GNTQ�KDBSTQD�!TS�ADB@TRD�GD�CNDRM�S�QD@KKX�G@UD�LTBG�SN�R@X��SG@S�SVN�GNTQ�KDBSTQD�NMKX�
K@RSR�@ANTS����LHMTSDR�VHSG�@����LHMTSD�AQD@J�HM�ADSVDDM�3GD�K@AR�@QD�EQDD�L@QJR�8 8Ŭ�3GD�3 R�
CNM�S�KHJD�SN�GDKO�XNT��RN�HE�SGD�OQNE�BNLDR�HM��CHQDBS�@KK�XNTQ�PTDRSHNMR�SN�GHL�3GD�NUDQ@KK�VNQJKN@C�
HR�OQDSSX�KHFGS��@MC�SGD�BNTQRD�HSRDKE�HR�OQDSSX�D@RX�3GD�NMKX�QD@K�VNQJ�HR�@�QDONQS�SG@S�XNT�@MC�SVN�
friends will have to write about a map, but even that is really easy. Just make sure to keep it short 
@R�ODQ�SGD�OQNEDRRNQ�R�HMRSQTBSHNMR��MN�NMD�V@MSR�SN�QD@C�KDMFSGX�QDONQSR�NM�L@OR

$"$����X�2DLHM@Q�"NTQRD��(MSQNCTBSHNM�SN�$KDBSQHB@K�
@MC�"NLOTSDQ�$MFHMDDQHMF

Text: 6G@S�3DWS�

Aids: Staying awake

+++++ + ++
3GHR�BNTQRD�G@R�@ARNKTSDKX�MN�VNQJ�HMUNKUDC�VHSG�HS�@S�@KK�$@BG�VDDJ�@�CHEEDQDMS�OQNEDRRNQ�BNLDR�
in and presents a sub-discipline that you may consider specializing in as an ECE. You are only 
expected to attend about ten of the thirteen seminars to receive a credit for the course (there is 
MN�L@QJ�@RRNBH@SDC��ITRS�@�O@RR�NQ�E@HK��$@RHDRS�BQDCHS�DUDQ��6QNMFŬ�3GD�GNTQR�XNT�RODMC�HM�SGDRD�

RDLHM@QR�VHKK�AD�XNTQ�KNMFDRS�HM�jQRS�XD@Q�-NS�NMKX�@QD�RNLD�NE�SGD�OQDRDMSDQR�DWBQT-
ciatingly boring, but they fail to accomplish their task of giving you an overview 
NE�SGD�RTA�CHRBHOKHMD�3GHR�HR�DRODBH@KKX�SQTD�ENQ�SGNRD�OQDRDMSDQR�VGN�ENBTR�NM�

their own research in the sub-discipline instead of the sub-discipline itself. 
 KRN��XNT�@QD�MNS�@KKNVDC�SN�G@UD�@MX�DKDBSQNMHBR�NTS�CTQHMF�SGD�OQDRDMS@-
SHNMR�8NT�L@X�FDS�@V@X�VHSG�@�VDKK�GHCCDM�BDKK�OGNMD��ATS�XNT�KK�CDjMHSDKX�
get called out for having your laptop out. So you’re basically forced to listen. 
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8NTQ�ADRS�NOSHNM�ENQ�SGHR�RDLHM@Q�HR�OQNA@AKX�SN�@SSDMC�SGD�jQRS�SDM��SGDM�RJHO�SGD�QDRS�MD@Q�SGD�DMC�
NE�SGD�RDLDRSDQ��MNS�SG@S�VD�DMCNQRD�RJHOOHMF��@MC�TRD�SG@S�SHLD�SN�RSTCX�ENQ�XNTQ�DW@LR�&NNC�
KTBJ��@MC�SQX�MNS�SN�E@KK�@RKDDO

ECE110 X Electrical Fundamentals
Text: $KDBSQHB@K�%TMC@LDMS@KR��2DKDBSDC�BG@OSDQR�EQNL�'@KKHC@X�R�%TMC@-
LDMS@KR�NE�/GXRHBR�@MC�(QVHM�R�!@RHB�$MFHMDDQHMF�"HQBTHS� M@KXRHR�

Aids:�2G@QO�����@MC�$W@L� HC�2GDDS

+++ ++++ ++
3GHR�HMSQNCTBSNQX�BNTQRD�ENQ�@KK�SGHMFR�DKDBSQHB@K�HR�ROKHS�HM�SVN�CHRSHMBS�RDBSHNMR�%HQRS��XNT�FDS�DKDB-
SQNL@FMDSHRL�3GDM��XNT�FDS�BHQBTHS�@M@KXRHR�-NV��SQX�MNS�SN�EQD@J�NTS��ATS�MD@Q�SGD�DMC�NE�SGD�
BNTQRD�XNT�G@UD�@�KHSSKD�AHS�NE�@�L@SG�KDRRNM�NM�HL@FHM@QX�MTLADQR��@�BNMBDOS�GHFG�RBGNNKR�SDMC�
SN�RJHO��/QNSHO��2G@QO�����B@KBTK@SNQR�@KKNV�XNT�SN�B@KBTK@SD�HL@FHM@QX�MTLADQR�L@JHMF�KHED�D@RHDQ�
ENQ� SDRSR��$@BG�NE� SGD�OQNEDRRNQR� ENQ� SGD�BNTQRD�G@R�@�CHEEDQDMS� SD@BGHMF�RSXKD�@MC�O@BD�2NLD�
@QD�RKNVDQ�@MC� SGNQNTFG��NSGDQR�jMHRG� SGD�BNMBDOSR�PTHBJKX�@MC� QDUHDV�@� EDV�DW@LOKDR�ADENQD�
@RRDRRLDMSR�3QX�@�BNTOKD�CHEEDQDMS�OQNER�SN�jMC�SGD�NMD�SG@S�VNQJR�ADRS�ENQ�XNT�3GD�K@AR�@QD�ETM�
@MC�RTODQ�D@RX�SN�FDS�FNNC�L@QJR�NM��ITRS�L@JD�RTQD�SG@S�XNT�CN�SGD�OQD�K@A�SN�DMRTQD�DEENQSKDRR�
RTBBDRR�3TSNQH@KR�@QD�A@RHB@KKX�GNLDVNQJ�S@JD�TO�SHLD�@MC�@�FNNC�SHLD�ENQ�PTDRSHNMR�3GD�DW@LR�
@MC�LHCSDQLR�QDPTHQD�OQ@BSHBD��ATS�KTBJHKX�NKC�PTHYYDR�@MC�@RRHFMLDMSR�@QD�ONRSDC�EQNL�SGD�RS@QS�NE�
SGD�RDLDRSDQ�!TS�KDS�R�AD�GNMDRS��XNT�VNM�S�KNNJ�@S�SGNRD�?SHK�HS�R�SNN�K@SD��QHFGS�

MAT186 X Calculus I
Text: $@QKX�3Q@MRBDMCDMS@KR��SG�DCHSHNM

Aids:�6HKDX/KTR��SDWSANNJ��wolframalpha.com

+++ +++ ++++
3GHR�HR�@�QDK@SHUDKX�D@RX�BNTQRD�ADB@TRD�SGD�L@INQHSX�NE�HS�HR�QDUHDV�EQNL�GHFG�RBGNNK�,NRS�NE�
HS�VHKK�AD�CDQHU@SHNMR�@MC�S@JHMF�KHLHSR�3NV@QCR�SGD�DMC��XNT�VHKK�KD@QM�RNLD�A@RHB�HMSDFQ@-
SHNM�@MC�EDV�@OOKHB@SHNMR�NE�HS�8NT�VHKK�G@UD�NMKHMD�6HKDX/KTR�@RRHFMLDMSR�
SN�L@JD�RTQD�XNT�TMCDQRS@MC�SGD�BNTQRD�L@SDQH@K��3QX�SN�CN�SGDL�XNTQ-
RDKE��ATS�HE�XNT�QD�@S�@�BNLOKDSD�CD@C�DMC��XNT�BNTKC�TRD�XNTQ�ADRS�O@K��
6NKEQ@L� KOG@�� �/QNE�!TQATKK@� HR�JMNVM�SN�G@UD� SDRSR�@MC�DW@LR�UDQX�
RHLHK@Q�SN�O@RS�XD@QR��RN�RNKUD�SGDLŬ�(E�XNT�jMC�XNTQRDKE�KNRS�HM�SGD�BNTQRD��
FN�SN�SGD�LNRSKX�DLOSX�STSNQH@KR�@MC�@RJ�SGD�3 R�ENQ�GDKO�3GHR�LHFGS�AD�SGD�
K@RS�SHLD�XNT�KK�O@X�@SSDMSHNM�SN�"@KBTKTR��ADB@TRD�"@KBTKTR�((�HR�SNN�LTBG�
ETM�SN�G@MCKD��2@QB@RL�

MAT187 X Calculus II
Text: "@KBTKTR��BNMUDMHDMSKX�SGD�R@LD�NMD�@R�"@KB�(�R�SDWS�ANNJ�

Aids:�!TATKK@�R�GNLDO@FD

+++++ +++ +++++
%HM@KKX�B@KB�FDSR� HMSDQDRSHMFŬ�!TS� HS� @KRN�LD@MR� SG@S� XNT�VNM�S�AD�@AKD�
SN�BN@RS�SGQNTFG�HS�KHJD�K@RS�RDLDRSDQ�!D�V@QMDC��SGHR�BNTQRD�LNUDR�QD@KKX�
PTHBJKX�RN�RJHOOHMF�RKDDOHMF�HM�BK@RR�HRM�S�SGD�ADRS�HCD@� KRN��SGD�NMKHMD�OQNAKDL�
RDSR�FDS�KDRR�GDKOETK��ATS�GDX��HS�R�@�EQDD�����3GD�jQRS�LHCSDQL�HR�OQDSSX�D@RX��SGD�RDB-
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NMC�HR�@�E@HQ�AHS�G@QCDQ�@MC�SGD�jM@K�HR�LTQCDQNTR�#NM�S�EQD@J�NTS��SNN�LTBG�Ŭ�3GD�BNTQRD�BNNQCHM@-
SNQ�HR�FNNC�@ANTS�ONRSHMF�O@RS�LHCSDQLR�@MC�DW@LR�VHSG�CDS@HKDC�RNKTSHNMR�"@KB�((�VHKK�SD@BG�XNT�
SGD�V@XR�NE�HMSDFQ@SHNM��CHEEDQDMSH@K�DPT@SHNMR��RDPTDMBDR��HMjMHSD�RDQHDR��O@Q@LDSQHB�DPT@SHNMR�@MC�
ONK@Q�BTQUDR��UDBSNQ�U@KTDC�ETMBSHNMR�@MC�O@QSH@K�CDQHU@SHUDR�*DDO�TO�@MC�AX�SGD�DMC�XNT�VHKK�AD�@�
, 3'�!$ 23Ŭ�3HO�ENQ�SGD�jM@K�DW@L��LDLNQHYD�$5$18�NARBTQD�ENQLTK@�XNT�B@MŬ�3GDQD�R�@�FNNC�
BG@MBD�HS�KK�BNLD�TO�HM�@SSDLOSR�SN�CQNO�SGD�@UDQ@FD�@�KHSSKD

MAT188 X Linear Algebra
Text: $KDLDMS@QX�+HMD@Q� KFDAQ@��MC�$CHSHNM�AX�-HBGNKRNM

Aids: http://www.math.toronto.edu/burbulla/ 

#HEkBTKSX

+++

Workload 

+++

Value of TUTs & LECs 

++
(L@FHMD�@�VNQKC�NE�L@SGDL@SHBR�VHSGNTS�OQNAKDL�RNKUHMF�6DKK��SGHR�HR�SGD�VNQKC�NE�+HMD@Q� KFDAQ@��
VGHBG� ENBTRDR�LNQD�NM� SGD�LDLNQHY@SHNM�NE� @KFNQHSGLR�@MC� SDBGMHPTDR� SN� RNKUD�B@RD�RODBHjB�
OQNAKDLR�3GHR�BNTQRD�HR�QDK@SHUDKX�RSQ@HFGSENQV@QC��RHMBD�SGD�LHCSDQLR�@MC�jM@K�DW@LR�@QD�UDQX�
RHLHK@Q�EQNL�XD@Q�SN�XD@Q�)TRS�AD�RTQD�SN�BGDBJ�NTS�!TQATKK@�R�VDARHSD�ENQ�SGDRD�O@RS�O@ODQR�RN�XNT�
B@M�D@RHKX�@MSHBHO@SD�VG@S�SN�DWODBS�8NT�VHKK�@KRN�AD�CNHMF�NMKHMD�GNLDVNQJ�SGQNTFG�+XQXW��VGHBG�
HR�@�GTFD�O@HM�HM�SGD�ATSS�ADB@TRD�SGD�OQNAKDLR�@QD�LTBG�LNQD�CHEjBTKS�SG@M�VG@S�XNT�VNTKC�RDD�
NM�SGD�SDWSANNJ�NQ�NM�SGD�LHCSDQL�3GDRD�OQNAKDLR�@QD�NMKX�VNQSG�����RN�HE�XNT�CNM�S�G@UD�SGD�
SHLD�SN�CN�DUDQXSGHMF��CNM�S�V@RSD�HS�+TBJHKX��6NKEQ@L� KOG@�B@M�GDKO�XNT�CN�RNLD�B@KBTK@SHNMR�
VHSG�L@SQHBDR�8NT�FDS�@M�TMKHLHSDC�MTLADQ�NE�SQHDR�SN�@MRVDQ�D@BG�PTDRSHNM��ATS�SGD�MTLADQR�SGDX�
FHUD�XNT�@QD�TRT@KKX�M@RSX�SN�VNQJ�VHSG�)TRS�JDDO�GHSSHMF�fQDEQDRGt�@MC�XNT�KK�DUDMST@KKX�FDS�EQHDMC-
KHDQ�MTLADQR�8NT�KK�jMC�SG@S�DUDQXSGHMF�XNT�KD@QM�HM�SGD�BNTQRD�RDDLR�SN�AD�QDODSHSHUD�'NVDUDQ��
+HM� KF�FDSR�TRDETK�HM�K@SDQ�XD@QR

MAT196 X Calculus A
Text: "@KBTKTR��$@QKX�3Q@MRBDMCDMS@KR��!QHFFR�"NBGQ@M�"@KBTKTR�

Aids:�2NKTSHNM�,@MT@KR

+++ +++ ++++
3GHR�B@KBTKTR�BNTQRD�HR�NMKX�ENQ�$"$�@MC�3Q@BJ.MD��@MC�HS�CHEEDQR�EQNL�"@KBTKTR�(�ADB@TRD�HS�ENBTRDR�
LNQD�NM�SGDNQX�@MC�OQNNER��#NM�S�AQTRG�SGD�RTLLDQ�CTRS�NEE�XNTQ�B@KBTK@SNQ�ENQ�SGHR�NMD��@R�SGDX�KK�
AD�RSQHBSKX�ENQAHCCDM�NM�@KK�SDRSR�@MC�DW@LR�3QX�MNS�MDQC�Q@FD�@ANTS�SG@S�ITRS�XDS�SGNTFG��ADB@TRD�
XNT�KK�RNNM�jMC�NTS�SG@S�SGD�BNTQRD�HR�LNQD�BNMBDQMDC�VHSG�GNV�VDKK�XNT�TMCDQRS@MC�SGD�K@MFT@FD�
NE�B@KBTKTR��MNS�GNV�VDKK�XNT�BQTMBG�MTLADQR
�

"@KBTKTR� �RS@QSR�NEE�VHSG�A@RHB�ETMBSHNMR��ATS�AD�@SSDMSHUD�ADB@TRD�HS�BNUDQR�KHSSKD�AHSR�NE�MDV�HMENQ-
L@SHNM�VGHKD�FNHMF�NUDQ�SGD�NKC�� �K@QFD�O@QS�NE�SGD�BNTQRD�ENBTR�HR�NM�KD@QMHMF�SN�DU@KT@SD�KHLHSR�
TRHMF�U@QHNTR�SDBGMHPTDR��VHSG�CDKS@�DORHKNM�ADHMF�SGD�LNRS�fONOTK@Qt�@LNMFRS�RSTCDMSR��KHRSDM�ENQ�

SGD�O@HMDC�FQN@M�VGDM�XNTQ�OQNE�LDMSHNMR�SGNRD�SVN�RB@QX�KHSSKD�&QDDJ�KDSSDQR��.MD�
NE�SGD�LNRS�TRDETK�SNNKR�NE�SGD�BNTQRD�HR�SGD�RNKTSHNM�L@MT@K�SG@S�BNLDR�VHSG�SGD�
SDWSANNJ��@R�HS�OQNUHCDR�CDS@HKDC�RNKTSHNMR�ENQ�GNLDVNQJ�PTDRSHNMR
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MAT197 X Calculus B
Text: "@KBTKTR��$@QKX�3Q@MRBDMC@KR���!QHFFR�@MC�"NBGQ@M��/D@QRNM

Aids:�*G@M� B@CDLX��6NKEQ@L KOG@

++++ +++ +++
"NMFQ@STK@SHNMR�� XNTMF� RL@RG�@OOQDMSHBD�� XNT�O@RRDC�"@KBTKTR� Ŭ� �4MENQSTM@SDKX�� XNT�G@UDM�S�
AD@SDM�,@RSDQ�'@MC�ITRS�XDS��(S�R�ADRS�SG@S�XNT�AQHMF�RNLD�L@WHL�SNL@SNDR�@MC�GD@QS�BNMS@HM-
DQR�@KNMF�ENQ�SGD�QHCD��ADB@TRD�"@KBTKTR�!�G@R�@�QD@KKX�C@LM�CHQSX�RL@RG�@SS@BJ��BNLHMF�@S�XNT�HM�
SGD�ENQL�NE�SVN�LHCSDQLR�@MC�@�ANRR�A@SSKD�jM@K�� MC�MNANCX�V@MSR�SN�RDD�XNT�FDS�JMNBJDC�NEE�
SGD�RBQDDMv�(M�@KK�RDQHNTRMDRR��"@KBTKTR�!�VHKK�AD�SNTFGDQ�SG@M�"@KBTKTR� ��RHLOKX�ADB@TRD�SGD�
L@SDQH@K�HR�MDV�ENQ�LNRS�ODNOKD��@MC�HS�kHDR�@S�XNT�QD@KKX�E@RS�3GD�jQRS�O@QS�VHKK�AD�SNMR�@MC�SNMR�NE�
HMSDFQ@SHNM�3GD�fADRSt�@CUHBD�ENQ�SGHR�O@QS�HR�SN�AD�QD@KKX�E@LHKH@Q�VHSG�XNTQ�SQHF��@R�HS�VHKK�OQNUD�TRDETK�
HM�SGD�TOBNLHMF�BG@OSDQR�3GHR�BNTQRD�@KRN�RODMCR�@�GTFD�@LNTMS�NE�SHLD�NM�RDPTDMBDR�@MC�HMj-
MHSD�RDQHDR�#NM�S�SQX�SN�OHBSTQD�SGDL�HM�XNTQ�GD@C��XNT�KK�OQNA@AKX�ITRS�GTQS�XNTQRDKE�'NVDUDQ��SGNRD�
VGN�DMINX�L@SG�VHKK�G@UD�ETM��DRODBH@KKX�VHSG�SGD�RDBSHNM�NM�ONVDQ�RDQHDR��(E�L@SG�HRM�S�XNTQ�BTO�
NE�SD@��ITRS�SQX�SN�RS@X�HMSDQDRSDC�DMNTFG�SN�JDDO�TO�VHSG�SGD�GNLDVNQJ��LHCSDQLR��@MC�BNMBDOSR�
�RN��DUDQXSGHMF��2NLD�NE�SGD�OQNER�ENQ�SGHR�BNTQRD�B@M�AD�QD@KKX�CHEjBTKS�SN�ENKKNV��RN�SQX�SN�jMC�NMD�
SG@S�L@JDR�RDMRD�SN�XNT�1DLDLADQ�SG@S�XNT�@QD�EQDD�SN��PTHDSKX��LNUD�@QNTMC�SN�CHEEDQDMS�KDBSTQD�
RDBSHNMR��HE�XNT�VHRG

MIE100 X Dynamics 
Text: $MFHMDDQHMF�,DBG@MHBR��#XM@LHBR���SG�$CHSHNM

Aids:�2NKTSHNM�,@MT@K

++++ ++++ ++++
'HFG�RBGNNK�OGXRHBR�HR�A@BJ��ATS�SGHR�SHLD�SGD�fENQBDRt�XNT�KK�AD�CD@KHMF�VHSG�@QD�DUDM�LNQD�RDUDQDŬ��
'NODETKKX�XNT�RSHKK�QDLDLADQ�SG@S�NMD�FNCKX�DPT@SHNM��%�L@���@R�HS�HR�SGD�LNRS�HLONQS@MS�QDK@-
SHNMRGHO�XNT�VHKK�TRD�HM�SGHR�BNTQRD� KRN��XNT�VHKK�KD@QM�SVN�MDV�BNNQCHM@SD�RXRSDLR��ONK@Q�
@MC�MNQL@K�S@MFDMSH@K��ITRS�XNT�V@HS�KHSSKD�%ŬQNRGHD��ITRS�XNT�V@HS��HM�@CCHSHNM�SN�W�X�BNNQCH-
M@SDR�#NM�S�VNQQX��HS�R�@BST@KKX�RHLOKDQ�SG@M�HS�RNTMCR�@S�jQRS��-N�PTHYYDR��
ATS�XNT�KK�G@UD� SN�CN�VDDJKX�NMKHMD�@RRHFMLDMSR� EQNL�,@RSDQHMF�$MFH-
MDDQHMF�3GD�STSNQH@KR�@QD�DWSQDLDKX�HLONQS@MS�ADB@TRD�SGD�3 R�OQDRDMS�
XNT�VHSG�PTDRSHNMR�EQNL�O@RS�DW@LR��SDRSR�@MC�OQNAKDLR�RDSR��VGHBG�VHKK�
RGNV�XNT�VG@S�SN�DWODBS�ENQ�XNTQ�NVM�DU@KT@SHNMR�3GD�OQNEDRRNQR�L@JD�
SGD�LHCSDQL�D@RX��@MC�SGD�jM@K�UDQX�BG@KKDMFHMF:C<� S�KD@RS�XNT�FDS�@�BGD@S�
RGDDS�&NNC�KTBJ��G@UD�ETM��@MC�QDLDLADQ�SG@S�XNT�B@M�S�OTRG�NM�@�QNODŬ

MIE191 X Introduction to Mechanical 
and Industrial Engineering (Seminar)

Text: 6G@S�3DWS�

Aids:�XNTQ�DKDBSQNMHBR

+ + ++
3GHR�RDLHM@Q�HR�@�BNLOTKRNQX�BNTQRD�ENQ�,DBG@MHB@K�@MC�(MCTRSQH@K�DMFHMDDQ-
HMF�RSTCDMSR�(S�FHUDR�XNT�@�AQHDE�KNNJ�HMSN�SGD�CHEEDQDMS�RSQD@LR�VHSGHM�,($�@MC�HR�
FQ@CDC�A@RDC�NM�@SSDMC@MBD�8D@G��XNT�QD@C�QHFGS�-N�DW@LR��MN�DRR@XR��MN�OQNAKDL�
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RDSR� SSDMC@MBD� MC�@KK�XNT�G@UD�SN�CN�HR�FN�SN���NE�SGD����KDBSTQDR�SN�O@RR�)TRS�AQHMF�XNTQ�H/@C��
ANNJ��RNLD�RM@BJR��NQ�DUDM�XNTQ�GNLDVNQJ��ADB@TRD��EQ@MJKX��SGHR�HR�@�NMD�GNTQ�AQD@J�HM�XNTQ�
VDDJKX�RBGDCTKD�(S�R�@M�D@RX�BNTQRD�SG@S�XNT�CNM�S�G@UD�SN�RSTCX�ENQ�RN�CNM�S�RBQDV�SGHR�TO��MN�
MDDC�SN�QDOD@S�@M�@SSDMC@MBD�BNTQRD

MSE101 X Introduction to Materials Science
Text: %TMC@LDMS@KR�NE�,@SDQH@KR�2BHDMBD�@MC�$MFHMDDQHMF��
 M�(MSDFQ@SDC� OOQN@BG���QC�$CHSHNM��AX�6HKKH@L�#�"@KKHRSDQ�)Q�

Aids: https://sites.google.com/site/uoftmse101 

#HEkBTKSX

+++

Workload 

+++

Value of TUTs & LECs 

+++
3GHR�BNTQRD�HR�A@RDC�NM�OQNBDRRDR��RSQTBSTQDR��OQNODQSHDR��ODQENQL@MBD�4MENQSTM@SDKX��L@SDQH@KR�
RBHDMBD�HR�@�OQDSSX�CHUDQRD�jDKC��BNUDQHMF�SNOHBR�EQNL�SGD�@ARSQ@BS�LNKDBTK@Q�RSQTBSTQD�@MC�OG@RD�
CH@FQ@LR�SN�SGD�S@MFHAKD�RSQDRR�RSQ@HM�QDK@SHNMRGHOR�@MC�LDBG@MHB@K�CDENQL@SHNM�NE�L@SDQH@KR� (M�
QD@KHSX��SGDRD�@QD�RNLD�NE�SGD�L@MX�SGHMFR�XNT�G@UD�SN�BNMRHCDQ�VGDM�HS�BNLDR�SN�CDRHFM�OQNIDBSR��
RN�SGDQD�HR�@�FNNC�QD@RNM�ENQ�KD@QMHMF�SGD�L@SDQH@K�3GD�K@AR�@QD�E@HQKX�D@RX�L@QJR�@MC�D@BG�NE�SGDL�
G@R�@�PTHY�A@RDC�NM�OQD�QD@CHMFR�$UDQX�VDDJ�HM�STSNQH@K�XNT�VHKK�AD�QDPTHQDC�SN�G@MC�HM�@�OQNAKDL�
RDS��VQHSD�@�RGNQS����LHMTSD�PTHY��NQ�ANSG�3GDQD�@QD�HM�STSNQH@K�K@AR��VGDQD�XNT�G@UD�SN�ODQENQL�
S@RJR�HM�RL@KK�FQNTOR�VHSGHM����LHMTSDR��XDR��SHLD�HR�SHFGS�GDQDŬ�

CIV102 X Structures and Materials - An Introduc-
tion to Engineering Design

Text: 8NTQ�"K@HQDENMS@HMD�MNSDANNJ��

Aids:�-NSDANNJ��2DS�2PT@QD��$MFHMDDQHMF�/@ODQ

+++++ +++++ +++++
3GHR� BNTQRD� HR�LNQD� @OSKX� SHSKDC� f!QHCFDR�'NV� SN� !THKC� 3GDLt�6HSG� MNSNQHNTRKX� KNMF�VDDJKX�
OQNAKDL�RDSR�@MC�PTHYYDR��BNTOKDC�VHSG�@KK�SGD�L@SDQH@K�XNT�DUDQ�@MC�MDUDQ�V@MSDC�SN�JMNV�@ANTS�
AQHCFDR��"(5����HR�MN�BNTQRD�SN�RBNEE�@S�.G�@MC�CHC�(�LDMSHNM��8NT�G@UD�SN�ATHKC�@�AQHCFD��8NT-
STAD�HSŬ��-NS�SN�VNQQX��XNT�KK�G@UD�@�KDFDMC@QX�OQNEDRRNQ�SN�GDKO�XNT�L@RSDQ�SGD�@QS�NE�BHUHK�DMFHMDDQ-
HMF�/QNEDRRNQ�"NKKHMR�HR�SGD�&@MC@KE�NE�BHUHK�DMFHMDDQR�@MC�SGD�#TLAKDCNQD�NE�RSQTBSTQ@K�CDRHFMDQR�
6HSG����XD@QR�NE�DWODQHDMBD�TMCDQ�GHR�ADKS�SD@BGHMF�SGHR�BNTQRD��/QNEDRRNQ�"NKKHMR�HR�NMD�NE�SGD�
VDKK�JMNVM�OQNER�XNT�KK�G@UD�3GDQD�@QD�MN�SDWSANNJR�ENQ�SGHR�BNTQRD�(MRSD@C��DUDQXNMD�HR�QDPTHQDC�
SN�ATX�@�MNSDANNJ�EQNL�SGD�$MFHMDDQHMF�2SNQDR�8NT�B@M�CN�@MXSGHMF�XNT�KHJD�VHSG�SGD�MNSDANNJ��
ATS�XNT�L@X�V@MS�SN�S@JD�CNVM�MNSDR�EQNL�/QNEDRRNQ�"NKKHMR��BG@KJ�@MC�S@KJ�RSXKD�KDBSTQDR��AD-
B@TRD�XNT�QD�ODQLHSSDC�SN�S@JD�SGD�MNSDANNJ�VHSG�XNT�SN�XNTQ�PTHYYDR�@MC�jM@K�-DDCKDRR�SN�R@X��
"(5����KDBSTQDR�@QD�MNS�KDBSTQDR�XNT�V@MS�SN�RJHO�!TS�HE�XNT�CN�@MC�E@HK�@KK�XNTQ�OQNAKDL�RDSR�@MC�
PTHYYDR��MNS�@KK�GNOD�HR�KNRS�HE�XNT�RBNQD�GHFGDQ�NM�XNTQ�jM@K�SG@M�XNTQ�SDQL�FQ@CD��XNTQ�jM@K�VHKK�

AD�VNQSG������NE�XNTQ�jM@K�FQ@CD��6 1-(-&��#NM�S�CN�SGHR�� KK�HM�@KK��AX�SGD�DMC�NE�SGD�
RDLDRSDQ��XNT�VHKK�G@UD�KD@QMDC�GNV�SN�ATHKC�@�AQHCFD�VGDSGDQ�XNT�KHJD�HS�NQ�MNS
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CSC180 X Introduction to Computer Programming
Text: 5@QHDR��TRT@KKX�@M�NMKHMD�SDWSANNJ

Aids:�%QHDMCR��$"%�+@AR

+++ +++ +++
3GHR�BNTQRD�HR�A@RHB@KKX�/QNFQ@LLHMF�ENQ�#TLLHDR��XDR��XNT�B@M�QDK@SD�SGD�VNQC�f#TLLXt�VHSG�
$MFHMDDQHMF�2BHDMBD�� � (S�R�CDRHFMDC�SN�SD@BG�SGD�A@RHB�OQHMBHOKDR�NE�OQNFQ@LLHMF�SN� HMCHUHCT@KR�
VGN�G@UD�-.�OQHNQ�DWODQHDMBD��TRHMF�NMD�NE�SGD�RHLOKDRS�K@MFT@FDR��/XSGNM� BST@KKX�KD@QMHMF�SGD�
BNMBDOSR�HRM�S�@KK�SG@S�CHEjBTKS��ATS�VQ@OOHMF�XNTQ�GD@C�@QNTMC�SGD�RXMS@W�HR�BG@KKDMFHMF�3GD�OQNER�
@QD�@L@YHMF��@R�SGDX�ANSG�G@UD�SNMR�NE�NEjBD�GNTQR��@QD�O@RRHNM@SD�@ANTS�VG@S�SGDX�SD@BG��@MC�
RGNV�QD@K�BNMBDQM�ENQ�SGDHQ�RSTCDMSR�3GD�BNTQRD�HR�BNLONRDC�NE���L@INQ�OQNIDBSR��KDS�R�ITRS�R@X�
XNTQ� KHED�VHKK�AD�BNMRTLDC�AX�CDATFFHMF�����LHCSDQLR�SG@S�QDPTHQD�XNT�SN�SGHMJ�KHJD�@�BNLOTSDQ��
@MC�@M�DW@L�SG@S�G@R�@�BGD@S�RGDDSvRN�OQ@BSHBD�VQHSHMF�RL@KK��ETSTQD�$MF2BH�RŬ�(E�XNT�DMINXDC�/X-
SGNM��SGDM�AD�@V@QD�SGD�MDWS�BNTQRD��"2"�����VHKK�AD�KHJD�FNHMF�EQNL�B@RT@K��HSDLR�NM�GHFG�2TODQ�
2L@RG�!QNR����SN�SGD�HMSQHB@BHDR�NE�SNTQM@LDMS�KDUDK�,DKDD��(E�XNT�CNM�S�FDS�SGHR�QDEDQDMBD��ITRS�FN�
SN�SGD�BNLLNM�QNNL�VGDQD�HS�G@OODMR�@KK�C@X�DUDQX�C@X�

CSC190 X Computer Algorithms, Data Structures 
and Languages

Text: "�/QNFQ@LLHMF�� �,NCDQM� OOQN@BG��MC���*�-�*HMF

Aids:�2KDDOHMF�HM�BK@RR

+++ ++++ +++
"2"����� NQ�#DATFFHMF�8NTQ�2GHSSX�"NCD� ����� HMSQNCTBDR� XNT� SN� RDFE@TKSR� (E� XNT� CNM�S� JMNV�
VG@S� @� RDFE@TKS� HR�� XNT�KK� KD@QM� RNNM� DMNTFG�� HE� XNT� @KQD@CX� CN�� XNT� OQNA@AKX� CDRDQUD� SN� S@JD�
"2"����@MC�MNS�QTHM�SGD�ADKK�BTQUD�ENQ�SGD�QDRS�NE�TRATS�(�CHFQDRR�(S�R�QDBNLLDMCDC�SG@S�XNT�
TRD�@�E@MBX�BNCD�DCHSNQ�B@KKDC�"NCD!KNBJR�3GDQD�R�@ARNKTSDKX�MN�V@X�SN�OTS�SGHR�MHBDKX��ATS�
"NCD!KNBJR�HR�SDQQHA@C�3GD�E@BTKSX�B@KDMC@Q�R@XR�XNT�KK�KD@QM�@ANTS�RTBG�SNOHBR�@R�RS@BJR��
PTDTDR��GD@OR��@MC�G@RGHMF��ATS�SGD�RJHKK�"2"����GNMDR�SGD�LNRS�HR�XNTQ�@AHKHSX�SN�CQ@V�
KHSSKD� ANWDR� @QNTMC� MTLADQR� B@KKDC� KHMJDC� KHRSRŬ�  � RHFMHjB@MS� ONQSHNM� NE�
SGD� BNTQRD� HMUNKUDR� UHRT@KHYHMF� C@S@� RSQTBSTQDR� @MC� OTSSHMF� SGDL� NMSN�
O@ODQ�l�HM�E@BS��LNQD�NE�SGD�jM@K�HR�RODMS�CQ@VHMF�SQDDR�SG@M�VQHSHMF�BNCDŬ�
 CCHSHNM@KKX��XNT�KK�RDD�DW@LOKDR�NE�GNV�@�OQNFQ@L�HR�RSQTBSTQDC��SGQNTFG�
SGHMFR�KHJD�GD@CDQ�jKDR�@MC�RS@SHB�BNCD��SGNTFG�XNT�VNM�S�@BST@KKX�BQD@SD�@M�
DMSHQD�OQNFQ@L�EQNL�RBQ@SBG��SG@MJR�SN�SG@S�NKC�QDEQ@HM��fNTSRHCD�SGD�RBNOD�
NE�SGHR�BNTQRDt

CSC192 X Computer Programming, Al-

gorithms, Data Structures and Languages
Text: "�/QNFQ@LLHMF�� �,NCDQM� OOQN@BG��MC���*�-�*HMF��
�� KFNQHSGLR�HM�"

���2DCFDVHBJ

Aids: http://www.cplusplus.com/
 �FNNC�RS@MC@QC�KHAQ@QX�QDE�ENQ�"�"



++++ ++++ +++
(M� SGDNQX��"2"����RGNTKC�AD�@� E@RSDQ�O@BDC��@BBDKDQ@SDC�BNLOTSDQ� RBHDMBD�BNTQRD�
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CDRHFMDC�ENQ�SGNRD�VGN�UD�S@JDM�RTBG�BNTQRDR�ADENQD��@R�HS�BNUDQR�SGD�BNMBDOSR�SG@S�VNTKC�MNQ-
L@KKX�AD�BNUDQDC�HM�"2"����@MC�"2"����HM�NMKX�NMD�BNTQRD�8NT�VHKK�AD�S@TFGS�SN�OQNFQ@L�HM�
"��@MC�ODQG@OR�"

��!TS�ADV@QDŬ�3GD�HMRSQTBSNQ�ENQ�SGHR�BNTQRD��@MC�SGTR�SGD�SD@BGHMF�RSXKD�@MC�
BNLODSDMBX��RDDLR�SN�BG@MFD�DUDQX�NMD�NQ� SVN�XD@QR��RN�BNTQRD�DWODQHDMBDR�SGQNTFGNTS� SGD�
XD@QR�G@UD�ADDM�HMBNMRHRSDMS��SN�R@X�SGD�KD@RS� R�VHSG�LNRS�BNLOTSDQ�RBHDMBD�BNTQRDR��SDRSR�
@MC�jM@KR�TRT@KKX�G@UD�@�LHW�NE�ANSG�BNMBDOST@K�PTDRSHNMR�@MC�OQNFQ@LLHMF�DWDQBHRDR�!TS�HS�R�SGD�
PTDRSHNMR�SG@S�BNLAHMD�ANSG�SG@S�XNT�QD@KKX�MDDC�SN�VNQQX�@ANTS�8NT�KK�AD�S@JHMF�@�BNTQRD�@LNMF�
RNLD�NE�$MF2BH�R�jMDRS�OQNFQ@LLDQR��3GNRD�VHSG�SGD�BNCHMF�OQNVDRR�NE�,@RSDQ�'@MC��SGNRD�VGN�
@ROHQD�SN�VNQJ�@S�&NNFKD�NQ�,HBQNRNES�(E�XNT�QD�E@LHKH@Q�VHSG�OQNFQ@LLHMF�SGNTFG��RS@X�VHSG�HS�(M�
RDBNMC�RDLDRSDQ��MNS�NMKX�VHKK�XNT�FDS�@M�DKDBSHUD��XNT�KK�@KRN�AD�RO@QDC�EQNL�G@UHMF�SN�FNTFD�XNTQ�
DXDR�NTS�ENQ�GNTQR�NM�DMC�CDATFFHMFŬ�4MKDRR�XNT�KHJD�CDATFFHMF��SG@S�HR�8NT�L@RNBGHRS

ESC101 X Praxis I
Text: $MFHMDDQHMF�"NLLTMHB@SHNM��%QNL�/QHMBHOKDR�SN�/Q@BSHBD�AX�1NADQS�
(QHRG�@MC�/DSDQ�$KHNS�6DHRR��.OSHNM@K�

Aids:�-NSGHMF�B@M�GDKO�XNT�VHSG�/Q@WHR

#HEkBTKSX

++

Workload

 +++++

Value of TUTs & LECs 

+++
6G@S�HR�/Q@WHR��3G@S�HR�SGD�LHKKHNM�CNKK@Q�PTDRSHNM�.G�ANX��VGDQD�RGNTKC�(�RS@QS��/Q@WHR�HR�@M�DM-
FHMDDQHMF�BNLLTMHB@SHNMR�BNTQRD�SG@S�FDSR�RSTCDMSR�SN�@CCQDRR�NM�B@LOTR�CDRHFM�BG@KKDMFDR�
SGQNTFG�G@MCR�NM�@BSHUHSHDR�@MC�OQDRDMS@SHNMR�/Q@WHR�HR�@�RDQHDR�NE�RL@KK��RDDLHMFKX�TRDKDRR�OQNI-
DBSR�VGHBG�@QD�RTOONRDC�SN�ATHKC�@�ENTMC@SHNM�ENQ�DMFHMDDQHMF�CDRHFM��VG@SDUDQ�SG@S� HR��/Q@WHR�
HR�@�BNTQRD�VHSG�MN�ADKK�BTQUDR��VHSG�SGD�DWBDOSHNM�NE�SGD�L@FHB@K�L@QJ�ANNRSR�ENQ�@�EDV�RDKDBS�
HMCHUHCT@KR�/Q@WHR�HR�SGD�NMKX�KDBSTQD�SG@S�XNT�B@M�FTHKSKDRRKX�RJHO�/Q@WHR�HR�SGD�BNTQRD��NMD�NE�L@MX��
SG@S�XNT�KK�AD�RVD@QHMF�UDMNLNTRKX�@S�HM�@�EDV�LNMSGR��SHLD�/Q@WHR��(�C@QDR@X��HR�NMD�NE�SGD�LNRS�
TRDETK�BNTQRDR�XNT�KK�G@UD�HM�jQRS�XD@Q�/Q@WHR�HR�SGD�L@FHB@K��ATS�L@KHBHNTR�TMHBNQM�SG@S�UHRHSR�XNT�@S�
MHFGS��VGHRODQHMF�HMRHCHNTR�SGNTFGSR�HM�XNTQ�GD@C�VGHKD�XNT�RKDDO��VGHBG�HR�SGD�QD@RNM�ENQ�@KK�SGNRD�
MHFGSL@QDR�XNT�UD�ADDM�G@UHMF�/Q@WHR�HR�/Q@WHR�/Q@WHR�HR�!TS�NE�BNTQRD��(�ITRS�L@CD�@KK�NE�SGHR�TO�
-N�NMD�JMNVR�VG@S�/Q@WHR�HR
/2�8NT��3��R�G@UD���DWSQ@�GNTQ�NE�KDBSTQD�ODQ�VDDJŬ�'NV�KTBJX�==

ESC102 X Praxis II
Text: -NMD

Aids:�/Q@WHR�(���@�FQD@S�SD@L�VHSG�CDRBDMS�JMNVKDCFD�NE�FQ@OGHBR

++ +++ ++++
6G@S�R�/Q@WHR��6GN�B@QDRŬ�3GHR�HR�SGD�LNRS�DMSDQS@HMHMF�BNTQRD�XNT�KK�G@UD�@KK�XD@Q��RN�ITRS�RHS�A@BJ�
@MC� QDK@W�3GD� KDBSTQDQR�@QD�VDKK� RONJDM�@MC� SGDHQ�FQ@OGHBR�@QD�FDMTHMDKX�TRDETK�3GDX�@BST@KKX�
DMBNTQ@FD�SGD�TRD�NE�BDKKOGNMDR�HM�BK@RR�@MC�@BSHUDKX�@SSDLOS�SN�RSHQ�TO�BNMUDQR@SHNMR�ADSVDDM�

XNT�@MC�XNTQ�MDHFGANTQR�.G��@MC�KHJD�/Q@WHR�(��XNT�CNM�S�G@UD�SN�S@JD�MNSDR�3GD�
BNMSDMS�HR�RHLOKD�@MC�BNLLNM�RDMRD�DMNTFG�SN�FQ@RO�SGD�L@SDQH@K��@MC�HE�XNT�QD�
JDDM� DMNTFG� SN� QDUHDV�� @KK� SGD� KDBSTQDR� @QD� @U@HK@AKD� NMKHMD� @MXV@X� 4MKHJD�
/Q@WHR� (��GNVDUDQ��/Q@WHR� ((�jM@KKX� HMSQNCTBDR� HMSDQDRSHMF�DMFHMDDQHMF�CDRHFM�
BNMBDOSR�3GD�STSNQH@KR�RDRRHNMR�@QD�MN�KNMFDQ�V@RSDC�NM�S@JHMF�@O@QS�SN@RS-
DQR��ATS�@QD�Q@SGDQ�ENBTRDC�NM�ETQSGDQHMF�XNTQ�OQNFQDRR�HM�CDRHFMHMF�RNLD-
SGHMF�SG@S�XNT�UD�HCDMSHjDC�SGD�"HSX�NE�3NQNMSN�MDDCR�3GQNTFGNTS�SGD�XD@Q��
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XNT�KK�AD�S@JDM�SGQNTFG�DUDQX�RSDO�NE�SGD�CDRHFM�OQNBDRR��EQNL�SGD�HCDMSHjB@SHNM�NE�@�OQNAKDL�SN�SGD�
OQNSNSXOHMF�NE�@�RNKTSHNM�/Q@WHR�((�HR�DRRDMSH@KKX�NMD�KNMF�CDRHFM�OQNIDBS��VGDQD�XNT�KK�AD�VNQJHMF�
HM�SD@LR�NE�SGQDD�SN�ENTQ�8NT�KK�DUDM�FDS�SN�BGNNRD�XNTQ�NVM�SD@LL@SDRŬ�)TRS�L@JD�RTQD�XNT�FDS�
@KNMF�8NT�KK�RDD�@�KNS�NE�SGDL

ESC103 X Engineering Mathematics and Compu-
tation

Text: 5@M�+N@M��(MSQNCTBSHNM�SN�2BHDMSHjB�"NLOTSHMF���MC�DC

Aids:�*G@M� B@CDLX�@MC�, 3+ !�R�GDKO�CNBTLDMS@SHNM

+++ +++ +++
.J@X��SGHR�HR�@�VDHQC�NMD�(S�R�O@QSKX�@M�HMSQNCTBSHNM�SN�UDBSNQR�@MC�L@SQHBDR��O@QSKX�@M�HMSQNCTBSHNM�SN�
MTLDQHB@K�DRSHL@SHNM�LDSGNCR��@MC�O@QSKX�@�BQ@RG�BNTQRD�NM�, 3+ !�(E�XNT�QD�@M�.MS@QHN�RSTCDMS��
XNT�UD�OQNA@AKX�RDDM�@KK�SGD�UDBSNQ�RSTEE�ADENQD�(E�XNT�G@UDM�S��XNT�L@X�jMC�HS�CHEjBTKS�SN�BNLLHS�
SGD�BNMBDOS�NE�UDBSNQR�@MC�L@SQHBDR�HMSN�HMSTHSHNM��RN�ADV@QD�NE�SG@S�3GD�BNTQRD�LNUDR�NM�E@HQKX�
PTHBJKX�SN�LDSGNCR�ENQ�MTLDQHB@KKX�DRSHL@SDC�RNKTSHNMR�NE�HMSDFQ@KR�@MC�CHEEDQDMSH@K�DPT@SHNMR�3GHR�
HR�@KK�LDSGNCHB@K�RSTEE�)TRS�OQ@BSHBD�TRHMF�SGD�LDSGNCR�TMSHK�XNT�QD�E@LHKH@Q�VHSG�SGDL�@MC�XNT�QD�
FNKCDM�2OQHMJKDC�SGQNTFGNTS�HR�SGD�, 3+ !�BNLONMDMS��SG@S�R�QHFGS��S@TFGS�BNMBTQQDMSKX�VHSG�@�
OQNFQ@LLHMF�BNTQRD��+D@QM�SN�FDS�E@LHKH@Q�VHSG�, 3+ !�R�RXMS@W�RS@MC@QC�KHAQ@QX�ETMBSHNMR��SGD�
GDKO�CNBTLDMS@SHNM�HR�NBB@RHNM@KKX�UDQX�TRDETK�ENQ�SGHR���@MC�QD@C�SGD�@RRHFMDC�SDWSANNJ�BG@OSDQR��
@R�SGD�, 3+ !�K@AR�VHKK� ENBTR�CHQDBSKX�NM�SGNRD�RDBSHNMR��@MC�HS�R�MNS�S@TFGS�HM� KDBSTQDŬ�0THYYDR�
VHKK�DLOG@RHYD�BNLOTS@SHNM��VGDQD@R�SDRSR�@MC�DW@LR�DLOG@RHYD�SGDNQX�@MC�OQNNE�3GHR�BNTQRD�
HR�S@TFGS�AX�1X@M�#NMMDKKX��@M�$MF2BH�FQ@CT@SD��Ŭ��'HR�KDBSTQDR�@QD�CDBDMSKX�O@BDC��GD�G@R�@�FNNC�
RDMRD�NE�GTLNTQ��@MC�GD�R�DMF@FHMF�@R�@�KDBSTQDQ�.UDQ@KK��@�OKD@R@MS�BNTQRD�AX�$MF2BH�RS@MC@QCR��
BG@KKDMFHMF�ATS�MNS�RTODQ�CHEjBTKS��CDBDMS�VNQJKN@C��@MC�@M�DBKDBSHB�Q@MFD�NE�BNMSDMS�)TRS�CNM�S�
KDS�XNTQ�RSTCXHMF�ENQ�SGHR�BNTQRD�E@KK�ADGHMC

ECE159 X Fundamentals of Electric Circuits
Text: 3GD� M@KXRHR�@MC�#DRHFM�NE�+HMD@Q�"HQBTHSR

Aids:�#DSDQLHM@SHNM�SN�E@BD�E@HKTQD

+++++ +++++ +++
1TM

2SHKK�GDQD��2DQHNTRKX�1TMŬ

.J@X� jMD��$"$����8NT�JMNV�VGDM� XNT�GD@Q� XNTQ�NKCDQ� EQHDMCR� S@KJHMF�
@ANTS�SG@S�BNTQRD�HM�TMHUDQRHSX�SG@S�DUDQXNMD�HR�ANTMC�SN�E@HK��3G@S�BNTQRD�
VGHBG�L@JDR�MN�RDMRD�QDF@QCKDRR�NE�GNV�LTBG�XNT�RSTCX�HS��$"$�����HR�SG@S�
BNTQRD�8NT�KK� KD@QM�@ANTS�A@RHB� BHQBTHSQX� @MC�DKDBSQHB@K� BNLONMDMSR� �QDRHRSNQR��
NO�@LOR��HMCTBSNQR��@MC�@KK�SG@S�I@YY��.G��CHC�(�R@X�?KD@QM���(�LD@MS�?SQX�
SN�KD@QM��3GD�KDBSTQDR�@QD�VDKK�RSQTBSTQDC�@MC�DW@LOKDR�D@RHKX�ENKKNVDC�
3GD�OQNAKDL�RDSR�@QD�SQHBJHDQ�HE�XNT�DUDM�ANSGDQ�SN�@SSDLOS�SGDL�3GDX�
@QDM�S�L@MC@SNQX�@MC�MN�NMD�VHKK�BGDBJ�+@AR�Q@MFD�EQNL�QHCHBTKNTRKX�
RHLOKD� SN�NTSQ@FDNTRKX�BG@KKDMFHMF� MC�AX� SGD� SHLD�DW@LR�QNKK�@QNTMC��
AKDRR�XNTQ�KHSSKD�%ŬQNRG�GD@QSR��XNT�KK�G@UD�BNMUHMBDC�XNTQRDKE�SG@S�XNT�CHC�KD@QM�
@ANTS�BHQBTHSR�NMKX�SN�RODBS@BTK@QKX�E@HK�$"$����HR�VGDQD�XNT�FDS�SN�AKHMCKX�QHCD�SGD�
ADKK�BTQUD�HMSN��GNODETKKX��O@RRHMF�SDQQHSNQX�#HCM�S�(�R@X�QTM�
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MAT185 X Linear Algebra
Text:  M� +&$!1 �/1.%$22.1�HM�SGD�'.42$�NE�SGD�,$#("(

Aids:�8NTQ�%QHDMCR

#HEkBTKSX

+++++

Workload

 +++

Value of TUTs & LECs 

+++++
&.(-&� (-3.�  !231 "3� 3$11(3.18�� !$�6 1-$#Ŭ� 3GHR� HR� ODQG@OR� SGD� NMKX� BNTQRD� HM� jQRS�
XD@Q�SG@S�B@MMNS�AD�S@JDM�CNVM�AX�AQTSD�ENQBD�,DLNQHYHMF�VHKK�MNS�GDKO��ADB@TRD�SGD�LHCSDQLR�
FHUDM�AX�SGD�OQNEDRRNQR�VHKK�BNMS@HM�MD@QKX�����OQNNE�A@RDC�PTDRSHNMR�(MRSD@C��KD@QM�SGD�U@QHNTR�
LDSGNCR�NE�OQNUHMF�ETKKX��RTBG�@R�BNMSQ@ONRHSHUD��BNMSQ@CHBSHNM��HMCTBSHNM��@MC�SGD�BNMBDOSR�AD-
HMF�S@TFGS��SG@S�HR�SN�R@X�DUDQXSGHMF���SGDM�@KK�SGD�SDRSR�@MC�DW@L�VHKK�AD�@�AQDDYD��SG@S�HR�SN�R@X�
HLONRRHAKD��3GD�NMKHMD�SDWSANNJ�HR�@�RSNQXANNJ��2ONHKDQ�@KDQS��SGD�DMCHMF�HR�PTHSD�DOHB��1$ #�(3�
" 1$%4++8�-NV��RHMBD�SGD�OQNEDRRNQR�VHKK�KHSDQ@KKX�AD�SD@BGHMF�DUDQXSGHMF�@BBNQCHMF�SN�SGD�MNSDR��
HS�HR�ONRRHAKD�SN�MNS�FN�SN�@MX�NE�SGD�KDBSTQDR�@MC�ITRS�RSTCX�EQNL�SGD�MNSDR�ONRSDC�.G��@MC�SGDQD�
@QD�SGQDD�LHCSDQLR�'NVDUDQ��NMKX�XNTQ�SVN�GHFGDRS�VHKK�AD�BNTMSDC��VGN�R@HC�$MF2BH�V@R�G@QC���
3GDQDENQD��SGDNQDSHB@KKX��XNT�B@M�RJHO�SGD�SGHQC�LHCSDQL��VGHBG�VHKK�R@UD�XNT�@�KNS�NE�SHLD�CTQHMF�@�
GDBSHB�ODQHNC

MAT194 X Calculus I
Text: "@KBTKTR��DC���2SDV@QS���2NLD�%NTMC@SHNMR�NE� M@KXRHR�ENQ�$MFH-
MDDQHMF�2BHDMBD���$)�!@QAD@T��/"�2S@MFDAX�

Aids:�*G@M��SGD�L@M

+++++ +++ ++++
"@KBTKTRŬ�!TS�SGHR�HRM�S�XNTQ�QDFTK@Q�GHFG�RBGNNK�B@KBTKTR��NQ�DUDM�QDFTK@Q�TMHUDQRHSX�B@KBTKTR�3GHR�HR�
MN�GNKCR�A@QQDC��QHFNQNTR�NMKX�B@KBTKTR�2OD@JHMF�NE�VGHBG��HS�CNDRM�S�DUDM�RS@QS�NEE�VHSG�B@KBTKTR��
ATS�HMRSD@C�VHSG�MTLADQ�SGDNQX�(M�NMKX�@�EDV�KDBSTQDR��SGD�OQNER�GHS�XNT�G@QC�VHSG�SGD�HME@LNTR�
f#DKS@�$ORHKNM�OQNNEt�NE�KHLHSR�'@UD�ETM�(E�XNT�B@M�S�VQ@O�XNTQ�GD@C�@QNTMC�SGDL��ITRS�SQX�SN�LDL-
NQHYD�SGD�LDBG@MHBR�NE�SGDRD�OQNNER�@MC�SGD�FDMDQ@K�HCD@�ADGHMC�SGDL�+D@QM�SN�KNUD�SG@S�2SDV@QS�
SDWSANNJ��ADB@TRD�XNT�KK�AD�KD@QMHMF�LNQD�B@KB�BNMBDOSR�HM�NMD�RDLDRSDQ�SG@M�HM�@MX�NSGDQ�BNTQRD�
@S�4�NE�3��OQDRDMSDC�HM�LNQD�QHFNQNTR�E@RGHNM��1HFNQNTR�3GD�OQNER�RDDL�SN�KNUD�SG@S�VNQC��3GD�
SDRSR�@QD�CDRHFMDC�RN�SG@S�XNT�B@M�O@RR�D@RHKX��ATS�XNT�KK�RSQTFFKD�SN�CN�VDKK�NM�SGDL� R�VHSG�
L@MX�NSGDQ�BNTQRDR��XNTQ�DWODQHDMBD�CDODMCR�GD@UHKX�NM�XNTQ�3 ��@R�SGDX�FDS�SN�BGNNRD�SGDHQ�NVM�
PTHY�PTDRSHNMR�@MC�SGDX�L@QJ�XNTQ�SDQL�SDRSR�!TS�CNM�S�VNQQX��SGHR�BNTQRD�HR�FDMDQNTRKX�RB@KDC

MAT195 X Calculus II
Text: "@KBTKTR��DC���2SDV@QS�

Aids:�2STCDMS�2NKTSHNM�,@MT@K��DWSQ@�BG@KKDMFD�PTDRSHNMR��O@RS�DW@LR

++++ +++ ++++
,NUHMF�NM�SN�, 3����EQNL�, 3����HR�KHJD�LNUHMF�NM�EQNL�SGD�NQHFHM@K�2TODQ�
2L@RG�!QNR�SN�,DKDD��XNT�@QD� HM�MDV�SDQQHSNQX�VHSG�MDV�SNOHBR��XDS�SGDQD� HR�
@� RDMRD� NE� E@LHKH@QHSX� 8NT�VHKK� KD@QM� SGD� SDBGMHPTDR� NE� HMSDFQ@SHNM� @MC� AD�
QDPTHQDC�SN�ODQENQL�SGDL�HM�XNTQ�RKDDO��LTBG�KHJD�SGNRD�RODBH@K�LNUDR�XNT�
G@UD�ODQEDBSDC�ENQ�XNTQ�E@UNTQHSD�BG@Q@BSDQR�2DPTDMBDR�@MC�RDQHDR�@QD�HM-
SQNCTBDC�@MC�SGDM�DWO@MCDC�TONM�SN� QDOQDRDMS�DWONMDMSH@K�� KNF@QHSGLHB��
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@MC�SQHFNMNLDSQHB�ETMBSHNMR�HM�V@XR�XNT�UD�MDUDQ�HL@FHMDC�8NT�VHKK�@KRN�KD@QM�VGX�@KK�BNMSHMTNTR�
ETMBSHNMR�@QD��1HDL@MM�� HMSDFQ@AKD��@MC�SGD�OQNNE�VHKK�RSQDSBG�XNTQ�CDKS@�DORHKNM�ATQCDMDC�LHMC�
3GDQD�HR�@�AQHDE�RDBSHNM�NM�LTKSH�U@QH@AKD�B@KBTKTR��VGHBG�HR��RTQOQHRHMFKX��@�QDK@WHMF�U@B@SHNM�,@JD�
RTQD�XNT�JDDO�TO�@MC�OQ@BSHBD�TMSHK�XNTQ�BNLANR�@QD�PTHBJ��ADB@TRD�SGD�LHCSDQLR�@MC�DW@LR�@QD�
SDCHNTR�@MC�KNMF��@R�HM�fXNT�@QD�MNS�LD@MS�SN�jMHRG�@KK�SGD�PTDRSHNMRt���RN�ITRS�@SSDLOS�SGD�NMDR�XNT�
JMNV�(M�SGD�DMC�SGNTFG��SGDQD�VHKK�AD�@�GD@UX�L@QJ�@CITRSLDMS��RN�XNT�B@M�QDRS�@RRTQDC�SG@S�XNT�
VHKK�OQNA@AKX�CN�VDKK�*DDO�XNTQ�jMFDQR�BQNRRDC�ENQ�SGD�)NM@R�!QNSGDQR�/QNEŬ

MSE160 X Molecules and Materials
Text: &GDSSN�@RR�RNES�BNUDQ�BNLONRHSD�NE�SVN�¨����SDWSANNJR��@U@HK@AKD�
ENQ�]¨���EQNL�SGD�4�NE�3�!NNJRSNQD

Aids:�8NTQ�RL@QS�EQHDMCR

+++ +++ ++++
,NUDC�EQNL�RDBNMC�XD@Q�SN�jQRS�XD@Q�ENQ�SGD�BK@RR�NE��3���,2$����LHFGS�RSHKK�AD�@�AHS�QNTFG�@QNTMC�
SGD�DCFDR�ENQ�SGD��3��R�3GD�BNTQRD�OQNA@AKX�BG@MFDC�@�E@HQ�@LNTMS�EQNL�RSTCDMS�EDDCA@BJ��ATS�
GDQD�R�VG@S�RS@XDC�SGD�R@LD��ADB@TRD�$MF2BH�HR�RTOONRDC�SN�AD�G@QCBNQD��DCFX�@MC�OTMJ�QNBJ�
@MC�RTBG��SG@S�R�VG@S�(�L�SNKC�@S�KD@RS���SGD�E@BTKSX�CDBHCDC�SN�S@JD�SVN�@KQD@CX�E@RS�O@BDC�G@KE�XD@Q�
BNTQRDR��BTS�VG@S�KHSSKD�kTEE�V@R�KDES��RPTHRG�SGDL�HMSN�SGD�R@LD�BNTQRD�BNCD��@MC�SD@BG�SGDL�HM�
RDUDM�VDDJR�D@BG�!X�SVN�U@RSKX�CHEEDQDMS�OQNER��VHSG�BNLOKDSDKX�NOONRHSD�SD@BGHMF�RSXKDR�3GDM��HM�
@�RSQNJD�NE�FDMHTR��SGDX�CDBHCDC�HS�VNTKC�AD�@�FNNC�HCD@�SN�SGQNV�HS�@S�SGD�jQRS�XD@QR�&QD@S�6GHKD�
SGDX� SQHDC�SN�BTS�RNLD�RK@BJ�@MC�CQNO�RNLD�NE� SGD�G@QCDRS�O@QSR�NE� SGD�BNTQRD��MNS�DUDQXANCX�
FNS�SGD�LDLN�.G��@MC�SGD�LHCSDQL�@MC�SGD�jM@K�VDQD�RTOONRDC�SN�fQDkDBS�SGD�L@SDQH@K�EQNL�SGD�
OQNAKDL�RDSRt�6DKK��CNM�S�$5$1�ADKHDUD�@�VNQC�XNTQ�OQNE�R@XR�@ANTS�SDRSR

.G��NMD�LNQD�SGHMF�l�CNM�S�CDODMC�NM�SGD�ADKK�BTQUD��HE�HS�DUDM�DWHRSR��RDD�SGD�OQDUHNTR�RDMSDMBD���
HS�R�TSSDQKX�LHMTRBTKD�!TS�CNM�S�O@MHB��XNT�G@UD�ADDM�V@QMDC�Because Friends Cooperate.

PHY180 X Classical Mechanics
Text: /GXRHBR�ENQ�2BHDMSHRSR�@MC�$MFHMDDQR���2DQV@X��)DVDSS

Aids:�2STCDMS�RNKTSHNMR�L@MT@KR�

+++ +++ +++
(E�f"K@RRHB@K�,DBG@MHBRt�RNTMCR�KHJD�XNTQ�SXOHB@K�FQ@CD����OGXRHBR�BNTQRD��
VDKK��TL��SG@S�R�JHMC�NE�VG@S�HS�HRŬ�3GD�L@INQHSX�NE�SGHR�BNTQRD�BNUDQR�A@RHB@KKX�
VG@S�XNT�UD�KD@QMDC�HM�GHFG�RBGNNK��VHSG�UDQX�EDV�MDV�BNMBDOSR�"NMSDMS�
VHRD��SGHR�HR�SGD�f,@QHNt�NE�$MF2BH�"NTQRDR��@UDQ@FD�CHEjBTKSX��@MC�MNSGHMF�
RODBH@K�!TS�KHJD�DUDQX�BNTQRD��XNT�MDDC�SN�V@SBG�NTS�ENQ�HSR�HCHNRXMBQ@RHDR�
3GD�KDBSTQDQ�@MC�BNTQRD�BNNQCHM@SNQ�HR�/QNEDRRNQ�-@S@KH@�*Q@RMNONKRJ@H@��VGN�
KHJDR�CNHMF�@� KNS�NM�CDQHU@SHNMR� HM� KDBSTQD��ATS�CNM�S�VNQQX��ADB@TRD�SGDRD�Q@QDKX�
@BST@KKX�RGNV�TO�NM�PTHYYDR�NQ�SDRSR�3GD�LHCSDQLR�@MC�DW@L�FDMDQ@KKX�
BNMS@HM�NMD�NQ�SVN�QDB@KK�PTDRSHNMR��VHSG�SGD�QDRS�ADHMF�SGD�GHFGDQ�KDUDK�
OQNAKDL�RNKUHMF�SXOD�%HM@K�DW@L�PTDRSHNMR�@QD�FDMDQ@KKX�S@JDM�EQNL�SGD�
SDWSANNJ�OQNAKDLR�(�B@M�GD@Q�XNT�RBNEjMF��ATS�RNLD�NE�SGD�PTDRSHNMR�
HM�SGD�SDWSANNJ�@QD�RTQOQHRHMFKX�SNTFGŬ�2N�CN�KNSR�NE�OQ@BSHBD�OQNAKDLR�� HE�
XNT�G@UD�SGD�SHLD�6DKK��XNT�VNM�S��ATS�SQX�SN�CN�@S�KD@RS�@�EDV�8NT�VHKK�G@UD�
OQNAKDL� RDSR� @ANTS� NMBD�VDDJKX�� RNLDSHLDR� NM� O@ODQ� @MC�LNRSKX� NM� @M� NMKHMD�
RXRSDL�B@KKDC�6DA RRHFM�3GD� K@A�BNLONMDMS�OK@XR�@�GTFD� QNKD� HM� SGHR�BNTQRD��@QD�

ENGSCI ANTI-CALENDAR
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E@HQKX�HMSDQDRSHMF��@MC�FDMDQ@KKX�RHLOKD�HM�SDQLR�NE�C@S@�BNKKDBSHNM��XNT�DUDM�FDS�SN�BGNNRD�SGD�K@SDQ�
NMDRŬ��3GD�SNTFG�O@QS�HR�HM�SGD�VQHSDTOR��@MC�HM�O@QSHBTK@Q�SGD�CHKHFDMBD�XNT�LTRS�DWDQBHRD�SGQNTFG�
DQQNQ�@M@KXRHR� �'D@CR�TO�� SGDQD�R�@KRN�@M�NMKHMD� SDRS�XNT�G@UD� SN� S@JD�@KK�@ANTS�DQQNQ�@M@KXRHR��
8NTQ�ODQENQL@MBD�HM�SGD�K@A�GHFGKX�CDODMCR�NM�XNTQ�K@A�CDLNMRSQ@SNQ��ATS�JDDO�@�FNNC�SQ@BJ�NE�
DUDQXSGHMF�@MC�XNT�KK�FDS�@�CDBDMS�L@QJ

Before coming to University, I wish I had known...
���GSSO���FNNFK�$08(T

���3G@S�EQDD�ENNC�@S�������HR�FNMD�AX������

��3G@S�/Q@WHR��� /2�QDPTHQD�LNQD�SHLD�SG@M�@KK�LX�NSGDQ����BQDCHSR�BNLAHMDC

��3G@S�@M�@HC�RGDDS�CNDRM�S�LD@M�SGD�SDRS�VHKK�AD�D@RHDQ��HS�FT@Q@MSDDR�HS�KK�AD�
' 1#$1

��@�FHQK�� -8�FHQK

��3G@S�HS�CHCM�S�L@SSDQ�GNV�K@SD�(�RBGDCTKDC�LX�jQRS�BK@RR��(�C�RSHKK�RKDDO�HM

��3G@S�ADCSHLD�HR�RHLOKX�fADENQD�RTMQHRDt

��3G@S�HE�XNT�VD@Q�@�RJHQS�DUDQXNMD�@RJR�XNT�VGX�XNT�QD�RN�CQDRRDC�TO

��3G@S�XNT�VDQD�RL@QS�HM�GHFG�RBGNNK��RN�6' 3��ŬŬ

��3G@S�,"����HR�SGD�LNRS�BNLENQS@AKD�KDBSTQD�G@KK

���6G@S�(�V@R�FDSSHMF�HMSN�@MC�SG@S�MNMD�NE�LX�DWODBS@SHNM�NE�TMHUDQRHSX�VNTKC�AD�QHFGS

���3G@S�SGDX�FTX�VHSG�SGD�BNKC�@KV@XR�RHSR�CHQDBSKX�ADGHMC�LD

���3G@S�TMHUDQRHSX�RSTCDMSR�SGQNV�@HQOK@MDR�SNN

���3G@S�(�VNTKC�BG@MFD�RN�LTBG�@MC�A@QDKX�QD@KHYD�HS

���'NV�SN�HMSDFQ@SD

���3G@S�RGNVDQHMF�HR�@KV@XR�NOSHNM@K

���3G@S�L@QJR�@QD�MNS�DUDQXSGHMF��DUDM�SGNTFG�SGDX�@QD�HLONQS@MS

���3G@S�SGD�LNRS�HLONQS@MS�SGHMFR�XNT�KK�KD@QM��XNT�KK�KD@QM�NTSRHCD�NE�BK@RR

���$UDQXNMD�HM�DMFHMDDQHMF�V@R�SGD�RL@QS�JHC�HM�GHFG�RBGNNK�

���3G@S�XNT�QD�MDUDQ�FNHMF�SN�jFTQD�NTS�VG@S�XNT�V@MS�SN�CN�VHSG�XNTQ�KHED�

���3G@S�MN�L@SSDQ�GNV�L@MX�@K@QLR�XNT�G@UD��XNT�VHKK�RSHKK�RKDDO�HM

���3G@S�HE�XNT�CNM�S�RKDDO��XNT�VHKK�DUDMST@KKX�E@KK�CNVM�@�kHFGS�NE�RS@HQR

���3G@S�XNT�QD�MNS�FNHMF�SN�CN�VDKK�TRHMF�RNLDNMD�DKRD�R�BGD@S�RGDDS

���3G@S�KHED�HR�ADSSDQ�VGDM�XNT�FDS�HMUNKUDC

���3G@S�SGDQD�HR�MN�BTQD�ENQ�OQNBQ@RSHM@SHNM

���3G@S�@�A@F�NE�BGHOR�@MC�BNJD�BNMRSHSTSDR�@�MTSQHSHNTR�AQD@JE@RS

���3G@S�(�VNTKC�RS@QS�M@OOHMF�HM�SGD�@ESDQMNNM�@F@HM

���3G@S�2TMC@X�HR�@�jFLDMS�NE�SGD�VNQKC�R�HL@FHM@SHNM

���3G@S�EQHDMCR�@QD�VG@S�L@JD�2JTKD¥�VNQSGVGHKD�

SOME WISE ADVICE
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#HC� (� EQHFGSDM� XNT� DMNTFG� XDS�VHSG� SGNRD� jUD�RS@Q�CHEjBTKSX� BNTQRDR��#NM�S� RVD@S� HSŬ�.E� BNTQRD�
SGDQD�@QD�QDV@QCR�SN�BNLODMR@SD�XNTQ�KNRR�NE�RKDDOŬ�+DS�LD�OQDRDMS�XNT�SGD�2TODQ�2JTKD3,�!QNR�
3QNOGHDR�

The Ontario Student Assistance Program (OSAP)
Provides loans to Ontario-residents. The loans are interest-free as long as 
you are enrolled in full-time university study. www.osap.gov.on.ca 

University of Toronto Advanced Planning for Students (UTAPS)
UTAPS is set up for people who have already received maximum assistance 
GSPN�04"1�BOE�TUJMM�EP�OPU�IBWF�UIF�OFDFTTBSZ�mOBODJBM�BJE��5IF�HSFBU�UIJOH�
is that you will be automatically considered, and you don’t have to pay the 
money back! www.utaps.utoronto.ca

Ontario Student Opportunity Trust Fund (OSOTF) Awards
For admission OSOTF Awards, it is crucial that an admission applicant complete a UTAPS 
BQQMJDBUJPO�JO�PSEFS�UP�EFNPOTUSBUF�mOBODJBM�OFFE��www.adm.utoronto.ca/fa/utaps/utaps_
info.htm

Faculty Grants
*G�ZPV�IBWF�FYIBVTUFE�BMM�PUIFS�NFBOT�PG�TVQQPSU�BOE�TUJMM�mOE�ZPVSTFMG�JO�mOBODJBM�EJGmDVMUZ�UIF�
Faculty can provide assistance in the form of a grant. Fill in an application. www.undergrad.
DMFHMDDQHMF�TSNQNMSNB@�RTOONQS�kM@MBH@K�@RRHRS@MBD�%@BTKSX>&Q@MSRGSL

Scholarships and Awards
Students in the faculty are considered for scholarships and awards upon admission and after 
each academic year. www.undergrad.engineering.utoronto.ca/information/awards.htm

In-course scholarships
Please ensure that your online Engineering Portfolio https://www.apsc.utoronto.ca/
ePortfolio is complete and up-to-date. The Scholarships Committee will use the 
information in the Portfolio to assist them in selecting recipients for these awards. Note 
this is only available to students in second year and above.

External Scholarships, Awards and Grants
Look at other websites for more information. http://www.canlearn.ca/
Students should also check the scholarships bulletin board located in 
the Galbraith Building, outside room 153 for information about external 
scholarships for which they may be eligible.

UTSU Book Bursary
Offered by the UTSU (www.utsu.ca) and U of T Bookstore, the bursary 
is a partial reimbursement for the costs associated with purchasing 
textbooks. For more information go to www.undergrad.engineering.
TSNQNMSNB@�RTOONQS�kM@MBH@K�@RRHRS@MBDGSL

AWARDS & SCHOLARSHIPS
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Founded in 1885 by students of the Ontario School of Practice 

Science under the leadership of Professor John Galbraith, the En-

gineering Society has served as the student government of under-

graduate engineering students for 127 years.  As the years have 

passed, the Society’s operations have grown larger and larger, but 

its core mission has remained the same:  to promote the interests 

of its members – all undergraduate engineering students – within 

the University and beyond, through academic advocacy, social op-

portunities and professional development. 

By collecting a mandatory levy from all of its members, the En-

FHMDDQHMF� 2NBHDSX� HR� @AKD� SN� OQNUHCD� jM@MBH@K� RTOONQS� SN� NUDQ� ���
student clubs, run huge events like F!rosh Week and Gradball, pro-

duce high-quality publications like the one you are reading right 

now (wow!) as well as two newspapers, an agenda and a yearbook.  

We run three commercial operations, including the store you’ll 

OQNA@AKX�ATX�XNTQ�jQRS�XD@Q� SDWSANNJR� EQNL�@MC�SGD�B@EDSDQH@� SG@S�XNT�KK�@KLNRS�BDQS@HMKX�D@S�@S�
SGQNTFGNTS�XNTQ�jQRS�XD@Q�$@BG�NMD�NE�SGDRD�HR�NVMDC��NODQ@SDC�@MC�RS@EEDC�DMSHQDKX�AX�RSTCDMSR

%HQRS�@MC�ENQDLNRS��VD�@QD�@�RSTCDMS�QTM�NQF@MHY@SHNM�6HSG�SGD�DWBDOSHNM�NE�NTQ�NMD�DLOKNXDD��
DUDQX�RHMFKD�QNKD�HM�SGD�$MFHMDDQHMF�2NBHDSX�HR�jKKDC�AX�RSTCDMS�UNKTMSDDQR�@MC�DUDQX�DWDBTSHUD�HR�
chosen by a general election. We take pride in not only being able to provide our members with 

GHFG�PT@KHSX�RDQUHBDR��ATS�HM�FHUHMF�SGNRD�R@LD�ODNOKD�SGD�NOONQSTMHSX�SN�F@HM�U@KT@AKD�DWODQHDMBD�
from running large events, projects and services.  Throughout the year, we utilize hundreds of 

student volunteers in support of our events and projects. 

We don’t just help you have fun outside of class, though – we’re committed to helping the Faculty 

BNMSHMTNTRKX�HLOQNUD�SGD�DCTB@SHNM@K�DWODQHDMBD�@S�4�NE�3��6D�VNQJ�VHSG�QDOQDRDMS@SHUDR�EQNL�
each and every class (38 in all) to ensure that their views are heard through the Faculty and Univer-

sity governance structures, and that curriculum changes receive adequate student input.

3GD�$MFHMDDQHMF�2NBHDSX�DWHRSR�ENQ�NMKX�NMD�OTQONRD��SN�HLOQNUD�XNTQ�RSTCDMS�DWODQHDMBD�GDQD�@S�
2JTKD�AX�@MX�LD@MR�QD@RNM@AKX�ONRRHAKD�(S�HR�NTQ�RHMBDQD�GNOD�SG@S�XNT�VHKK�MNS�NMKX�ADMDjS�EQNL�
our work, but that you will eventually contribute to it either as a volunteer, a class representative, a 

CHQDBSNQ��@M�DWDBTSHUD��NQ�ODQG@OR�@R�/QDRHCDMS

If you are interested in getting involved, or if you have any questions regarding 

EngSoc, please send us an email at engsoc@skule.ca.

ABOUT ENGSOC
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Four years ago, I chose to come to U of T Engineering for 
many of the same reasons that draw over 1,000 students 
from around the world each year: it was the best ranked, most 
prestigious and most challenging program in Canada.  But 
@R� XNT�VHKK� RNNM� jMC�NTS� ENQ� XNTQRDKE�� SGD� QD@RNMR� SG@S� TKSH-
mately kept me here, and that have made the last four years 
@�VNQSGVGHKD�DWODQHDMBD��@QD�SGHMFR�SG@S�(�BNTKC�MNS�DUDM�G@UD�
imagined as a bright-eyed high school student.
 

Sure, I like math and physics. And sure, I’ve enjoyed many 
aspects of the education that I’ve received here both in the 
BK@RRQNNL�@MC�CTQHMF�LX�/QNEDRRHNM@K�$WODQHDMBD�8D@Q��/$8��
internship. But what truly sets this institution apart from the 
rest – in Ontario, in Canada and around the world – is not 
found in the curriculum.  The fact is that you could become an 
engineer anywhere. What sets our school apart is the breadth 
@MC�CDOSG�NE�SGD�DWSQ@BTQQHBTK@Q�NOONQSTMHSHDR�SG@S�NTQ�RSTCDMS�
community can offer you.

 

U of T Engineering has an unparallelled tradition of student leadership, beginning with the found-
ing of the Engineering Society in 1885 and continuing for the last 127 years. EngSoc is more than 
just the oldest organization of engineers in Canada; we’re one of the most successful, inclusive 
and representative student governments across this campus, this province and this country. As 
NTQ�RSTCDMSR�G@UD�DWBDKKDC�ANSG�@B@CDLHB@KKX�@MC�NTSRHCD�NE�SGD�BK@RRQNNL��$MF2NB�G@R�@KV@XR�
been by their side, helping and supporting them. We don’t just do all the standard things like run 
the dinner-dances you’ll attend or print the yearbooks you’ll sign – we’re your voice inside the uni-
versity administration on the wide range of academic and student life issues that concern you. I’m 
tremendously proud to be leading this organization in 2012-2013.
 

Right now, graduation seems like a long way off, but it’ll come a lot faster than you think. Over the 
MDWS�ENTQ�NQ�jUD�XD@QR�XNT�VHKK�G@UD�@M�@L@YHMF�RDS�NE�NOONQSTMHSHDR�NTSRHCD�NE�SGD�BK@RRQNNL�l�HM�
RSTCDMS�FNUDQMLDMS��CDRHFM�SD@LR��@SGKDSHBR��BTKSTQ@K�@MC�@QSR�BKTAR�@MC�RNLDSHLDR��SN�ITRS�QDK@W�
and enjoy your university career. So if there is one piece of advice that I want to share with you, it’s 
to do your best to capitalize on these years.  
 

(�SGHMJ�XNT�VHKK�jMC��@R�(�G@UD��SG@S�SGD�LNRS�U@KT@AKD�KDRRNMR�SG@S�XNT�S@JD�@V@X�EQNL�XNTQ�SHLD�
at U of T won’t be the ones from your lectures. Ten or twenty years from now, if you can’t quite 
QDLDLADQ�GNV�SN�RNKUD�MNM�KHMD@Q�CHEEDQDMSH@K�DPT@SHNMR��XNT�B@M�@KV@XR�KNNJ�HS�TO�HM�@�SDWSANNJ�(�
can’t say the same for leadership, teamwork or self-discipline – all things that we too often forget 
are crucial parts of success in any endeavour.
 

When you arrive here at SkuleTM in September, you’ll be inheriting the fruits of 127 years of stu-
dent leadership. At any other school in Ontario, you wouldn’t be reading this handbook right now, 
because no one would have taken the initiative to make one. This book represents just one of the 
many ways that students here have taken it upon themselves to leave this place better than how 
VD�ENTMC�HS�(S�HR�LX�RHMBDQD�GNOD�SG@S�@R�XNT�OTQRTD�XNTQ�RSTCHDR�GDQD��XNT�VHKK�jMC�SGD�SHLD�@MC�
motivation to do the same and give back to the community that will give you so much.

Sincerely,

Rishi Maharaj
president@skule.ca

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
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VP Finance - Pierre Harfouche
Welcome to SkuleTMŬ�8NT�UD�ITRS�DMSDQDC�SGD�LNRS�RTODQ�LDF@�@VD-
RNLD�$MFHMDDQHMF�"NLLTMHSX�DUDQŬ�.UDQ�SGD�BNTQRD�NE�SGD�MDWS�EDV�
XD@QR��XNT�KK�AD�DWONRDC�SN�RN�L@MX�@L@YHMF�NOONQSTMHSHDR��DUDMSR��
people: so take a deep breath, and get ready for the ride of your 
life (literally)! 

As the Vice President Finance of the Engineering Society, I’ll be re-
RONMRHAKD�ENQ�@�K@QFD�ATCFDS�CDCHB@SDC�SN�RDQUHMF�8.4Ŭ�3GHR�ATCFDS�
will fund everything from Clubs you participate in, events to make 
your life just a little less stressful, and services to help you through 
school. So take advantage of it all – we’re here to support you in 
your endeavours! 

8NT�RGNTKC�@KRN�BGDBJ�NTS�SGD�$MFHMDDQHMF�2SNQDRŬ�3GDQD��XNT�B@M�
ATX�XNTQ�VGNKD��RS�XD@Q�RDS�NE�SDWSANNJR��RDQHNTRKX�HE�XNT�MDDC�HS��VD�KK�FDS�HSŬ��@R�VDKK�@R�RNLD�BNNK�
supplies and Skule Swag! If you’re hungry, you should check out the Hard Hat Cafe, it’s a great 
and cheap lunch option right in the middle of the Engineering Campus!

%ŬQNRG�VDDJ�HR�@�FQD@S�OK@BD�ENQ�XNT�SN�DWOKNQD�@MC�F@TFD�XNTQ�HMSDQDRSR�,X�AHFFDRS�2JTKD�SHO��
Always keep your professional development in mind while simultaneously staying focused on your 
@B@CDLHBRŬ�3GHR�VHKK�AD�BG@KKDMFHMF�ATS�DWSQDLDKX�QDV@QCHMFŬ�6GDQDUDQ�XNT�V@MS�SN�AD�HM���SN���
years – a professional Engineer, a great academic, a consultant, all of the above or anything else 
you could possibly imagine – Engsoc can help you! I hope you make the most of the various op-
portunities School and Skule can offer you to make your dreams a reality here at U of T!
Welcome!

VP Communications - Yerusha Nuh
'DKKNNNNNNN�SGDQD��3�RŬ�(�B@M�S�DUDM�ADFHM�SN�CDRBQHAD�LX�DWBHSD-
ment in welcoming you all to SkuleTM��SN�XNTQ�GNLD�ENQ�SGD�MDWS�EDV�
XD@QR�NE�XNTQ�KHEDŬ�(�GNOD�XNT�@QD�@KK�@R�DWBHSDC�@R�(�@LŬ��-NSHBD�SGD�
DWBK@L@SHNM�L@QJR�Ŭ�

I still remember my own F!rosh Week as vividly as yesterday; all 
of the craziness, the off-the-charts energy levels that made me 
and my fellow F!roshies jump up and down like elec-
trons bouncing up and down the energy bands... 
Of course, your own F!rosh Week will be its own 
TMHPTD� NMBD�HM�@�KHEDSHLD� DWODQHDMBDŬ� !TS� ADXNMC�
the week, be sure to retain that SkuleTM spirit within 
XNT�(S�R�SGD�ROHQHS�SG@S�L@CD�LD�OQNTC�SG@S�8D�.KCD�
Mighty Skule™ Cannon has never lost in a gangbang 

with Ryerson and that the Iron Ring tradition was born in U of T. It’s the spirit that 
kept me going through the most boring (and interesting!) of lectures and pulled me 
into the heart of the Engineering community. But more importantly, it’s the spirit that 
made me want to be a part of something bigger than just myself and to share 
with my fellow Skulemates the various opportunities that SkuleTM offers. And 
that’s why I’m here for you! As your VP Communications, I communicate. 
A lot. I will be sending friendly e-mail announcements throughout the year 
to keep you updated on what’s hot and what’s up for grabs. I also 
manage your Engineering Society publications: the canonically 
truthful, headline-delivering (online) Cannon, the 
humourous, gut-wrenching, mind-blasting Toike Oike, 

VP FINANCE & VP COMM
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our lovely yearbook the Skulebook, and the very book you are reading right now. And if you’re still 
missing something, you can always check out skule.ca or dig out ancient tales from the Skulepe-
dia! So once again, welcome Class of 1T6! And although the next line is going to sound cliché, 
I’m going to say it anyways... There are endless things to explore and do at SkuleTM; all it takes is 
@�OHMBG�NE�BTQHNRHSX��@�KHSSKD�BNTQ@FD��@MC�@M�NODM�LHMCŬ�� MC�HE�SGNRD�kTEEX�SGHMFR�E@HK�XNT��OHMF�LD�
at vpcomm@skule.ca.)

VP Academic - Matthrew Lattavo
&QDDSHMFR�XNTMF�%ŬQNRGŬ��6DKBNLD�SN�XNTQ�jQRS�XD@Q�NE�VG@S�VHKK�KHJDKX�
AD�ENTQ��NQ�jUDv�NQ�RHW��XD@QR�SG@S�VHKK�CDjMD�XNTQ�KHED��@S�KD@RS�TMSHK�SG@S�
unexpected mid-life-crisis career change).  Welcome to Engineering!  
Between the partying (studying), late-night gaming (studying), early-
morning sleeping (studying), and shawarma devouring (studying) of 
XNTQ�2JTKD¥� KHED� �RSTCXHMF��� SGDQD�VHKK�AD�@�VGNKD� KNS�NE�NMD� SGHMFv�
studying (could you guess?).  The learning at UofT is top-rate and sec-
ond-to-none!  And between the fun and games, you will probably be 
doing a lot of it.  When you feel that your educational experience isn’t 
quite living up to the “top-in-Canada” or “ranked-in-the-world” expec-
tations, that’s where I come in.  The team of Class Reps, Faculty Com-
mittee Members, Discipline Clubs, and—of course—your Engineering 
Society VP Academic (that’s me!) have been and will continue to work 
tirelessly to improve your academic experience.  It’s about getting the 

ball rolling, and keeping it going once it’s started.  This year, when you experience something that 
doesn’t seem to make sense, or see something happening when it could be done better, you will 
have people to discuss academic issues with, and make sure that the faculty hears about them!  

Based on non-statistical evidence but rather a good hunch, at least 99.9999% of undergradu-
ate students chose to go to UofT to receive an engineering education—and a great one at that!  
Let’s ensure that UofT Engineering remains among the best in the world, and empowers the next 
generation of great engineers (that’s you!) to create positive change and move the world forward!

6HRGHMF�XNT�SGD�ADRS�HM�XNTQ�jQRS�XD@Q��@MC�SGD���HRG�XD@QR�SN�ENKKNV��

VP External - Anton Klunko
I would like to welcome all of you to the best Engineering school in 
Canada! You are the brightest minds that Canada has to offer and 
you should be very proud of yourself for making it this far. Don’t stop 
now, however, because in front of you lies an opportunity to start 
building your legacy, one that will last for many years after you’re 
gone. Your time here is not going to be easy, (but then again, you 
didn’t come to Ryerson or York) but I assure you that you have all 
the tools at your disposal that will allow you to succeed, you need 
only ask. Remember that happiness doesn’t always lie with getting 
the best marks, but with having a balanced life. You can be involved 
in so many different clubs, sports and other extra-curriculars, out-
RHCD�NE�@B@CDLHBR�GDQD��SG@S�VHKK�L@JD�XNTQ�KHED�LNQD�ETKjKKHMFŬ�,X�K@RS�
piece of advice: step outside your comfort zone. There are going 
to be many wonderful opportunities for you here, but sometimes in 
order to seize them, you will have to try something new and differ    
ent. Good luck F!rosh.

VP ACADEMIC & EXTERNAL
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VP Student Life - Ishan Gupta
Hello 1T6s! Welcome to SkuleTM�(�@L�RTQD�XNT�@QD�@KK�DWSQDLDKX�DW-
cited to begin university, make tons of new friends and dye yourself 
purple as many engineers before you have. I remember reading my 
F!rosh Handbook days before my F!rosh Week. I can still remember 
SGD�LHWDC�EDDKHMFR�NE�DWBHSDLDMS��MDQUNTRMDRR�@MC�@MWHDSX�ADENQD�
starting a new chapter in my life. Believe me, it is completely nor-
mal. Once Orientation begins though, you will forget all that and 
be consumed by the mind-blowing awesomeness that is F!rosh 
6DDJ�"@QQX�SG@S�EDDKHMF�NE�DWBHSDLDMS�@MC�B@L@Q@CDQHD�VHSG�XNT�
throughout the year and throughout your time here at SkuleTM. 
I am sure you have heard that Engineering is very challenging pro-
FQ@L��@MC�(�VNM�S�KHD�SN�XNT�HS�HR�CDjMHSDKX�CDL@MCHMF�ATS�VHSG�RNLD�
good time management and a little hard work you will get through 

HS�3GD�ADRS�SHO�(�B@M�FHUD�XNT�ENQ�RTQUHUHMF�jQRS�XD@Q�HR�SG@S�HE�XNT�LDRR�TO�NBB@RHNM@KKX�NM�@�LHCSDQL�
or quiz... Don’t let it get you down. Identify areas for improvement and strategies to study more 
DEEDBSHUDKX�@MC�TRD�HS�@R�LNSHU@SHNM�SN�CN�ADSSDQ�MDWS�SHLD

�(�QD@KKX�GNOD�XNT�DMINX�XNTQ���l���XD@QR�@S�4NE3�@MC�L@JD�SGD�LNRS�NE�SGD�KHLHSKDRR�NOONQSTMHSHDR�
XNT�VHKK�AD�DWONRDC�SN�@S�2JTKDTM. There is so much more to SkuleTM Life than just academics 
(don’t get me wrong.. academics are still very important though!). As your Vice President Student 
Life I am here to make sure you informed of all the various ways to get involved in the Engineering 
community. From design teams to cultural clubs to musical groups to intramural sports, SkuleTM 
presents you with numerous ways to challenge yourself, learn something new and discover hidden 
S@KDMSR�@MC�O@RRHNMR�(E�XNT�B@M�S�RDDL�SN�jMC�@�BKTA�NQ�NQF@MHY@SHNM�SG@S�RTHSR�XNTQ�HMSDQDRSR��SGDM�
I would encourage you to start your own! Feel free to send me a message at vpstudentlife@skule.
ca if you have questions about how to get involved, SkuleTM  Life, you just wanna hang out, you 
are lost or pretty much anything. 
Good luck and have fun! 

Business Manager - Rhonda Meek
The Business Manager manages the day-to-day operation  of the 
$MFHMDDQHMF�2NBHDSX�NEjBDR�@MC�DMRTQDR�SG@S�SGD�NEjBDR�@QD�QTMMHMF�
DEjBHDMSKX�3GD�L@M@FDQ�HR�QDRONMRHAKD�ENQ�@KK�OQNBDRR-
ing, recording, maintaining and monthly reconciling 
of invoices and payments and the statistical and 
jM@MBH@K�@M@KXRHR�NE�@KK�ETMCR�TMCDQ�SGD�$MFHMDDQHMF�
Society umbrella, including Engineering Stores & 
Hard Hat Cafe and the Engineering Student Levy 
Fund; ordering supplies; room & AV bookings and 
ensuring capital assets are well maintained. Basi-
cally, if you ever need to use some of EngSoc’s ser-
vices (e.g. projector rentals, cheque reqs), Rhonda 
can help you out.

VP STUDENT LIFE & BM
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Oi Skuligans! Hearty congratulations for making it into U of T engineering! Welcome to the next 
KDUDK�HM�SGD�F@LD�NE�KHED�VGDQD�SGD�CHEjBTKSX�RDSSHMF�G@R�ADDM�KHSDQ@KKX�BQ@MJDC�EQNL�D@RX�SN�GHCDNTRKX�
R@CHRSHB�8NTQ�2JTKD� KHED�VHKK�DMRTQD� SG@S�XNT�@KK�VHKK�AD�TOFQ@CDC� EQNL�NAMNWHNTR� SDDM@FDQR� HMSN�
RJDOSHB@K�@CTKSR�@MC�DMENQBD�@�O@Q@CHFL�RGHES�SG@S�VHKK�L@JD�XNT�BG@MFD�SGD�NTSKNNJ�XNT�G@C�NM�KHED�
forever. You will learn how to 
1) ‘truly’ study,
���AD�G@OOX�VHSG�RTA�O@Q�FQ@CDR�@MC�
���AD�BNMSDMS�VHSG�@�MNM�DWHRSDMS�RNBH@K�KHED�
(S�R�MNS� SNN�A@C� SGNTFG��ADB@TRD�@S� KD@RS� XNT�QD�ADSSDQ�NEE�� @R�BNLO@QDC� SN�XNTQ�TMRTRODBSHMF�
BK@RRL@SDR�VGN�@QD�BGNRD�SN�OTQRTD� QSR�@MC�2BHDMBD�CDFQDDR�6GX�XNT�@RJ��!DB@TRD�TMKHJD�
SGDL�XNT�VNM�S�AD�S@JHMF�ENNC�NQCDQR�EQNL�BTRSNLDQR�@S�E@RS�ENNC�NTSKDSR�@ESDQ�FQ@CT@SHMF��4MKDRR�
XNT�VDQD�OK@MMHMF�SG@S�@R�@�ETSTQD�B@QDDQ�NOSHNM�@KK�@KNMF��HM�VGHBG�B@RD�HS�R�@ARNKTSDKX�jMD�

�(�FTDRR�HS�R�GHFG�SHLD�SG@S�(�STQM�NEE�SGD�BXMHBHRL�ADENQD�(�HM@CUDQSDMSKX�B@TRD�XNT�SN�RS@QS�QDSGHMJHMF�
XNTQ�B@QDDQ�CDBHRHNMR�2N�VD�@QD�3GD�"@MMNM��XNTQ�EQHDMCKX�MDHFGANTQGNNC�DMFHMDDQHMF�MDVRO@�
ODQ�6D�OTAKHRG�MDVR�@MC�L@JD�RTQD�SG@S�SGD�FDMDQ@K�OTAKHB�CNDR�MNS�RS@X�HFMNQ@MS�3GHR�NMKX�L@CD�
ONRRHAKD�AX�LDLADQR�2JTKD�@OOKX�SGDHQ�VQHSHMF�S@KDMSR�@MC�@QSHRSHB�S@KDMSR�SNV@QCR�SGD�BQD@SHNM�NE�
NTQ�MDVRO@ODQ�2N�HE�XNT�
���'@UD�@M�NOHMHNM�NM�SGD�MDWS�3VHKHFGS�LNUHD���)TRSHM�!HDADQ�R�MDV�@KATL�NQ�
����2ODMC�XNTQ�EQDD�SHMD�E@BDANNJHMF�SGDQDENQD�JMNV�DUDQXSGHMF�G@OODMHMF�@QNTMC�2JTKD�NQ
��� QD�RHLOKX�@�ETM�ODQRNM�SN�G@MF�NTS�VHSG�
"NLD�NTS�SN�SGD�MDWS�"@MMNM�LDDSHMF��C@SD�3! ��@MC�GDKO�TR�L@JD�NTQ�BQD@SHUD�UHRHNM�@�QD@KHSX

(M�NSGDQ�MDVR��3GD�"@MMNM�RG@KK�AD�RG@KK�AD�AQD@JHMF�HSR����XD@Q�NKC�LNTKC�NE�OTAKHRGHMF�O@ODQ�
HRRTDR�@MC�LNUHMF�SN�@M�NMKHMD�ENQL@S�SN�LDDS�SGD�MDDCR�NE�SGD�RGNQS�@SSDMSHNM�RO@MR�ONRRDRRDC�
AX�MDV�FDMDQ@SHNM�NE�DMFHMDDQR�BNLHMF�HMSN�4�NE�3�2N�HE�XNT�G@UD�RNLD�VDKK�GNMDC�VDA�CDRHFM��
FQ@OGHB�CDRHFM�RJHKKR��XNTQ�GDKO�VHKK�AD�LTBG�@OOQDBH@SDC�$MNTFG�Q@LAKHMF��(�G@UD�SN�FDS�A@BJ�SN�
F@LD�HMUNKUHMF�@�LHCFDS�(S@KH@M�OKTLADQ�AD@SHMF�SGD�QNX@K�RMNS�NE�@�'XKH@M�AKNMCD�OQDSSX�ANX

Cynically yours,

Vijay Unnithan
Cannon Editor-in-Chief 1T2-1T3 
cannon@skule.ca

/2��4MKDRR�SGD�VNQKC�DMCR�NM�#DBDLADQ���RS�������HM�VGHBG�B@RD�(�VNTKC�G@UD�ADDM�DCHSNQ�NMKX�
ENQ���LNMSGRRNA�

THE CANNON
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Welcome, young f!roshie, to the wonderful, wide world of words.  
f6G@S�Ŭ�t�XNT�DWBK@HL�HM�@�kTRSDQDC�BNMETRHNM��f6NQCR���6NQCR�@QD�VG@S�(�B@LD�SN�DMFHMDDQ-
HMF�SN�@UNHC��(E�(�V@MSDC�SN�CD@K�VHSG�SG@S�RGHS��(�VNTKC�G@UD�S@JDM�RNLD�RHKKX�@QSRHD�CDFQDDŬ��6'8�
 1$�8.4�#.(-&�3'(2�3.�,$�Ŭ�Ŭt��-NV��MNV��SGDQD�R�MN�MDDC�SN�AD�KHJD�SG@S��"NLD�@MC�
RHS�CNVM�AX�SGD�jQD��ONTQ�XNTQRDKE�@�CQHMJ��OTS�XNTQ�EDDS�TO��(�L�FNHMF�SN�HMSQNCTBD�XNT�SN�SGD�
vibrant and valiant Toike Oike, a U of T Engineering newspaper older than colour television, pop-
up toasters and the internet.  

Founded over 100 years ago, the Toike Oike was originally a “serious” newspaper for the En-
gineering Society, and has since evolved into a humor-focused publication.  With a unique and 
very colourful history of borderline legality, blurred ethical lines and steamy scandal, the Toike is a 
battle-hardened comedy warrior with a blatant disregard for seriousness of any kind.  Those who 
want to read something more “serious” will probably direct themselves in the general direction 
of a toilet paper dispenser another newspaper’s stand, as the Toike doesn’t really satisfy their 
MDDCR��!TS�SG@S�R�MNS�XNT��%ŬQNRG��.TQ�RSTCHDR�G@UD�RGNVM�SG@S�������%ŬQNRG�@QD�R@SHRjDC�AX�
the Toike each month.  And that’s science, bitches. In the current era, The Toike Oike is what 
G@OODMR�VGDM�SGD�RTL�NE�4�NE�3�R�jMDRS��RDWHDRS�@MC�HMSDKKHFDMSDRS�ODNOKD�BNLD�SNFDSGDQ�SN�
produce a humor newspaper that’s wildly successful, unanimously critically applauded and une-
quivocally adored by students far and wide.  How can we hold so many impressive, unquestion-
@AKX�KDFHSHL@SD�SHSKDR�@S�NMBD���/DQG@OR�HS�R�CTD�SN�SGD�E@BS�SG@S�VD�QD�SGD�NMKX�GTLNQ�MDVRO@ODQ�
@QNTMC�GDQD��ATS�CNM�S�PTNSD�LD�NM�SG@S��� S�KD@RS�VHSGNTS�QDLNUHMF�SGD�BNMSDWS�jQRS�l�YHMFŬ�

Each month we (the Toike staff) come together to produce something that will literally blow your 
LHMC��-NS�HM�SG@S�SDQQHAKD�B@KBTKTR�LHMC�AKNVX�V@X��ATS�HM�@QFT@AKX�SGD�ADRS�V@X�ONRRHAKD�l�VHSG�
but-gusting laughs.  We brainstorm ideas, we write articles, we photomanipulate images to suit 
our comedic agenda, we ingest copious amounts of BEvERages and wings, and we generally 
have an uproarious good time.  What’s more, we want you to come and join us, F!rosh. If you 
want to get involved and receive future Toike updates, you can do so in one (or all) of three ways:

-Send an email to toike@skule.ca saying “I wanna join the Toike”
-Sign up during the Engineering Clubs Fair or UTSU Clubs Fair.
-Slip anonymous content under my door in large envelopes marked “CLASSI-
FIED”.  That would be super bad-ass.       

8NT�KK�jMC�@�XNTQ�UDQX�NVM�BNOX�NE�SGD�3NHJD�OK@BDC�KNUHMFKX�VHSGHM�XNTQ�EQNRG�JHS�
SG@S�XNT�KK�FDS�@S�SGD�RS@QS�NE�%ŬQNRG�6DDJ��8NT�B@M�S@JD�HS�GNLD��G@MF�NTS�VHSG�HS��
and maybe even buy it dinner if you want.  What you two do after that is up to you. 
That’s all y’all, peace out F!rosheeez,

Evan Boyce, Mech 1T5T1
Toike Oike Editor-in-Chief 1T2-1T3

Toike Tips: Toike Oike is pronunced: Toy-kee-oik
The back page of a Toike is predominantly black ink, and can be liberally 
rubbed all over the face of your friends, a process known 
@R�f3NHJHMFt��8NT�L@X�G@UD�SN�CD@K�VHSG�RNLD�@MFQX�EQHDMCR�
afterwards, but at least their faces will look funny.      

THE TOIKE OIKE
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F!rosh Handbook
What’s this? Are we talking about the F!rosh Handbook 
within the F!rosh Handbook?! So meta…(knight?)

That’s right, the F!rosh handbook is this wonderful con-
FKNLDQ@SHNM�NE� HMENQL@SHNM�SG@S�XNT�QD�GNKCHMF�HM�XNTQ�jM-
FDQR�QHFGS�MNV� MC��@R�XNT�G@UD�OQNA@AKX�@KQD@CX�jFTQDC�
out, its main purpose is to be an awesome distillation of 
everything that you need (and don’t need) to know for your 
introduction into the wild world of SKULE™. Kinda like one 
of those Super Smash Bros. strategy guides, except this 
one works IRL! We promise!

The Editor-in-Chief for this wonderful (and highly modest) 
publication is elected by the Engineering Society in April 
and only a F!rosh can hold the position! On top of design-
ing this handbook, you also get to put together the mighty 
SkuleTM Planner the following summer (what a great deal!). 
With all these work, you are rewarded with a fancy green 
project director hardhat, which makes this challenging and 
frustrating job worthwhile. If you’re a master manipulator of 
(M#DRHFM��(KKTRSQ@SNQ�@MC�/GNSNRGNO��XNT�VHKK�jMC�XNTQ�RJHKKR�
coming in handy. However, it’s always possible to learn on 

the job as well! If you’re still confused what this book is all about or just want to know more about 
the things in it, send me an email at handbook@skule.ca! I’d love to talk to you about anything 
related to handbook or SkuleTM!

Skulebook
�3GD�@VDRNLD�XD@QANNJ�ENQ�DMFHMDDQHMF�RSTCDMSR�@S�SGD�4MHUDQRHSX�NE�3NQNMSN��jKKDC�VHSG�2JTKD�
spirit and purple dye
2.The documentation for Skule clubs, events and people; Published once a year
3.An archiving material for Skule, usually hard-covered; Has taken the form of one or two books 
in the past 
4.A fully coloured book that is free with your engineering F!rosh kit (so come pick it up around 
March)
5.That thing that you could look at again 10 years from now to remind (or make fun of) your friend 
about how he had a crush on that only girl in your class
6.That thing that you could look at again 10 years from now to assure yourself of who you’ve met 
before: hey I think that person was in my class, hmm… better check my Skulebook to be sure.
7.Usually made possible by a team of fun, passionate, creative, and organized people. New and 
talented members are welcome join the team: “Hey I’m a F!rosh but can I be involved with Skule-
ANNJ�t�f#DjMHSDKXŬ�"NMS@BS�skulebook@g.skule.ca for details”

Skule.ca
Coming later this summer: Skule.ca is your Engineering online experience. Use it to keep on top 
NE�SGD�RSTEE�XNT�B@QD�@ANTS�!D�SGD�jQRS�SN�JMNV�@ANTS�SGD�K@SDRS�DUDMSR��@MC�FDS�SGD�K@SDRS�OGNSN�

galleries and updates. Connect with Skule’s communities and clubs, and 
jMC�V@XR�XNT�B@M�AD�HMUNKUDC�HM�2JTKD�%NQ�SGD�@B@CDLHB@KKX�HMBKHMDC��DMINX�
zero-click access to past exams right from the front page. Looking to get a 
job? New to skule.ca this year are guides for career and professional devel-
opment. It’s simply the best of Skule right in one place: on your web browser 

U of T Engineering Society Presents:

1T6

Established in 1885,The University of Toronto Engineering Society is the student government for all full and part-
Ɵ�ŵĞ�ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�&ĂĐƵůƚǇ�ŽĨ��ƉƉůŝĞĚ�^ĐŝĞŶĐĞ�ĂŶĚ��ŶŐŝŶĞĞƌŝŶŐ�Ăƚ�ƚŚĞ�hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�dŽƌŽŶƚŽ͘

What does the University of Toronto Engineering Society do for you?  

ͻ�^ŬƵůĞTM�WƵďůŝĐĂƟ�ŽŶƐ͗�dŚĞ��ĂŶŶŽŶ͕�dŚĞ�dŽŝŬĞ�KŝŬĞ͕�dŚĞ�^ŬƵůĞďŽŽŬ͕�dŚĞ�WůĂŶŶĞƌ͕ �dŚĞ�&͊ƌŽƐŚ�,ĂŶĚďŽŽŬ�ͻ��ŽŵͲ
ŵĞƌĐŝĂů�KƉĞƌĂƟ�ŽŶƐ͗�dŚĞ�,ĂƌĚ�,Ăƚ��ĂĨĠ͕��ŶŐŝŶĞĞƌŝŶŐ�^ƚŽƌĞƐ͕�^h�^�ͻ�^ŬƵůĞΡ��ƌĐŚŝǀĞƐ�ͻ�^ŬƵůĞ͘ĐĂ�ͻ�^ŬƵůĞTM��ŝŶŶĞƌ�
�ĂŶĐĞƐ͗��ĂŶŶŽŶďĂůů͕�'ƌĂĚďĂůů�ͻ�zŽƵ͛ƌĞ�EĞǆƚ��ĂƌĞĞƌ�&Ăŝƌ�ͻ��ŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇ�KƵƚƌĞĂĐŚ͗�DŽǀĞŵďĞƌ͕ ��E�dŽǁĞƌ��ůŝŵď�ĨŽƌ�

hŶŝƚĞĚ�tĂǇͻ�,ŝ^ŬƵůĞTM�ZĞĐƌƵŝƚŵĞŶƚ�ĞǀĞŶƚƐ͗��ĞƐŝŐŶĂƉůŽŽǌĂ͕�hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�dŽƌŽŶƚŽ�,ŝŐŚ�^ĐŚŽŽů��ĞƐŝŐŶ��ŽŵƉĞƟ�Ɵ�ŽŶ͕�
^ŬƵůĞTM�^ŝƐƚĞƌƐ͕�WƌĞͲ&͊ƌŽƐŚ�ͻ�&͊ZK^,�t��<�;KƌŝĞŶƚĂƟ�ŽŶͿ�ͻ�dŚĞ�hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�dŽƌŽŶƚŽ��ŶŐŝŶĞĞƌŝŶŐ�<ŽŵƉĞƟ�Ɵ�ŽŶƐ�
;hd�<Ϳ�ͻ��ůƵď�ĨƵŶĚŝŶŐ�ͻ��ĐĂĚĞŵŝĐ��ƐƐŝƐƚĂŶĐĞ͗�ƉĂƐƚ�ĞǆĂŵƐ�;ĐŽƵƌƐĞƐ͘ƐŬƵůĞ͘ĐĂͿ͕�ƚƵƚŽƌƐ�ĚĂƚĂďĂƐĞ�;ƚƵƚŽƌƐ͘ƐŬƵůĞ͘ĐĂͿ�ͻ�
ZĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƟ�ŽŶ�ƚŽ�ƉƌŽǀŝŶĐŝĂů�ĂŶĚ�ŶĂƟ�ŽŶĂů��ŶŐŝŶĞĞƌŝŶŐ�ŐƌŽƵƉƐ͗��^^�K͕��&�^�ͻ�ZĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�
dŽƌŽŶƚŽ�^ƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ͛�hŶŝŽŶ�ͻ�ZĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƟ�ŽŶ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�dŽƌŽŶƚŽ�&ĂĐƵůƚǇ�ƐŽ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵƌ�ǀŽŝĐĞ�ĐĂŶ�ďĞ�ŚĞĂƌĚ�ͻ

�ŶĚ�ŵƵĐŚ͕�ŵƵĐŚ�ŵŽƌĞ͘͘͘

ƐŬƵůĞ͘ĐĂ
ĞŶŐƐŽĐΛƐŬƵůĞ͘ĐĂ
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Each and every one of you are reading this handbook and thinking 
“This is awesome, I loved rocking some old-skule super smash bros. 
on N64 back in the day…. But my parents are probably going to sell 
me to a band of gypsies and give away my N64 if I don’t pass this 
year…so where can I get those sweet, sweet textbooks?!?!”
 

Well look no further because Engineering Stores is your one-stop shop 
for EVERY FIRST YEAR TEXTBOOK IN EXISTENCE, as well as some 
sweet Skule swag.

So here’s how it works: We get our textbook list directly from your 
OQNEDRRNQR�@S�SGD�jQRS�XD@Q�NEjBD�SN�DMRTQD�SG@S�@KK�XNT�%ŬQNRG�FDS�SGD�
right books for your book-learning. Then we sell it at the CHEAPEST PRICE ON CAMPUS! We are 
located in the basement of Sanford Fleming building (where you will most likely dwell for the next 
4-5 years), and are open throughout F!rosh week!

Here’s just some of the awesome stuff we sell!

Mark Brunski, Operations Manager

Laura Burget, Finance Manager

q�2JTKD¥�3�RGHQSR
q�#HRBHOKHMD�3�RGHQSR
q�/NKNR
q�'NNCHDR
q�+@A�-NSDANNJR
q�/DMR
q�/DMBHKR
q�+D@C
q�.EjBH@K�%@BTKSX�-NSDO@CR��XNT�KK�MDDC�SGHR�
to get marks… really)
q�1DONQS�"NUDQR

q�#Q@ESHMF�3NNKR
q�,TFR
q�2GNS�&K@RRDR
q�/@SBGDR
q�,NQD�/@SBGDR
q�3HBJDSR�SN�2JTKD¥�$UDMSR
q�"NUDQ@KKR
q�+D@SGDQ�)@BJDSR
q�,DLNQ@AHKH@�HSDLR
q�,TBG�LTBG�LNQDŬ

ENGINEERING STORES
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Hard Hat Café
In the middle of a brawl against schoolwork, it’s always 
FNNC�SN�RSNO�AX�SGD�'@QC�'@S�"@Eġ�ENQ�RNLD�GD@KHMF�ENNC�
We sell meals, snacks, and everything in between. If you 
need a lift, there’s coffee. If you are sad, there are cookies, 
ice-cream and chocolate so you can pick yourself back up 

and falcon punch assignments. We have all the food you can ever want without breaking your 
wallet.

We are located in the atrium of the Sandford Fleming arena, the perfect stop between challenges. 
2N�SGD�MDWS�SHLD�XNTQ�C@L@FD�ODQBDMS@FD�HR�GHFG��RSNO�AX�SGD�'@QC�'@S�"@Eġ�ENQ�RNLD�GD@KHMF�
food. Trust us; you don’t want schoolwork to knock you out because you only have 3 stock lives.

Love,
Maggie Cai and Kunal Taneja
Finance Manager and Operations Manager

SUDS
Hey, welcome to SUDS. Every Friday night, the Sandford Fleming atrium auto-magically trans-
forms into the kickass, 100% student-operated, all-ages undergrad engineering pub known as 
SUDS. Come out to unwind over BEvERages and pizza. Keep an eye out for special guests and 
RODBH@K�DUDMSR��Q@MFHMF�EQNL�,DWHB@M�%HDRS@R�SN�VHBJDC�BKTA�MHFGSR�SN�LHCVHMSDQ�AD@BG�O@QSHDR�
3GDQD�R�DUDM�QTLNQR�NE�@�AK@BJ�KHFGS�FQ@EjSH�MHFGS�RN�kX�DUDQX�NSGDQ�RBGNNK�BNLDR�CNVM�SN�O@QSX

8NT�JMNV�VG@S�R�ADSSDQ�SG@M�24#2�DUDQX�
%QHC@X�MHFGS��24#2�DUDQX�C@XŬ�6D�QD�NODM�
for all F!rosh Week and Godiva Week, so 
swing by to see what’s happening. There’ll 
be Cannon blasts, Bnad crashin’ and even 
L@XAD�@�UHRHS�NQ�SVN�EQNL�-NANCX

There’s a couple of rules to keep the BEv-
$1@FDR�kNVHMF�@MC�SGD�L@M@FDQR�G@OOX�

q�.ADX�FQ@UHSX
q�/DNOKD�NE�@KK�@FDR�@QD�VDKBNLD�@S�24#2�
q�-N�NTSRHCD�@KBNGNK�BNLD�HM�
q�-N�HMRHCD�@KBNGNK�FNDR�NTS
q�3N�CQHMJ�@KBNGNK�XNT�MDDC�@�VQHRSA@MC
q�3N�FDS�@�VQHRSA@MC�XNT�MDDC�SN�OQNUD�XNT�QD����(QNM�
rigns, credit cards and T-cards don’t count. Seriously.
q�-N�RDW�HM�SGD�VNLDM�R�A@SGQNNL
q�-N�OXQNSDBGMHBR�

6@MS�SN�VNQJ�@S�24#2�� QD�XNT�����
Come say hi to either of the managers, or 
email suds@skule.ca to get server trained.

'@SD�SGD�LTRHB��6@MS�LNQD�CTARSDO��"NLD�TO�SN�
the front and make a request. 

See you at F!rosh Week! 
Andrew Barolet Mech 1T4
Gordon Tattle Civ 1T4

a
uds

HARD HAT CAFÉ & SUDS
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Club Dinner Dances
During the Skule™ year, each discipline has their own dinner dance. These dances are semifor-
L@K�@MC�@QD�@�FQD@S�V@X�ENQ�XNT�SN�QDK@W�VHSG�XNTQ�MDV�ENTMC�EQHDMCR�@MC�MNS�SGHMJ�@ANTS�XNTQ�
pile of books and assignments. If you are the adventurous type, don’t be afraid to get a feel for 
SGD�NSGDQ�CHRBHOKHMD�C@MBDR�@R�VDKK�8NT�FDS�SN�LDDS�@�KNS�NE�MDV�ODNOKD�@MC�B@M�FKN@S�@ANTS�GNV�
much better your discipline dance was!

Cannonball
-NSGHMF�R@XR�f6D�KK�LHRR�XNT��&NCHU@�6DDJt�KHJD�
a dazzling semiformal packed with all the friends 
XNT�UD�L@CD�CTQHMF�XNTQ�jQRS�RDLDRSDQ�@S�2JTKD¥�
That’s what the Cannonball is. Imagine prom, but 
@�FNNFNKOKDW�SHLDR�ADSSDQ�8NT�JMNV�SG@S�@VETK�
feeling you get when the best week of your life is 
over and to top it all off, you need to go pick up 
A@BJ�SN�RBGNNK�RTOOKHDR��8D@G��VD�@KK�FDS�HS��@MC�SGD�
only cure is the Cannonball. This may just be better 
than your wedding, graduation, birthday, and birth, 
combined. A.K.A. the best night of your life, or your 
money back, but not really.

The venue will be so brilliant, you’ll be seeing stars. 
The food will be so delectable, you’ll unsuccessfully try to re-create it at home. The Stage Band 
will be so bumpin’, you’ll be grooving until the Lady Godiva Memorial Bnad arrives. If we’re lucky 
enough to have it, our beloved mascot will be so loud, you’ll smell it. And when it’s all said and 
done, nostalgia will set in, followed by many months of depression. Cannonball 1T2. Be there. Or 
Be Squared. 

Gradball
This dazzling dance is not only for graduating engineers, in fact all engineers can attend Gradball 
(yes even you silly F!rosh!). Everyone enjoys the snazzy atmosphere and congratulating the 
graduating class with special awards given out to deserving upper year students. Much like the 
NSGDQ�C@MBDR��&Q@CA@KK�HR�TRT@KKX�BQ@RGDC�AX�RNLD�BDQS@HM�MNHRD�ODNOKD�L@RBNSR

S-Dance
If you want a cheap 
and awesomely fun 
night, and want to listen 
to S Club 7 nine times in 
one night, then this is 
the dance for you. This 
dance is hosted by the 
Engineering Athlet- ic 
Association, but 
even if you did 

not play on any teams this dance should not be missed. Athletic awards 
are given out and there may or may not be certain engineering 
groups that show, this being the last dance of the year and all. 
.G�@MC�CHC�(�LDMSHNM�XNT�FDS�SN�JDDO��SGD�FK@RRDR�Ŭ

DINNER DANCES
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Skule’s Got Talent
6DKBNLD���3�R�8NT�VHKK�RNNM�ADFHM�XNTQ�ENQ@X�
into the (not so) mysterious world of engineer-
ing. Every one of you obviously has brains and 
talent, especially since you’ve chosen to come 
to UofT Engineering. And these talents will be 
put to good use! During your four years here at 
2JTKD��XNT�VHKK�RGNV�NEE�XNTQ�DWSQ@NQCHM@QX�S@K-
ents in calculus, your astounding ability to stay 
@V@JD�SGQDD�MHFGSR�HM�@�QNV�SN�jMHRG�OQNIDBSR��
XNTQ�FNC�KHJD�F@LHMF�RJHKKR��XNTQ�HMjMHSD�B@O@B-
HSX�ENQ�OQNBQ@RSHM@SHNM��@MC�XNTQ�ODQOKDWHMF�

@EjMHSX�SN�RKDDO�@MXVGDQD��@S�@MX�SHLD�!TS�VG@S�@ANTS�CTQHMF�XNTQ�SHLD�RODMS�@V@X�EQNL�FQTDKHMF�
K@AR��@RRHFMLDMSR��@MC�RSTCXHMF�ENQ�PTHYYDR��LHCSDQLR��@MC�DW@LR�

#N�XNT�ONRRDRR�@M�@L@YHMF�S@KDMS�NSGDQ�SG@M�DWBDKKHMF�@S�SGD�@ANUD��,@XAD�XNT�QD�@�RHMFDQ��@�
dancer, a dramatic reader or a magician. Maybe you just like watching others perform astound-
ing talents and acts. Whichever you are, Skule’s Got Talent is the place to be! Presented by 
SkuleTM students for the SkuleTM Community and starring you! Come and watch the talent show 
AQNTFGS�SN�XNT��VHSG�OTAKHB�@TCHSHNMR�@MC�@�AHF�jM@KD� MX�@MC�@KK�S@KDMSR�VDKBNLD�SN�BNLD�NTS�
@MC�ODQENQLŬ�3GHR�HR�NMD�DWSQ@NQCHM@QX�RGNV�XNT�CNM�S�V@MS�SN�LHRRŬ
Check us out at: http://www.facebook.com/SkulesGotTalent
Keep it real 1T6s and see you at the live show!

SKULETM KUP
%ŬQNRG�6DDJ�HR�NUDQ�&NCHU@�6DDJ�HRM�S�ENQ�@MNSGDQ���LNMSGR�
8NT�QD�FDSSHMF�XNTQ�@RR�G@MCDC�SN�XNT�AX�,@RSDQ�'@MC�
6GDQD�HR�SGD�2JTKD�2OHQHS��6G@S�CN�(�CN�VHSG�LX�RO@QD�SHLD��
6G@S�B@M�(�CN�SN�RGNV�LX�CHRBHOKHMD�OQHCD��'NV�CN�XNT�AD@S�
,@RSDQ�'@MC� & (-��l�3GDRD�@QD�RNLD�PTDRSHNMR�SG@S�XNT�
ask yourself, but have no fear, Skule Kup is here!

6G@S�HR�2JTKD�*TO��XNT�L@X�@RJ��6DKK�SGD�@MRVDQ�HR�RHLOKD��
Skule Kup is a year long interdisciplinary competition! Basi-
cally, we take disciplines within Skule and pit them against 
each other in various types of competitions, games and 
DUDMSR�SGQNTFGNTS�SGD�XD@QŬ� MC�VG@S�HR�SGHR�@KK�ENQ��3GD�
Skule Kup, being the best discipline at Skule and bragging 
QHFGSR�TMSHK�SGD�MDWS�CHRBHOKHMD�HR�BQNVMDC�BG@LOHNMŬ�(S�R�JHMC�
NE�KHJD�2TODQ�2L@RG�!QNR�DWBDOS�VD�QD�MNS�-HMSDMCN�BG@Q-
acters, we’re engineers! In the past, we have held events 

such as The Amazing Race, Skoosball (a foosball tournament) and Capture the Flag!

(E�XNT�QD�RTODQ�DWBHSDC�@MC�RTODQ�OTLODC�ENQ�%ŬQNRG�6DDJ�
(which you are, of course), then we can keep you super pumped, 
RTODQ�DWBHSDC�@MC�RTODQ�ROHQHSDC�SGQNTFGNTS�SGD�2JTKD�8D@QŬ�(E�

you have any questions email us at kup@
skule.ca!

SGT & SKULETM KUP
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Hello F!rosh! 

#N�XNT�V@MS�SN�@BS�BQ@YX��C@MBD��@MC�RHMF�@S�4�NE�3�R�GHRSNQHB�'@QS�'NTRD�3GD@SQD���,@XAD�XNT�C�
KHJD�SN�OK@X�VHSG�ONVDQ�SNNKR�NQ�S@JD�BNMSQNK�NE�C@YYKHMF�KHFGSR�@MC�RNTMC�DEEDBSR���.Q�ODQG@OR�
XNT�QD�CXHMF�SN�AD�HM�@�JHKKDQ�NQBGDRSQ@���(E�XNT�R@HC�f%Ŭ1.2'�8$ 'Ŭt��f3NS@KKXŬt��f8D@GŬt��f3G@S�
sounds fun!”, “Maybe!” to any of the above, or even just read this paragraph without saying 
@MXSGHMF�@S�@KK��VD�V@MS�8.4�SN�AD�@�O@QS�NE�2JTKD�-HSD��3�Ŭ�
2HMBD�������2JTKD�-HSD�G@R�ADDM�4�NE�3�$MFHMDDQHMF�R�,TRHB@K�"NLDCX�1DUTD��2JTKD�-HSD�HR�
O@QS�RJDSBG�BNLDCX��@�K@�2@STQC@X�-HFGS�+HUD��2DBNMC�"HSX��DSB���O@QS�LTRHB@K�DWSQ@U@MF@Y@��@�
K@�!QN@CV@X��#HRMDX��DSB���@MC�HR�NMD�NE�SGD�RHMFKD�LNRS�ETM�@MC�OQNEDRRHNM@K�SGD@SQHB@K�DWODQH-
DMBDR�XNT�B@M�G@UD�HM�$MFHMDDQHMF��@S�4�NE�3��@MC�HM�SGD�$-3(1$�6.1+#Ŭ�$UDQX�,@QBG��SGD�RGNV�
hits the Hart House stage for four magical nights (see the website skulenite.skule.ca ENQ�DW@BS�
dates and more information). 
!TS�ODQG@OR�SGD�ADRS�O@QS�NE�2JTKD�-HSD�HR�SGD�FQD@S�MTLADQ�NE�ODNOKD��ITRS�KHJD�XNTŬ��SG@S�OTKK�
SNFDSGDQ�DUDQX�XD@Q�@MC�L@JD�HS�G@OODMŬ�'DQD�@QD�ITRS�@�EDV�V@XR�8.4�B@M�GDKO�L@JD�2JTKD�-HSD�
�3��@L@YHMFŬ�� ARNKTSDKX�MN�DWODQHDMBD�QDPTHQDCŬ�

CAST – Act, sing, and dance your way through comedic sketches and big broadway musical 
numbers! 
BAND l�(MRSQTLDMSR�NE�@KK�JHMCR�@QD�MDDCDC�ENQ�2JTKD�-HSD�R�E@MS@RSHB�NQBGDRSQ@Ŭ
BUILDING CREW – So I heard you like to play with power tools! Design, con-
struct, and paint awesome sets and props for the show!
STAGE CREW – A chance to become an invisible and silent behind-the-scenes 
ninja!
TECH CREW�l�6G@S�HR�@�RGNV�VHSGNTS�KHFGSR�@MC�RNTMC��!D�SGD�DXDR�@MC�D@QR�
of the greatest show on earth while playing with some fun electronics!
COSTUMERS – So it’s been your dream to make the cast look straight outta 
!NKKXVNNC�NQ�"@OS@HM�/K@MDS�@MC�SGD�/K@MDSDDQR���+(5$�3'$�#1$ ,Ŭ
PRODUCTION – Show off your organizational and interpersonal “skillz” with 
the production team as you help to make the show a reality!
THE AUDIENCE – It’s the least you could do, because F!rosh get a 
FREE TICKET with their purchase of a F!rosh kit!

6HSG�XNTQ�GDKO���3��VHKK�AD�SGD�!$23�2*4+$�-(3$�$5$1Ŭ

Scott Whitty & Christopher Sun

SKULE NITE
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 ESDQ�%ŬQNRG�VDDJ��SGD�ETM�CNDRM�S�RSNO�(M�XNTQ�jQRS�VDDJ�A@BJ�EQNL�VHMSDQ�AQD@J�SGDQD�R�@�
bunch of awesome stuff to do! Godiva Week is a week-long celebration at Skule™ in the spirit of 
Lady Godiva, the patron saint of engineering. Godiva Week festivities include various engineer-
HMF�SQ@CHSHNMR�@MC�DUDMSR��HMBKTCHMF�8D�&Q@MCD�.KCD�"G@QHNS�1@BD��%ŬQNRG�'@QCG@S�#DBNQ@S-
ing Competition, Ultimate F!rosh, Godiva’s Quest, as well as the popular Mr. Blue & Gold and 
Godiva’s Crown Competitions. The week is traditionally rounded off by the annual engineering 
semi-formal, Cannonball.

Godiva Week is organized by the Blue & Gold Committee, and typically includes many charity 
events, such as the Charity Date Auction, Stores Auction, and Charity Car Smash. These events 
often raise thousands of dollars for a local charity group such as United Way or the Cancer 
Society of Canada.

3GD�DUDMSR�NE�&NCHU@�6DDJ�FDMDQ@KKX�S@JD�OK@BD�CTQHMF�SGD�jQRS�ETKK�VDDJ�NE�SGD�6HMSDQ�RDLDRSDQ��
beginning with the reading of The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus during Godiva’s Resurrec-
SHNM�NM�,NMC@X�NE�&NCHU@�6DDJ��@MC�BTKLHM@SHMF�HM�SGD�BDQDLNMH@K�ATQMHMF�NE�&NCHU@�R�"NEjM�
during Godiva’s Wake.

During the week, many competitions are held, including the popular Mr. Blue & Gold and Go-
CHU@�R�"QNVM�"NLODSHSHNMR��VGHBG�CDSDQLHMD�SVN�NE�SGD�OQHMBHO@K�jFTQDR�NE�2JTKD¥�ROHQHS�ENQ�SGD�
following year, Mr. Blue & Gold and Godiva’s Crown. The new Baby Bnad Leedur and D(r)umb 

Miner of the Lady Godiva Memorial Bnad are also selected during Godiva’s 
Wake.

GODIVA WEEK
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Hello incoming f!rosh of 1T6! So you’re probably wondering what other things you can do during 
SGD�XD@Q�SG@S�CNDRM�S�HMUNKUD�RSTCXHMF�ENQ�LHCSDQLR�@MC�CNHMF�OQNAKDL�RDSR�NQ�K@AR��)NHM�SGD�!KTD�
@MC�&NKC�"NLLHSSDD�@MC�jMC�NTSŬ�6D�QD�@�ETM�KNUHMF�RNBH@K�BNLLHSSDD�SG@S�R�CDCHB@SDC�SN�L@J-
ing you forget about the worries of academics and help you enjoy SkuleTM. 

Throughout the year we organize some awesometastic events that will keep you yearning for 
more! We’ve got the bed races (happens during F!rosh Week!!). We also build an engineering 
kN@S�CTQHMF�SGD�'NLDBNLHMF�O@Q@CD��VGHBG�V@R�@VDRNLD�K@RS�XD@Q��RDD�OHBSTQD�Ŭ�8NT�B@M�AD�@�
O@QS�NE�HS�SGHR�XD@QŬ�"NLD�@MC�jMC�NTSŬ�

So there’s F!rosh week in fall, and then in January at the beginning of the winter semester, there’s 
RNLDSGHMF�DUDM�LNQD�ETMŬ�&.#(5 �6$$*Ŭ�6NNGNNNŬ�2N�VG@S�R�&NCHU@�6DDJ�XNT�@RJ��(S�R�SGD�
engineering spirit week where we, the Blue and Gold Committee, host a bunch of outrageous 
events where there will be lots of pant dropping, chariot racing, BEvERage consuming and all 
round fun-loving! (If you are allergic to any of these, we recommend that you attend regardless)
6D�@KRN�NQF@MHYD�RNLD�ATR�SQHOR�ENQ�DW@LOKD�SN�6@SDQKNN�RDQ��ENQ�.JSNADQEDRS�@MC�NSGDQ�LXRSDQX�
locations to Drink an Unsuspecting Small Town Establishment Dry (DUSTED)! It’s tons of fun! 

#NM�S�CQHMJ��6DKK�CNM�S�VNQQXŬ�6D�OK@M�DUDMSR�SN�B@SDQ�SN�DUDQXNMDŬ�
!NVKHMF��1NBJ�"KHLAHMF��&@LD�,NUHD�35�2GNV�2ONQSR�MHFGSR��8NT�
name it and we’ll try our best to make it happen! 

$UDQ�TRDC�ONVDQ�SNNKR�ADENQD��6DKK�VD�NVM�PTHSD�@M�@QRDM@K�NE�ONVDQ�
tools and we’ll be willing to help you learn and master this 
craft! 
'NV�SN�INHM��2DMC�TR�@M�DL@HK�@S�blueandgold@skule.
ca and we’ll add you onto our mailing list! Join the Blue 
and Gold Committee for the best times of your lives!

Engineering Atheletics Association (EAA)
The Engineering Athletics Association organizes all the Skule™ intramural sports 
teams in the U of T community, as well as several interest clubs. We have teams 
from Ice Hockey to Field Hockey, Volleyball to Rugby and everything in be-
SVDDM��DUDQ�SQHDC�+@BQNRRD��.Q�(MMDQSTAD�6@SDQONKN���(E�XNT�B@M�V@KJ��QTM��
throw, jump, swim or skate or even if you can’t do any of the above - we 
MDDC�XNTŬ�3GDQD�@QD�RNLD�BNNK�BKTAR�VGDQD�XNT�B@M�DWODQHDMBD�QNBJ�
climbing, skiing, and much more! Come drop by our booth on Clubs 
Day or sign up on our website, www.eaa.skule.ca

BLUE & GOLD + EAA
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Socialize - Get to meet and live with people from 
all over the world. You will have greater interaction 
with peers, faculty, students and learning services.

The Best Location – Close to classes and the li-
braries at all times. Residences are in the heart of 
downtown Toronto and only minutes from the Engi-
neering Complex, libraries, and the Athletic Centre. 
You are in the middle of all the action!

Involvement – You are able to participate in all 
kinds of on-campus clubs and activities without 
having to worry about missing the last bus home.

Support and Connections – There is always someone around to study or socialize with (read 
‘party’). Most of the people living in residence are very friendly.

Convenience – With meal plans (except Innis), complimentary internet, and laundry facilities 
onsite, living in residence couldn’t be any easier. 

Fun – Residences usually organize activities and allow you to interact with a lot of different people. 
In residence, everyone is positive, encouraging and fun.

Safety and Security – 24 hour porters and/or security cameras are a part of each residence, 
making sure you have the security you need.
 

Higher Academic Success –  An increased level of social and extra-curricular involvement has 
shown to boost the rate of student success.

Leadership Opportunities – There are ample opportunities to be a leader in residence. Students 
can serve on the Student Residence Council, become a member of the Residence Life Team and 
act as a representative on a number of committees.

Student Consultation – Student consultation is an important part of residence, evolving as a 
student service on campus. There are a variety of ways that residents can provide their input.

Independance – While this may mean no more home cooked meals, magically completed laun-
CQX��NQ�C@HKX�U@BTTLDC�B@QODSR��HS�@KRN�LD@MR�MN�LNQD�PTDRSHNMR�VGDM�XNT�CDBHCD�SN�jM@KKX�V@MCDQ�
home at 3am.

REZ LIFE
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Living in residence will feel a bit different than living at home. It is important to take what you need 
and avoid what you don’t need. While it may seem like a good idea to move everything in your 
room to your residence, moving in and out can be a pain. Here is a list of items that will help you 
pack lightly, but enough to last you for the year. 

Laundry Basket and Detergent – Time to start learning how to do your own laundry!  

Bedding and Linens – These will not be provided. Although some residences do provide pil-
lows, you will probably want to bring your own. 

Clothes hangers – You will only get a couple of these, but bring no more than you need! 

Computer – A laptop is recommended as it is more convenient. You may also want to bring a 
printer for emergency printing,but you will be given a quota of around 1000 pages for printing 
at the ECF labs per semester—useful for printing past midterms and exams. 

Flip-Flops – Needless to say, you’ll want these for dormitory showers. 

Desk Lamp – The lighting in your residences is not likely to be optimal for reading and study-
ing.

Bathroom/Shower supplies�l�!DHMF�BKD@M�HR�ADMDjBH@K�SN�XNT�@MC�XNTQ�ODDQR�#N�HS

Alarm clocks – You should probably have more than one of these for those early exam morn-
ings. Remember that an engineer always designs for failure. 

Posters l�3GDX�KK�L@JD�XNTQ�VGHSD�V@KK�KNNJ�MHBD�@MC�@CCR�RNLD�k@UNTQ�SN�XNTQ�QNNL

Medicine/First aid kit – You don’t want to be running around asking for a band-aid.

Mini Fridge – Recommended for late night snacks and BEvERages.

Stuff for hobbies – Schoolwork is important, but don’t lose your hobbies! Bring what you 
need to give yourself a break. 

Equipment���(S�R�@KV@XR�ADSSDQ�SN�AD�OQDO@QDC�(SDLR�KHJD�@�JDSSKD��@�V@SDQ�jKSDQ��OK@SDR��ANVKR��
and forks are lifesavers. Basic toiletries and a laundry basket are a must. Also, take note that it 

costs an additional (not part of your residence fees) ~$2 to dry and wash your clothes.

Additional Tips
Eating and Cooking - You paid for a meal plan, so it’d be wise to use to its fullest. If you feel like 
a change from your meal plan or the food in Hardhat Cafe, you can always take a short walk off 
campus for the myriad of eateries nearby. You could even cook on your own in the common room 
or apartment.

Cleaning �� HL�SN�JDDO�XNTQ�QNNL�MD@S�@MC�ENQ�&NC�R�R@JD��#.�8.41�+ 4-#18Ŭ�8NT�CNM�S�V@MS�
to mix up your 4 hour Chem labs with your rough work, or exit the shower one day to realize that 
you’ve run out of underwear. Trust me on this. Even though you may not mind, always check with 
your roommate—he/she might. Need a vacuum or mop? Your residences will have one you can 
borrow.

RESIDENCE CHECKLIST
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New College
There are three buildings at New College. The two old buildings 
which were built in 1976 are connected and the new building 
which was built in 2003 is located right opposite the old build-
ings. All these three buildings are very close to your classes. This 
can be very advantageous when you are running late for classes 
or getting over that hangover from the previous night’s party. As 
a resident of New College, you are required to get a meal plan. 
This gives you access to the cafeteria located in the old building 
where you can enjoy the All-You-Care-to-Eat  meals every day. 
You may also choose to cook some late night meals in one of 
SGD�BNLLNM�QNNLR�NM�XNTQ�kNNQ�-DV�"NKKDFD�@KRN�G@R�SVN�AHJD�
storage rooms, one exercise room (in the new building), a library 
and two music practice rooms each equipped with a piano.

Chestnut
Although 89 Chestnut Residence is right in the heart of down-
town Toronto and only steps to Eaton Centre, you will need to 
spend 10-15 minutes walking to school every morning. The walk 
is a good daily exercise (for those exam days where you acciden-
S@KKX�RKDOS�HM��XNT�VHKK�@KV@XR�jMC�@�B@A�NTSRHCD�SGD�QDRHCDMBD�SG@S�
will take you to campus for ~$8). The building is hotel-styled and 
cleaning services are provided once a week. The food is the best 
among all other residences and residents holding 330 or 15 Meals 
Plans are allowed to go to New College for lunch; bag meals are 
another choice. Chestnut has a few studying areas in the main 
kNNQ�KNTMFD�@MC�SGD���SG�kNNQ��@MC�SGD�DMSHQD���SG�kNNQ�NODMR�ENQ�
studying during exam period.

Innis
Innis is one of the two apartment style 
residences on campus where you will 
get to live with up to four other peo-
ple. While it is highly competitive 
to get into Innis, you will have 
to cook your own food in your 
suite’s kitchen. At Innis, there 
@QD� jUD� RSTCX� QNNLR� VGDQD�
you can study in groups 
or individually or work on 
projects until late at night. 
There is also a gym, a mu-

sic room, a games room equipped with a pool table and a foosball 
table, two TV rooms with plasma TVs, and the Fish Bowl where you can chill with 
XNTQ� EQHDMCR�$UDQX�LNMSG� (MMHR�GNKCR�'NTRD�.KXLOHBR�$UDQX� QDRHCDMS�ADKNMFR�
to a certain house, and you can gain house points for your house based on the 
O@QSHBHO@SHNM�@MC�SGD�QDRTKSR�NE�SGD�'NTRD�.KXLOHBR�8NT�VHKK�CDjMHSDKX�F@HM�@�KNS�AX�
participating in the year-long competition.

RESIDENCE BUILDINGS
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4MENQSTM@SDKX��UDQX�EDV�NE�TR�G@UD�L@RSDQDC�SGD�@AHKHSX�SN�SDKDONQS�KHJD�SGD�,DVSVNR��2N�HE�XNT�QD�
not living in residence, chances are you’ll be commuting. You have probably already planned out 
DUDQXSGHMF�ENQ�SGD�@QCTNTR�INTQMDX�SN�@MC�EQNL�B@LOTR�(E�XNT�G@UDM�S��CN�-.3�KD@UD�SGHR�ENQ�K@RS�
minute. We compiled a list of advice, tips and cheats from commuters. Here’s what they had to 
say:
Stay Connected – Try your best to get involved with campus life. Juggling it in with your com-
mute will be a challenge, but it will help keep your life from school to home to school to home to 
school to home.

Pack Snacks – Pack a good, healthy lunch and snacks for between classes. Pack dinner—you 
will need it on some days. And always try to keep some spare cash for emergencies.

Sleep on the Bus�l�3@JD�SGD�jQRS�EDV�VDDJR�NE�RBGNNK�SN�SQ@HM�XNTQRDKE�SN�RKDDO�NM�SGD�ATR�@MC�
wake up right when it reaches your stop. You may sleep past your stop a few times, but you’ll 
thank me later for those refreshing naps.

Avoid Rush Hour – You are better off staying late on campus working in a library than wasting 
your time commuting during rush hour. It will be hard to do any work on your commute, and when 
you get home, you will be too tempted to take out the N64 for a couple games of Smash Bros.

Rent a Locker – Whether it be for storing textbooks or rugby gear, lockers will always come in 
handy. You can rent one at lockers.skule.ca for $30 to $100 depending on size.

Make Res Friends – They will help you steal food from their cafs. They will help you get into res 
O@QSHDR� MC�SGDX�VHKK�FHUD�XNT�kNNQ�RO@BD�SN�BQ@RG�NM�ENQ�SGNRD�C@XR�VGDM�XNT�@QD�RHLOKX�SNN�
“tired” to commute. 

Get Acquainted with your Common Room�l�(S�R�@�FNNC�OK@BD�SN�G@MFNTS�3QX�SN�jMC�@�BNLEX�
spot that you can claim for those days when your res friends are not accommodating.

Transportation Services
(E�XNT�MDDC�GDKO�OK@MMHMF�XNTQ�QNTSD��XNT�B@M�TRD�SGD�ENKKNVHMF�RDQUHBDR�SN�jMC�NTS�@ANTS�QNTSDR��
timings and fares:
TTC (www.ttc.ca) – Most used and probably the cheapest, the TTC can be used to get almost 
anywhere within city limits, and then some. However, beware of peak-hour rushes and frequent 
delays. A post-secondary monthly pass will cost you $104/month plus the onetime cost of obtain-
HMF�@�ONRS�RDBNMC@QX�(#�B@QC�ENQ�¨����(S�R�@KRN�@�FQD@S�HCD@�SN�ENKKNV�@TTCnotices on twitter for 
their service advisories and updates before you head out for the day.

GO Transit (www.gotransit.com) – Faster, more reliable and much more comfortable than the 
33"��&.�3Q@MRHS�VHKK�L@JD�ENQ�@�LTBG�ADSSDQ�BNLLTSD�'NVDUDQ��HS�G@R�UDQX�KHLHSDC�QNTSDR�@MC�VHKK�
OQNA@AKX�BNRS�XNT�LNQD�SG@M�SGD�33"�+NNJ�HMSN�NAS@HMHMF�@�/1$23.�"@QC��www.prestocard.
ca) for some savings.

UofT Shuttle Bus (www.utm.utoronto.ca/shuttle/) l�2STCDMSR� KHUHMF�BKNRD�SN�4NE3�R�,HRRHR-
sauga campus are in luck—there’s a shuttle that can take them from campus to campus. It comes 
at a cost of $6 per ride or $500 for a pemester pass.

Google Maps (maps.google.ca) – Google Maps has Toronto transit schedules built into its 
system. A handy and very easy way to plan your route.

So…  commuting could take half an hour for some, and at least 2 hours for 
others. For the most part, you’re pretty much sitting in a seat until you reach 
your stop (unless you have no choice but to stand… how dreadful). Put the 
time to some use—sleep, read, memorize the strengths and weaknesses of 
all the Smash Bros characters—if nothing else, I hear you can install Nintendo 
64 emulators on your smartphone... 

FOR COMMUTERS
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Remember when Marth was introduced as a new Smash Bros character? Think of how he must 
have felt being in this strange new world. This is what a lot of international students have to face. 
But have no fear, F!rosh Handbook is here! We compiled a few tips that will help you settle into 
Toronto life faster and easier.

Explore – Toronto has a lot to offer you. If you can, it would be very helpful to arrive in Toronto a 
few days before F!rosh Week, grab a backpack and a map, and simply walk around downtown; it 
is the best way to learn your way around. Explore campus, and walk the route from your residence 
to the Engineering Complex. Learn how the TTC works and see if you can discover all the wonders 
Toronto has to offer.

Make Friends – Make friends with people from the same country you come from—it will help 
you from feeling too homesick. Make friends with people from around here—they will be able to 
best show you how wonderful Toronto is. Make friends from other countries—you will be exposed 
to different cultures that will help you grow as an individual. Also, when you decide to go on that 
backpacking tour of Europe, some of those friends may come in handy…

Travel� l�6HSGHM�@�RGNQS�BNLLTSD�VHSG� SGD�33"��XNT�B@M�jMC�XNTQRDKE� HM�+HSSKD� (S@KX��+HSSKD� (MCH@��
"GHM@SNVM��&QDDJ�3NVM��*NQD@�3NVM�3NQNMSN�HR�CDjMDC�AX�HSR�LTKSHBTKSTQ@KHRL��VGDQDUDQ�XNT�@QD�
coming from, chances are there is a group, or maybe even a university club, with people from the 
same place. They will help you settle down, introduce you to so much that Toronto has to offer, and 
they will also help with any homesickness.

Beware Old-Man-Winter – A lot of you come from places where you have never seen snow. For 
RNLD�NE�XNT����¦"�HR�RVD@SDQ�VD@SGDQ�.UDQ�GDQD����¦"�LD@MR�VD�AQD@J�NTS�SGD�RGNQSR�(S�B@M�FDS�
bitingly cold in the winter. You will wake up to 12 feet of snow—this is usually when polar bears 
wander south to downtown Toronto (they may look huggable, but I REALLY don’t advise it). Pack 
lots of warm clothes, and buy a pair of boots when you get here with your newest Canadian friend!

You will see a lot of wonders in Toronto: men with bushy mustaches in red uniforms riding horses 
(we call them the RCMP), lots of French signs (our textbooks are twice normal size—they come 
with English and French), hockey players (anyone with a few teeth missing), maple trees (the Maple 
2XQTO�"KTA�RODMCR�SGDHQ�KTMBG�S@OOHMF�L@OKD�SQDDR�ENQ�SGDHQ�RVDDS��RVDDS�RXQTO��#NM�S�AD�VDHQCDC�
out; go up to them and ask how you can join in the fun!

FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
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 S�SGD�4MHUDQRHSX�NE�3NQNMSN�2S�&DNQFD��432&���
Health and Wellness consists of three services: 
Health Services, Counselling and Psychologi-
cal Services and Health Promotion Programs. 
Across these services, a team of health pro-
EDRRHNM@KR�VNQJR� SN�RTOONQS�4�NE�3�RSTCDMSR� SN�
achieve their academic and personal best. 

Launched in the fall 2011, and in recognition of the challenges for Engineering students to use our 
services, we are working in partnership with the Faculty to provide access to a personal counselor 
on site. You can meet with our counselor Laurie Coleman or attend one of the stress management 
sessions to learn how to juggle the demands of student life and stay healthy. 

Leave The Pack Behind is a student-led project that offers students information and education 
on the immediate health risks of smoking, nicotine addiction, and second hand smoke, as well as 
a wide range of effective, sustainable smoking-cessation services. For more information on LTPB 
and its activities on campus visit their website www.leavethepackbehind.org/toronto 

Student Health 101 is our online health and wellness magazine, designed just for students. Your 
good health is one of the most important resources you have as you work to achieve your goals. 
$@BG�HRRTD�BNUDQR�@�AQN@C�Q@MFD�NE�SNOHBR��RTBG�@R�GNV�SN�RS@XHMF�GD@KSGX��jMC�@�INA��CD@K�VHSG�
QNNLL@SD�OQNAKDLR��@MC�FDS�SGD�FQ@CDR�XNT�V@MS�8NT�KK�jMC�SGD�BTQQDMS�HRRTD�NM�NTQ�VDARHSD�@S�
www.healthandwellness.utoronto.ca 

Green Dot is a university wide strategy to engage everyone as active bystanders in the prevention 
NE�ONVDQ�A@RDC�ODQRNM@K�UHNKDMBD� �&QDDM�#NS� HR�XNTQ� HMCHUHCT@K�BGNHBD�SN�L@JD�NTQ�TMHUDQRHSX�
R@EDQ��%HMC�NTS�LNQD�@ANTS�SGD�&QDDM�#NS�HMHSH@SHUD�@S�http://healthandwellness.utoronto.ca/
GreenDot.htm

Health Services
214 College St, 2nd Floor
416-978-8030

Counselling & Psychological Services
214 College St, Main Floor
416-978-8070

Health Promotion Programs
214 College St, 2nd Floor, 
Room 231

Worried about adjusting and doing well in classes? We have so many services to help you out!
We know that adjusting to university can be challenging, regardless of whether you’re an inter-
national student or a local student. So we have many services embedded in the Faculty to help 
$MFHMDDQHMF�RSTCDMSR�VHSG�SGDHQ�RODBHjB�SQ@MRHSHNM�BG@KKDMFDR�(E�XNT�@QD�RSQTFFKHMF�ODQRNM@KKX�@MC�
NQ�@B@CDLHB@KKX��NQ�XNT�QD�CNHMF�VDKK�ATS�V@MS�SN�jMC�SG@S�DCFD�SN�CN�DUDM�!$33$1���SGDM�XNT�B@M�
FN�SN�SGD�%HQRS�8D@Q�.EjBD��ENQ�"NQD���@MC�3��RSTCDMSR��NQ�SGD�$MFHMDDQHMF�2BHDMBD�NEjBD�SN�S@KJ�SN�
your academic counsellor. They can help you book an appointment directly with one or more of the 
following specialists to ensure you can perform at your best here!
q� B@CDLHB�2JHKKR� CUHRNQ�l� SN� HLOQNUD�DW@L�ODQENQL@MBD��MNSD� S@JHMF�RJHKKR��RSTCX�G@AHSR�@MC�
problem solving
q�"@QDDQ� CUHRNQ�l�SN�FDS�HMENQLDC�@ANTS�XNTQ��ETSTQD�B@QDDQ�NOSHNMR�@MC�SN�KD@QM�@ANTS�VG@S�DL-
ployers are looking for in candidates
q� (MSDQM@SHNM@K� 2STCDMS� CUHRNQ� l� SN� CHRBTRR� SQ@MRHSHNM� HRRTDR� NQ� @CLHMHRSQ@SHUD� HRRTDR� KHJD� XNTQ�

study permit
q�/DQRNM@K�"NTMRDKNQ�l�SN�S@KJ�@ANTS�ODQRNM@K�NQ�DLNSHNM@K�BG@KKDMFDR�KHJD�@MWHDSX�

or depression
If you just want to learn more about these services or to get an appointment, 
OKD@RD�DL@HK�SGD�%HQRS�8D@Q�.EjBD�@S�kQRSXQ�DBETSNQNMSNB@ or the Engineer-
ing Science Year 1 and 2 counselor at nsci1_2@ecf.utoronto.ca!

HEALTH & WELLNESS
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Yay smartphones! I’m sure you have already downloaded enough games to distract yourself in 
APS111 or Praxis. But did you know that there’s more than just games in the app stores?! I know, 
mind blown. Here are just some of the apps that we think are useful for the school year.

iStudiez Pro �H.2��¨����
This app is as cool as its name is lame. It helps you put your entire schedule on your 
phone, remind you of classes, keep track of homework, record professor and TA 
contact information, and calculate your grade. It really does it all, and for $0.99, it’s a 
steal! For an Android alternative, I have heard good things about Class Buddy. 

Wolfram Alpha��H.2��� MCQNHC��¨������¨����
Wolfram Alpha is a must have for Engineering students. You can use it for anything 
math or science related, such as graphing cardioid, integrating functions and under-
standing mechanics. The website is free so if you don’t want to spend money, go 
@GD@C�@MC�TRD�VHj�NQ��&�NM�XNTQ�OGNMD�SN�RD@QBG�NM�www.wolframalpha.com

Blackboard��H.2��� MCQNHC��%QDD�
It’s time to get used to Blackboard, the teacher-student communication portal. It’s 
horrible, but we have no choice other than to use it. The Blackboard app actually 
makes navigation much simpler than what it is on the website, as it gets rid of a lot of 
the extraneous stuff. Quite useful.

Graphing Calculator��H.2��¨����
Graphing calculators are useful and awesome. For a cleaner but more expensive 
version, try Graph It for $2.99. Android users can look into the Algeo Graphing Cal-
culator, which is free.

EMD PTE �H.2��� MCQNHC��%QDD�
A periodic table app that gives you the information you need for a given element. It 
doesn’t hurt that it’s well designed, looks slick, and, the best part, costs nothing. If 
you want to get rid of the ads, it will only cost you $1.

Grades 2 �H.2��%QDD�
Want to know what you have to get on that midterm so you 
can keep your 75? This app will use your marks to tell you 
exactly what you need on the remaining quizzes, assign-
ments, midterms, and exams to reach your desired level 
of success.

Rocket Man �H.2��%QDD�
A great app for commuters, this app is perfect for 
navigating the TTC. The app does require an in-
SDQMDS�BNMMDBSHNM�SGNTFG��ENQ�@M�NEkHMD�@OO��KNNJ�
HMSN� 3.�,NAHKD� %NQ�  MCQNHC� TRDQR�� XNT� B@M� KNNJ�
into Next TTC. 

Scan �H.2��%QDD�
Simple, easy to use, and totally free, Scan is a great QR code scan-
MDQ�"@M�CDjMHSDKX�BNLD�HM�G@MCX���SQTRS�LD� MCQNHC�TRDQR��SQX�NTS�
01�#QNHC

MOBILE APPS
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There is always something happening in Toronto. Whether you enjoy watching sports or going to 
concerts, enjoying live music or tasting new foods, or even if you don’t enjoy any of those, you 
VHKK�AD�@AKD�SN�jMC�RNLDSGHMF�ETM�SN�CN�'DQD�@QD�ITRS�@�EDV�LNQD�E@LNTR�3NQNMSN�DUDMSR�@QNTMC�
campus.

The Ex! (August 17 - September 3 2012, CNE Grounds)
The Ex!, or the Canadian National Exhibition, takes place at the end of 
SGD�RTLLDQ�DUDQX�XD@Q�8NT�VHKK�jMC�@�KNS�SN�GDKO�XNT�ENQFDS�NE�SGD�HMDUHS@-
ble end of summer, including thrill rides, concerts, shows, and deep-fried 
mars bars. 

Nuit Blanche��2DOSDLADQ����������#NVMSNVM�3NQNMSN�
An art festival that takes place during the night, Nuit Blanche really is something to see. Although 
MNS�RSQHBSKX�@M�NM�B@LOTR�DUDMS��4�NE�3�CNDR�GNKC�@�EDV�BNMSDLONQ@QX�@QS�DWGHAHSR�NE�SGD�BHSX�VHCD�
@QS�EDRSHU@K�#NM�S�ENQFDS�SN�BGDBJ�NTS�SGD�QDRS�VHSGHM�CNVMSNVM�@R�VDKK

Hart House Theatre (Throughout the year, Hart House Theatre)
Run by the university community, Hart House Theatre always has a good 
line-up of performances each year. This year includes the classic Romeo 
and Juliet, which runs Nov 7-24, and a musical version of Robin Hood, run-
ning Jan 11-26. Check it out here: http://harthousetheatre.ca

Winterlicious (Jan-Feb 2013, Various restaurants in Toronto)
3GHR�HR�@�LTRS�FN�DUDMS�ENQ�ENNCHDR�.MBD�DUDQX�VHMSDQ�@MC�RTLLDQ�ENQ�@�
BNTOKD�VDDJR��jMD�CHMHMF�QDRS@TQ@MSR� HM�3NQNMSN�NEEDQ�RDS�LDMT�LD@KR�@S�
much lower prices than normal. It’s a great chance to eat at some of To-
ronto’s best restaurants and not kill your student budget! Visit their website 
at www.toronto.ca/winterlicious/ for more information.

Toronto International Film Festival (September 2013, Various theatres)
World renowned, the Toronto International Film Festival (TIFF) showcases 
"@M@CH@M� @MC� HMSDQM@SHNM@K� jKL� ENQ� BHMDL@�KNUDQR� @KK� @QNTMC� SGD� VNQKC�
/DNOKD�BNLD�SN�3NQNMSN�SN�DWOKNQD�@MC�CHRBNUDQ�MDV�jKLR�L@CD�AX�E@-
mous and indy artists. You wouldn’t have to look too hard to see some 
celebrities around either!

New Years Eve Bash��#DBDLADQ����������-@SG@M�/GHKKHOR�2PT@QD�
Every New Years Eve, City TV holds an event at Nathan Phillips Square to countdown the new year. 
There is always good live music and good fun. If the crazy club parties is not your scene, this might 
be another option. Also, keep in mind that Nathan Phillips Square is set up as an outdoor skating 
rink with skate rentals during the entire winter.

EVENTS NEAR CAMPUS
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 SGKDSHBR�@QD�HLONQS@MS�HM�JDDOHMF�jS�6GDSGDQ�XNT�QD�@�VDHFGS�KHESDQ��@�KHFGS�INFFDQ�NQ�@�RONQSR�DM-
SGTRH@RS��4�NE�3�G@R�XNT�BNUDQDC 
 

Athletic Centre (AC)
3GD�jQRS�DXD�B@SBGHMF�O@QS�NE�SGHR�FH@MS�ATHKCHMF�HR�SGD�.KXL-
pic-sized pool. The smell of chlorine and the echoing sound 
of a whistle will instantly lure you into aquatic sports. The 
building also incorporates three gyms and one 250m track. 
Many intramural games and Varsity Blues games will take 
place here. There is also a fully equipped Strength and Con-
CHSHNMHMF�"DMSQD�NM�SGD�jQRS�kNNQ�NE�SGD� "�$@BG�VDDJ��SGD�
 "�VHKK� G@UD� @� #QNO�(M� 1DBQD@SHNM@K� RBGDCTKD� VGDQD� RST-
dents can meet other people with similar interests. Check 
out www.athletics.utoronto.ca for more details.
 

Hart House 
'@QS�'NTRD�OQNUHCDR�EQDD�RONQSR�TSHKHSX�@BBDRR�SN�@KK�4�NE�3�
students. There are three squash courts, one Fitness room, 
NMD�VDHFGS� QNNL��@����X@QC�ONNK��+NVDQ�&XL�@MC�4OODQ�
&XL�3GD�+NVDQ�&XL�B@M�AD�ANNJDC�AX�@MX�4�NE�3�RST-
dents once a week free of charge—a few intramural Skule 
+D@FTDR�OK@X�SGDHQ�F@LDR�GDQD�3GD�4OODQ�&XL�G@R�@����L�
banked oval track with stationary bikes and other machines 
in the centre, perfect for running in the winter. Hart House 
sometimes even offers free Fitness Classes, so be sure to 
BGDBJ�SGNRD�NTS�#DS@HHKR�@S�harthouse.ca/recreation.

 

Varsity Centre
The sports facility that is most noticeable to the public is 
SGD�K@QFD�jDKC�NM�!KNNQ�@S�2S�&DNQFD�6HSG�@������RD@S�
RS@CHTL��@����L�DHFGS�K@MD�@QSHjBH@K�STQE�SQ@BJ�@MC�@M�.KXL-
pic sized ice rink, Varsity Field is 
where most of the university’s teams 
train and play; students are free to 
run on the track at times when 
it is available. Some university 
organized intramurals also 
take place here, and there are 
QDBQD@SHNM@K�SHLDR�ENQ�SGD�jDKC�

and rink. Check out physical.utoronto.ca/FacilitiesAndMem-
berships/Varsity_Centre.aspx for more details   
   
   

ATHLETIC FACILITIES
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UofT Engineering Iron Dragons
3GD� (QNM�#Q@FNMR�VDQD� ENQLDC� HM������SN�@KKNV�4�NE�3�DMFHMDDQ-
ing students to participate in the exciting and rewarding experi-
ence that is dragon boating. It provides an environment that builds 
teamwork, communication and friendship. Every summer, the team 
BNLODSDR� HM�LTKSHOK@XDQ�A@SSKDR� �QDF@SS@R�� SGQNTFGNTS�.MS@QHN�@MC�
0TDADB�!DRHCDR�SGDHQ�BNLODSHSHUD�OQDRDMBD�SGD�(QNM�#Q@FNMR�@QD�
affectionately known as the loudest and most spirited team on the 

V@SDQŬ�3GD�SD@L�HR�@ANTS����%HFGSHMF�/NKXFNMR��L@KD�@MC�EDL@KD�4�NE�3�DMFHMDDQHMF�RSTCDMSR���
managed by a few Captain Falcons (also engineering students), and coached by Master Hand 
and a couple Pokemon Trainers (engineering alumni). Within the team, there are two racing crews, 
NMD�BNLODSHSHUD�@MC�SGD�NSGDQ�DKHSD�l�HE�XNT�@QD�KNNJHMF�SN�OTRG�XNTQ�KHLHSR��SGHR�SD@L�HR�CDjMHSDKX�
ENQ�XNT��HE�XNT�ITRS�V@MS�SN�FDS�RTODQ�jS�@MC�KD@QM�SGD�RONQS��VD�G@UD�RNLDSGHMF�ENQ�XNT�@R�VDKK�
(QNM�#Q@FNMR�VHKK�S@JD�XNT�EQNL�@M�@UDQ@FD�-DRR�@MC�FHUD�XNT�SGD�RSQDMFSG�NE�#NMJDX�*NMF��SGD�
RODDC�NE�2GDHJ��@MC�SGD�RS@LHM@�NE�,Q�&@LD���6@SBGŬ�!DXNMC�SGD�OGXRHB@K��SGD�(QNM�#Q@FNMR�VHKK�
soon become your new family – leaving you with fond memories and lifetime friendships. Find us 
CTQHMF�%ŬQNRG�6DDJ�(E�XNT�@QD�@V@X�@S�#Q�,@QHN�R�NEjBD�@MC�XNT�LHRR�SGD�E@HQ��RDMC�TR�@M�DL@HK�@S�
dragonboat@skule.ca and we will be glad to send you details of the upcoming season! Tryouts 
begin soon, so stay updated by visiting our website: dragonboat.skule.ca! See you on the water, 
Young Link!

UofT Ski and Snowboard Club
We are boarders and skiiers who like to have fun! Since 2005, 
SGD�4MHUDQRHSX�NE�3NQNMSN�2JH�@MC�2MNVAN@QC�"KTA��4322"��G@R�
promoted the opportunity for campus and community members 
to socialize while enjoying a healthy and active Canadian pas-

time. Every winter, numerous passionate riders miss the opportunity to visit the slopes due to the 
lack of economical transportation to various ski resorts. As a strong core for students and adults 
HM�SGD�CNVMSNVM�UHBHMHSX��4322"�NQF@MHYDR�QD@RNM@AKX�OQHBDC�VDDJKX�C@X�SQHOR�@MC�QD@CHMF�VDDJ�
SQHOR�SN�RJH�QDRNQSR�HM�.MS@QHN��0TDADB�@MC�SGD�4MHSDC�2S@SDR��VGHKD�@KRN�ATHKCHMF�@�RSQNMF�BNL-
munity for those with shared interests in the winter sports.

U of T Quidditch Team
Quidditch is the real life sports game from the popular Harry Potter series. Team 
members learn, practice, and play Quidditch. This group provides a community for 
Harry Potter fans as well as athletic members looking to enjoy themselves.
3GD�4NE3�0THCCHSBG�3D@L���@KRN�JMNVM�@R�f3GD�-HEkDQRt�ADB@TRD�VD�RD@QBG�ENQ�FNKC�
- was formed early in 2009 when members of the McGill Quidditch team travelled 

through a blistering cold Canadian winter storm to pass on the skills of the sport to their Toronto 
brothers.

Chinese Engineering Students Association (CESA)
For the past 37 years, the Chinese Engineering Students’ Association 
�"$2 ��G@R�ADDM�@�RSTCDMS�QTM��MNM�OQNjS�NQF@MHY@SHNM�CDCHB@SDC� SN�
promoting Chinese culture and fostering friendships and networks be-
tween students. CESA has grown to become one of the largest clubs 
within the engineering faculty, having over 350 undergraduate, gradu-
ate, and alumni students. Not only do you get to meet new friends at 

our social events, but CESA also provides many other helpful services and 
also a few surprises throughout the year. Come enjoy delicious food and eye-
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catching performances while celebrating Chinese festivals with us, receive discounts at stores 
around Toronto, compete in our CESA sports’ tournaments, enjoy our own CESA Times magazine 
loaded contents you will love, and much more! 
Join us and you will also receive many great CESA membership products, which include: member-
ship cards, discount booklets (extremely useful), clipboards, and more! Be sure to look out for our 
CESA booth around campus during F!rosh week!

LGBTQASE 
LGBTQASE is social meeting group which strives to create inclusive spaces with-
in engineering regardless of gender or sexual identities, expressions or any other 
K@ADK�6D�RTOONQS�+&!30�HCDMSHjDC�RSTCDMSR�@R�VDKK�@R�DMBNTQ@FD�SGD�DCTB@SHNM�
of allies to make engineering a safe and accepting environment for all students. 
.TQ�FN@K�HR�SN�AQHCFD�SGD�F@O�ADSVDDM�DMFHMDDQHMF�@MC�SGD�+&!30�BNLLTMHSX�
which is strong in Toronto. We work alongside other LGBTQ and interest groups 
on campus to build community and harness leadership abilities in our members. 

Now you might be asking yourself, what do we actually do? The simple answer is we do what you 
V@MS�SN�CNŬ�6D�CN�DUDQXSGHMF�EQNL�UHCDN�F@LDR�MHFGSR�SN�NQF@MHYHMF�K@RDQ�S@F��FNHMF�SN�SGD� &.�
to playing Frisbee on the front campus. We try and listen to our members, trying to organize events 
which cater to students who want to build friendships in a safe and positive space! 

Engineering Chinese Club
6 99999�4/�MDV�EQNRG��2HMBD�XNT�@QD�QD@CHMF�SGHR��HS�LTRS�UD�LD@MS�SG@S�
this year’s handbook is god damn successful. Engineering Chinese Club, or 
ECC, welcomes you to join us so we can provide you with EVERYTHING 
XNT�MDDC�3GD�$""�HR�@�MNM�OQNjS�RSTCDMS�NVMDC�NQF@MHY@SHNM�SG@S�R�ATHKS�
@QNTMC� GDKOHMF� XNT� DMINX� XNTQ� KHED� @S� 2*4+$� -NV�LNUHMF� NM� SN�VG@S�R�
HLONQS@MS�SN�XNT��FNNC�L@QJR�@MC�@�AD@TSHETK�RHFMHjB@MS�NSGDQ� (�@L�MNS�@�
prof, so I can’t just give you a good mark. But through our numerous social 

DUDMSR�XNT�VHKK�FDS�SN�LDDS�EQHDMCR�VGHBG�XNT�KK�QDLDLADQ�ENQ�KHED�.Q�HE�XNT�@QD�KTBJX��SG@S�EQHDMC�
NE�XNTQR�LHFGS�ITRS�ADBNLD�XNTQ�ETSTQD�3 ��NQ�SGD�AD@TSHETK�RHFMHjB@MS�NSGDQ�8NT�B@M�S�KNRD�EQNL�
this. Many of you may complain that engineering lacks girls, or guys lack passion. No matter, we 
have multiple artsci collaboration events such as the Canada’s Wonderland Trip or You Are the 
.MD�C@SHMF�DUDMS�SN�FHUD�XNT�SGD�ODQEDBS�NOONQSTMHSX�SN�RGNV�NEE�XNTQ�@SSQ@BSHUDMDRR� C o m e 
@MC�jMC�TR�@S�SGD�BKTA�E@HQ��XNT�VNTKCM�S�V@MS�SN�LHRR�NTS�NM�VG@S�VD�G@UD�SN� offer 
for you. Literally, we are giving away free stuff. Now remember, ECC is an 
$7"(3(-&��"..+�"+4!Ŭ

Multicultural Student Society
Welcome, class of 1T6! Looking for an interesting 
club to join that’ll make your university life even 
more exciting? Look no further! MSS consists 
of students with an interest in experiencing 
cultures and traditions from different coun-
tries. Activities of our club include fundraising 
events, learning about different languages and 

countries, attending cultural festivals, and watching documentaries and movies 
about different countries. And of course, sampling new foods! We meet and break 
down stereotypes and misconceptions through better understanding of one an-
other. MSS also gives engineering students the chance to relieve stress in a 
friendly and social environment. In other words, we’re awesome human beings
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��VGN�G@UD�SGD�@CCDC�ANMTR�NE�ADHMF�DMFHMDDQR��VGN�DMINX�G@UHMF�ETM�#N�XNT�MDDC�@MX�LNQD�
ODQRT@RHNM��.E�BNTQRD�MNS�6D�QD�KNNJHMF�ENQV@QC�SN�RDDHMF�XNT�@S�NTQ�jQRS�DUDMS�SGHR�XD@QŬ�

Skule Model United Nations
Hey F!rosh! Firstly, Welcome to Skule! If you love debating, international 
politics, talking in public, meeting new people or being a leader (literally), 
SGDM�2JTKD,4-�HR�ENQ�XNT�2DDHMF�SG@S�NMD�NE�SGD�L@HM�FN@KR�NE�DMFHMDDQHMF�
HR�SN�BQD@SD�RNKTSHNMR�ENQ�SGD�VNQKC��SGD�2JTKD�,NCDK�4MHSDC�-@SHNMR�"KTA�
�2JTKD,4-�� RSQHUDR� SN� ENRSDQ� BNLLTMHB@SHNM� @ANTS� HMSDQM@SHNM@K� ONKHSHBR�
and world issues through both competitive and non-competitive debate in 
SGD�RSXKD�NE�@�LNBJ�4MHSDC�-@SHNMR�2JTKD,4-�@HLR�SN�BNMRSQTBS�@M�DMUH-

ronment that is accessible to the schedule of an engineering student while promoting leadership 
and public speaking skills. This year, our aim is to go and compete at the North-American Model 
4MHSDC�-@SHNMR�"NMEDQDMBD��VGHBG�HR�GDKC�HM�4MHUDQRHSX�NE�3NQNMSN�DUDQX�XD@Q�@MC�HE�ONRRHAKD��VD�
VNTKC�@KRN�KHJD�SN�RDMC�CDKDF@SDR�NEE�SN�0TDDMR�@MC�'@QU@QCŬ�2N�KNNJ�NTS�ENQ�2JTKD,4-�@S�SGD�
clubs fair or send us an email at skule.mun@gmail.com to sign up. A quote to remember: “We 
SGD�ODNOKDRv� �RSQNMFDQ�4-�ENQ�@�ADSSDQ�VNQKCt

Blue Sky Solar Racing 
Blue Sky Solar Racing is a student-run organization that aims 
to promote innovation and alternative energy solutions through 
the design, construction and race of world class solar-powered 
vehicles. Last year, we raced Azure, our 6th generation solar car, 
at the World Solar Challenge for 3000km across Australia placing 
2nd in Canada and 24th in the world. Here, you will have the op-
portunity to gain real life engineering experience with a dedicated 
team of students from all disciplines and programs (Yes, even 
artsci’s!). Learn how to design the suspension, fabricate the aero-

body, maximize the power electronic system, manage sponsor relations and much more! Immerse 
XNTQRDKE�HM�SGD�HMMNU@SHUD�jDKC�NE�RNK@Q�@TSNLNSHUD�SDBGMNKNFX�@MC�L@JD�XNTQ�L@QJ�HM�SGD�K@QFDRS�
interdisciplinary student project on campus. If you’re looking for the best memories, closest friend-
ships and most rewarding experiences for your Skule years, join Blue Sky Solar Racing today! 
Come check out our website at http://blueskysolar.utoronto.ca.
Forget everything you think you know about concrete, because in this club we turn it all on its 
head! Concrete canoe is an undergraduate design club that designs and models a novel hull 
shape, mixes and tests many less-dense-than water concrete mixes & casts a 20 foot long racing 
canoe every year! 

U of T Concrete Canoe 
Concrete canoe is a great way to develop your leadership skills, techni-
cal know-how & even master your construction abilities with power tools. 
Canoe is also an excellent way to network with upper years and your 
fellow frosh. At Canoe we prize innovation, spirit, and most of all having 
fun! We have meetings throughout the year, designing, building and even 
just hanging out, all culminating in the Canadian National Concrete Canoe 
"NLODSHSHNM��VGHBG�SGHR�XD@Q�HR�ADHMF�GDKC�HM�,NMSQD@K��0TDADB�(E�kN@SHMF�
concrete doesn’t get you pumped, then you can also join our paddling 

SD@L�3GDRD�HMSQDOHC�HMCHUHCT@KR�SQ@HM�@KK�XD@Q�SN�HLOQNUD�SGDHQ�jSMDRR�@MC�RJHKKR�
paddling a canoe in preparation for concrete canoe races at the national level. 
If this sounds intimidating, don’t worry! No experience is required; we have 
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dozens of undergraduate students on our team from across all engineering disciplines. The time 
commitment is as much as you want to put in, & we would be pleased to welcome you no matter 
your discipline or level of experience. & if you still don’t believe us you can always check out some 
NE�SGD�K@RS�EDV�B@MNDR�VD�G@UD�ATHKS�SG@S�@QD�KNB@SDC�HM�2%��NM�SGD�jQRS�kNNQ�NUDQKNNJHMF�SGD�@SQHTL�
"GDBJ�NTS�NTQ�SD@L�RHSD�@S��VVVB@MNDRJTKDB@��.TQ�%@BDANNJ�O@FD��http://on.fb.me/UofTCC  
.Q�BNMS@BS�TR�@S��ut.canoe@gmail.com.

U of T Concrete Toboggan
3GD�4MHUDQRHSX� NE� 3NQNMSN� "NMBQDSD� 3NANFF@M� 3D@L� �3!NF�� HR�
recruiting and we want you!
What’s TBog you ask? It’s a Canadian design competition host-
ed by a different school each year. This year’s competition will 
AD�GNRSDC�AX�SGD�4MHUDQRHSX�NE�!QHSHRG�"NKTLAH@� HM�� SG@S�R�QHFGS��
British Columbia! The toboggan can be any shape and size you 
can imagine, with the one stipulation being that the running sur-

faces have to be made of concrete. The fastest TBog last year was clocked at 88 kph! Besides 
the racing, there’s a spirit aspect to the competition which makes it incredibly friendly and insanely 
fun. If all this sounds like something you’d be interested in, registration is now open. Go to www.
toboggan.skule.ca for the registration form. If you have any questions about the competition, 
team, or TBog in general email the captains at captain@toboggan.skule.ca. All disciplines are 
welcome and encouraged to join! 

Formula SAE 
Formula SAE is a collegiate design competition administered by SAE 
(MSDQM@SHNM@K�2STCDMSR�CDRHFM�@MC�ATHKC�RL@KK��%NQLTK@�.MD�RSXKD�Q@BD�
cars to compete in numerous competitions worldwide. Every year, we 
build a complete, brand new racecar from scratch to compete against 
over 500 other universities at competitions in 3 different countries. This 
is a fantastic opportunity to connect the classroom to the outside world 
by taking part in a real engineering challenge. Members have the oppor-
tunity to gain valuable engineering and project management skills while 

getting hands on experience with every part of the process, from design through manufacturing 
and testing all the way to competitions. The team has seen over a decade of suc- c e s s , 
including 3 championship victories and several event victories. Be a part of our 
VHMMHMF�SD@L�@MC�L@JD�XNTQ�BNMSQHATSHNM�SN�NTQ�SQ@CHSHNM�NE�DWBDKKDMBD� KK�4�
of T students are welcome to join, and senior members will be there to 
pass on their knowledge and experience at every step. So whether 
you want to set yourself apart from your peers and showcase your in-
novative thinking, learn how to use machine tools, design something 
that is actually raced, or just want to leave some Waterloosers in your 
CTRS��CQNO�AX�NTQ�RGNO�NM�SGD�FQNTMC�kNNQ�NE�SGD�'@TKS@HM�ATHKCHMF�

iGEM 
iGEM stands for the International Geneti-
cally Engineered Machines competition.  It is a 
competition that involves the design of a biological ‘machine’, 
genetically engineered to carry out an objective or purpose. 
3D@LR�L@JD�TRD�NE� @� QDFHRSQX�NE� RS@MC@QCHYDC�#- �BNLON-
nents to create genetic constructs that can be transplanted into 
LNCDK�NQF@MHRLR�SN�BQD@SD�SGD�FDMDSHB�L@BGHMD�#DRHFM�SD@LR�
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have the ability to compete at a regional level and advance to an international stage hosted by MIT. 
3GD�4�NE�3�H&$,�BKTA�ENBTRRDR�NM�SGD�DCTB@SHMF�HSR�LDLADQR�@ANTS�SGD�OQHMBHOKDR�NE�RXMSGDSHB�
biology (using genetic techniques to engineer desired traits in an organism) and provide members 
with an enriching opportunity to work on an interdisciplinary design team and foster their own love 
of biology and creativity.

Solar Blimp
3GD�2NK@Q�!KHLO�#DRHFM�3D@L�HR�@�B@LOTR�FQNTO�SG@S�HR�CDCHB@SDC�SN�SQXHMF�NTS�MDV�@MC�HMSDQDRS-
ing airship designs. The club was founded in 2010, and since then has: (a) Built a solar powered 
@HQRGHO���A��"NMRSQTBSDC�@M�@HQRGHO�SGDLDC�@QS�DWGHAHS�ENQ�-THS�!K@MBGD���B��#DRHFMDC�@MC�OQNSN-
typed a novel gliding airship, (d) was invited to speak at the 2012 British Airship Association con-
EDQDMBD�l�SGD�VNQKC�R�AHFFDRS�@HQRGHO�BNMEDQDMBD�2STCDMSR�HM�SGD�2NK@Q�!KHLO�#DRHFM�3D@L�FDS�@�
chance to try designing, constructing, and testing these whales of the sky. As well, the Solar Blimp 
#DRHFM�3D@L�ENRSDQR�@�TMHPTD�RNBH@K�RBDMD�ETKK�NE�K@TFGR��F@FR��@MC�SGD�NBB@RHNM@K�AKHLO�INJD

Spark 
3GD�2O@QJ�#DRHFM�"KTA� HR�@�VNQJRGNO�A@RDC�BKTA�SG@S�CHUDR� HMSN�BQD@SHMF�@M�
inspirational work environment by taking what you learn in the classroom and 
@OOKXHMF�HS�HM�OQNIDBSR�SG@S�@QD�OK@BDC�@QNTMC�2*4+$�3GD�FN@K�HR�SN�BQD@SD�@M�
environment that promotes design, creativity and inspiration and to showcase 
the fun part of engineering. Members, Sparkers, get together for monthly work-
RGNOR�VGDQD�SGDX�ATHKC�SGHMFR�KHJD�+$#�kNNQ�SHKDR�@MC�FH@MS�kNNQ�OH@MNR�3GD�jM@K�

OQNIDBSR�@QD�SGDM�OTS�NM�CHROK@X�@QNTMC�2*4+$�@R� HMSDQ@BSHUD�CHROK@XR�ENQ�SGD�BNLLTMHSX�+@RS�
XD@Q��SGD�2O@QJ�#DRHFM�"KTA�V@R�@OOQN@BGDC�AX�SGD�#HRBNUDQX�"G@MMDK�SN�ATHKC�@���ENNS�RSQTBSTQD�
out of playing cards. With a member reach of over 200, Spark was awarded the Engineering So-
BHDSX�@V@QC�ENQ�SGD� EjKH@SDC�"KTA�VHSG�SGD�&QD@SDRS�&QNVSG�@MC�#DUDKNOLDMS�ENQ�SGD�����������
academic year. 

U of T Aeronautics Team
'@UD�XNT�DUDQ�L@CD�@�O@ODQ�@HQOK@MD�@MC�SQHDC�SN�kX�HS��'@UD�XNT�DUDQ�
SGNTFGS�NE�VG@S�G@OODMR�HM�kHFGS��/DQG@OR�XNT�FNS�HS�QHFGS�SGQNTFG�SQH@K�
and error, but if you want to learn more about aerodynamics, structures 
NQ�@OOKHB@SHNM�NE� HMCTRSQX�RNESV@QD�� SGDM� SGD�4NE3� DQNM@TSHBR�3D@L� HR�
ITRS� QHFGS� ENQ� XNT�.TQ�BKTA�BNMRHRSR�NE� HMCHUHCT@KR�VGN�@QD�O@RRHNM@SD�
@ANTS�DMFHMDDQHMF�CDRHFM�@MC�V@MS� SN� KD@QM�6D�CDRHFM��ATHKC��@MC�kX�
airplanes for various competitions, such as the SAE International Aero 

#DRHFM�"NLODSHSHNM��@MC�VD�QD�OQDSSX�FNNC�@S�HS��G@UHMF�QDBDHUDC�HMSDQM@SHNM@K�QDBNFMHSHNM�ENQ�NTQ�
@BBNLOKHRGLDMSR�2N�VGX�@QD�XNT�RSHKK�GDRHS@SHMF��#N�XNT�SGHMJ�ADB@TRD�XNT�CNM�S�JMNV�@MXSGHMF�
@ANTS�@HQOK@MDR�XNT�RGNTKCM�S�INHM��#NM�S�VNQQX�@ANTS�HS��VD�VHKK�SD@BG�XNT�DUDQXSGHMF�EQNL�RBQ@SBG�
@R�KNMF�@R�XNT�@QD�VHKKHMF�SN�KD@QM�.Q�L@XAD�XNT�SGHMJ�VD�VNM�S�S@JD�jQRS�XD@Q�RSTCDMS�6QNMF�
@F@HM��VD�G@UD�FQNTOR�NE�jQRS�XD@Q�LDLADQR�CDCHB@SDC�SN�BDQS@HM�BNLODSHSHNMR��K@RS�XD@Q�SGDRD�
LDLADQR�SNNJ�GNLD�@��QC�OK@BD�jMHRG�HM�@�M@SHNM@K�BNLODSHSHNM�-NV��SGDQD�RGNTKCM�S�AD�@MXSGHMF�
preventing you from joining, so come check us out, you won’t regret it.

UofT Robotics Association (UTRA) 
3GD� 4MHUDQRHSX� NE� 3NQNMSN� 1NANSHBR�  RRNBH@SHNM� �431 ��
is committed to designing and building robots by stu-
dents from all areas of science and engineering. It was 
ENQLDC�HM������@MC�BNLOQHRDC�NE�NUDQ�����4MHUDQRHSX�NE�
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3NQNMSN�@KTLMH��OQNEDRRNQR��FQ@CT@SD�@MC�TMCDQFQ@CT@SD�RSTCDMSR�431 �@BSHUDKX�BNLODSDR�NM�
@M�HMSDQM@SHNM@K�KDUDK�(M�������431 �Q@OHCKX�DWO@MCDC�SGD�RBNOD�NE�HSR�@BSHUHSHDR�SN�HMBKTCD�2TLN�
1NANSR��1NANS�%HQD�%HFGSHMF��1NANS�2NBBDQ�� TSNMNLNTR�1NANS�1@BHMF���#�/QHMSDQR��@MC�SGD�43�
%(123�LDMSNQRGHO�OQNFQ@L�2HMBD�������431 �SQ@UDKR�SN�"@KHENQMH@�SN�BNLODSD�HM�1NAN&@LDR��
the largest robotics competition in North America, with a large number of international competitors. 
431 �G@R�ADDM�SGD�LNRS�RTBBDRRETK�VHSG�HSR�BNLA@S�QNANSR��@S�1NAN&@LDR�D@BG�XD@Q�431 �VNM�
bronze medals in 2008 and 2009, gold medals in 2010 and 2011, and another bronze medal this 
XD@Q�HM�SGD�����KAR�VDHFGS�BK@RR�B@SDFNQXŬ�431 �OQNUHCDR�U@QHNTR�OQ@BSHB@K�SQ@HMHMF�NOONQSTMHSHDR�SN�
SGD�DMFHMDDQHMF�RSTCDMSR�HM�SGD�4MHUDQRHSX�NE�3NQNMSN�,($�2STCDMS�,@BGHMD�2GNO�@MC�SGD�4MCDQ-
FQ@CT@SD�#DRHFM�6NQJRGNO�2STCDMSR�@KRN�FDS�G@MCR�NM�DWONRTQD�VHSG�LNSNQR��RDMRNQR��RNKCDQ-
HMF��OQNFQ@LLHMF��LDBG@MHB@K�@RRDLAKHDR��@MC�DSB�&HUDM� SGD�LTKSHCHRBHOKHM@QX�M@STQD�NE�431 �
projects, students are encouraged to learn from their peers of different engineering disciplines. 
Senior students are encouraged to take leadership roles, and mentor junior members. Since 2009, 
431 �NQF@MHYDR�2TLN�1NANS�"NLODSHSHNM�SN�HMSQNCTBD�ITMHNQ�RSTCDMSR�SN�@TSNMNLNTR�QNANSHBR�
It is a stepping stone for students to learn the basics before moving on to our larger robots that 
compete internationally. Feel free to visit our website at www.utra.ca or our workshop at EA-106 
(Engineering Annex Building). You can also contact us at utra@utra.ca.

Engineering Photography Club
The Engineering Photography Club aims to provide students with an outlet to share 
their love of photography as well as to help existing photographers further develop 
their skills. Along with this we hope to build a strong community and promote 
OGNSNFQ@OGX�VHSGHM�$MFHMDDQHMF�2JTKD¥�@MC� HSR� RSTCDMSR�.UDQ� SGD�XD@Q�VD�VHKK�
hold numerous photography trips, and dedicated workshops taught by veteran 
/GNSNFQ@OGX�"KTA�LDLADQR�.UDQ�SGD�K@RS�BNTOKD�NE�XD@QR�VD�G@UD�DMF@FDC�RST-
dents with a number of themed photo shoots to allow for photography enthusiast 

to develop not only technical ability but also a creative and artistic mindset. We welcome every 
and all students who are interested! If you’ve never taken a photo in your life, or never stopped 
taking photos in your life, we’d love to have you! If you have any questions or if you want to join 
our mailing list, send us an email at photography@skule.ca! Check out photography.skule.ca 
for more information!

Skule Arts Festival
With the mentality of “engineers can do art but artscis can’t e n g i -
neer”, the Skule Arts Festival aims to celebrate the h i d -
den artistic talents of the engineering student body i n 
an annual one-week showcase event. Pro-
posals and submissions can cover a vari-
ety of art forms – traditional, digital, mixed 
media, writing and performance. While the 

art is displayed throughout the engineering buildings for the duration 
of the week, musical or dramatic performances occur during one 
night of that week. In the past, imaginative students have bewil-
dered their fellow Skulemates with a giant wooden dinosaur and 
an interactive optical trick, just to name a couple. What can you 
bring?

Skule™ Orchestra
2JTKD¥�.QBGDRSQ@�� ENTMCDC� HM������� HR�@�RSTCDMS�
run symphonic orchestra of roughly 60 string, wind, 
and percussion instrumentalists. The orchestra 
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is a place where students can have fun playing music ranging from The Beatles to Borodin, learn-
ing about music, and relaxing with friends at weekly rehearsals. The orchestra’s annual events 
include Pops, our season debut featuring well-known movie themes and other classics, Moment 
– The Valentine’s Ball where guests danced to waltzes and foxtrots performed by the orchestra, 
@MC�2XLOGNMHB�!NNL��NTQ�RD@RNM�jM@KD�ED@STQHMF�VNQJR�RTBG�@R�&QHDF�R�/DDQ�&XMS�2THSD�-N����
3BG@HJNURJX�R�5HNKHM�"NMBDQSN�HM�#�,@INQ�@MC�!NQNCHM�R�2XLOGNMX�-N���HM�!�,HMNQ�(E�XNT�OK@X�@M�
instrument and are looking to keep up your musical passion, this club is for you. If you’re musi-
cal passion mostly involves listening to other people playing instruments, be sure to check out 
2JTKD¥�.QBGDRSQ@�DUDMSR�@MC�BNMBDQSR�%NQ�@CCHSHNM@K�HMENQL@SHNM��UHRHS�TR�NMKHMD�@S�skulemusic.
ca/orchestra

Skule™ Stage Band
The 23-member, student run, Skule™ Stage Band performs big band 
jazz to great acclaim at many Skule events. These include the most 
celebrated dances of the year (Cannonball and Gradball), as well as 
2TCR�� SGD�$MF2BH�#HMMDQ�#@MBD��@MC�SGD�2JTKD�,TRHB�"NMBDQS�3GD�
Stage Band was established in 1983 by engineering students with 
help from Mr. Malcolm McGrath of the Skule Alumni Association. It 
has since blossomed into over 25 years of talented alumni. The Skule 

Stage Band proudly promotes post-secondary interest in music for engineering students. The 
Skule™ Stage Band plays a wide variety of tunes including swing, latin, ballads and funk. We play 
songs we enjoy, both crowd-pleasers and technically challenging tunes, from Count Basie’s charts 
to intense Animé themes like Tank! If you read music, want to take a stab at improvisation, and 
@QD�ODQENQL@MBD�NQHDMSDC��SGHR�HR�SGD�A@MC�ENQ�XNT�#N�XNT�OK@X�@M�HMRSQTLDMS�� QD�XNT�HMSDQDRSDC�
in playing? Visit to our open rehearsal in GB204 on Sept 12th at 7 pm! If you have any questions, 
please contact us at stageband@skule.ca.

Tales of Harmonia
“Something for Everyone!” Tales of Harmonia is a mixed 30-voice 
auditioned choir that aims to not only provide talented musicians 
with the opportunity to pursue excellence in music within a friendly, 
focused environment, but alongside individuals who share the one 
other common bond that binds us all and unites us as one – our col-
lective power to geek out about the various insanities of life. We are 

ATHKS�NM�SGD�ENKKNVHMF�SDMDSR��SN�OQNUHCD�@KK�BGNQ@K�LDLADQR�VHSG�@�LTRHB@K�DWODQHDMBD����#HUDQRD����
5DQR@SHKD�@MC� KK�(MBKTRHUD����&DDJX�@MC�&KNA@KKX�,HMCDC�.TQ�BGNHQ�ODQENQLR�LTRHB�NE�@KK�JHMCR��@R�
we sport an all-inclusive repertoire, including the following genres – contemporary, jazz, classical, 
romantic, alternative, etc. Last year, we performed a variety of music at the Knox College Chapel 
SN�Q@HRD�ETMCR�ENQ�3GD�/K@XHMF�ENQ�"G@MFD�%NTMC@SHNM��@M�-&.�SG@S�RS@MCR�ENQ�OD@BD�@MC�ONRHSHUD�
social change through music education. The songs we performed ranged from contemporary – 
2S@MC�!X�,D�l�SN�@KSDQM@SHUD�l�)NGM�6HKKH@LR�HR�SGD�,@M�]�2S@Q�6@QR�,DCKDX�.SGDQ�RNMFR�VD�R@MF�
were Water Night composed by Eric Whitacre, and two pieces that our conductor – Tian-Yuan 
9G@N�@QQ@MFDC�B@KKDC�%H@S�+TW�@MC�.BD@M�R�/Q@XDQ�EQNL�UHCDN�F@LDR�(E�XNT�QD�@�RHMFDQ�@MC�V@MS�
to keep up your talent and passion for music, this is the club for you to join. If you’re capable of 

playing any other instruments, then this is also the club for you.

Undergraduate Biomedical Engineering (CUBE) 
Hey F!rosh! This club is for those interested in the 
jDKC� NE�!HNLDCHB@K� $MFHMDDQHMF���� 3GD�"KTA� ENQ�
4MCDQFQ@CT@SD� !HNLDCHB@K� $MFHMDDQHMF� �"4!$��
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is the only student-run club of its kind whose mandate is to promote biomedical engineering to 
you, the undergraduate students. Currently, the Toronto chapter has over 400 members and alum-
MH�EQNL�@RRNQSDC�OQNFQ@LR�@MC�E@BTKSHDR�"4!$�R�OTQONRD�HR�SN�CHRRDLHM@SD�JMNVKDCFD�ODQS@HMHMF�
SN�SGD�AHNLDCHB@K�jDKC�@MC�SN�RDQUD�@R�@�ONHMS�NE�BNMS@BS�ADSVDDM�XNT��@B@CDLH@��@MC�HMCTRSQX�
"4!$�VHKK�BNLOKDLDMS�XNTQ�QDFTK@Q�TMCDQFQ@CT@SD�BTQQHBTKTL�AX�OQNUHCHMF�XNT�VHSG�QDRNTQBDR�@MC�
opportunities to explore various areas in bioengineering, biotechnology, and medicine. Annually, 
"4!$���/QNUHCDR�B@QDDQ�@MC�FQ@CT@SD�RBGNNKR�HMENQL@SHNM�SGQNTFG�VNQJRGNOR�GDKC���%NQLR�MDS-
VNQJR�ENQ�RSTCDMSR�VHSG�HMCTRSQX�KD@CDQR�@MC�DMSQDOQDMDTQR�SGQNTFG�ROD@JDQ�RDLHM@QR��.QF@MHYDR�
bioengineering design competition (BMEC); Connects students with world renowned professors 
by research seminars; Provides tours of industrial plants, hospitals, and laboratories; Attends in-
SDQM@SHNM@K�BNMEDQDMBDR�HM�QDK@SDC�@QD@R�6HSG�SGD�Q@OHCKX�DWO@MCHMF�jDKC�NE�AHNLDCHB@K�DMFHMDDQHMF�
@MC�HSR�ANTMCKDRR�ONSDMSH@K�SN�HLOQNUD�SGD�PT@KHSX�NE�KHED�ENQ�SGNRD�HM�MDDC��"4!$�VHKK�OQNUHCD�@MXNMD�
VHSG�@M� HMSDQDRS� HM� SGHR� jDKC�@M�@ATMC@MBD�NE� U@KT@AKD� HMENQL@SHNM�@MC� HMBQDCHAKD�NOONQSTMHSHDR�
 MXNMD�VHSGHM�SGD�4MHUDQRHSX�NE�3NQNMSN�BNLLTMHSX�HR�HMUHSDC�SN�INHM�@MC�S@JD�O@QS�HM�"4!$�DUDMSR�
at no cost. So come check us out!  (cube.skule.ca)

Canadian Society for Chemical Engineering (CSChE)
The Canadian Society for Chemical Engineering (CSChE) is a national asso-
ciation for chemical engineers. Its members consist of practising engineers 
HM�SGD�HMCTRSQX�@MC�LDLADQR�NE�"GDLHB@K�$MFHMDDQHMF�@B@CDLH@�3GD�4�NE�3�
Student Chapter acts as a link between students in their academic environ-
LDMS�@MC�SGD�OQNEDRRHNM@K�VNQKC�NE�BGDLHB@K�DMFHMDDQHMF�.TQ�AHFFDRS�DUDMS�HR�
the annual CSChE Conference. In 2011, we sent 32 student delegates to the 

6NQKC�"NMFQDRR�NE�"GDLHB@K�$MFHMDDQHMF�GDKC�HM�+NMCNM��.MS@QHN��SN�QDOQDRDMS�SGD�4NE3�"GDLHB@K�
$MFHMDDQHMF�#DO@QSLDMS�2STCDMSR�@QD�DWONRDC�SN�@�VHCD�Q@MFD�NE�@B@CDLHB�@MC�OQNEDRRHNM@K�CD-
velopment events that complement and enhance their undergraduate studies. At these conferenc-
es, student delegates have participated in the Reg Friesen (for engineering education) and Robert 
 TKC��ENQ�SDBGMHB@K�BGDLHB@K�QDRD@QBG��BNLODSHSHNMR�4NE3�RSTCDMSR�@QD�VDKK�JMNVM�ENQ�OK@BHMF�SNO�
standings in these competitions each year. At last year’s conference, Bo Zhang and Albert Huynh 
placed second in the national Robert Aulb and Reg Friesen competitions, respectively. This year’s 
BNMEDQDMBD�VHKK�S@JD�OK@BD�HM�5@MBNTUDQ�HM�K@SD�.BSNADQ�(M�@CCHSHNM�SN�SGD�BNMEDQDMBDR��SGD�"G@OSDQ�
@KRN�NQF@MHYDR�NSGDQ�DUDMSR�RTBG�@R�/$8�HMEN�RDRRHNMR��/QNEDRRNQ�RSTCDMS�,HWDQR��5@KDMSHMD�R�#@X�
Candy Grams, Engineering Faculty Basketball Leagues, Plant Tours, Grad Student Pub Night, and 
more. We also sell the popular Chemical Engineering – CSChE sweater, please ema i l 
us or talk to any CSChE executives for orders. For ANY inquiry, please email: 
csche@skule.ca We look forward to meeting you at our events !

U of T Engineering Without Borders
$6!� 4NE3� HR� NMD� NE� NUDQ� ��� M@SHNM@K�
chapters contributing to the EWB Cana-
da’s work as a community of creative, 
passionate, risk-ready critical thinkers 
that empowers and enables Canadi-
ans to take an active role in alleviat-

HMF�DWSQDLD�ONUDQSX�HM� EQHB@�.TQ�@V@QC�VHMMHMF�BG@OSDQ�@HLR�SN�
uphold EWB’s values through active involvement in the following primary 
areas: youth engagement, fair trade, political advocacy, and global engineering.
.TQ� BG@OSDQ�R� E@BTKSX�@OOQNUDC� UNKTMSDDQ� OQNFQ@L� FDSR� HMSDQDRSDC� RSTCDMSR� SN�
build their leadership skills in helping organize and deliver our many events 
and campaigns throughout the school year. We also provide limited opportunities 
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ENQ�SGNRD�VHRGHMF�SN�FN�@AQN@C�HM� EQHB@�@R�O@QS�NE�$6!�R�M@SHNM@K�)TMHNQ�%DKKNVRGHO�OQNFQ@L�#QNO�
AX�NTQ�NEjBD�HM�&!����HE�XNT�G@UD�@MX�PTDRSHNMRŬ

Hacker Academy
'@BJDQ� B@CDLX��' ��HR�@�RSTCDMS�Q@M�MNM�OQNjS�NQF@MHY@-
SHNM�@S�SGD�4MHUDQRHSX�NE�3NQNMSN�TMCDQ�SGD�%@BTKSX�NE� OOKHDC�
Science and Engineering. We are founded by undergrad stu-

dents from Computer Engineering and Engineering Science to promote and inspire the hacker 
ROHQHS�.TQ�UHRHNM�HR�SN�GDKO�RSTCDMSR�SN�RD@QBG�ENQ�SGDHQ�O@RRHNM�HM�RNESV@QD�@MC�G@QCV@QD�DMFHMDDQ-
HMF�.TQ�FN@K�HR�SN�DCTB@SD�NTQ�LDLADQR�@ANTS�SGD�HMCTRSQX��CDUDKNO�RJHKKR�SG@S�CHQDBSKX�OQDO@QD�
them for the real world, and let their inner geek explode in most remarkable fashion We have 2 
major events: NETtalks (News, Technology, Engineering): weekly tech talks delivered by members 
and guest speakers. Each week’s topic is different and is about technology and engineering used 
RNLDVGDQD�HM�SGD�HMCTRSQX�.TQ�FN@K�HR�SN�GDKO�NTQ�LDLADQR�SN�jMC�SGDHQ�O@RRHNM�HM�SGD�VNQKC��@MC�
inspire them to create and innovate outside of academics. Talks are free to attend and anyone is 
VDKBNLD��#DU�#NIN��OQNFQ@LLHMF�BNLODSHSHNM�ENQ�SGD�BNCDQR�6D�GNKC�#NINR�SVHBD�ODQ�RDLDRSDQ�
Work in teams or go solo, compete against other hackers in a 3 hour event of coding, food, and 
prizes We also have new events coming 2012-2013 for the real hardcode computing enthusiasts.  
But hey, Hackers need a break too right? We have game nights, workshops, and other fun activi-
ties once in a while to keep you sane. HA is free to join. There are no commitments, and you can 
come and go as you like. But you know how you can level up in RPG games? You can too at HA, 
it just takes some commitment. You may just be high enough to end up with some loot. For more 
information visit www.hackeracademy.org/leaderboard. 

Sustainable Engineers Association
The Sustainable Engineers Association (SEA) aims to empower engineering stu-
dents with knowledge, interest, passion, and ultimately experience within the 
domain of sustainable development and related issues. SEA provides ample 
opportunities to learn more about applications of sustainable engineering in the 
QD@K�VNQKC�3GQNTFGNTS�SGD�XD@Q��VD�G@UD�NTQ�ONOTK@Q�jDKC�SQHOR��NEEDQ�QDRD@QBG�

seminars, as well as hold our annual sustainability conference and case competition, open to 
students at any university. In the past, SEA has also held a Sustainability Education Symposium to 
create open dialogue between faculty members, launching curriculum enrichment initiatives. For 
the coming year, we hope to bring more opportunities to students, including a summer research/
B@QDDQ�E@HQ�@MC�SGD�CDUDKNOLDMS�NE�@�2NK@Q�#DB@SGKNM�CDRHFM�SD@L�6D�VDKBNLD�RSTCDMSR�SN�BNM-
tribute to our projects as they come!

UofT Emergency First Responders
3GD�4MHUDQRHSX�NE�3NQNMSN�$LDQFDMBX�%HQRS�1DRONMCDQR��43$%1�� HR�SGD�UNKTMSDDQ�B@LOTR�DLDQ-
FDMBX�QDRONMRD�SD@L��"$13�� ENQ� SGD�4MHUDQRHSX�NE�3NQNMSN�2S�&DNQFD�"@LOTR�VGNRD�LHRRHNM�
HR�fSN�HMRSHKK�BNMjCDMBD�HM�jQRS�@HC�SQD@SLDMS��SN�L@JD�jQRS�@HC�SQ@HMHMF�QD@CHKX�@U@HK@AKD�SN�SGD�RST-
CDMS�ANCX��@MC�SN�OQNUHCD�PT@KHSX�OQDGNROHS@K�jQRS�@HC�SQD@SLDMS�NM�B@LOTRt�(M�NQCDQ�SN�HMBQD@RD�
JMNVKDCFD�NE�OQDGNROHS@K�B@QD��43$%1�NEEDQR�BNTQRDR�Q@MFHMF�EQNL�2S@MC@QC�%HQRS� HC�SN�$LDQ-

gency Medical Responder as well as workshops to maintain the skills learned in the 
BNTQRDR�43$%1�@KRN�OQNUHCDR�NM�RHSD�jQRS�@HC�BNUDQ@FD�@S�MTLDQNTR�B@LOTR�

events ranging from design competitions to mountain biking tournaments. All of 
XNT�@QD�VDKBNLD�SN�INHM�43$%1�@MC�@SSDMC�VNQJRGNOR�@MC�BNTQRDR��@KSGNTFG�
only members of the patrol team may act as responders at events. If you are 
HMSDQDRSDC�HM�jQRS�@HC�@MC�GDKOHMF�NSGDQR��BNLD�RDD�HE�43$%1�HR�ENQ�XNTŬ
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Engineers In Borders
Would you like to see the direct positive impact that you can make on the 
community you live in? Would it satisfy you to identify an issue in society and 
SGDM�GDKO�BNQQDBS�HS��6DKK��SGDM�$-&(-$$12�(-�!.1#$12�HR�SGD�QHFGS�BKTA�
ENQ�XNTŬ�6D�TRD�NTQ�OQNAKDL�RNKUHMF�LHMCR�SN�jW�SGD�BHSX�SG@S�VD�B@KK�GNLD�
$-&(-$$12�(-�!.1#$12�O@QS@JDR�HM�U@QHNTR�BNLLTMHSX�RDQUHBD�HMHSH@SHUDR�
such as tutoring in elementary and high schools, leading community clean 
ups on Centre Island, and organizing shoe, sock and sandwich runs to the 
homeless. There is no experience needed to become a member of ENGI-

-$$12�(-�!.1#$12�(E�XNT�VDQD�HMUNKUDC�HM�@MX�BNLLTMHSX�RDQUHBD�HMHSH@SHUDR�HM�GHFG�RBGNNK��VD�
VNTKC�KNUD�SN�GD@Q�@ANTS�XNTQ�DWODQHDMBDR�.Q��HE�XNT�ITRS�V@MS�SN�FDS�HMUNKUDC�VHSGHM�SGD�BNL-
LTMHSX��SGHR�HR�@�FQD@S�NOONQSTMHSX�ENQ�XNT�)NHM�$-&(-$$12�(-�!.1#$12��GDKO�TR�L@JD�3NQNMSN�
an even greater city!

Eyes of Hope
$XDR�NE�'NOD� HR�@�MNS�ENQ�OQNjS�RSTCDMS�NQF@MHY@SHNM�VGNRD�OTQONRDR�
@QD�SN�@KKNV�LDLADQR�NE�SGD�4NE3�BNLLTMHSX�SN��"QD@SD�ONRHSHUD�BG@MFD�
HM�SGD�BNLLTMHSX��#DUDKNO� KD@CDQRGHO��@MC�'@UD�ETMŬ�.TQ�BNLLTMHSX�
GDKOHMF�HMHSH@SHUDR�HMBKTCD���� EENQC@AKD�GNTRHMF�UH@�4NE3�'@AHS@S�ENQ�'T-
L@MHSX�"@LO@HFM�l�RONMRNQ�@�4NE3�GNTRD�@MC�SGDM�ATHKC�HSŬ���'DKOHMF�

children a) Free the Children – fundraise for educational initiatives (e.g. school in Sierra Leone) b) 
World Vision – sponsor two children 3. Homeless outreach a) Sandwich Runs - make and give 
NTS�R@MCVHBGDR��VGHKD�TMCDQRS@MCHMF�@MC�CDRSHFL@SHYHMF�GNLDKDRRMDRR�A��4LAQDKK@�/@HMSHMF�l�
painting umbrellas with homeless youth as art therapy and to use as homelessness awareness c) 
Homeless shelter and food bank volunteering 4. Projects that members wish to propose and lead!
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Chemical Engineering
&QDDSHMFR�"GDL��3�RŬ�6DKBNLD�SN�"GDL�$MF�@S�4NE3Ŭ�6D�@QD�XNTQ�NEjBH@K�CHRBHOKHMD�BKTA�.TQ�
motto for the year is to “Strengthen the Chemmunity.” We organize several exciting social events 
throughout the year, most notably: two BBQs during fall (drop by to try our unique, one and only 
6@KKATQFDQŬ���!NNJ�$WBG@MFDR�@J@�2LNJDQR��EQDD�OHYY@�RDQUDCŬ���NTQ�@MMT@K�#HMMDQ�@MC�#@MBD��
Charity Talent Show and much much more! We also have a robust athletics organizing commu-
nity - this year we plan to have basketball, soccer, table-tennis, foosball tournaments and drop-in 
sports as well as an over-night ski trip during February. We always look for honorary executive 
members for our council as well as volunteers for our events, so there are several opportunities 
to get involved and increase your extra-curricular participation. Also, keep your eye out for Class 
Rep elections in September to run and represent the CHEM 1T6s! Find us in person: Stop by WB 
238 – the Chem Common Room! There will always be someone around, including Chem upper 
years who are always willing to help out. While you’re at it, relax while playing some foosball or 
OQNUHMF�XNTQ�RJHKKR�NM�NTQ�UDQX�NVM�-���2V@F�%HMC�TR�NMKHMD��%@BDANNJ��"GDL"KTA�4SNQNMSN���
email: chemclub@skule.ca  and website: chemclub.skule.ca

Civil Engineering
CIV 1T6, you are about to join an incredible discipline. Civ Club does a range of activities and 
RDQUHBDR�ENQ�BHU�RSTCDMSR�HMBKTCHMF�"HU�#HMMDQ�#@MBD��KNBJDQ�QDMS@KR��RDKKHMF�"HU�RV@F��RVD@SDQR��
patches), textbook smokers (where you can buy second-hand textbooks from upper years, make 
U@KT@AKD�BNMMDBSHNMR���VNQJHMF�VHSG�OQNEDRRNQR�EQNL�SGD�#DO@QSLDMS�NE�"HUHK�$MFHMDDQHMF�SN�L@JD�
your learning experience better, and even professional development events. Keep an ear open 
for our Civ mentorship program too! It’s a fantastic way for you to get adjusted to the commu-
nity quickly, and a great way to meet other civs! Your Civ Common Room is GB 123 with comfy 
BNTBGDR��MDV�KHFGS�jWSTQDR�HMRS@KKDC�AX�K@RS�XD@Q�R�"HU�"KTA��@MC�GNLD�SN�U@QHNTR�QDKNB@SDC�RSQDDS�
signs from around the province (we’re always looking for new ones). It’s also where the Civ Club 
.EjBD�HR��RN�L@JD�RTQD�SN�BNLD�R@X�GH��ADB@TRD�VD�QD�DWBHSDC�SN�LDDS�XNT�"HU��3�RŬ�8NT�B@M�@KRN�
buy cheaper pop in the Civ Common Room, unwind playing foosball, and use our microwave. 
Also, one of you will be joining the Civ Club Team as Class Rep! EngSoc will be running the elec-
tions right after F!rosh Week, and we’re looking for someone who’s willing to meet every single 
person in their class and working with Civ Club to do things for CIV 1T6! Aside from class rep, 
Civ Club is always looking for as many friendly faces who want to help out with other things we’re 
CNHMF�"@M�S�V@HS�SN�LDDS�@KK�NE�XNT�@S�SGD�%ŬQNRG�6DDJ�#HRBHOKHMD�"KTA�DUDMS�@MC�NM�SGD�jQRS�C@X�
of classes! Contact us at civ.skule.ca and facebook.com/groups/civclub.

Electrical & Computer Engineering
Hey F!rosh, welcome! As an ECE student, you’re automatically a member of ECE Club. We’re 
dedicated to bettering the student experience by providing you with awesome common rooms, 
career and professional development info/events, smokers (informal get-togethers with cheap 
ENNC�@MC�CQHMJR���F@LD�SNTQM@LDMSR�@MC�NTQ�@MMT@K�2TODQ�"K@RRX�#HMMDQ�#@MBD�*DDO�@M�DXD�NM�
your email for updates. Important stuff to know: The common room is located in the basement of 
2@MCENQC�%KDLHMF��2%�ENQ�RGNQS���MDWS�SN�SGD�DKDU@SNQR�#QNO�AX��QDK@W��OK@X�RNLD�ENNRA@KK�NQ�UHCDN�
games and enjoy the cheapest pop on campus. The access code will be emailed to you. We also 
maintain a study hall in Bahen, room BA1120. Roomy tables and power outlets abound! Your 

RGHMX��MDV�3�"@QC�FQ@MSR�XNT�@BBDRR�3GD�$"$�"KTA�.EjBD� HR� KNB@SDC�QHFGS�MDWS�
to the SF common room. Stop by or send us an email (ececlub@skule.ca) 
if you’ve got any questions about your time here at Skule™, or want help, or 
funding, to run an event for your class (for example, 1T4’s made sweet class 
t-shirts that we helped fund).
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Engineering Science
'DX��3�RŬ�6DKBNLD�SN�$MFHMDDQHMF�2BHDMBDŬ�2N�MNV�XNT�QD�NEjBH@KKX�@�4�NE�3�$MFHMDDQHMF�2STCDMSŬ�
Congratulations! The EngSci Club is here to help you with whatever you need during university life. 
The club organizes a number of social and academic events throughout the year. This includes the 
@MMT@K�#HMMDQ�#@MBD��2JH�3QHO��3@KDMS�2GNV�@MC�LNQDŬ�3GDRD�DUDMSR�@QD�@�FQD@S�V@X�SN�LDDS�NSGDQ�
RSTCDMSR�@MC��RHLOKX�OTS��ITRS�G@UD�ETMŬ�.MD�NE�SGD�DUDMSR�SG@S�G@OODMR�CTQHMF�SGD�ADFHMMHMF�NE�
SGD�XD@Q�@MC�HR�RODBHjB@KKX�FD@QDC�SNV@QCR�NTQ�MDV�RSTCDMSR�HR�SGD�!NNJ�2LNJDQ�3GHR�HR�VGDQD�NKC�
students will bring their old textbooks to sell at a discounted price. So keep a look out for EngSci 
Club event’s and email’s throughout the year! If you’re looking for a place to get some work done 
NQ�ITRS�G@MF�NTS�@MC�QDK@W��NTQ�BNLLNM�QNNL�HR�KNB@SDC�NM�SGD��MC�kNNQ�NE�!@GDM�%HMC�NTS�LNQD�
about the club at engsci.skule.ca! If you have any questions, concerns, comments or just want to 
S@KJ��UHRHS�SGD�BKTA�NEjBD�HM�SGD�BNLLNM�QNNL�NQ�RDMC�@M�DL@HK�SN�engsci@skule.ca!

Industrial Engineering
Hello F!rosh. Look at your discipline, now back to Indy, now back at your discipline, now back to 
Indy. Sadly, your discipline isn’t Indy. But if your discipline stopped using Newton’s Laws of Motion, 
it could smell like it’s Indy. Look down, back up, where are you? You’re at an Indy Club event. With 
the discipline your discipline could smell like. What’s in your hand? Back at Indy. It’s an oyster with 
SVN�SHBJDSR�SN�SGD�,($�#HMMDQ�#@MBD�+NNJ�@F@HM�3GD�SHBJDSR�@QD�MNV�@�INA�NEEDQ� MXSGHMF�HR�ONR-
sible when you get involved with Indy Club. Keep your eyes open for the next Indy Club event, and 
make sure to come out! Indy Club is a student organization, committed to jam-packing your time 
full of exciting social events and unique academic and professional opportunities. Highly recom-
LDMCDC�ENQ�%ŬQNRG�HR�SGD�f,DDS�8NTQ�#HRBHOKHMD�"KTAt�DUDMS�CTQHMF�%ŬQNRG�6DDJ��VGDQD�XNT�VHKK�FDS�
to meet your fellow Indys and your Indy Club Exec. Also during F!rosh Week, you will be given the 
opportunity to run for 1st Year Class Rep, an executive position on Indy Club. If this isn’t for you, 
there are still a number of ways to be involved with Indy Club throughout the year, such as attend-
ing or volunteering with events, becoming a mentee, or running for a different executive position 
next year. Cheers!

Mineral Engineering
.M�ADG@KE�NE�,(-�"KTA�@MC�SGD�QDRS�NE�SGD�,HMDQ@K�$MFHMDDQHMF�BNLLTMHSX��6$+".,$��@MC�BNM-
gratulations on joining the most tight-knit discipline in all of Skule™. To put it simply, MIN Club exist 
to make your experience at Skule™ academically, socially, and professionally ful- f i l l ing. 
Mineral Engineering has one of the cosiest common rooms on campus, featur-
HMF�@�k@S�RBQDDM�35�VHSG�@�-HMSDMCN����@MC�7ANW������AQ@MC�MDV�BNTBGDR�
for relaxing (or sleeping) and a huge table for tackling that tricky problem 
set (or more recreational endeavours). MIN Club is going to be hosting 
a bunch of awesome events throughout the year where you’ll get the 
chance to get to know your classmates and professors a lot better, 
so be sure to be periodically checking your emails for news on when 
the next event will be taking place.Be sure to swing by the com-
mon room on your spare time to meet some of the upper years, 
or take advantage of our sweet common room. If you want to get 
involved, run for 1st year class rep! If you don’t think being class 
rep is for you but you still want to help out with planning MIN Club 
events, feel free to attend one of our meetings and introduce yourself! You’ll be 
hearing a lot more from us soon, but for now enjoy your F!rosh week! 
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Material Science Engineering
$�,"�U@F�6N@G��VQNMF�AKTQAŬ�'DX�%ŬQNRG��VDKBNLD�SN�2JTKD¥��SGD�ADRS�OK@BD�NM�D@QSGŬ��(�L�
sure other disciplines are writing about what awesome Super Smash character they are, how awe-
some their skills are and how they can “PK Thunder”, but MSE is different.  We don’t need to settle 
ENQ�BG@Q@BSDQR�SG@S�VHKK�RSNO�kXHMF�ITRS�VGDM�XNT�MDDC�SGDL�SN��STQM�HMSN�@�S@MJ��NQ�G@UD�XNTQ�SVHM�
climb a mountain with you.  Nay, we are better than that.  As a MSE we create, design and fabricate 
the things those little guys need to succeed.  We are the Masahiro Sakurai and Satoru Iwata of the 
world of Super Smash Bros., the people that make it, the people that improve it and the people 
that spread our engineering knowledge to everyone else.  We’re the ones who think “Hey, wouldn’t 
it be awesome if Peach stored everything up her dress? Let’s design that!”, so you’re welcome 
world. So all you MSE F!, welcome to the best discipline ever; for the others, you know where to 
transfer (I’m looking at you T1s)!

Mechanical Engineering
.M�ADG@KE�NE�SGD�,DBG@MHB@K�$MFHMDDQHMF�"KTA��,DBG"KTA���BNMFQ@STK@SHNMR�@MC�VDKBNLD�(E�XNT�
G@UD�@BBDOSDC�XNTQ�NEEDQ�SN�LDBG@MHB@K�DMFHMDDQHMF��XNT�@QD�NEjBH@KKX�@�LDLADQ�NE�SGD�CHRBHOKHMD�
club of champions! The Mechanical Engineering Club represents the entire Mechanical Engineering 
RSTCDMS�ANCX�@S�SGD�4MHUDQRHSX�NE�3NQNMSN�6D�QD�GDQD�SN�QDOQDRDMS�RSTCDMSR�NM�@B@CDLHB�L@SSDQR�
with the department, resolve student-professor relations, and bring student issues and concerns 
to attention. If you want some place to relax, to get involved, make friends, or just need some ad-
vice- we got you covered. We’ll be holding a ton of events and a lot of fun stuff for everyone, such 
as book swaps, game nights, BBQs, sports tournaments, a dinner dance, and so much more! This 
year, we will also be running a professional development series to help expose students to different 
RNESV@QD�SG@S�VHKK�AD�ADMDjBH@K�HM�SGD�ETSTQD�1DLDLADQ�SN�CQNO�AX�SGD�,($�BNLLNM�QNNL��,HMHMF�
building room 225) as your one stop for table tennis, PS3 gaming, foosball, board games, refresh-
HMF�CQHMJR�NQ�BNLEX�BNTBGDR�SN�QDK@W�NM�@ESDQ�@�SNTFG�C@XŬ�"NLD�AX�SGD�BKTA�NEjBD��@BQNRR�EQNL�SGD�
common room, MB225c) if you want to pick up any mech gear (t-shirts, patches, etc.), get lockers, 
NQ�HE�XNT�ITRS�MDDC�RNLD�GDKO�@CUHBD�@MX�SHLD�HM�SGD�XD@QŬ�6D�KK�AD�HM�SGD�NEjBD�����OL�DUDQX�C@X��
but feel free to drop by whenever you see the light on! For all up to date information and upcom-
HMF�DUDMSR�OKD@RD�UHRHS�NTQ�VDARHSD�@S�LDBGRJTKDB@�NQ�jMC�TR�NM�E@BDANNJ�'@UD�RNLD�HCD@R��
comments, suggestions, or just want to get involved? Shoot us an email at mechclub@skule.ca

Track One Committee
'DKKN���3�3��R��@MC�VDKBNLD�SN�XNTQv%(- +�#$23(- 3(.-��ATS�MNS�QD@KKX�v3Q@BJ.MD�$MFHMDDQ-
HMF�@S�4�NE�3��+HJD�*HQAX�HM�2TODQ�2L@RG�!QNR��3Q@BJ.MD�R�@QD�@KV@XR�@�EQHDMCKX�E@BD�@QNTMC�2JTKD��
Interestingly, we’re also similar to Kirby in that we’ll eat anything, provided it’s in the form of a free 
food from the faculty.  Alas, if only making a discipline choice was as easy as picking your lunch…  
 MXV@X��DMNTFG�@ANTS�SG@S��KDS�R�S@KJ�@ANTS�SGD�3Q@BJ.MD�"NLLHSSDDŬ��3GD�3Q@BJ.MD�"NLLHSSDD�HR�
SGD�FQNTO�NE�RSTCDMSR�VGN�VNQJ�SN�HMRDQS�RNLD�NE�SG@S�DKTRHUD�%�4�-�HMSN�DMFHMDDQHMF�ENQ�3Q@BJ.MD�
RSTCDMSR��3GHR�O@RS�XD@Q��VD�OK@MMDC�F@LDR�NE�@RR@RRHM��SVN�LNUHD�MHFGSR��3Q@BJ.MD�#NCFDA@KK��
#HMMDQ�@MC�2J@SHMF�-HFGS��OHDR�NM�OH�C@X��SGD�RDLH�ENQL@K�C@MBD�$HFGS!@KK���3���GDKC�HM�SGD�'@QS�
'NTRD�&QD@S�'@KK��@MC�SGD�3Q@BJ.MD�$MC�NE�SGD�8D@Q�/@QSX

!DHMF�HM�3Q@BJ.MD�G@R�HSR�ODQJR��SNN��3Q@BJ.MD�FDSR�HSR�NVM�ATCFDS�SN�RODMC�NM�DUDMSR�KHJD�SGNRD�
listed above, with no bossy upper-years telling you what to do!  Even better, upper 
XD@Q�f3Q@BJ.MD� KTLMHt�@QD�@KV@XR�VHKKHMF�SN�GDKO�NTS�VHSG�VG@SDUDQ�R�FNHMF�NM�
in the T1 world, and are super-friendly people to boot!  If you’ve got questions 
@ANTS�KHED�HM�3Q@BJ.MD��NQ�V@MS�HMEN�@ANTS�SGD�3Q@BJ.MD�"NLLHSSDD��RGNNS�LD��
$U@M�!NXBD��3Q@BJ.MD�"K@RR�1DO��3����@�LDRR@FD�@S�trackone@skule.ca or 
jamesevan.boyce@utoronto.ca
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.MD�SGHMF�SG@S�XNT�VHKK�jMC�NTS�UDQX�PTHBJKX�HM�XNTQ�SHLD�@S�RBGNNK�HR�SG@S�XNT�KK�V@MS�SN�JMNV�SGD�
best place to grab quick, delicious food.  Whether you live in residence or you commute, the 
food at your res or whatever you bring from home can get tiresome extremely fast.  Be sure to 
treat yourself once in a while.

1 Sushi on Bloor - 515 Bloor Street West
Japanese - For cheap sushi, everyone in Toronto knows to go to this place. 
Expect to wait for a table on weekends, but it usually wouldn’t take long. 
For less than $10, you can get at least 12 pieces of maki.

2 Future’s Bakery and Cafe - 483 Bloor Street West
Cafe - Great place to just sit down and enjoy a coffee and its delicious 
pastries/cakes, but also provides inexpensive food! All you can eat perogies 
NM�6DCMDRC@XR��@MC�¨��4NE3�RSTCDMS�AQD@JE@RS�@QD�ITRS�EDV�NE�SGD�SGHMFR�
they offer!

Burrito Bandidos -362 Bloor St W
,DWHB@M���.MD�NE�SGD�NQHFHM@K�ATQQHSN�RGNOR�HM�3NQNMSN�3GD�ONQSHNMR�@QD�UDQX�
generous for the price and will satisfy your hunger quite nicely.

3

Papa Ceo & Cora’s - 654 Spadina Avenue
Pizza - These two pizza joints that sit beside each other have created the 
biggest pizza rivalry in the city. Both provide huge portions for $5 and if you 
ask which one’s better, the general opinion is pretty much split, so go see 
for yourself!
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Blue Chip Truck���.M�2S�&DNQFD�@BQNRR�EQNL�,/
!TQFDQR�'NS�#NFR� �� �ONOTK@Q� ENNC� SQTBJ� @LNMFRS�4NE3� RSTCDMSR�
as they make some good burgers, hot dogs and poutine for cheap!

5

Hard Hat Cafe - Sandford Fleming Basement
5@QHDSX���.VMDC�@MC�NODQ@SDC�AX�XNTQ�UDQX�NVM�$MFHMDDQHMF�2NBHDSXŬ�
.EEDQR� KNSR� NE� CHEEDQDMS� ENNCR� @MC� CQHMJR� RTBG� @R� OHYY@�� )@L@HB@M�
patties, pop and instant noodes, at reasonable prices!

Ein-stein Cafe & Pub - 229 College Street
Bar - The engineering pub. Everyone goes here for a good time and 
it’s not unusual to see alumni here as well. Also the place for all Toike 
.HJD�BNMSDMS�LDDSHMFRŬ

Starbucks Coffee - 205 College Street
Coffee - Self explanatory, but there’s also a Bagel Stop in the store 
too, where you can get a bagel sandwich.

Queen Slice Pizza & Pita - 177 College Street
/HYY@���#N�MNS�FDS�LHRKD@C�AX�SGD�M@LDŬ�,NRS�ODNOKD�CNM�S�FN�GDQD�
for the pizza, but for the chicken shawarma. It’s cheap, delicious and 
ready in a minute. Great place to grab a quick lunch!

Simon Sushi - 409 Spadina Avenue
)@O@MDRD���.MD�NE�SGD�LXQH@C�NE�RTRGH�OK@BDR�@QNTMC�4NE3�'@R�@�
large selection of food (maki, bento boxes, hot food, etc.) at very fair 
OQHBDR�4RT@KKX�FHUDR�XNT�@S�KD@RS�@�ANVK�NE�DC@L@LD�NM�SGD�GNTRD

New Ho King Restaurant - 416 Spadina Avenue
Chinese - Another legendary restaurant fond to engineers and every 
4NE3� RSTCDMS� @KHJD� #DKHUDQR� SN� �@L� NM� VDDJMHFGSR� @MC� �@L� NM�
weekends. The go-to place for people who feel hungry late at night 
from studying or partying.

Kom Jug Yuen - 371 Spadina Avenue
Chinese - This place has been here forever and is advertised to be 
the Best BBQ Pork in North America! Every engineer has gone to 
this place at least once, so you should too. And yes, it is pronounced 
“Cum Jug”.

Pho Hung - 350 Spadina Avenue
Vietnamese - Located in Chinatown, Pho Hung is one of the many 
5HDSM@LDRD� QDRS@TQ@MSR��ATS� HS�R�CDjMHSDKX�NMD�NE� SGD�LNRS�ONOTK@Q�
ones! Enjoy the Pho noodles, rice dishes and spring rolls!
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In the streets of Toronto, fun awaits around every corner.
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Yonge Street
!DHMF�SGD�KNMFDRS�RSQDDS�HM�SGD�VNQKC��HS�FNDR�EQNL�+@JD�.MS@QHN�@KK�
the way up to Lake Simcoe. But the part where you’d probably 
be spending your time in would be the one south of Bloor St. 
Here, there are hundreds of shops and restaurants for you to 
discover. It is always busy and full of people and interesting street 
ODQENLDQR��DWODBH@KKX�@S�8NMFD�#TMC@R�2PT@QD

Queen Street West - between Yonge and Bathurst
Another one of those quintessential streets to visit. Has everything 
from high-end boutiques to stores that sell weird novelty items, 
such as ‘the Black Market’.

Nathan Phillips Square - 100 Queen Street West
Website: http://www.toronto.ca/city_hall_tour/nps.htm
Right outside the City Hall and 5 minutes away from the Eaton 
Centre, a nice hang out place in summer and a skating rink in 
winter! There’s also a piece of Berlin Wall hidden somewhere in 
the square...

PLACES TO GO
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4 Toronto Eaton Centre - 220 Yonge Street
Website: www.torontoeatoncentre.com
Biggest shopping mall in downtown Toronto that has almost 
every major brand name you can imagine, so it can easily 
satisfy most of your shopping needs. Got extra cash? Need a 
FHES� ENQ�RNLDNMD� HLONQS@MS��.Q� ITRS�V@MS�SN�CN�RNLD�VHMCNV�
shopping? This is your destination.

2N�HE�@KK�NE�SG@S�HR�MNS�DMNTFG�SN�R@SHREX�XNTQ�MDDC�SN�CN�SGHMFR��FN�DWOKNQD�SGD�BHSX��jMC�HSR�GHCCDM�
secrets and spots for you and your friends to hang out. Toronto always has shows 

and bands playing around the city, festivals going on, and stuff to do. And if all 
DKRD�E@HKR��XNT�B@M�@KV@XR�FN�SN�SGD�LNUHDR�� ,"�@S�#TMC@R�2PT@QD��2BNSH-
abank Theatres at John St., and other small theatres around). You should 
@KRN�O@X�@�UHRHS�SN�RNLD�NE�SGD�LTRDTLR�SGD�BHSX�G@R�SN�NEEDQ��SGD�1.,��SGD�
 &.��"@R@�+NL@��&N�CHRBNUDQŬ

5

7

6

8

9

Roger’s Centre/SkyDome - 1 Blue Jays Way
Website: http://www.rogerscentre.com/about/tours.jsp
Home to the Toronto Blue Jays and Toronto Argonauts. When 
you are tired of studying, buy yourself some peanuts and 
Cracker Jacks and go for a ball game with some friends.

CN Tower - 301 Front St W
Website: http://www.cntower.ca
World’s 5th tallest freestanding building, it consists of a main 
pod at 342 meters above the ground and a sky pod at 446.5 
meters. What’s the best thing to do up there? Confront your 
fear of height and take a walk on the exterior of the main pod.

Air Canada Centre - 40 Bay Street
Website: http://theaircanadacentre.com
Home to the NHL Team Toronto Maple Leafs and NBA Team 
Toronto Raptors. They’ll never win, yet it’s next to impossible 
SN� jMC� SHBJDSR�� DRODBH@KKX� +D@ER� F@LDR� -NMDSGDKDRR�� XNT�KK�
probably have a good time cheering and heckling.

Harbourfront Centre - 235 Queens Quay West
Website: http://www.harbourfrontcentre.com
For anyone who is interested in culture and arts, this a good 
place to start. Exhibitions and performances are held regularly 
there. For those who want more action? How about kayaking 
in summer or ice skating in winter?

Centre Island
(S�HR�@M�HRK@MC�NM�+@JD�.MS@QHN�QHFGS�NEE�SGD�RGNQDR�NE�3NQNMSN�
There is a ferry that you have to take to get over (costs about 
$6), but once you get there, you can bike, barbeque, disc-
golf…

PLACES TO GO
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3GD�4MHUDQRHSX�NE�3NQNMSN�RSQHUDR�SN�AD�@�SNO�KD@QMHMF�HMRSHSTSD�HM�NTQ�OQNUHMBD�2HMBD�HSR�HMBDOSHNM�
in the early 1800’s it has continued to become more and more accommodating to students and 
KD@QMHMF�MDDCR�.M�B@LOTR��XNT�VHKK�jMC�SG@S�L@MX�NE�SGD�4MHUDQRHSX�R�NKCDQ�ATHKCHMFR�G@UD�ADDM�
QDSQNjSSDC�SN�HMBKTCD�@BBDRRHAKD�Q@LOR�@MC�DKDU@SNQR�%TQSGDQ��XNT�KK�jMC�@M�DMSHQD�NEjBD�CDCHB@SDC�
to helping you throughout the year. If you have any questions, feel free to email us at engsoc@
skule.ca!

The Accessibility Services provides academic accommodations in collaboration with students, 
staff and faculty to support students with documented disabilities in equal opportunities to achieve 
@B@CDLHB�@MC�BN�BTQQHBTK@Q�RTBBDRR�(E�XNT�@QD�@�RSTCDMS�VGN�HCDMSHjDR�VHSG�NMD�NQ�LNQD�NE�SGD�
broad categories below, we encourage you to register with Accessibility Services:

q� SSDMSHNM�#DjBHS�'XODQ@BSHUHSX�#HRNQCDQ�� #'#�
q� TSHRL�2ODBSQTL�#HRNQCDQ
q�!Q@HM�(MITQX�@MC�"NMBTRRHNM
q�"GQNMHB�'D@KSG
q�#D@E�@MC�'@QC�NE�'D@QHMF
q�+D@QMHMF�#HR@AHKHSX
q�,DMS@K�'D@KSG
q�,NAHKHSX�@MC�%TMBSHNM@K
q�+NV�5HRHNM���+DF@KKX�!KHMC
q�3DLONQ@QX�(MITQHDR

3GD�@BBDRRHAHKHSX�NEjBD�NEEDQR�L@MX�RDQUHBDR�HMBKTCHMF�

q� KSDQM@SHUD�SDRS
q�$W@LHM@SHNM�@QQ@MFDLDMSR�
q� TSGNQHY@SHNM�NE�SDRS�@MC�DW@L�@BBNLLNC@SHNMR�BNNQCHM@SDC�AX�3DRS�@MC�$W@L�2DQUHBDR
q�-NSD�S@JHMF�RDQUHBDR
q�2HFM�K@MFT@FD�HMSDQOQDSDQR
q� C@OSHUD�DPTHOLDMS���@RRHRSHUD�CDUHBDR
q� KSDQM@SHUD�ENQL@S�ENQ�OQHMSDC�L@SDQH@KR�
q�(MENQL@SHNM���QDRNTQBD�L@SDQH@KR�NM�GD@KSG�BNMCHSHNMR���CHR@AHKHSX�QDK@SDC�HRRTDR
q�+H@HRNM�VHSG�@B@CDLHB���TMHSR�VHSGHM�4NE3���VHSG�NEE�B@LOTR�@FDMBHDR

We encourage you to visit www.accessibility.utoronto.ca for more information. 
If you do need accommodation for F!rosh week or any events. 

We are here to support you to achieve academic success as you embark 
on the 2012-2013 academic year.

ACCESSIBILITY SERVICES
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Congratulations! You have made it to the best engineering school in Canada, and one of the best 
in the World. You will go through four years of great engineering education, and some of you will 
gain some valuable work experience during your PEY term. At the end of these four short years, 
your career will be the next big step.

We at the You’re Next Career Network strive to be your hub for all career development activi-
ties. As a whole, You’re Next is a career network that came into existance with the help of the 
Engineering Society and focuses on enhancing the relationships between students, industry 
professionals, organizations, alumni and the faculty. For the past 3 years, You’re Next has been 
running the largest Engineering and IT undergraduate career fair at the University of Toronto, 
focused on exposing our students to career opportunities and possibilities. This year we are 
expanding into the largest student career development network in the University of Toronto: The 
You’re Next Career Network.

Our mission is to develop University of Toronto students to realize 
their career potential, and to provide them with opportunities for 
employer-student interaction. Our yearlong events will help stu-
dents develop skills, network, and gain access to job opportuni-
ties. Our initiatives include:

1. The You’re Next Launchpad Series
Launchpad is a yearlong series of professional 
development events for students including inter-
personal skills workshops, industry exposure talks 
and company-sponsored competitions, which will 
connect highly skilled and motivated students with 
companies. We enable opportunities to:
q�!THKC�@�OK@SENQL�ENQ�HMCTRSQX�OQNEDRRHNM@KR��NQF@MH-
zations and alumni to engage and recruit students 
through interactive events.
q�$WSDMRHUDKX�MDSVNQJ�VHSG�LNSHU@SDC�RSTCDMSR�EQNL�
diverse backgrounds and years.

2. The You’re Next Startup Career Expo
Date: October 11, 2012
Location: Hart House

The Startup Career Expo 
will introduce stu-
CDMSR� SN� SGD�jDKC�
of entrepreneur-
ship and the 
startup industry. 
The event is expected to 
bring out over 30 startup 
companies looking to 
recruit from U of T. 
Check out the 
oppo r tun i -
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SHDR�@MC�ADMDjSR�ENQ�VNQJHMF�ENQ�@�RL@KKDQ�BNLO@MX�@MC�KHMD�TO�XNTQ�HMSDQMRGHOR�ETKK�SHLD�INAR�
early through this one day event in October!

3. You’re Next Career Fair:
Date: January 2013  
Location: Examination Centre

.TQ�NMD�C@X�k@FRGHO�DUDMS�HM�)@MT@QX�AQHMFR�NTS�
over 1,800 students and 50 companies.
q�/@RS�BNLO@MHDR�HMBKTCD��,HBQNRNES�� L@YNM�� K-
SDQ@��2-"�+@U@KHM�� ,#�� BBDMSTQD��1!"�"@OHS@K�
,@QJDSR��4MHKDUDQ��2XMBQTCD��#DKNHSSD��"&(�� DBNM��
#@XENQBD��@MC�L@MX�NSGDQRŬ
q�6D�AQHMF�RSTCDMSR�NOONQSTMHSHDR�SN�LDDS�QDBQTHS-
ers face to face and ask them about opportunities 
at their company.
q�6D�@QQ@MFD� ENQ�BNLO@MHDR� SN�ROD@J� HM�@� SHFGS�
knit setting leading up to the career fair.

Want more information? 
Email: contact@yourenext.ca
Twitter: @UofT_YoureNext
6DARHSD��GSSO���VVVXNTQDMDWSB@

It seems like not too long ago all you had to worry about was which university to apply to, and 
what you wanted to study. We’re glad that that’s over – but as engineers, we always need to 
remember to plan ahead.So what’s next? The following section will provide some advice on how 
XNT�B@M�ADRS�OQDO@QD�XNTQRDKE�ENQ�XNTQ�jQRS�INA�(S�R�ENTQ�NQ�jUD�XD@QR�CNVM�SGD�KHMD��ATS�HS�R�@�KHMD�
that can come awfully fast if you don’t pay attention to it.

I. Tips for Getting a Job 
&DSSHMF�@�INA�MNV@C@XR��HM������������HR�SNTFG�!TS�VGN�JMNVR�VG@S�R�FNHMF�SN�G@OODM�VGDM�
@KK�NE�XNT�FQ@CT@SD�HM������������'DQD�R�SGD�M@RSX�BXBKD�l�DLOKNXDQR�@QD�KNNJHMF�ENQ�DWODQHDMBD��
ATS�XNT�MDDC�@�OQDUHNTR�INA�SN�FDS�DWODQHDMBD�'DQD�@QD�RNLD�SHOR�ENQ�GNV�XNT�FDS�AQD@J�NTS�NE�
this cycle!

1: Get involved in extra-curricular activities early on in your undergraduate career
3GHR�HR�AX�E@Q�SGD�AHFFDRS�SHO�(�B@M�VQHSD�NM�SGHR�O@FD�#NM�S�ADKHDUD�LD��&N�@GD@C�@MC�@RJ�@MX�NE�
your upper year friends what employers like to ask questions about during their job interviews. 
8NT�KK�jMC�NTS�SG@S�Q@QDKX�CN�BNLO@MHDR�@RJ�XNT�@ANTS�VGX�XNT�FNS�@����HM�"(5����@R�NOONRDC�
to an 85.

!TS��SGDX�VHKK�@RJ�XNT�@ANTS�XNTQ�ODS�OQNIDBSR��L@JHMF�XNTQ�NVM�H/GNMD�@OO�NQ�RS@QSHMF�@�RL@KK�
ATRHMDRR��@MC�XNTQ�O@RS�DWODQHDMBDR�NTSRHCD�NE�BK@RR��CHC�XNT�INHM�@�BKTA�R�DWDBTSHUD�SD@L��6G@S�
HLO@BS�CHC� XNT�L@JD� SN� SGD�BKTA��'NV�CHC� XNT�CD@K�VHSG�BNMkHBSR�VHSGHM� SGD�
SD@L��'NV�CN�XNT�A@K@MBD�XNTQ�SHLD�VHSG�XNTQ�@B@CDLHBR�@MC�XNTQ�DWSQ@�

BTQQHBTK@Q�HMUNKUDLDMSR��

2. Work on your resume and cover letter
'DQD�R�SGD�QD@KHSX��LNRS�QDRTLDR�@MC�BNUDQ�KDSSDQR�FDS�

tossed out very quickly. If you’ve been to ca-
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reer fairs, you will see that many students rush to give employers their resumes and cover letters. 
!TS�VG@S�XNT�CNM�S�RDD�HR�SGD�QDBXBKHMF�AHM�ETKK�NE�QDRTLDR�SG@S�G@UD�ADDM�SNRRDC�NTS�ADB@TRD�
they were poorly catered to the jobs the companies were hiring for.
A resume is not supposed to be a dog’s breakfast of anything and everything you’ve ever done. 
It’s supposed to be a clear and concise way for employers to see what you have been involved 
VHSG�@MC�SGD�HLO@BS�NE�XNTQ�HMUNKUDLDMS�'DQD�R�VG@S�(�LD@M��8NT�UD�VNQJDC�@�RTLLDQ�INA��l�
VG@S�HLO@BS�CHC�XNT�L@JD�SN�XNTQ�BNLO@MX���#HC�XNT�L@M@FD�SN�HLOQNUD�SGDHQ�DEjBHDMBX��KNVDQ�
BNRS��NQ�HMBQD@RD�OQNjSR���"NLO@MHDR�V@MS�SN�JMNV�SG@S�VG@S�SGDX�QD�O@XHMF�ENQ��XNTQ�R@K@QX��HR�
going to be worth their investment. You need to demonstrate that you already have a strong track 
record of delivering high-quality work that impacts their underlying business objective. Therefore, 
QDRTLDR�ENQ�DMSQX�KDUDK�ONRHSHNMR�RGNTKC�AD�MN�LNQD�SG@M���l���O@FDR�KNMF�,@JD�RTQD�XNT�PT@M-
SHEX�XNTQ�HLO@BS��HS�R�MNS�DMNTFG�SN�R@X�SG@S�XNT�HLOQNUDC�DEjBHDMBX�l�VG@S�HR�SGD�@LNTMS�NE�SHLD�
R@UDC�@R�@�QDRTKS�NE�XNTQ�VNQJ���(S�R�@KRN�HLONQS@MS�SN�L@JD�RTQD�SG@S�XNTQ�QDRTLD�HR�NQF@MHYDC�
and that employers can skim through your resume and pick out your main highlighted results in 
less than 30 seconds.

A cover letter is not an excuse for you to put your entire life story on one page. It’s a place to 
demonstrate how the details highlighted in your resume ties in with what the company is looking 
for. Even though the cover letter is more wordy than a resume, make sure that your points are 
BNMBHRD�@MC�DLOKNXDQR�@QD�@AKD�SN�jMC�VG@S�SGDX�QD�KNNJHMF�ENQ�HM�KDRR�SG@M����RDBNMCR

3. Network, Network, Network
You know the saying “it’s not about what you know, it’s 
about who you know”? It’s very much the case in the job-
seeking space. Over the next four years of your under-
FQ@CT@SD�B@QDDQ�� HS�VNTKC�AD�ADMDjBH@K� ENQ�XNT� SN�BGDBJ�
NTS�SGD�U@QHNTR�B@QDDQ�E@HQR�SG@S�VD�G@UD�@S�4�NE�3��"@QDDQ�
(MENQL@SHNM�#@X�@MC�SGD�8NT�QD�-DWS�2S@QSTO�"@QDDQ�$WON�
HM�SGD�E@KK�@MC�SGD�8NT�QD�-DWS�"@QDDQ�%@HQ�HM�)@MT@QX��&N-
ing to the fairs will allow you to scout out which compa-
nies are hiring, and what they’re looking for.

At the job fair, make sure that you strike a good conver-
sation, do your basic research, and ask some insightful 

PTDRSHNMR�*MNV�VG@S�XNT�V@MS��DF�ETQSGDQ�CDS@HKR�@ANTS�SGDHQ�RTLLDQ�INA�@OOKHB@SHNM�OQNBDRR��
LNQD�HMENQL@SHNM�@ANTS�SGDHQ�QNS@SHNM@K�OQNFQ@L��ADENQD�@OOQN@BGHMF�D@BG�BNLO@MX

4. Need help?
4�NE�3�G@R�RNLD�FQD@S�QDRNTQBDR�SN�GDKO�RSTCDMSR�NTS�VHSG�L@SSDQR�KHJD�SGHR�!D�RTQD�
to check out the Engineering Career Centre located in New College 
where they can set up one-on-one sessions with you to work through 
any concerns you may have.

II. Getting Summer Jobs
It’s a competitive world out there – whether it’s looking for a 
PEY job or a full-time job, employers want students who have dem-
NMRSQ@SDC�RTBBDRR�HM�OQDUHNTR�INAR�NQ�DWSQ@�BTQQHBTK@Q�@BSHUHSHDR�!DHMF�@AKD�
SN�S@JD�NM�@M�DMSQX�KDUDK�RTLLDQ�INA�HM�SGD�jQRS�NQ�RDBNMC�RTLLDQ�NE�
your academic years will put you in a good 
position when applying for jobs in the future. 

Furthermore, all University of Toronto Engineering stu-
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CDMSR�G@UD�@�FQ@CT@SHNM�QDPTHQDLDMS�NE�����OQ@BSHB@K�GNTQR�SG@S�B@M�AD�BNLOKDSDC�DHSGDQ�CTQHMF�
SGD�RTLLDQ�LNMSGR�NQ�CTQHMF�@�RSTCDMS�R�/$8�SDQL�!DHMF�@AKD�SN�VNQJ�ENQ�NMD�RTLLDQ�VHKK�UDQX�
quickly take care of that requirement, and will lift one graduation requirement off your shoulders 
down the road.

2TLLDQ�INA�@OOKHB@SHNM�SHLDKHMDR�@QD�DWSQDLDKX�SHFGS�,@MX�RSTCDMSR�DWODBS�SG@S�BNLO@MHDR�VHKK�
JMNBJ�NM�SGD�CNNQ�@MC�MTCFD�SGDL�SN�RTALHS�SGDHQ�@OOKHB@SHNMR�'NVDUDQ��SGHR�HR�MDUDQ�SGD�B@RD�
(S�R�QD@KKX�@KK�@ANTS�GNV�LTBG�HMHSH@SHUD�XNT�V@MS�SN�S@JD�SN�FDS�SGHR�RS@QSDC�,NRS�BNLO@MHDR�RS@QS�
GHQHMF�EQNL�-NUDLADQ�l�,@QBG�ENQ�SGDHQ�RTLLDQ�RSTCDMSR�'DQD�@QD�RNLD�HLONQS@MS�SGHMFR�SN�CN�
to put you in the best position for a summer job:

1. Research your companies (September – November)
%HMC�NTS�VGHBG�BNLO@MHDR�EQDPTDMSKX�GHQD�RTLLDQ�RSTCDMSR�3@KJ�SN�TOODQ�XD@QR�SN�jMC�NTS�GNV�
SGHMFR�VNQJ�@S�SGDHQ�BTQQDMS�O@RS�/$8�NQ�RTLLDQ�DLOKNXDQR�6HSGNTS�JMNVHMF�VG@S�R�@U@HK@AKD��
you won’t be able to know where to start.

 ESDQ� jMCHMF�NTS�VGHBG�BNLO@MHDR�GHQD��L@JD�@M�@BSHUD� KHRS� @MC� SQ@BJ� SGDHQ� B@QDDQ�O@FDR� EQD-
quently. Some companies have a dedicated “students & new graduates” section that will be a 
good start for those looking for entry-level positions.

2. Apply Early (November – March)
,@MX�BNLO@MHDR�G@UD�LTKSHOKD�BXBKDR�NE�fjQRS�QNTMC�HMSDQUHDVRt�(E�SGDX�jMC�SGD�QHFGS�ODQRNM�D@QKX�
on, they might not even continue interviewing the other candidates. As such, it’s important to 
apply as early as possible to ensure that you have the best shot at your summer job. As always, 
DMRTQD�SG@S�XNTQ�BNUDQ�KDSSDQ�@MC�QDRTLD�G@R�ADDM�B@SDQDC�@MC�QDUHDVDC�RODBHjB@KKX�ENQ�SG@S�INA�
application.  

III: Career Fairs
1. List of Career Fairs
U of T Career Information Day (September 19-20, 2012)
Link: http://www.careers.utoronto.ca/cid/cid.aspx
"@QDDQ� (MENQL@SHNM�#@XR� �"(#� HR� @�"@QDDQ� %@HQ� QTM� AX�  ($2$"�
Toronto, Engineering Career Centre and the University of To-
ronto Career Centre. It is geared towards a few key industries 
l�$MFHMDDQHMF�� (3��@MC�SGD�2BHDMBDR�3GD�"(#�VHKK� S@JD�OK@BD� HM�
University College.

You’re Next Startup Career Expo (October 11, 2012)
Link: http://www.yourenext.ca/
Toronto has been ranked as one of the top 
places to have a startup company in the world. 
To bring the Canadian entrepreneurship move-

ment to U of T Engineering students, the You’re Next Career Network will be 
GNRSHMF�@�NMD�C@X�DUDMS�HM�'@QS�'NTRD�SN�RGNVB@RD�RS@QSTOR�@MC�INA�NOONQST-

nities to U of T Engineering students.  

You’re Next Career Fair (January 2012)
Link: http://www.yourenext.ca/

3GD� K@QFDRS� $MFHMDDQHMF� RODBHjB� B@QDDQ� E@HQ� HM� SGD� &QD@SDQ� 3N-
ronto Area, targeted towards U of T Engineering students. 
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3GD�8NT�QD�-DWS�"@QDDQ�%@HQ�VHKK�ED@STQD�LNQD�SG@M����BNLO@MHDR�SGHR�XD@Q�VGN�@QD�KNNJHMF�ENQ�
RSTCDMSR�VHSG�@�RSQNMF�DMFHMDDQHMF�A@BJFQNTMC�KHJD�XNTQRDKEŬ�!D�RTQD�SN�BGDBJ�NTS�SGD�NMD�C@X�
long career fair located at the Examination Centre.

2. How to prepare for Career fairs
��1DRD@QBG�SGD�BNLO@MHDR�@SSDMCHMF�SGD�B@QDDQ�E@HQ
��+NNJ�TO�NODM�ONRHSHNMR�NM�SGDHQ�VDARHSD
3. Come up with insightful questions - know what the company does, and dig deeper at the 
booth!
��,@JD�@�FNNC�jQRS�HLOQDRRHNMŬ

IV. Research Opportunities
If you wonder what lies beyond the corporate world, research is a great place to start! Lucky 
for you, almost all professors in the Engineering faculty take students under their wings every 
summer to work on a project. Not only is this a great opportunity to gain new knowledge, but it 
also allows you to meet upper-year students, graduate students and your professors outside the 
classroom environment.

When you research, you:
��&@HM�RJHKKR���JMNVKDCFD�BNLLNM�SN�MDWS�XD@Q�BNTQRDR
��!DBNLD�@M�DWODQS�HM�XNTQ�jDKC�NE�VNQJ
3. Push the boundary of human knowledge
��,@X�E@HKŬ�!TS�XNT�SQX��SQX�@MC�SQX�@F@HM�TMSHK�XNT�RTBBDDCŬ

Getting a research position
Simply put, all you have to do is ask your professors. Approach them after class, in the hallways, 
wherever you get a chance to chat with them. Usually, students ask professors who have taught 
them before because they may recognize your face & because you know how the professor 
teaches and communicate.

Another method is to go online to your Engineering faculty website and scroll the Professors 
/@FD�8NTQ�OQNER�VHKK�TRT@KKX�G@UD�@�VDARHSD�VGHBG�OQDRDMSR�SGDHQ�jDKC�NE�VNQJ��SGDHQ�O@ODQR��@MC�
other interesting information. Find which professors are researching areas that interest you!

When you have your list of professors, begin contacting them via e-mail and follow up for a time 
to meet with them in person to chat.

Tips
1. Show enthusiasm for the research topic; have natural interest in that 
area of study
�� #N� XNTQ� QDRD@QBG�� QD@C� SGDHQ� O@ODQR�� SQX� SN� CHFDRS� DUDM� @�
small fraction of it!
3. Professors know that you will not understand much of the 
content... because if you did, you’d be in their position!
4. Arrive early when you go meet the professor
��#NM�S�TMCDQ�CQDRR��ATS�CNM�S�NUDQ�CQDRR�6GDQD�RNLDSGHMF�B@RT@KKX�
nice when you go meet them.
�� RJ�KNSR�PTDRSHNMRŬ�2GNV�BTQHNRHSX�
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Answers from the Falculty: 
"@M�kQRS�XD@Q�RSTCDMSR�K@MC�RTLLDQ�QDRD@QBG�ONRHSHNMR�
Yes! There are some volunteer opportunities in research labs if the income of a full-time summer 
INA�HRM�S�@ARNKTSDKX�MDBDRR@QX�ENQ�XNT�,@MX�OQNEDRRNQR�@QD�VHKKHMF�SN�S@JD�@�BG@MBD�NM�@�JDDM��
QDRONMRHAKD��jQRS�XD@Q�RSTCDMS�VGN�RGNVR�HMHSH@SHUD�(M�%DAQT@QX�NQ�,@QBG�XNT�RGNTKC�FN�SN�XNTQ�
departmental website and look up the list of all their professors. Each professor’s research and 
often their main publications will be listed on the site. You should make the effort to read many of 
SGNRD�O@ODQR�@MC�SGDM�DL@HK�������OQNER�SG@S�@QD�VNQJHMF�HM�@�jDKC�SG@S�HMSDQDRSR�XNT�(M�SGD�DL@HK��
explain that you are willing to volunteer your time and that you are interested in their research and 
VGX�2GNV�SG@S�XNT�UD�QD@C�@�KHSSKD�AHS�@ANTS�HS�RN�SGDX�B@M�SDKK�XNT�G@UD�RNLD�HMHSH@SHUDŬ�'HFGKHFGS�
an extra-curricular activity you’ve done this past year, or a strong mark in  class that you’ve 
achieved or a really good project you completed and attach your resume.

'NODETKKX�XNT�KK�GD@Q�A@BJ�EQNL�����OQNEDRRNQRŬ�(E�XNT�CNM�S�SGDM�DL@HK�@MNSGDQ������Ŭ�(E�XNT�CN�
land a position but do need some income you can ask to work for them part time and then have 
a regular part time job on the side. And sometimes at the end of the summer, if the professor has 
some extra funding and you’ve done a good job, they may be able to give you a small honoura-
QHTL�!TS�QD@KKX��SGD�DWODQHDMBD�HR�SGD�LNRS�U@KT@AKD�SGHMFŬ

V. Opportunities Abroad
There are a few ways to get involved outside of Canada. Some students have done international 
DWBG@MFDR��VGHKD�NSGDQR�G@UD�CNMD�HMSDQM@SHNM@K�VNQJ�SDQLR��RTLLDQ�/$8��NQ�HMSDQM@SHNM@K�QD-
search opportunities. Opportunities abroad will have different requirements and timelines de-
ODMCHMF�NM�VGHBG�BNTMSQX�SGDX�@QD�KNB@SDC�HM��RN�AD�RTQD�SN�jMC�NTS�SGHR�HMENQL@SHNM�@GD@C�NE�
time.

(E�XNT�VNTKC�KHJD�LNQD�HMENQL@SHNM��4�NE�3�R�"DMSQD�ENQ�(MSDQM@SHNM@K�$WODQHDMBD��"($��B@M�GDKO�XNT�
with any questions you may have about opportunities abroad.

VI. Next Steps - Interviews
1) In-person interviews:
,@JD�@�FNNC�HLOQDRRHNM���G@UD�@�jQL�G@MCRG@JD��L@JD�DXD�BNMS@BS��@MC�AD�RTQD�SN�SG@MJ�XNTQ�
HMSDQUHDVDQ�NM�SGD�V@X�NTS�1DLDLADQ�SG@S�HS�R�ADSSDQ�SN�NUDQCQDRR�SG@M�SN�TMCDQCQDRR�(S�GDKOR�
SN�TMCDQRS@MC� SGD�FDMDQ@K�CQDRR�BNCD�NE� SGD�BNLO@MX� �DF�!@MJR�@MC�BNMRTKSHMF�jQLR�L@X�
G@UD�@�ENQL@K�CQDRR�BNCD��VGDQD@R�RNESV@QD�CDUDKNOLDMS�jQLR�L@X�G@UD�@�B@RT@K�CQDRR�BNCD��

There are some common questions that interviewers ask. Look these questions up online, and 
AD�QD@CX�SN�@MRVDQ�SGDL�A@RDC�NM�XNTQ�O@RS�DWODQHDMBDR��CNM�S�QDBXBKD�SGD�R@LD�DWODQHDMBD�
ENQ�@KK�NE�XNTQ�PTDRSHNMR��

2) Phone interviews:
You have the luxury of having your “backup material” right in 
front of you! Feel free to print a copy of your resume out, and 

make notes of talking points you can use during your in-
terview process. The questions that you get during 
a phone interview may be very similar to what you 

would get in an in-person interview. 

The dynamics of a phone-interview can 
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FDS�LDRRX���L@JD�RTQD�SG@S�XNTQ�HMSDQUHDVDQ�G@R�jMHRGDC�GHR�GDQ�RDMSDMBD�ADENQD�ITLOHMF�HMSN�
your answer. Feel free to take a few seconds to gather your thoughts before discussing your 
answer.

3) Case interviews:
2NESV@QD�BNLO@MHDR�@MC�BNMRTKSHMF�jQLR�L@X�OTS�XNT�SGQNTFG�@�LNQD�KDMFSGX�HMSDQUHDV�OQNBDRR�
VGDQD�SGDX�FDS�XNT�SN�RNKUD�@�OQNAKDL�NM�SGD�kX�3GD�FDMDQ@K�SHOR�ENQ�SGDRD�RNQSR�NE�HMSDQUHDVR�@QD�

#NM�S�QTRG�HMSN�RNKUHMF�SGD�PTDRSHNM�QHFGS�@V@X��XNT�B@M�@KV@XR�@RJ�XNTQ�HMSDQUHDVDQ�ENQ�BK@QHEXHMF�
questions if you are unsure about certain things. 

2S@QS�AX�V@KJHMF�SGQNTFG�XNTQ�TMCDQRS@MCHMF�NE�SGD�OQNAKDL��VG@S� HR�SGD�L@HM�OQNAKDL�XNT�QD�
SQXHMF�SN�RNKUD��6G@S�@QD�SGD�L@HM�NAIDBSHUDR�@MC�BNMRSQ@HMSR���3GHR�VHKK�RHFM@K�SN�SGD�HMSDQUHDVDQ�
that you’re going on the right track.

1DLDLADQ�SN�V@KJ�SGD�HMSDQUHDVDQ�SGQNTFG�XNTQ�SGNTFGS�OQNBDRR�3GD�L@HM�SGHMF�SGDX�@QD�@R-
RDRRHMF�GDQD�HR�GNV�VDKK�XNT�B@M�SGHMJ�NM�SGD�RONS��DUDM�HE�XNT�FDS�SGD�jM@K�@MRVDQ�VQNMF�

In coding interviews, try to get your syntax right - your interviewers want to know that you pay 
attention to details like that.
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Every engineer must know ALL the lyrics to the glorious Godiva’s Hymn! Okay well, maybe the 
TOODQ�XD@QR�RSHKK�G@UDM�S�jFTQDC�NTS�SGD�KXQHBR�O@RS�SGD�jQRS�SVN�NQ�SGQDD�UDQRDR��ATS�SGD�LNQD�XNT�
memorize, the more points you’ll get as being the coolest among the F!rosh. 
(Tune: The Battle Hymn of the Republic)

Godiva was a lady, who through Coventry did ride,
3N�RGNV�SN�@KK�SGD�UHKK@FDQR�GDQ�jMD�@MC�KHKX�VGHSD�GHCD
The most observant villager, an Engineer of course,

Was the only one to notice that Godiva rode a horse.

(CHORUS)
We are, we are, we are, we are, we are the Engineers,
We can, we can, we can, we can demolish forty beers,

Drink rum, drink rum, drink rum, drink rum and come along with us,
For we don’t give a damn for any damn man who don’t give a damn for us!

(OPTIONAL FEMALE CHORUS)
We are, we are, we are, we are the female Engineers,

We can, we can, we can, we can drink just as many beers,
Drink rum, drink rum, drink rum, drink rum and come along with us,

For we don’t give a damn for any damn man who can’t get it up for us!

Said she, “I’ve come a long, long way and I will go as far
With the man who takes me from this horse and leads me to a bar.”

The men who took her from her steed and led her to a beer,
6DQD�@�AKTQQX�DXDC�RTQUDXNQ�@MC�@�CQTMJDM�$MFHMDDQ

Any Civil Engineer can go for days and days
#DRBQHAHMF�GNV�BNMBQDSD�HR�TRDC�HM�NG�RN�L@MX�V@XR�

But not till one dark gray night of true debauchery
6@R�TRHMF�HS�SN�kN@S�@�AN@S�BNMRHCDQDC�NMD�NE�SGDRDŬ

An artsie and an Engineer were stranded on a boat,
.MD�O@RRDMFDQ�SNN�L@MX��SGD�ONNQ�AN@S�BNTKCM�S�kN@S
The Engineer would toss a coin to settle the dispute,
He tossed it in the water and the artsie gave pursuit.

When Mechs are feeling thirsty and when Civs are all worn out,
There’s one place you can go, and that is SUDS without a doubt.

So next time you drink a rich, cold, golden, icy, frothy beer,
Get on your worthless knees and thank a Chemical Engineer!

An Engineer once came to class so drunk and very late,
'D�RSTLAKDC�SGQNTFG�SGD�KDBSTQD�G@KK�@S�@M�DUDQ�CHLHMHRGHMF�Q@SD

The only things that held him up and kept him on his course,
Were the boundary condition and electromotive force.

GODIVA’S HYMN
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Ace Towing roams the streets of Yorkville each and every night,

They tow the cars, and stow the cars and hide them out of sight.

They tried to tow Godiva’s Horse, the Engineers said “Hey!”

They towed away the towing truck, and now the Ace must pay.

A UofT Computer man got drunk one fateful night

He opened up the console and smashed everything in sight.

6GDM�SGDX�jM@KKX�RTACTDC�GHL��SGD�ITCFD�GD�RSNNC�ADENQD
Said, “Lock him up for twenty years, he’s rotten to the core!”

3GD�1NL@MR�EDC�SGDHQ�BNMBQDSD�LHW�SGD�AKNNC�NE�NW�@MC�LDM
3GD�,@j@�TRDR�SGDHQR�SN�SD@BG�@�KDRRNM�MNV�@MC�SGDM
But for all their pretty tricks their evil cannot even tie

.TQ�SQTRSHMF�HS�HM�@�B@MND�SN�kN@S�@MC�JDDO�TR�CQXŬ

 M�@QSRHD�K@C�HM�QNADR�V@R�BK@C�@MC�RDS�SN�FQ@CT@SD�
A pompous gleaming spectacle he was upon that date.

But not a quarter hour after he got his degree,

He was serving fries to engineers from S-K-U-L-E!

In Arts and Sci and at York there are countless untruths told,

 ANTS�GNV�NTQ�VNLDM�$MFHMDDQR�@QD�EQHFHC��RSQ@MFD�@MC�BNKC
!TS�SQTSG�AD�SNKC�VD�LDM�OQDEDQ�K@CX�$MFHMDDQR��NE�BNTQRD

And sleep with women learning friction, motion, stress and force.

&NCHU@�CHDC��@MC�VGDQD�RGD�KHDR��@�ADMBG�L@QJ�RGNVR�SGD�RONS
(M�@MX�DMFHMDDQHMF�SDWS��HSR�KDUDK�B@M�AD�FNS

&NCHU@�R�MNV�HM�'D@UDM��VGDQD�RGD�C@HKX�OQ@XR�ENQ�ADDQ�
But she’ll have to wait till Heaven gets a Resident Engineer.

&NCHU@�V@R�@�K@CX�VDKK�DMCNVDC�SGDQD�V@R�MN�CNTAS�
2GD�MDUDQ�VNQD�@�RSHSBG�NE�BKNSGDR��ITRS�VNTMC�GDQ�G@HQ�@ANTS
3GD�jQRS�L@M�VGN�DUDQ�L@CD�GDQ�V@R�@M�$MFHMDDQ��NE�BNTQRD�
!TS�NM�ITRS�NMD�CQHMJ�@M�@QSRHD�jMJ�NMBD�L@CD�&NCHU@�R�GNQRDŬ

A man sat in a tavern with a lovely Toronto lass

And stared when more than nineteen times she raised and drained her glass.

'D�R@HC�f8NT�UD�NTSCQTMJ�ENTQ�RSQNMF�LDM��@MC�G@KE�SGD�A@Q��LX�CD@Qt
But the maiden smiled demurely and said she was an Engineer.

We saved our dough for years to send the kid to UofT

Although we knew it was a place of wild depravity,

But now we know our kid is safe and we should have no fear

He’s never even heard of sex cause he’s an Engineer.
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My father was a miner from the Northern Malamute,
My mother was a mistress in a house of ill repute.

The last time that I saw them both these words rang in my ears,
“Get out of here you son of a bitch and join the Engineers.”

Other schools have mascots and they think that theirs is best,
But when it comes time, theirs do fail to pass the test.
Phallic imagery with mascots seems to be the norm,

But the Cannon is the only one that can truly perform!

Industrials have got the dates and that is a known fact.
It’s not the way they part their hair, or in the way they act.

It’s that they’re such good lovers with that extra special touch,
Since you have to get that skillful when you fuck the dog so much.

$KUHR�V@R�@�KDFDMC��GD�R�SGD�*HMF�NE�1NBJ���1NKK�
!TS�SGD�KHED�SG@S�GD�V@R�KD@CHMF��VDKK�HS�jM@KKX�SNNJ�HSR�SNKK

He realized too late that he chose the wrong career,
So he faked his death, and came to Skule to become an Engineer.

The Army and the Navy boys went out to have some fun,
#NVM�SN�SGD�KNB@K�S@UDQM�VGDQD�SGD�jDQX�KHPTNQR�QTM�

But all they found were empties, for the Engineers had come,
And traded all their instruments for gallon kegs of rum.

 M�$MF�2BH�L@M�EQNL�4NE3�VDMS�NTS�@MC�CQ@MJ�GHR�jKK
He came then to a strip joint, ‘cause he had some time to kill.

The motions that he witnessed there excited all his nerves,
 MC�GD�jKKDC�DKDUDM�M@OJHMR�VHSG�DPT@SHNMR�NE�SGD�BTQUDR

The modern engineer must be politically correct,
No more motors lubricating, no more buildings rise erect,

No more electrical capacitors whose plates are high and fair
Instead of problem solving let’s just sit around and care.

UofT was UofT when Ryerson was a pup,
And UofT will be UofT when Ryerson’s time is up,

And any Ryerson son of a bitch who thinks he’s in our class,
Can pucker up his rosy lips and kiss our purple ass!

For 50 years the Engineers at Queens have had our pole,
From Varsity they took it, and their F!rosh week was its role,

But 28 of our own went down, and with a cunning plan
We opened up an unlocked door and brought it home again!

Late one night, an Engineer was lost in work and toil,
'D�RDS�NEE�SN�jMC�@�C@QKHMF�FHQK�SN�GDKO�CHRBG@QFD�GHR�BNHK
In little time he’d warmed her up, her resistance at a low,

3GDX�kTWDC�TMSHK�SGD�LNQMHMF�R�KHFGS��VGDM�SGDHQ�ETRDR��SGDX�CHC�AKNV
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On reading Kama Sutra, a guy learned position nine.

For proving masculinity, it truly was divine.

But then one day his girl rebelled and threw him on his rear,

For he was a feeble artsie and she was an Engineer.

The artsie thought he had it all, his girlfriend disagreed

.MD�C@X�RGD�TO�@MC�KDES�GHL��GD�BNTKC�MNS�ETKjKK�GDQ�MDDCR
“Where are you going?” The artsie cried, half-naked from the dorm,

f3N�jMC�@M�$MFHMDDQ�t�RGD�R@HC��f S�KD@RS�SGDX�B@M�ODQENQLŬt

Some Engineers from UofT got loaded on a bus,

The driver took them to a town a long, long way from us.

They drank the local tavern dry and went to look for more,

6GDM�SGDX�BNTKCM�S�jMC�@MNSGDQ�A@Q��SGDX�RSNQLDC�SGD�KHPTNQ�RSNQDŬ

Engineers made tribute to the Cannon’s might and SkuleTM,

Their cinematic expose turned out to be a jewel.

Soon after Innis was found bare and the campus rang with fear,

3GD�%@BTKSX�NE�%HKL�G@C�ADDM�QDOK@BDC�VHSG�$MFHMDDQRŬ

We heard the old professor is ending his career

We thought we’d help him celebrate and bring a keg of beer,

But when we thought that we would have to share it with you all

We thought about it once again and drank it in the hall.

The year that Mikey’s double cohort came to UofT,

3GD�%ŬQNRG�VDQD�MNS�ITRS�TMCDQ@FDC��ATS�JMDV�MN�'HFG�2BGNNK�FKDD
6GDM�SGD�B@LOTR�O@QSHDR�@KK�VDMS�CQX��24#2�RSHKK�kNVDC�VHSG�ADDQR�
 MC�SGNRD�RNADQ�BNKKDFD�@QSRHDR�SG@MJDC�SGDHQ�&NC�ENQ�$MFHMDDQR

I’m graduating Eng Sci, and I feel I have to pout,

3GDQD�R�NMD�SGHMF�HM�SGD�VNQKC�(�G@UD�XDS�SN�jFTQD�NTS
It’s something Eng Sci drop outs seem to pick up from the Mechs,

 OO@QDMSKX�HS�R�OKD@RTQ@AKD��(�SGHMJ�SGDX�B@KK�HS�RDW

 �jQD�GNRD�AX�C@X�@MC�ENQSX�ADDQR�AX�MHFGS�
 M�$MFHMDDQ�L@X�MDUDQ�RKDDO�@MC�RSHKK�RS@X�ITRS�@R�AQHFGS
 MC�HE�XNT�DUDQ�@RJ�GDQ�GNV�RGD�JDDOR�TO�GDQ�QNTSHMD�

2GD�KK�Q@HRD�GDQ�SQTRSX�B@M�NE�)NKS��RLHKD�@MC�R@X�f"@EEDHMDŬt

We’d like to welcome all the parents here to UofT,

But there are lots and lots of things we’d like you not to see.

Like sex and drugs and rock & roll, and kegs and kegs of beer,

But we would never touch the stuff ‘cause we’re the Engineers.
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The Jerry P. Potts trophy for the chariot race at SkuleTM
Had been stolen from the fold but Mario said, “Dis ain’t cool.”

So Mario recovered it, returned it to the throngs,
On the condition that the SkuleTM mates sing his praises in their song.

Venus is a statue made entirely of stone,
3GDQD�R�MNS�@�jF�KD@E�NM�GDQ��RGD�R�@R�M@JDC�@R�@�ANMD

On noticing her arms were gone, an Engineer discoursed,
“The damn thing’s busted concrete and it should be reinforced.”

We’re the biggest group of Engineers here studying our craft,
But we’re mostly Eng Sci failures, so we usually get the shaft.
Us poor Elecs and Comps, we have no verse to sing alone,

But after all we are all nerds, so here, we wrote our own!

Professors put demands on us, they say we have to tool,
!TS�@KK�VD�V@MS�SN�CN�HR�RKDDO��6$�' 3$�3'(2�%4"*(-&�2"'..+Ŭ

You can bitch or tell us off, abuse us if you please,
But we’re all set to graduate and ALL WE NEED ARE C’S!

A UofT Engineer once found the gates of Hell,
Looked the devil in the eye and said, “You are looking well.”

Satan just returned the glare and said, “Why visit me?
You’ve been through Hell already, since you went to UofT!”

"@DR@Q�RDS�NTS�ENQ�$FXOS�@S�SGD�@FD�NE�jESX�SGQDD�
But Cleopatra’s blood was warm; her heart was young and free.

And every night when Julius said goodnight at three o’clock,
A Roman Engineer was waiting just around the block.

 �VHCD�DXDC�@QSRHD�"GDLHRS�@MC�@�"GDLHB@K�$MFHMDDQ
Were formulating molecular equations over beer.

$@BG�CQ@MJ�@�FK@RR�NE�V@SDQ��ATS�SGD� QSRHD�GHS�SGD�kNNQ�
For what he thought was H2O was H2SO4!

An Elec and a Comp challenged wits in a Bahen hall
Students gathered all around to watch the two great students brawl,

3GD�$KDB�RONJD�NE�kTW�@MC�jDKCR�ENQ�@�LHMTSD��SVN�NQ�SGQDD�
But the Comp kept droning on and on and on recursively!

TrackOne is a discipline for those who cannot choose.
Because we can’t make up our minds, the Faculty gives us food.

If you ask us where we’re going we’ll say “ask another day”,
(but) if Cohen has his way with us, we may be here to stay.

(�G@OODMDC�NMBD�TONM�@�FHQK��VGN�DXDR�VDQD�ETKK�NE�jQD�
Her physical endowments would have made yours hands perspire.

To my surprise she told me that she never had been kissed,
Her boyfriend was a tired Engineering Scientist.
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All Eng Sci types in second year are really in a plight,
They’re the masochistic ones, who haven’t seen the light.

After two more years they will be just as brain dead,
 R�@MX�jQRS�XD@Q�"HUHK�$MFHMDDQHMF�BDLDMS�GD@C

A maiden and an Engineer were sitting in the park,
The Engineer was busy doing research after dark.
'HR�RBHDMSHjB�LDSGNC�V@R�@�L@QUDK�SN�NARDQUD�

6GHKD�GHR�QHFGS�G@MC�VQNSD�SGD�jFTQDR�CNVM��GHR�KDES�G@MC�SQ@BDC�SGD�BTQUDR

"NOTK@SHNM��ENQMHB@SHNM��ODMDSQ@SHNM��ETBJ�
Rim job, reem job, nose job, blow job, cunnilingus, suck,

Eating beaver, dipping wick, and taking it in the rear,
These words don’t mean a thing to me, ‘cause I’m an Engineer!

An artsie and Engineer once found a gallon can,
Said the artsie, “Match me drink for drink, as long as you can stand.”

They drank three drinks, the artsie fell, his face was turning green,
But the Engineer drank on and said, “It’s only gasoline.”

My father peddles opium, my mother’s on the dole,
My sister used to walk the streets, but now she’s on parole,

My brother runs a restaurant with bedrooms in the rear,
But they don’t even speak to me ‘cause I’m an Engineer.

As legend goes an apple fell on poor Sir Isaac’s head,
And Newtonian Mechanics then was born, took hold and spread.

Too bad he was a physicist and not an Engineer,
If he wore a hardhat, we’d have less class and more beer!

Now you’ve heard our story and you know we’re Engineers,
We love to hate our problem sets, we love to drink our beers.
We drink to every person who comes here from far and near,

"@TRD�VD�QD�@�'$++�.%� ��
'$++�.%� ��
'$++�.%� ��
'$++�.%� �

'$++�.%� -�$-&(-$$1Ŭ
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SkuleTM Yell
�2HMF�SGHR�VGDMDUDQ�SGD�"@MMNM�HR�jQDC�

Toike Oike, Toike Oike,
Ollum te cholum te chay.
SkuleTM of Science, SkuleTM of Science,
Hurray, hurray, hurray.

We are (we are),
We are (we are),
We are the engineers,
We can (we can),
We can (we can),
Demolish forty beers,
Drink rum (straight),
Drink rum (straight),
And come along with us,
For we don’t give a damn for any damn man
Who don’t give a damn for us!

Yay SkuleTM! (Jump up while you do this.)

Sesame Street
Sunny days, sweeping the clouds away,
On my way to where the air is sweet.
Can you tell me how to get,
How to get to Sesame Street?
How to get to Sesame Street?

I don’t know the words to the second verse,
I just make’em up as I go along.
Can you tell me all the words,
All the words to Sesame Street?
All the words to Sesame Street?

Engineering Drinking Song
Here’s to [name[ x2
Here’s to [name[, [he/she]’s a horse’s ass
Why was [he/she] born so pitiful
Why was [he/she] born at all!
[He/She]’s no fucking use to anyone,
[He/She]’s no fucking use at all!
So drink motherfucker (if the victim is male)
OR
So drink silly bitch (if the victim is female)

A Soldier’s Tale
 �RNK���@�RNK���@�RNKCHDQ�(�VHKK�AD
3VN�OHR���SVN�OHR���SVN�OHRSNKR�NM�LX�JMDD
%NQ�BT���ENQ�BT���ENQ�BTQHNTRHSX
 R�VD�jFGS�ENQ�SGD�NKC�BNTMS���jFGS�ENQ�SGD�NKC�BNTMS���
Fight for the old country!

Harass, harass, harass him in the dark
$@BG�GHS��$ "'�'(3��D@BG�GHS�VHKK�jMC�HSR�L@QJ
 �GNQ���@�GNQ���@�GNQRD�VHKK�B@QQX�LD
 R�VD�jFGS�ENQ�SGD�NKC�BNTMS���jFGS�ENQ�SGD�NKC
BNTMS��jFGS�ENQ�SGD�NKC�BNTMSQXŬ

Hey, Look Us Over
Hey, look us over,
Lend us an ear,
The Lady Godiva Memorial Band is here!
We’ve got the music,
We’ve got the jive,
We may be in a drunken stupor but 
we’re still alive.
So if you don’t like our “music,”
Give us a beer,
And maybe next time we will 
disappear,
For we still got a little bit left to 
drink,
Like maybe forty beers,
After all we’re engineers.

CHEERS & CHANTS
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Rubber Ducky
Rubber Ducky, you’re the one.
You make bathtime so much fun.
Rubber Ducky I’m awfully fond of you.
Boo boo de doo!

Rubber Ducky, joy of joys,
When I squeeze you, you make noise.
Rubber Ducky, my very best friend is you!

One, two, three, four!

Everyday when I make my way to the tubby,
(�jMC�@�KHSSKD�EDKK@�VGN�R�BTSD�@MC�XDKK@�@MC�
chubby.
Rubber dubber ducky!

1TAADQ�#TBJX��XNT�QD�RN�jMD�
And I’m happy that you’re mine.
Rubber Ducky, I’m awfully fond of,
Rubber Ducky, I’d love a whole pond of,
1TAADQ�CTBJX��(�L�@VETKKX�EN�N�N�N�N�N�N�MC�NE�
XNT��SNN��ANN�ANN�CD�CNNŬ

Marching Bands
When marching bands and policemen fall in line,
We’ve got to win the game another time,
And for the BLUES I yell, yell, yell, yell, yell,
And for the University I yell like hell!
6D�QD�FNHMF�SN�jFGS��jFGS��jFGS�ENQ�DUDQX�X@QC�
Circle the ends and hit the line right hard,
And throw the enemy upon the side
(HIT’EM HARD) RAH! RAH! RAH!

(MARCHING BNADS)

When polar bears and penguins fall in line,
We’ve got to wing for the Arctic another time,
And for the Moose I yell, yell, yell, yell, yell,
And for the Albatross I yell I yell like hell!
6D�QD�FNHMF�SN�kX��kX��kX��ENQ�DUDQX�X@QC�
Circle the ice and hit the tundra hard,

And throw the polar bears upon the ice
(HIT ‘EM NICE) OOL! OOL! OOL!

Why Are We Waiting?
Sung to the tune of (Oh Come All Ye Faithful)
Why are we waiting? x2
Oh, why are we waiting?
Oh, why do we wait?
Why are we waiting?
We could be integrating (or fornicating, or
masturbating, or whatever else rhymes)
Why are we waiting? x2
Oh, why do we wait?
Why are we waiting?

Where are we going? x2
Oh, where are we going?
Oh, where do we go?
Where are we going?
At least it isn’t snowing.
Where are we going? x2
Oh, where are we going?
Oh, where do we go?

We want attention. x2
Oh, we want attention.
Attention, we want.
We want attention,
At least an honourable mention
We want attention. x2
Oh, we want attention.
Attention, we want.

We need more verses. x2
Oh, we need more verses.
Verses, we need.
We need more verses,
At least it isn’t curses.
We need more verses. x2
Oh, we need more verses.
Verses, we need.

CHEERS & CHANTS
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DEPARTMENTAL COUNSELLORS
Someday, you might run into situations where you need some academic advice. That 
is what your academic counsellors are for! They are here to help you suceed and are 
glad to help a F!rosh in need. Below is the contact information of the counsellors of 
D@BG�RODBHjB�CHRBHOKHMD

Skule™ Website: www.skule.ca Skulepedia:  Skulepedia.ca

DISCIPLINE

Chemical
Civil/Mineral
Electrical/Computer
Engineering Science
Materials
Mechanical/Industrial
TrackOne

COUNSELLOR

Jane Park
Shayni Clarke
Linda Espeut
Hana Lee
Maria Fryman
Carla Baptista
Lesley Mak

EMAIL

ugrad.chemeng@utoronto.ca

shayni@civ.utoronto.ca

linda.espeut@utoronto.ca

nsci1_2@ecf.utoronto.ca

mse@ecf.toronto.ca

undergrad@mie.utoronto.ca

lmak@ecf.utoronto.ca

POSITION
President
VP Finance
VP Communications
VP Academic
VP External
VP Student Life
Archivist
Cannonball Chair
Cannon Editor
"GHDE�1DSTQMHMF�.EjBDQ
Community Outreach
Comp Sys Admin
F!rosh Handbook Editor
Gradball Chair
Hard Hat Café Managers
Hi-SkuleTM Liaison
Orientation Chair
Skulebook Editor
Skule Kup Director
Sponsorship Director
Stores Managers
Suds Managers
Toike Oike Editor
UTEK Director
Webmaster
Blue and Gold Chair
Chief Attiliator
EAA President
Bnad Leedur
D( r)umb Majur(k)
Speaker

EMAIL(@SKULE.CA)
president

UOkM@MBD
vpcomm

vpacademic

vpexternal

vpstudentlife

archivist

cannonball

cannon

cro

community

sysadmin

handbook

gradball

cafeteria

hiskule

orientation

skulebook

kup

sponsorship

stores

suds

toike

utek

webmaster

blueandgold

kaboom

eaa

lgmb

drums

speaker

NAME
Rishi Maharaj
Pierre Harfouche
Yerusha Nuh
Matthew Lattavo
Anton Klunko
Ishan Gupta
Stephanie Fata
Amy Hu
Vijay Unnithan
Evangelos Staikos
Aishwarya Saxena
Yannick How Wong
Fionna Gan
Nicole Cyhelka
Maggie Cai & Kunal Taneja
Kenny Wong
Maegan Chang
Jenny Yao
Raymond Luu
Felipe Richards
Laura Burget & Matko Brunski
Gordon Tattle & Andrew Barolet
Evan Boyce
Marissa Wu
Brian To
Gabriel Stavros & Tejas Manjunath
You wish! 
Alessandro Zavatti
Mauricio Curbelo
Adam Fontana
Mauricio Curbelo

CONTACTS
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other people’s dorms, the Pit, etc. a couple 
times a week.
Convocation Hall (Location) – If you have 
lectures here, either drink coffee or bring a 
pillow.

D
Delta Epsilon (noun) – two Greek letters 
which are simple until combined. These kind 
of proofs are usually quite challenging and are 
unique to EngScis.

E 
ECE (noun) – People who have a loyalty 
rewards card with the ECF labs and have an 
aversion to showering. 
EngSci (noun) – High school kids who act 
like Bowser in the Subspace Emissary. Very 
NUDQBNMjCDMS�BNLHMF�HM��SGDX�FDS�CDLNQ@K-
ized, beaten up, and knocked out. Also 
known as Track One Supersize. 
Ex-EngSci (noun) - Pretty much everyone.

G 
Girl (gender) – see chem 
Godiva Week (weeklong event) – Much 
awaited real life matches, with ever inten-
sifying stages, for sought-after titles. And 
celebrations! For further details, look at the 
giant poster hanging by the SF Atrium on the 
jQRS�VDDJ�NE�SGD�6HMSDQ�3DQL�

H 
Hardhat
1. (noun) – A decorated symbol of member-
ship, is as useful to you in your studies as a 
Star Fox pilot’s helmet is useful to the pilot 
when being chased (and potentially blown up) 
AX� MCQNRR�NQ�2S@Q�6NKE�
2. (instruction) Screaming “Hardhat” implicitly 
makes all F!rosh leaders chase down the thief 
of your hardhat. DO NOT INVOKE LIGHTLY. 

I 
Indy (noun) – The Falcos to the Mech engi-
neers. 
Infrastructure (option in Engsci) – Es-
sentially CIVs who decided to go through two 
years of EngSci. 

A 
ArtSci (noun) – The Fighting Alloy Team that 
you battle in Multi Man Brawls. Individually 
they are weak, but they make up for it in sheer 
numbers. ArtScis become closer to level 9 as 
they approach graduation.

B 
Bell curve (phenomenon) – The process 
by which a very hopeless situation or grade 
magically gets better, like when you’re getting 
destroyed in a free-for-all until a starman drops 
right beside you. 
BEvERages(noun) - read between the lines…
Blue & Gold 
1. (noun) Skule™ colours. 
2. (noun) Two people that will provide you with 
lots of fun social events.
Bnad, The (noun) –  Pretty much the greatest 
marching band in history, so great that they 
must be closely followed by the cannon to 
protect from jealous artsies.

C 
Calculus (noun) – If you’re core eight or track 
one, it’s your regular hammer. If you’re EngSci, 
it’s your golden hammer. Trusty and reliable, it 
will get you out of a tight spot time and time 
again...until you need it most and its head falls 
off, leaving you helpless. 
Cannon (noun) – Our very own Dragoon. 
6D�@QD�VHKKHMF�SN�jFGS�SNNSG�@MC�M@HK�SN�JDDO�HS�
in our possession (only twice having failed to 
do so), and it goes off with a bang when the 
time is right. Much like an assembled Dragoon 
will cut through CPUs like a hot knife through 
butter, ArtScis are known to tremble in fear of 
the cannon.
Chem (noun) l�6GDQD�SGD�/D@BGR�@MC�9DKC@R�
of your batch will most likely go. 
CIV (noun) – The people who at the end of 

four years realize calculus is of zero use 
when building bridges. 
Commuter – (noun) person who sleeps 
in common rooms, 
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L 
LGMB or Lady Godiva Memorial Bnad 

(noun) – Like battles on Pokemon Stadium 
with only pokeballs on high frequency, they 
are nothing but pure distraction and serve no 
rational purpose when they barge and make 
noise in the middle of lectures. 

M 
Mech (noun) – The Fox McClouds to the 
Indy’s. 
Mineral Engineering (noun) – As of date, 
the rarest kind of engineer in our faculty. There 
are just as many Mins in your batch as there 
are Pit players in the world. 
MSE (noun) – Chemistry heavy and probably 
only exists to cater to guys because chem eng 
is overpopulated with girls. 

P 
Pit, The (noun) – Basically the best place 
ever. You should spend all your time here. 
Located in the basement of SF
Praxis (unknown) – We still have no idea 
what it is and the two profs in charge act like 
Master Hand and Crazy Hand. If you procrasti-
M@SD��XNT�VHKK�AD�CDRSQNXDC�@R�A@CKX�@R�SGD�jQRS�
SHLD�XNT�SQHDC�SN�OK@X�SGDL�NM�(MSDMRD�CHEjBTKSX�
Problem Sets (plural noun) – Doing them 
HM�FQNTOR�VHKK�AD�@R�CHEjBTKS�@R�BNLOKDSHMF�@�
100-Man Brawl. Doing them alone will be as 
CHEjBTKS�@R�FDSSHMF�����JHKKR�HM�"QTDK�!Q@VK
Programming (noun) – While doing this, you 
will feel that the computer is twice as annoying 
as Pichu and Pit combined. 

Q
Queen’s (noun) – Skule™’s big rival. The only 
other engineering faculty that even comes 

S 
Shower (verb) – What ECE’s should remem-
ber to do.
Skule Nite (event) – Engineers trying to be 
theater artsies. As usual, whatever they can 
do, we engineers can do better and funnier! 
F!rosh get free tickets!!!
Sleep (verb) – We don’t use this word 
around here. 
Smash Bros. (Way of Life) – The only 
games where you can truly answer the long-
@QFTDC�PTDRSHNM��f6GN�VNTKC�VHM�HM�@�jFGS�
between Mario and Pikachu?” by picking up a 
baseball bat and beating the snot out of one 
with the other. They ought to make playing 
this as one of tthe core requirements to admit 
you to Engineering. (PRO TIP: if anyone tells 
you one game in the series is better than the 
NSGDQR��SG@S�R�SGD�jQRS�F@LD�HM�SGD�RDQHDR�SG@S�
they played.)
SUDS (event) – Friday night. SF Atrium. See 
you there. 

T 
Toike Oike (noun) – The real engineering 
newspaper. Try not to get offended. 
TrackOne (noun) – EngSci Lite version, and 
similarly, only get beaten up and subjugated 
instead of the more painful suffering of their 
EngSci brethren. Like Dedede, they have a 
backup plan in case things go south (and 
things go south pretty often).
TrackTwo (noun) – TrackOne’s 
wish that this existed. 

U
Upper Year (noun) – Grizzled 
veterans of Skule™. You 
should follow their lead.

W
Waterloser (noun) – A 
Waterloo engineer. 
No school spirit. Aren’t 
you glad you didn’t 
go there?
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1This financial package is an advantage offered to full-time university students in engineering who are Canadian citizens or permanent residents 
of Canada. Students must provide proof of their full-time student status.

engineersbank.ca

Our financial package1 for engineering students offers a wide range 
of advantages you have to see to believe. Sign up today.

Drop in and see for yourself:

121 King Street West  
416-864-7791

ENGINEERED  
FOR SUCCESS
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Established in 1885,The University of Toronto Engineering Society is the student government for all full and part-
ƟŵĞ�ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ�ŝŶ�ƚŚĞ�&ĂĐƵůƚǇ�ŽĨ��ƉƉůŝĞĚ�^ĐŝĞŶĐĞ�ĂŶĚ��ŶŐŝŶĞĞƌŝŶŐ�Ăƚ�ƚŚĞ�hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�dŽƌŽŶƚŽ͘

What does the University of Toronto Engineering Society do for you?  

ͻ�^ŬƵůĞTM�WƵďůŝĐĂƟŽŶƐ͗�dŚĞ��ĂŶŶŽŶ͕�dŚĞ�dŽŝŬĞ�KŝŬĞ͕�dŚĞ�^ŬƵůĞďŽŽŬ͕�dŚĞ�WůĂŶŶĞƌ͕ �dŚĞ�&͊ƌŽƐŚ�,ĂŶĚďŽŽŬ�ͻ��Žŵ-
ŵĞƌĐŝĂů�KƉĞƌĂƟŽŶƐ͗�dŚĞ�,ĂƌĚ�,Ăƚ��ĂĨĠ͕��ŶŐŝŶĞĞƌŝŶŐ�^ƚŽƌĞƐ͕�^h�^�ͻ�^ŬƵůĞΡ��ƌĐŚŝǀĞƐ�ͻ�^ŬƵůĞ͘ĐĂ�ͻ�^ŬƵůĞTM��ŝŶŶĞƌ�
�ĂŶĐĞƐ͗��ĂŶŶŽŶďĂůů͕�'ƌĂĚďĂůů�ͻ�zŽƵ͛ƌĞ�EĞǆƚ��ĂƌĞĞƌ�&Ăŝƌ�ͻ��ŽŵŵƵŶŝƚǇ�KƵƚƌĞĂĐŚ͗�DŽǀĞŵďĞƌ͕ ��E�dŽǁĞƌ��ůŝŵď�ĨŽƌ�

hŶŝƚĞĚ�tĂǇͻ�,ŝ^ŬƵůĞTM�ZĞĐƌƵŝƚŵĞŶƚ�ĞǀĞŶƚƐ͗��ĞƐŝŐŶĂƉůŽŽǌĂ͕�hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�dŽƌŽŶƚŽ�,ŝŐŚ�^ĐŚŽŽů��ĞƐŝŐŶ��ŽŵƉĞƟƟŽŶ͕�
^ŬƵůĞTM�^ŝƐƚĞƌƐ͕�WƌĞͲ&͊ƌŽƐŚ�ͻ�&͊ZK^,�t��<�;KƌŝĞŶƚĂƟŽŶͿ�ͻ�dŚĞ�hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�dŽƌŽŶƚŽ��ŶŐŝŶĞĞƌŝŶŐ�<ŽŵƉĞƟƟŽŶƐ�
;hd�<Ϳ�ͻ��ůƵď�ĨƵŶĚŝŶŐ�ͻ��ĐĂĚĞŵŝĐ��ƐƐŝƐƚĂŶĐĞ͗�ƉĂƐƚ�ĞǆĂŵƐ�;ĐŽƵƌƐĞƐ͘ƐŬƵůĞ͘ĐĂͿ͕�ƚƵƚŽƌƐ�ĚĂƚĂďĂƐĞ�;ƚƵƚŽƌƐ͘ƐŬƵůĞ͘ĐĂͿ�ͻ�
ZĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƟŽŶ�ƚŽ�ƉƌŽǀŝŶĐŝĂů�ĂŶĚ�ŶĂƟŽŶĂů��ŶŐŝŶĞĞƌŝŶŐ�ŐƌŽƵƉƐ͗��^^�K͕��&�^�ͻ�ZĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƚŝŽŶ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�
dŽƌŽŶƚŽ�^ƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ͛�hŶŝŽŶ�ͻ�ZĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƟŽŶ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�hŶŝǀĞƌƐŝƚǇ�ŽĨ�dŽƌŽŶƚŽ�&ĂĐƵůƚǇ�ƐŽ�ƚŚĂƚ�ǇŽƵƌ�ǀŽŝĐĞ�ĐĂŶ�ďĞ�ŚĞĂƌĚ�ͻ

�ŶĚ�ŵƵĐŚ͕�ŵƵĐŚ�ŵŽƌĞ͘͘͘

ƐŬƵůĞ͘ĐĂ
ĞŶŐƐŽĐΛƐŬƵůĞ͘ĐĂ


